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Supervisor Dave Cortese, Chair 
Supervisor Cindy Chavez, Vice Chair 
Board of Supervisors’ Finance and Government Operations Committee 
70 West Hedding Street 
San Jose, CA 95110 
 
Dear Supervisors Cortese and Chavez: 

 
We have completed the Management Audit of the Employee Services Agency. This audit 
was part of the Management Audit Division’s Fiscal Year 2016-17 work plan by the Board 
of Supervisors of the County of Santa Clara, pursuant to the Board’s power of inquiry 
specified in Article III, Section 302(c) of the Santa Clara County Charter. 
 
This audit was conducted in conformity with generally accepted government auditing 
standards as set forth in the 2011 revision of the “Yellow Book” of the U.S. Government 
Accountability Office. 
 
The purpose of this audit was to examine the operations and management practices of 
the Employee Services Agency, and to identify opportunities to increase its efficiency, 
effectiveness and economy. This report on the Management Audit of the Countywide 
Hiring Process details 12 findings and 49 recommendations. In its response, the 
Department disagrees with 15 recommendations (30.6 percent), agrees with 17 
recommendations (34.7 percent) and partially agrees with 16 (32.7 percent). Although it 
provided the administration’s response to other recommendations directed to other 
parties – including the County Executive’s Office generally, the Board of Supervisors, and 
the Equal Opportunity Department – it provided no response to one recommendation (2.0 
percent) directed to the County Executive’s Office generally. 
 
In many cases, when the Department “agreed” or “partially agreed,” with a 
recommendation, it did not agree that the recommendation should be implemented. 
Rather, the Department frequently asserted that our proposed reforms are already the 
Department’s existing practices.  The audit report presents sufficient evidence that the 
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reforms we propose are not the Department’s standard practices, as outlined in 
Attachment O. The Equal Opportunity Department also provided a response in which it 
agreed with the one recommendation directed to that department. 
 
In general, most of our recommendations are intended to reform processes within the 
constraints of the existing County Ordinance Code. We elected to propose reforms that 
could be carried out mostly without major legal changes, as previous audit 
recommendations intended to address structural problems have not been implemented. 
 
If implemented, the recommendations in this report would, among other improvements: 
 
• Provide hiring departments with direct access to all applications submitted for 

positions in their departments to enable experts in the occupation to assess 
applicant qualifications. 

• Require ESA to consult with hiring departments for every recruitment to determine 
appropriate applicant ranking mechanisms, such as written exams, performance 
tests or other assessment methods and allow departments to develop or review 
final assessment tools and to review them for continued relevance at least 
annually. 

• Provide for regular, professional assessment by qualified experts of applicant 
ranking tools on a sample basis to ensure these tools are valid and appropriately 
predictive of applicants’ ability to succeed in the position, and not measuring 
factors unrelated to the job. 

• Improve data collection and analysis and ensure compliance with federal 
regulations and guidelines, particularly regarding equal opportunity hiring, and 
track in the existing hiring software system all job openings, including positions that 
are available to be filled only by a department’s existing staff. 

• Bring transparency to the hiring process by providing the Board of Supervisors and 
the public with aggregated statistical information regarding administrative 
practices, such as the extent and nature of Human Resources’ establishment of 
thresholds for passing exam scores after exams have been administered. 

• Improve planning, coordination and record-keeping across the decentralized 
aspects of the hiring process through various mechanisms, including by requiring 
written service agreements that outline the roles, responsibilities and timelines to 
which each party (ESA and hiring departments) should adhere, and tracking and 
reporting of actual outcomes for each aspect of the agreements. 

• Improve the applicant experience by reducing the amount of time all applicants 
wait for interviews and tests; providing tentative testing dates on all job 
announcements; and for “open competitive” recruitments, making public the 
contact information for the assigned Human Resources recruiter; and ensuring that 
applications from the public are reviewed within a week in most cases. 

• Improve the marketing and professionalism of communication with the public 
regarding County employment, including by establishing a management position 
responsible for developing and driving an ongoing social media employee 
recruitment campaign for non-executive classifications. 
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• Standardize the timeline for advertising County job openings to reduce hiring 
delays that are caused by overlapping and varied advertisement periods and 
antiquated employee-notification requirements specified in the County Ordinance 
Code, labor agreements and “side” agreements pertaining to specific work units or 
job classifications. Until all job openings are advertised for the same number of 
days through standard channels, or if such standardization is not implemented, the 
various timelines and required methods of notification should be clearly identified, 
tracked and communicated by ESA to departments. 

• Improve the equity and effectiveness of County salaries by contracting for analysis 
to determine the make-up of the actual labor market for specific classifications, and 
using this information to establish a basis with labor unions for setting the salaries 
for County jobs. 

 
Again, for many of these proposed reforms, ESA either objects to their implementation or 
has asserted that these are its existing practices.  
 
Under the existing decentralized processes, filling a vacant position in the County of 
Santa Clara is the task of many but the job of no one. As noted in the Introduction of the 
report, ESA management’s definition of ESA’s responsibility in the process may not be in 
alignment with the expectations of the Department’s stakeholders. For this reason, we 
think a conversation regarding the expectations held by ESA’s management, 
departments, labor unions, the County’s executive leadership, the Board of Supervisors, 
and possibly other stakeholders regarding ESA’s role in hiring is long overdue. 
 
We would like to thank ESA’s management and staff for the assistance provided during 
this audit process. We also appreciate the time and input of various department managers 
and Human Resources liaisons who responded to our survey and interview requests. 
If you have any questions regarding this report, please call me at (408) 299-6435. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
 
Cheryl Solov 
Management Audit Manager 
 
 
Cc:  
Supervisor Susan Ellenberg 
Supervisor S. Joseph Simitian 
Supervisor Mike Wasserman 
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Finding 1: Unqualified Applicants on Eligibility Lists – Job Class Specifications

The Employee Services Agency (ESA) is responsible for developing job class 
specifications, which are formal descriptions of qualifications and responsibilities 
associated with County job classifications. Per the County Ordinance Code, applicants 
must “meet all standards prescribed in the class specification.” However, hiring 
departments report that existing job class specifications do not always reflect the 
qualifications, knowledge, and skills needed for the job. Inaccurate or outdated job 
class specifications could prevent the County from receiving applicants possessing 
the skills and qualifications that departments require for their operations, resulting in 
unsuccessful recruitments. Upon anticipation of a vacancy, hiring departments should 
review the job class specifications associated with that vacancy as soon as possible, 
and send necessary revisions to ESA prior to submitting a hiring requisition.

Finding 2: Unqualified Applicants on Eligibility Lists – Minimum Qualifications

The Employee Services Agency (ESA) reviews all County job applicants to determine 
whether they meet the minimum qualifications of the job as advertised. However, 
ESA Human Resources Analysts do not receive training in the specialized skills, 
education, and work experiences of practitioners in the departments that they 
recruit for. Hiring departments report that qualified candidates are eliminated during 
minimum qualifications reviews, and that ESA does not sufficiently understand 
the department’s needs to fill positions with the strongest possible candidates. 
Additionally, departmental hiring liaisons report that ESA does not uniformly consult 
subject matter experts during the minimum qualifications review process. ESA 
should uniformly grant departmental liaisons and subject matter experts access to all 
applications for their departments in the County’s hiring system. Hiring department 
staff should have the option to comment on ESA’s assessments of candidates’ 
minimum qualifications, and protocols for disagreements should be outlined in 
service plans between ESA and hiring departments.

Finding 3: Unqualified Applicants on Eligibility Lists – Ranking Mechanisms

Per Merit System Rules in the County Ordinance Code, the Employee Services Agency 
(ESA) often uses a ranking tool to determine which candidates will be referred to 
hiring departments as part of the certified eligible list of the “top 10” candidates 
to be interviewed. However, the decision to employ one type of ranking tool over 
another (e.g., a written test versus a panel review of resumes) is arbitrary, as there 
are no policies that guide when different exams are to be used. Multiple hiring 
departments report that they are not consulted for these decisions. ESA’s written 
tests are comprised of questions from a multi-state question bank that explicitly does 
not guarantee the validity of its questions. Further, ESA does not employ experts in 
the field of test validation to assess the predictive capacity of its tests. Other types of 
ranking mechanisms have also demonstrated weaknesses with assessing applicant 
fitness, based on interviewer comments. ESA should work with departments to 
develop ranking tools that are appropriate to the classification being recruited, rather 
than simply selecting a method. Additionally, ESA should contract with a professional 
such as an industrial psychologist to ensure that ranking tools are adequately 
predictive.

Executive Summary
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Finding 4: Potential Disparate Hiring Outcomes by Ethnicity

The County is subject to federal requirements that prohibit both intentional 
employment discrimination based on characteristics such as race and sex, as well 
as facially neutral policies and practices that have a “disparate impact” on certain 
populations. However, the Employee Services Agency (ESA) does not maintain records 
that reliably demonstrate equitable hiring processes within the County. The County’s 
only aggregate equal employment opportunity statistics are contained within a 
module of its hiring system that is still in beta testing phase, and ESA additionally 
reports that its client departments do not input relevant hire information consistently 
into the system. The information that is available shows disproportionate hiring 
outcomes by ethnicity, with an apparent adverse impact on black candidates in 
particular. Sample recruitment data indicates that the County’s written civil service 
exams may contribute to these potential hiring disparities. ESA should work with its 
system vendor and hiring departments to ensure that its hiring data is an accurate 
and reliable source of equal employment information. Any active civil service 
exams demonstrating potential adverse impact should be validated by an industrial 
psychologist or other contractor with relevant expertise.

Finding 5: Salaries and Benefits

In most cases, when a new classification is created, the Employee Services Agency 
(ESA) sets a salary range for this classification during an initial classification study, 
based on a survey of salaries of comparable classifications in five neighboring 
jurisdictions. After an initial salary range is set for a classification, subsequent changes 
to this salary range are developed through labor negotiations. However, the basis 
for these negotiations is not specified in any County policy. Salary comparisons 
conducted by ESA exhibit inconsistent methodologies, which raises questions about 
the appropriateness of salaries set through these methods. The lack of defined 
procedures, standards, policies, and schedules for setting salaries can result in 
compensation structures that are higher or lower than necessary to recruit qualified 
personnel. The Board of Supervisors should approve a policy related to the setting 
of salaries within the County to ensure that employee salaries are informed by labor 
market information. This policy should require that, when labor agreements come 
up for renewal, the County and its labor unions negotiate a predetermined basis 
for setting salaries. Additionally, ESA should contract with a firm that has expertise 
in public-sector compensation to assist in preparing proposed salary-setting 
requirements in labor agreements. This firm would also carry out the gathering 
of comparable market information and advise the Board of Supervisors regarding 
potential policy choices related to compensation.
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Finding 6: Hiring Delays Resulting from Labor Agreements

The Employee Services Agency (ESA) is responsible for ensuring that hiring 
departments comply with contractual agreements between departments, the 
County, and labor unions. Within a portion of these agreements there are hiring-
related requirements regarding timelines, methods of advertising positions, and 
notifying existing staff of transfer opportunities. Some requirements are outdated 
and inefficient, such as compelling managers to post vacancies on physical bulletin 
boards. When multiple requirements apply to a position they may complicate and 
delay the hiring process for several weeks. There is also no definitive list of current 
agreements for departments to follow, raising the risk of noncompliance. The Board 
of Supervisors should amend the County Ordinance Code to require all vacancies, 
including departmental transfers, be advertised on the County’s vacancy website 
for a standardized time period in lieu of direct notification of individual employees. 
Following these changes, ESA should work with Labor Unions to standardize vacancy 
notifications and hiring timelines in labor agreements. ESA should work with 
NEOGOV to require that an Employee ID and/or County email address be included 
in applications for transfer positions. ESA should create a flowchart of MOUs, 
MOAs, SLAs, and Departmental Agreement hiring requirements, and the age of the 
agreements, for each department and supply it to departments and Labor Unions. 
ESA should prompt the appropriate department and Union to review and update 
these agreements. ESA should update Labor Relations’ webpage to include all active 
agreements and add a link in ESA’s HR Practices Manual.

Finding 7: Insufficient Data and Analysis

The Employee Services Agency (ESA) is responsible for both recruitment and 
management of the County’s job classification system. Human Resources (HR) 
experts cite the importance of tracking metrics such as time-to-fill and source of 
applications to improve HR processes. However, ESA conducts virtually no tracking 
and analysis of hiring and recruitment processes or its own staff’s workload. ESA has 
internal performance goals, but does not track actual performance. Analyses of hiring 
timelines are only conducted on an ad hoc basis, and ESA does not collect several 
key data points such as which organizations applicants come from, and the results of 
exit interviews. In part, ESA’s limited data tracking is due to the Department lacking 
sufficient technology to capture information needed to compute key hiring metrics. 
ESA should work with its hiring system vendor, the Technology Services and Solutions 
Department, and its own staff to capture relevant data, and include data entry 
protocols in service plans with hiring departments.
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Finding 8: Workforce Planning

Thirty-five percent of Santa Clara County’s classified workforce – or 5,745 employees 
– are age 50 or older. In some types of jobs, half or nearly half of the total workforce 
is 50 or older; in ten County departments, nearly half to well more than half of the 
classified staff are at least age 50. Despite this large number of older workers, as well 
as general County-wide hiring difficulties, the Employee Services Agency (ESA) has not 
developed formal, comprehensive workforce and succession plans to help individual 
departments regularly assess their vacancy rates, recruitment processes, and future 
needs. Without workforce plans in place to regularly evaluate the needs of individual 
departmental workforces, HR and departmental managers lack the insight to evaluate 
trends in why employees leave, difficulties in hiring particular positions, and how 
these problems can be addressed. Further, a lack of strategic planning in the face of 
an aging workforce increases the risk that vacancy rates may increase over time. ESA 
should work collaboratively with departments so that all departments have a formal 
written workforce plan in place by the start of Fiscal Year 2022-23. To facilitate the 
creation of these plans, ESA should hire an actuary to estimate—on a department 
basis—the likely retirements and vacancies based on employee ages, estimated 
retirement timeframes, and recruitment timelines.

Finding 9: Departmental Responsibilities

The hiring process is a collaboration between the Employee Services Agency (ESA) and 
hiring departments. ESA completes some steps, such as certifying eligibility lists, and 
hiring departments complete others, such as conducting final candidate interviews. 
While the County’s Merit System Rules outline the responsibilities of ESA, there are 
no County policies governing the role of hiring departments during the recruitment 
process. Departments and ESA attribute hiring delays to each other, and each “hand 
off” between ESA and departments during the recruitment process increases the 
potential for confusion, delays, or bottlenecks—particularly in the absence of policies 
outlining departmental responsibilities and timelines. The Board of Supervisors 
should adopt a policy requiring departments to enter into written plans with ESA 
that specify recruitment stages, their sequence, expected timelines, and the party 
responsible for each step. To reduce applicant facing delays, these plans should 
also include pre-job posting steps such as compiling subject matter expert lists and 
developing supplemental questions to minimize the number of hand offs that occur 
during the recruitment process.
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Finding 10: Recruitment Timeline and Communication with Job Applicants

The Employee Services Agency (ESA) has web pages and paper flyers that are 
used to communicate with applicants and potential applicants. Compared to 
communications from competing employers including neighboring counties and 
the private sector, ESA’s messages to potential and current job applicants are not 
welcoming, clear or useful. ESA allows non-County employee applicants to apply for 
transfer and promotional jobs for which only County employees are eligible, and its 
website focuses on processes for existing staff. ESA’s online materials also advises 
applicants to call if they have not “heard something” six weeks after submitting an 
application. When private-sector job seekers may be hired within days of applying, 
and neighboring public sector competitors utilize more transparent and thoughtful 
communication, the County may lose talented prospects to these competitors. ESA 
should devote most of its public website to information intended to recruit new 
employees, and should modify its online job application system to prohibit ineligible 
applicants from submitting applications. ESA should also provide reasonable tentative 
timelines to all applicants about the hiring cycle.

Finding 11: Absence of Recruitment Oversight and Management

The Fiscal Year 2019-20 Recommended Budget contained over 2,500 vacant 
positions, despite the County spending several hundred thousand dollars per year 
on recruitment. The County’s use of social media and other advertising methods to 
recruit candidates to fill available jobs lacks coordination, oversight and a distinct 
budget. The County has a dedicated management level recruiter for executive 
positions, but no dedicated party responsible for recruiting non-executive positions, 
coordinating the County’s recruitment-related advertising, and tracking outcomes. 
Haphazard marketing of available jobs and ineffective use of social media may 
undermine recruitment efforts and make it more difficult to fill positions, particularly 
for classifications for which candidates may readily apply to other counties or private 
employers through social media or other online platforms. The Board of Supervisors 
should authorize creation of a manager responsible for social media and non-
executive recruitment.

Finding 12: Internal Transfer Record Keeping

When there is a vacant position in the County, the Merit System Rules within the 
County Ordinance allow for several methods of recruitment. One of those methods 
is a department-based “transfer”—a particular type of transfer that is not advertised 
to all County employees. Recruitments through department-based transfers do not 
accept applications from employees outside of the department or work unit in which 
the vacancy exists. The County Ordinance Code requires the Employee Services 
Agency (ESA) to retain transfer records for two years, in accordance with federal law. 
ESA management, however, reports that Human Resources (HR) does not collect 
or retain department-based transfer records. Failure to retain complete records 
of employee transfers may violate federal regulations and expose the County to 
enforcement actions. Further, lack of records may hamper the County’s ability to 1) 
know whether improper selection for positions is occurring, and 2) defend against 
related claims. ESA should comply with record-keeping requirements by collecting 
and retaining all records related to every position available to be filled within the 
County, including those filled by department-based transfer.
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The Employee Services Agency’s (ESA) Human Resources (HR) office is the only County 
function that directly serves both existing employees and departments, and members 
of the public. The ESA-HR Fiscal Year 2018-19 budget includes expenditures of $18.4 
million, which are offset by combined expenses reimbursements and transfers in of 
$3.3 million, for net expenditures of $15.1 million. ESA-HR is organized across three 
offices – the main office serving the general government, and two satellite offices 
specializing in Social Services and Health and Hospital recruitments, respectively. 
ESA’s organizational charts are provided as Attachment B. Most of the County’s 
vacancies are posted and applications are managed through an online, vendor-run 
system called NEOGOV.

In ways that other County units do not experience, ESA-HR’s effectiveness is 
particularly sensitive to its ability to adapt to external forces. For that reason, this 
introduction details the complex and rapidly changing environment in which ESA-HR 
operates.

The local job market in which Santa Clara County recruits for talent is unusually 
competitive. The County is home to thousands of private employers, and these 
employers offer among the highest pay in the nation.

Out of 3,136 counties nationwide, the County of Santa Clara in 2013 ranked 10th 
in the number of private-sector firms. This means that the County as an employer 
competes for talent with more than 39,000 private employers within its borders, as 
shown in Figure I.1 below.

Figure I.1: Top Ten U.S. Counties for Number of Private Firms.

State County # of Firms # of Employees Rank

California Los Angeles 218,259 3,799,831 1

Illinois Cook 108,710 2,286,711 2

New York New York 92,421 2,116,201 3

California Orange 77,162 1,381,148 4

Texas Harris 75,756 1,971,437 5

Arizona Maricopa 67,295 1,491,582 6

California San Diego 65,651 1,181,133 7

Washington King 53,610 1,051,249 8

Texas Dallas 49,542 1,322,022 9

California Santa Clara 39,335 926,766 10

Source: United States Census Bureau, 2013.

Introduction
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As of 2013, only five other counties in the country had private-sector average wages 
that were higher than that which was paid by employers in the County of Santa Clara. 
Three of these were counties in Alaska, where wages are driven up by the relatively 
small number of workers in the lucrative oil extraction industry. The fourth county 
that paid more was New York County, New York, with average wages skewed upward 
by Wall Street’s firms. The only other county that faced a higher-paying private 
sector was neighboring San Mateo County, with average wages soaring due to the 
disproportionate number of venture capital and biotech jobs there.

Public Sector Market

The public sector market consists of other public sector agencies within the 
County, including city, special district, state, tribal and federal employers, as well 
as neighboring counties and cities. The primary roles that fall into this category are 
public-safety, social-services and administrative positions, such as accountants and 
executives.

Although the County is the third-largest employer in the County, it only employs 1.7 
percent of all persons who work within its borders. Even among non-school, local 
government employers, the County employs just over half of all workers. The rest 
work for cities, special districts, and Native American tribes. With the exception of the 
Santa Clara Valley Water District, the County average pay is higher than that of other 
in-County, non-school local governments.

Joint Market

In many cases, the County must compete for workers with both the private and 
public sectors. Positions most affected by the “joint” market are those in health care 
and information technology. For example, a nurse residing in Mountain View could 
choose to work for the public sector at Valley Medical Center in San Jose or San Mateo 
Medical Center in San Mateo; or the private sector, such as Stanford Hospital, Kaiser, 
or a local hospice. A network engineer could work for Google or a startup company, 
the City of San Jose or San Mateo County, San Jose State University or the County of 
Santa Clara. Recruitments for legal or financial positions may also face pressures from 
both markets.

County Recruitment and Hiring

The County’s recruitment and hiring processes were not designed to address the 
level of competition that currently exists (the recruitment process for the County is 
included as Attachment C on page 155).

In 1954, the Supreme Court invalidated racial segregation in public education, 
transistors were put into commercial use, and Santa Clara Valley – full of farms and 
orchards – bore the nickname the “valley of the heart’s delight.” That year, the County 
Board of Supervisors adopted the County’s Merit System Rules for hiring County 
employees. Although some of these ordinances have been amended as recently as 
2015, the basic mechanisms for recruiting and hiring County employees remain as 
established 64 years ago. Since then, the County as a community has undergone 
extraordinary changes, many of which necessitate changes to the County’s hiring 
processes to enable the County to effectively hire the number of required staff with 
the necessary skill sets.
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Residents

Compared to 1954, the County’s residents today are far more racially and culturally 
diverse, 19 percent older, and much more likely to be employed. In 1950, according 
to the U.S. Census Bureau, the County of Santa Clara was home to 290,547 people. Of 
these, 96.5 percent were classified as “white.” Less than 35 percent of residents were 
employed. All “government workers” across all agencies numbered just 11,085. Just 
over 24 percent of all employed persons held professional or managerial positions; 
most workers held jobs in farming or farming support roles.

At the time the Merit System Rules were developed, the County was racially 
homogeneous, and there weren’t many “professional” occupations in the community 
to compete with the County’s need for managers, attorneys, accountants, and the 
like. The median rent represented just 14 percent of the median family income, so the 
financial pressure on the County’s wage structure was modest. Most residents weren’t 
employed at all.

Changes that began in earnest around 1980 accelerated rapidly. By 1990, most 
County residents (53.8 percent) were employed. Although wage pressure remained 
low as late as 2000, based on median rent representing just 17.4 percent of median 
“family” wages, nearly 49 percent of local workers were employed in professional jobs, 
significantly increasing competition for the County’s professional classifications. By 
2010, “whites” made up 54 percent of the population. Further, persons of Hispanic 
or Latino origin made up almost 27 percent of the population. There were more than 
570,000 persons classified as “Asian.”

As of 2016, the most recent estimates available from the U.S. Census Bureau show 
that, compared to the period when the Merit System Rules were developed, County 
residents are much older (the median age was 36.8 years), far more racially diverse, 
with just 47 percent being classified as “white” compared to almost 97 percent “white” 
in 1950; far more likely to be employed (49.8 percent versus 35 percent); and much 
more likely to be employed in a professional occupation (51.4 percent vs. 24.2 percent 
in 1950).

Further, residents face far more financial pressure, with median rent representing 
21.5 percent of median family income, compared to just 14 percent in 1950. Lastly, 
when the system was developed, only 40 percent of “government workers” in the 
County of Santa Clara were women. Women make up a majority of the workforce 
today. Now, a substantial minority of County residents – 38.1 percent – were born 
in another country. An estimated 86,700 residents were employed by a government 
agency, though not necessarily a government agency located in the County. Figure I.2 
on page 10 summarizes some of the changes between 1950 and 2016, according to 
the U.S. Census Bureau.
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Figure I.2: Demographic and Employment Changes Since 1950

1950 1990 2016

White 97% 69% 47%

Other Race 3% 31% 53%

Hispanic (Any Race) 12% 21% 26%

Median Rent % of Median Family Income 14% N/A 22%

Percent Residents Employed 35% 54% 50%

Share of Workers in Professional Jobs 24% N/A 51%

Median Age (in Years) 31 32 37

Source: U.S. Census Bureau Technology.

With the commercial application of the transistor, and the rise of technology 
companies, the valley underwent an extraordinarily rapid transition from a farming 
community to the global technology behemoth that is “Silicon Valley.” As one 
massive, multi-national corporation after another set up shop in its borders and 
began recruiting local residents, residents from other states and other countries, 
the County as an employer barely moved. For example, the County Ordinance Code 
section related to preparation of hiring examinations was approved in 1954, and was 
amended – to allow development of examinations by contractors – in 1988.

The underlying processes have changed little, despite the emergence of fierce 
competition for local talent, the increasing ability of workers to work remotely, and 
Internet-based recruiting tools, such as LinkedIn, that have become ubiquitous.

US Census Bureau data shown in Figure I.1 on page 7, indicates that the County 
was home to more than 39,000 different private firms as of 2013. However, according 
2010 U.S. Census data, among private-sector employees who worked in the County of 
Santa Clara, only 77.3 percent resided here. That equated to almost 209,000 people 
who worked for a County employer but lived elsewhere. About 25,800 of these 
workers lived so far from the County that daily commutes would not be practical, 
including about 4,500 who lived in other states. It is likely that these employees had 
some type of remote work arrangement. In 2010 there were more than 100,000 
County residents with commutes (or remote work arrangements to private-sector 
employers located in the counties of San Mateo, Alameda, San Francisco, Santa Cruz, 
Contra Costa, Monterey and San Benito. This represented more than 12 percent of 
County residents with private-sector employers located in California.

ESA does not gather any information about remote work arrangements of County 
employees or requests for remote work arrangements from applicants or employees, 
nor does it track whether employees leave due to commute length or lack of flexibility 
in work arrangements. According to a 2017 report by the Harvard Business Review, 
research indicates that flexible arrangements are among the most highly valued 
employee benefits, as shown in Figure I.3 on page 11.
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Figure I.3: Which Benefits are Most Valued by Job Seekers?

Source: FRACTL Survey of 2,000 US Workers.

Changes in Laws

Federal and state laws and regulations related to hiring have changed significantly 
since the County first implemented its hiring system. Major changes include the Civil 
Rights Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act, the Age Discrimination in Employment 
Act, and many other state and federal laws specific to gender, sexual orientation, 
pregnancy, etc. These laws require a higher level of precision in the development of 
employment exams than was required when the examination system was developed.

In the wake of extraordinary changes in the number and demographics of residents, 
the number and nature of local employers, technology’s impact on where and how 
people seek out and apply for jobs and where they work, the cost of housing, and the 
legal landscape in which hiring occurs, the County has evolved. For example, ESA-HR 
has a website, has deployed applicant management software, and has placed some 
advertising on social media. But as this report demonstrates, the current efforts are 
not sufficient to meet the County’s staffing needs. Absent significant change, the 
gap between the current approach to hiring and what is needed is likely to grow as 
the County’s workforce ages, housing prices soar, technology continues to make 
hiring processes outside the County easier and faster, and County residents become 
even more highly educated (and by extension, more debt-burdened), diverse and 
technologically savvy.
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County Hires and Vacancies

During Fiscal Year 2017-18, the County hired about 5,477 staff, 37 percent of which 
were from the public, with the remaining hired through internal promotions or 
mechanisms for within-County hiring, such as transfers (see Figure I.4 below). Due 
to data issues within the County’s hiring system, we were unable to gain an accurate 
picture of the total number of applicants during this time period, and thus unable to 
assess the County’s overall hiring rate based on these 5,477 hires.

Figure I.4: Total New Regular Staff Hired in FY 2017-18

Type Number Percent

Open Competitive 2,007 37%

Promotional 444 8%

Transfer 3,026 55%

Total: 5,477 100%

Excludes per diem and extra help positions.1

Source: May 2019 hiring report provided by ESA.

It is not surprising that the County has many vacant positions. The bulk of these 
vacancies were in health services, information services, social services, and law 
enforcement departments, with five departments from these sectors comprising 
1,651 of the County’s vacancies, as shown in  below Figure I.5.

Figure I.5: Principal Vacancies as of December of 2018

Department Number of Vacancies

Valley Medical Center 950

Social Services Agency 275

Sheriff’s Office 146

Behavioral Health Services 144

Technology Services and Solutions 136

Source: PeopleSoft vacancy report.

Vacancies result in real costs to the County, in the form of increased use of extra-help 
employees and overtime costs. In addition to financial effects, turnover and vacancies 
may negatively impact morale and workload for existing staff, and may reduce the 
overall expertise and thus efficiency and effectiveness of a work unit.

In our annual review of the County budget, we have documented year after year that 
funding of vacant positions is a persistent feature of the County’s budget. We have 
documented the vacancies and the extent to which those vacancies affect operations 
in numerous audits. In the May 2018 audit of the Building Operations Division of 
the Facilities and Fleet Department, we documented that as many as half of the 
trades positions, such as carpenters, were vacant. We documented large numbers of 
vacancies in our 2017 audit of County Communications, which showed that vacancies 
affected response times to 9-1-1 calls and resulted in mandatory overtime work. 

1 This category encompasses movement of existing County employees into different job classifications 
through transfers, demotions, and reclassifications.
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We identified numerous vacancies in the 2017 audit of Information Services (now 
Technology Services and Solutions). In each audit, we have shown somewhat different 
reasons for the vacancies, at the position level. Rather than revisit department-by-
department factors, this audit has assessed County-wide systems and practices that 
limit the ability of the County to efficiently hire strong staff.

Topics Requiring Additional Review

In some cases, a management audit may identify issues that are not developed as 
findings but are nonetheless areas for the Board to be aware of. Three such issues 
are addressed below.

The Mission of ESA’s Human Resources Function

On its intranet website, the Human Resources portion of ESA’s mission is described as 
follows:

“The mission of the Employee Services Agency is to support County 
departments by recruiting, training, and retaining a productive, skilled, 
dedicated and diverse workforce…”.

According to ESA-HR management, the mission of the Human Resources function is 
to ensure that County departments adhere to the Merit System Rules when those 
departments engage in hiring. 

This is a narrower view of the role of the organization within the County than we 
found at other counties. For example, here is the mission statement of the San Mateo 
County Human Resources Department, as published on its website:

“Through strategic partnerships and collaboration, the Human Resources 
Department recruits, develops and retains a high performing and diverse 
workforce … to maximize individual and organizational potential and 
position San Mateo County as an employer of choice.”

ESA’s Human Resources Function’s view of its role as that of “helper,” “supporter” of 
departments, or “rule enforcer,” is a subtle theme underlying many of the findings in 
this report. That the unit does not view itself as having responsibility to fill positions, 
for example, may not be consistent with the expectations of the departments it 
serves. The County as an organization would benefit from 1) determining whether 
Human Resources’ mission as “helper/enforcer” as described by management is in 
fact the mission desired by the County organization, and if so, 2) communicating and 
formally bestowing the responsibility for filling positions to departments.
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County Benefits and Young Applicants

The County offers a suite of strong benefits to applicants, including union 
representation, a wide variety of insurances and extensive paid leave. Many benefits, 
however, are only realized by employees after they retire from the County. Depending 
on the union agreement, some of these “future” benefits represent an expense that 
reduces their “take home” pay. Such benefits include, for all employees, a defined- 
benefit pension plan (CalPERS), an employee-funded tax-deferred retirement savings 
plan (457 Plan), and retiree health insurance. Current employees not only pay into 
their future retiree health premiums, but also subsidize current retirees’ health 
insurance premiums. For the very highest-paid personnel, the County funds a second 
pension plan (Supplemental Benefit Plan).

These “post-retirement” benefits will appeal only to job-seekers who 1) can afford to 
work for the County now, 2) will stay long enough to qualify for retiree benefits, 3) will 
be able to afford to retire and 4) trust that the County and CalPERS will remain solvent 
and committed to the future benefit structure for the duration of their lives. Although 
points three and four are difficult to address in the short term, the County could make 
a greater effort to address affordability.

Affordability

Student Loans

The expense of student loans loom large for the County’s potential recruits in ways 
that it didn’t as recently as a decade ago. Since the Great Recession, nationwide, 
student loan debt has consumed an ever-larger share of the paycheck, as shown 
in the chart below from the New York Federal Reserve. As shown in Figure I.6 on 
page 15, student loan debt, represented by red in the chart, has ballooned from a 
modest share of total debt in late 2003 to 11 percent of Americans’ debt balance in 
early 2018. This is true even as the total debt balance has increased, primarily due to 
home mortgages and auto loans.

As previously shown in Figure I.3 on page 11, 48 percent of surveyed job seekers 
would be more likely to take a lower paying job if the employer offered help paying 
for student debt. The average student debt for graduates of California colleges in FY 
2016-17 was $22,785.2 This equates to a $250 per month payment for 107 months, 
assuming four percent interest. Since thousands of County positions associated 
with multiple classifications require at least a Bachelors’ degree, if new graduates 
cannot afford to repay their student loans on the salary they would make at the 
County minus the cost of the benefits they would pay for now but not receive until 
retirement, they are likely to look elsewhere. Since new graduates have limited ability 
to save on student debt repayment, the best way to stretch the dollar is by reducing 
housing costs.

2 The Institute for College Access & Success, College InSight, http://www.college-insight.org.

http://www.college-insight.org
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Figure I.6: The Growth of Student Loans as Share of Americans’ Debt

Source: New York Fed Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax

Housing Costs

In August 2018, the real estate firm Zillow reported that the median home value in the 
County of Santa Clara was $1.3 million. The median rent price was $3,697 per month.

According to the U.S. Census, in 2010, among private sector employees who worked 
in the County of Santa Clara, only 77.3 percent resided here. That equated to almost 
209,000 people who worked in the County but lived elsewhere. About 25,800 of these 
workers lived so far from the County that daily commuting would not be practical, 
including about 4,500 workers who lived in other states.

Other local governments, such as the cities of Cupertino and Sunnyvale, provide 
housing loans for department heads. Stanford University also provides extensive loan 
assistance to staff and faculty. In Santa Clara, the “Empower Homebuyers” program 
is a general program available to low-to-moderate income buyers, without regard 
to where they work. It enables qualified buyers to purchase homes in the County 
through a “shared appreciation” mortgage, which means the buyer does not owe 
monthly payments. Although this program is promising, it is expected to serve about 
50 households per year and does not specifically address County employees.

Assuming a newly hired employee makes $100,000, we calculate that after paying 
for CalPERS and other benefits, state and federal taxes, median rent, student 
loans, and modest savings, the employee would have about $32 per day to pay for 
medical co-pays and deductibles, clothing, food, transportation, utilities and services, 
entertainment and miscellaneous expenses. While feasible for one person or a 
couple, it becomes less attractive for potential employees who may wish to save for a 
house, have children, or both. 

3
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Young workers have shorter tenure with their employers than older workers. 
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 57 percent of American workers ages 
60 to 64 were employed for at least 10 years with their current employer in January 
2018, compared with 12 percent of those ages 30 to 34. This means that employees 
in their 20s are likely to leave County employment before they would qualify for the 
County’s retiree health plan, or even the CalPERS pension. (There is no vesting period 
for the high-compensation pension.)

When CalPERS was established in 1932, the life expectancy of American men – who 
made up most of the County workforce – was 61 years. Today, it is about 18 years 
longer. Life expectancy is likely higher in California, which has low rates of smoking 
(second only to Utah, according to the Centers for Disease Control) than the rest of 
the nation, and is higher for women, who make up a larger share of County staff 
than in earlier generations. Prospective County employees in their 20s or 30s may be 
looking at a career of 50 years or longer, with only a small portion of that time spent 
at the County. The prospect of paying for someone else’s retirement benefits, while 
paying for expensive housing and student debt, may deter younger applicants from 
accepting employment with the County, or even applying for jobs here.

In other high-cost jurisdictions, public employers have begun to modify employee 
benefits to address the needs of those entering the workforce. Examples include:

1. The City of Memphis in 2017 began paying $50 a month directly to each full-
time employee’s student loan lender.

2. Washington D.C. assists its employees who are first-time homebuyers. Based 
on the amounts D.C. provides to its employees relative to the median home 
prices, if the County of Santa Clara had a similar program with amounts similar 
to its median home price, it would pay $13,000 to match an employee’s down 
payment for a home, and offer a deferred loan, which is not payable until the 
home is sold or refinanced, of almost $45,000. The District also provides a 
small amount of assistance for its employees who rent.

3. Arlington County, in the Washington D.C. metro area, also provides small 
grants, on a first come, first served basis, to employees purchasing homes or 
renting in the County. These grants are equal to about one percent of median 
home price, or two percent of median rent.

4. Local employers, including the cities of Sunnyvale and Cupertino, as well as 
Stanford University, provide housing assistance, such as loans or deferred 
loans, to some employees, especially executives.

Child Care/On-Ramping

For families with young children, or who wish to have children, child care may be a 
large expense. This is especially true in a county with so many residents from another 
state or country, meaning that they may have few if any local relatives to help with 
family responsibilities. Although the County offers some flexible work arrangements, 
it does not track the use of this benefit nor has it studied whether this benefit is used 
appropriately or its effects, if any, on retention or recruitment.
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For families with a child under six years of age, in 2013, California ranked 47th among 
U.S. states in the rate of mothers’ labor force participation relative to father’s labor 
force participation, with a gap of more than 32 percentage points (62.1 percent versus 
94.4 percent), according to the Institute for Women’s Policy Research. 

This suggests an opportunity for the County, if it were to aggressively offer more 
flexible work arrangements, or if it offered as an employee benefit child-care services, 
child-care subsidies, or “on-ramping” services. “On-ramping” programs target skilled 
workers, usually women, who left the workforce to care for young children and 
whose children are now older or grown. Such programs usually target professionals, 
especially attorneys and people with medical or technical skills. Recruitment programs 
seek to identify these skilled individuals and bring them back into the workforce 
through fellowships or programs that address barriers to re-entry.3

In contrast, San Mateo County touts its work/life balance on its recruitment website 
homepage, as shown below.

Figure I.7: San Mateo County Recruitment Website Homepage Banner

The shift from theoretical future benefits to benefits that are useful today could be 
funded in a cost-neutral manner by reducing post-retirement benefits for younger 
employees – such as retiree health insurance – or by eliminating or reducing the 
Supplemental Benefit Plan for the County’s highest earners.

The County offers generous benefits to its employees. However, overall, the 
County’s benefit structure is heavily focused on benefits that are expensive for 
employees today, with the value of those benefits remaining unrealized for decades, 
or possibly never realized. Given the very high cost of living in the County, and the 
extremely competitive local labor market, the Board of Supervisors may wish to 
consider offering alternatives or greater options in the current benefit structure that 
would enable the County to better meet the needs of today’s workers and possibly 
differentiate itself from the thousands of other workplaces from which local residents 
may choose.

3 See for example https://onrampfellowship.com.

https://onrampfellowship.com/
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Mandatory Interviews of Rejected Candidates

The County Ordinance Code requires departments to interview all the candidates 
supplied by ESA on the “certified eligible” list, regardless of whether those candidates 
have been rejected for the same position or job classification relatively recently.4 
ESA does not track instances in which this happens, but since a hiring department 
complained that it was occurring, we searched records in NEOGOV in an attempt to 
verify the claim.

We looked at two different recruitments for the same classification that served 
requisitions from a few departments. In our review we found that in one recruitment, 
for one of the positions, the department interviewed all the candidates from the 
certified eligible list who responded affirmatively to the interview request, as required, 
and rejected all of them. The same department and hiring manager then submitted 
a new requisition under a new recruitment, for that same classification and position. 
The new certified eligible list, however, had one of the candidates the hiring manager 
interviewed for the same classification and same position and rejected just four 
months earlier. In this case, the candidate turned down the offered interview. If the 
candidate had accepted, however, the hiring department would have been obligated 
to re-interview this rejected candidate. In such a case, the candidate would have taken 
one of the “interview slots” from another candidate. There are a variety of factors that 
would have to be addressed to prevent such events from ever recurring. We do not 
have recommendations to address this issue as we have been unable to determine 
the frequency or scale of this problem, and thus, we have been unable to ensure 
that the changes that would be required to prevent it from recurring are worth the 
cost and effort. Nonetheless, the Board should be aware that such events – though 
probably rare – are possible.

Audit Methodology

Purpose, Scope and Objectives

The purpose of the audit was to evaluate the County’s recruiting and hiring practices, 
and to identify opportunities to increase the efficiency, effectiveness and economy 
of such practices. Due to staffing changes at the Management Audit Division and 
hiring reforms and additional data tracking measures initiated by ESA-HR during 
Fiscal Year 2018-19, this audit was completed in two different phases. Work on this 
audit began with an entrance conference on October 20, 2016, and initial field work 
was conducted through calendar year 2017. The Management Audit Division then 
re-initiated this audit during Fiscal Year 2018-19 with additional field work. This 
happened to coincide with the County’s purchase of two hospitals and a clinic. As a 
result, from October 2018 through the issuance of this report, ESA was working to 
hire more than 1,600 new employees – equal to more than 61 percent of all external 
hires in the prior fiscal year - to staff these new facilities.

4 MSR Article 5, Sec. A25-170; MSR Article 5, Sec. A25-184, (a); MSR Article 5, Sec. A25-184, (d); MSR 
Article 5, Sec. A25-184, (e).
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The draft report was issued to the Employee Services Agency (ESA or Agency) on 
November 7, 2018. An exit conference was held with ESA on December 13, 2018. Due 
to the massive hiring activity, ESA was unable to devote extensive time to resolving 
questions that arose at the exit conference that we needed to resolve to issue the 
revised draft. ESA was able to provide most of what we sought by May. A revised 
(final) report, incorporating feedback from the exit conference and new information 
received after the exit conference, was issued to ESA on June 25, 2019.

This audit was carried out in two phases. Our initial audit process included 
interviewing County staff involved in the recruitment and hiring process. Since ESA-HR 
is responsible for administering the County’s personnel system, we interviewed staff 
from all levels of the organization. Our management interviews included the Director 
of ESA, the HR Director, and the two HR Managers. We interviewed Senior and line-
level HR Analysts and Assistants in the HR main office, as well as the Health and 
Hospital System (HHS) and Social Services Agency (SSA) support offices. In addition, 
we interviewed hiring managers from various County departments including multiple 
departments and divisions within the HHS, SSA, the Sheriff’s Office, the District 
Attorney, and County Counsel. We also incorporated feedback from other audits 
occurring during the timespan of this audit, including the Medical Examiner-Coroner, 
Information Services Department (now Technology Services and Solutions), and 
County Communications.

When the Management Audit Division re-initiated the audit during Fiscal Year 2018-
19, we issued two surveys in August and September of 2018. The first was a customer 
satisfaction survey sent to 41 County departments and divisions regarding their 
experience with the hiring process and their satisfaction with ESA’s HR function. 
We received 24 responses to this survey. The second survey was a peer survey on 
the HR functions of other jurisdictions, including their staffing levels, performance 
management and data retention measures, and advertising practices. We issued the 
peer survey to 17 different counties, and received eight responses. Survey results are 
included in full in Attachment D and Attachment E.

As part of the Fiscal Year 2018-19 phase of our audit, we also chose a judgmental 
sample of 50 County job classifications across multiple job sectors including 
accounting, legal, law enforcement, administrative, and trades-related positions. 
We then compared salary information for these classifications to surrounding 
jurisdictions and the private sector. Additionally, we extracted NEOGOV data—the 
County’s primary hiring and recruitment software system—for 45 active recruitments 
associated with these classifications, removing from the sample 1) classifications 
that did not appear to have an active recruitment available and 2) classifications for 
which zero applications were submitted. We analyzed equal employment opportunity 
statistics for these 45 recruitments, as well as several other summary reports and 
infographics contained within the NEOGOV system, including from the platform’s beta 
Analytics module. We were also provided reports from PeopleSoft, the County’s HR 
and payroll management software system.

We reviewed interviewer comments for selected canceled requisitions, as well as 
job specifications for departments that experience recruiting difficulties. We also 
examined ESA’s internal HR policies and manuals, internal timeline targets for various 
recruitment steps, and a sample of panel rating criteria for three job classifications 
(explained in further detail in Sections 1-3, starting on page 25 of this audit report).
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Following our exit conference in December of 2018, ESA provided the Management 
Audit Division with a list of departmental HR liaisons that ESA works most closely 
with. From this list, we identified and contacted 18 individuals associated with the 
departments who had originally responded to our customer satisfaction survey issued 
in August of 2018.5 We then conducted phone interviews with the 15 HR liaisons who 
responded to our interview request to gain additional clarity on departmental roles 
and responsibilities during the hiring and recruitment process.

Prior to the exit conference, we were denied access to civil service exams. After the 
exit conference, we were allowed to view three written civil service examinations. 
We reviewed underlying documentation for these three tests, including job analyses, 
comments from departmental subject matter experts, and question lists.

Throughout both phases of our audit, we reviewed all relevant local laws and 
regulations regarding HR’s operations including the County Charter, ordinances 
addressing the personnel system and Merit System Rules, administrative policies and 
procedures from the Board of Supervisors and County administration, Memoranda 
of Understanding & Agreement with labor unions, and Departmental Agreements 
between HR, County departments, and labor unions.

Limitations on Records Impacted the Scope of this Audit

This management audit was conducted under the requirements of the Board of 
Supervisors Policy Number 3.35 as amended on May 25, 2010. That policy states 
that management audits are to be conducted under generally accepted government 
auditing standards (GAGAS) issued by the U.S. Government Accountability Office.

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with GAGAS as set forth in the 
2011 revision of the “Yellow Book” of the U.S. Government Accountability Office, 
except as described below. Those standards require that we plan and perform the 
audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our 
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. Except as described below, 
we believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings 
and conclusions based on our audit objectives. Audit standard 6.84 necessitates that 
we identify limitations to our audit such as “….scope limitations, restrictions on access 
to records, or other issues impacting the audit” and describe the effect of those 
limitations on our conclusions. The following description meets that requirement.

In accordance with our preliminary audit task plan, we planned to obtain data to 
measure and evaluate County-wide recruitments. As preparation and initiation of this 
audit took place, HR management informed the audit team that our request to obtain 
high level statistical data measuring timelines for recruitments would be difficult to 
produce. They explained that not all steps in the recruitment process are recorded 
in NEOGOV, and steps that are captured in NEOGOV do not necessarily record dates 
of when actions occurred, but sometimes when data was entered in the system. For 
example, the date recorded for closing a specific job recruitment may not be the 
date a candidate accepted the job offer and ended the recruitment, but the date a 
department hiring manager accessed the system.

5 Only 18 of the original 24 respondents had HR liaisons associated with their departments or divisions.
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The audit team spent several months coordinating with HR and the Controller- 
Treasurer’s HARP (human resource payroll system) team to compile customized data 
queries from NEOGOV and PeopleSoft, and while this data helped identify dates 
that vacancies were created and filled, the audit team was unable to obtain other 
measurable timelines of the recruitment process. The audit team also accessed and 
used available reporting tools in NEOGOV to confirm the limitations of querying 
statistical data from NEOGOV and the questionable representation of manually 
entered dates (e.g., “hire authorized” dates that were later than “hire start” dates). 
To address this issue, we relied heavily on sample data from NEOGOV reports and 
information from NEOGOV’s Analytics module, which contained some aggregate 
summary reports and infographics—albeit of questionable reliability due to the fact 
that the Analytics module was still in beta testing at the time of our audit.

At the start of this audit, HR management provided us with reports measuring 
two milestones in the recruitment process, Requisition-to-List, and List-to-Hire. 
Requisition-to-List measures the Countywide average length of time that elapses from 
when a job requisition is submitted in NEOGOV by a department, to when HR submits 
a list to hiring managers of qualified candidates to interview. List-to-Hire measures 
the Countywide average length of time that elapses from when a list of qualified 
candidates is referred to a hiring manager, to when that requisition is filled. By the 
end of this audit, HR management informed us that they stopped measuring List-to- 
Hire due to their concerns over the reliability of data entered by hiring managers for 
closing out requisitions. Auditors analyzed this data provided for Fiscal Years 2014-15 
and 2015-16, but were unable to compare the two steps in Fiscal Year 2016-17 since 
HR stopped measuring List-to-Hire. Our analysis and observations for data reliability 
and limitations are further explained in Section 7 on page 87 of this audit report.

Recommendation Priorities

The priority rankings shown for each recommendation in the audit report are 
consistent with the audit recommendation priority structure adopted by the Finance 
and Government Operations Committee of the Board of Supervisors, as follows:

Priority 1: Recommendations that address issues of non-compliance with federal, 
State and local laws, regulations, ordinances and the County Charter; would result in 
increases or decreases in expenditures or revenues of $250,000 or more; or, suggest 
significant changes in federal, State or local policy through amendments to existing 
laws, regulations and policies.

Priority 2: Recommendations that would result in increases or decreases in 
expenditures or revenues of less than $250,000; advocate changes in local policy 
through amendments to existing County ordinances and policies and procedures; or, 
would revise existing departmental or program policies and procedures for improved 
service delivery, increased operational efficiency, or greater program effectiveness.

Priority 3: Recommendations that address program-related policies and procedures 
that would not have a significant impact on revenues and expenditures, but would 
result in modest improvements in service delivery and operating efficiency.
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Department Accomplishments

While management audits focus on areas for improvement within the audited entity, 
these entities also have accomplishments that should be highlighted to enable the 
reader to understand operations in their entirety, including those areas that are not 
the subject of audit findings. We have asked the Employee Services Agency to provide 
comment on its recent accomplishments. Management furnished the memo which is 
provided in Attachment A on page 149.
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PREFACE

Hiring departments may only interview and hire candidates from eligibility lists 
“certified” by the Employee Services Agency (ESA). Generally, to create a list, ESA 
conducts minimum qualifications reviews, in which applications are screened 
against formal job class specifications. After this step, ESA often employs a ranking 
mechanism—either a testing procedure such as a written exam, or a panel review of 
candidate competencies—for the remaining candidates. For a single vacancy, up to 
ten names ranked highest on the eligibility list are then certified by the ESA Director 
and referred to the hiring department.6

The Management Audit Division found evidence that eligibility lists do not consistently 
result in timely hires. In a sample of recruitments for 45 different job classifications, 
8 classifications (18 percent) with 720 total applicants had certified eligibility lists that 
had not resulted in any hires as of August of 2018.7 Six of eight of these classifications 
had been in recruitment for over three months, although posting requirements for 
promotions and transfers (discussed further in Section 6 on page 71, of this audit 
report) may have contributed to these timelines.8 While ESA-HR reported that, as of 
March of 2019, all of these recruitments except one had resulted in at least one hire, 
HR management also stated that some of these newly hired individuals may have 
been hired off of subsequent referral lists (i.e., not the original referral lists from our 
August 2018 data).

Further, the Management Audit Division reviewed a sample of canceled requisitions 
for 30 distinct recruitments. Of these canceled requisitions, one-third were associated 
with referred eligible lists in which none of the interviewed candidates were selected, 
at least as shown in ESA’s records, which it reports are incomplete.

Some of these delays may be attributed to these certified lists not containing qualified 
candidates. For instance, in September of 2018, one department reported that, for 
a recent recruitment, they would have only referred one of four candidates on the 
list they received, given that the other three did not have the critical skills needed for 
the job. The implication of this is that departments could wait months for a certified 
list, only to be left with a pool of candidates that does not meet their needs. If the 
department decides not to hire any of the listed candidates, the position will remain 
vacant, and the department’s service delivery might suffer as a result.

6 Departments are only entitled up to ten names, plus ties, for a single vacancy, and four additional 
names for each additional vacancy.

7 From our review of 45 recruitments, there were actually 10 recruitments with eligibility lists that had 
resulted in no hires by August of 2018. However, despite these recruitments being designated as 
“active” in the County’s hiring system, the only supporting documentation we could find associated 
with two of these recruitments was from 2013 and 2015. Consequently, despite their active 
designation, we excluded these two recruitments from our pool of recruitments with eligible lists, but 
no hires.

8 Measured from the requisition creation date.

Preface to Unqualified Applicants on Eligibility Lists
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We identified three potential contributors to unsatisfactory eligible lists:

1. Existing job class specifications do not appropriately reflect the knowledge, 
skills, abilities, and qualifications needed for the job.

2. Multiple departments reported that ESA’s reviews of minimum qualifications 
occur with limited departmental input, and thus may either screen out 
qualified candidates or pass through unqualified candidates before the 
interview stage.

3. Ranking mechanisms, especially written civil service tests, may not be 
sufficiently related to job functions or predictive of job success. Job analyses to 
inform the development of these tests also do not occur on a regular schedule.

These three factors are discussed in further detail in Sections 1 – 3, starting on page 
25, of this report. Implementing the recommendations contained within these 
sections may produce eligible lists with candidates that are a better fit for hiring 
departments.
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Background
Job class specifications are formal descriptions of qualifications and responsibilities 
associated with County job classifications. Typically, the Employee Services Agency 
(ESA) develops these specifications and submits any new or revised specifications to 
the Board of Supervisors for approval. For specification revisions, ESA consults hiring 
departments, and any changes must be approved by the labor unions governing 
the classifications outlined in these specifications. Per County Ordinance, applicants 
must “meet all standards prescribed in the class specification,” and ESA ensures 
this by conducting initial minimum qualifications reviews of applications. Further, 
ESA reported that the content tested in civil service examinations is tied to specific 
competencies outlined in job class specifications.

Problem, Cause, and Adverse Effect
County departments surveyed for this audit reported that existing job class 
specifications do not always accurately reflect the qualifications, knowledge, and 
skills needed for the job. One potential reason for this is that changes in technology 
or job requirements may have occurred since the specification was first approved, 
particularly for rapidly evolving industries such as healthcare or information 
technology. Outdated or irrelevant job class specifications could prevent the County 
from receiving strong candidates, who possess critical competencies not listed in 
these requirements. Additionally, specifications that impose minimum years of 
experience or public sector requirements may heavily restrict the applicant pool 
For example, one Procurement-related class requires seven years of specialized 
experience, which disqualifies candidates who have performed this work for six and 
a half years. Yet, ESA reported that departments will still sometimes rely on these 
misaligned specifications when the immediate need to fill a position outweighs the 
amount of time it would take for existing specifications to be revised and approved. 
Ultimately, this attempt to save time is sometimes counterproductive, as the 
department receives candidates that do not fit job needs. 

Recommendations
When departments anticipate a vacancy, they should, prior to submitting a hiring 
requisition, review relevant job specifications as early as possible and submit any 
comments on inaccuracies or additional requirements to ESA for review. ESA should 
then determine whether the vacancy can be filled with an existing specification, 
or whether a revision or new specification is required. If departments refuse to 
make administrative revisions due to time constraints, ESA should document these 
refusals, as well as the outcome of the recruitments, to inform decisions around 
future specification revisions. Further, by the end of Fiscal Year 2019-20, ESA should 
work jointly with departments to create a list of positions that have either drawn 
limited applicants in the past or have resulted in extensive minimum qualifications 
disagreements. ESA and the departments should then collaboratively review the 
corresponding job class specifications and identify any necessary revisions.

Savings, Benefits, and Costs
While implementing these recommendations will require extra staff time, these 
measures may help broaden the applicant pool, draw candidates that are a better fit 
for vacancies, and result in rejection of fewer qualified candidates. In this sense, more 
relevant job class specifications lend themselves to stronger eligibility lists.

Section 1: Unqualified Applicants on Eligibility Lists – Job Class Specifications
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FINDING

County Job Class Specifications and their Impact on the Hiring Process

Every job classification within the County has a set of job class specifications detailing 
the job classification’s responsibilities, necessary knowledge and skills, and minimum 
qualifications. The Employee Services Agency (ESA) develops new and revises existing 
job class specifications with input from hiring departments and the labor unions 
governing these job classifications. The Board of Supervisors generally approves new 
or revised specifications.9 All job class specifications are publicly available and are 
posted on the County’s employment website.

Per County Ordinance, applicants for County positions must “meet all standards 
prescribed in the class specification.”10 ESA ensures this by conducting minimum 
qualifications reviews, in which ESA’s Human Resources (HR) Analysts compare all 
received applications against the standards within the job class specifications. HR 
Analysts may also reach out to departmental subject matter experts to assist with 
these reviews, although not on a consistent basis (an issue described in Section 2 on 
page 31 of this audit report). Candidates not deemed to meet these requirements 
are rejected. In addition, ESA reported that civil service exams are developed based 
on the competencies described in the job class specifications. Meanwhile, knowledge 
and skills not included in these formal requirements are not assessed through exams. 

Consequently, job class specifications impact the quality of applicants that hiring 
departments may interview in multiple ways. These public-facing specifications 
guide who applies to County positions, based on applicants’ self-assessments of 
the skills and experience discussed in these specifications. Additionally, job class 
specifications determine which candidates are passed through both the minimum 
qualifications screening and civil service exams, as the specifications are used as a 
basis for both screening stages. Consequently, the creation of a list of applicants who 
are “eligible” for consideration for the job, as required by the County Ordinance Code, 
is heavily impacted at multiple points by the job class specifications associated with a 
recruitment.

Hiring Departments Report that Job Class Specifications do not Align with Job 
Requirements

The Management Audit Division surveyed 41 County departments and divisions 
regarding their experience hiring staff and their satisfaction with ESA. Respondents 
were asked to rank order five of 13 different potential variables that may delay hiring 
or affect the quality of staff. (Full survey results are shown in Attachment D on page 
157.)

9 One exception is when the revision does not involve a salary adjustment, in which case the adjusted 
specification is only reviewed and approved by ESA’s Director, the County Executive, and the labor 
union governing the job classification.

10 Section A25-101 of the County Ordinance’s Merit System Rules.
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The highest-ranked barrier to hiring identified by the 24 respondents was that “job 
specifications do not accurately reflect the knowledge and skills needed for the 
job.”11 In our review of hiring records as part of this audit, we saw evidence of this 
phenomenon. Two specific examples are described below:

• Interviewer comments for an Associate Employment Counselor position noted 
deficiencies in candidates’ understanding of CalWORKS and the County’s 
CalWORKS Employment Services program. However, the job specification for 
this classification does not explicitly require knowledge of either program, 
which may explain the gap between candidate awareness and department 
expectations.

• A department reported recruiting for a medical position that required 
understanding of programming and electronic records in addition to clinical 
skills. However, the general specification for this job classification does 
not discuss the technical requirements that the department wanted for 
this particular role. Ultimately, the department noted that the majority of 
candidates on the certified eligibility list were unqualified for the position.

The poor linkage between job class specifications and the needs of departments can 
perhaps be attributed to shifting technology and requirements for County jobs over 
time. Additionally, the County has a  large number of classifications, some of which 
were created decades ago. For instance, in September of 2018, we found that the 
LAN Analyst II specification required “the ability to lift 40 pounds regularly”—a special 
requirement that was not found in other descriptions we reviewed for comparable 
jobs at outside organizations. Consequently, it is possible that the needs of hiring 
departments for certain job classes have changed considerably since their associated 
specifications were first approved.

Further, job class specifications are typically written in a manner such that they 
can capture skills required across multiple departments recruiting for the same 
classification. While this is effective for County-wide recruitments, the ability to hire 
for the specialized knowledge and skills necessary for a given position may suffer as 
a result. Departments may add supplemental questions to applications and filtering 
criteria that remedy this issue to an extent, but drastic differences in job functions 
may not be entirely captured in this additional criteria.

Some Job Class Specifications are Highly Restrictive

Within job class specifications, the wording for necessary qualifications differs from 
classification to classification. While some specifications are written using language 
that offers some leeway for substitutable skills or education, other specifications 
give strict minimum requirements. For example, the Procurement Systems Manager 
specification requires “[s]even years’ experience of any combination of increasingly 
responsible project management experience” in different software systems, with 
this experience encompassing both systems implementation and professional level 
procurement work. In another instance, one department reported that they face 
difficulties attracting applicants for their real estate positions due to the specifications 
requiring public sector experience.

11 Hiring departments were asked to rank the top five issues from a list of thirteen hiring-related 
concerns. The Management Audit Division then weighted the responses (with higher-ranked 
responses receiving a more significant weight) to identify the most salient issues from the list.
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In contrast, the Account Clerk II specification makes a distinction that the “knowledge 
and abilities required to perform this function are normally acquired through training 
and experience equivalent to the possession of a high school diploma AND two years’ 
work experience performing a wide variety of accounting clerical duties” (emphasis 
added). Whereas the first description has no flexibility (candidates with six and a 
half years of experience rather than seven must be rejected),12 the latter, with its 
“normally acquired” provision, allows candidates without the exact experience, 
but some comparable background, to pass through the minimum qualifications 
screening.

Highly restrictive job specifications, due to Merit System Rules (Division A25-101 of 
the County Ordinance Code) requiring candidates to meet all employment standards, 
limit applicant pools in which promising applicants are dropped due to not meeting 
minimum qualifications. ESA reported that if a job class specification required five 
years of experience, an individual with four and a half years of experience in a directly 
comparable role would still be screened out for not meeting employment standards. 
While ESA is carrying out its responsibilities in upholding Merit System Rules in 
making these types of determinations, the restrictive language of certain job class 
specifications may arbitrarily disqualify candidates. It is questionable whether half a 
year of experience would truly be the defining factor in the hypothetical candidate’s 
ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the position. To prevent such scenarios without 
amending Merit System Rules entirely, ESA should revise the language in job class 
specifications to allow for some flexibility in minimum standards.

To mitigate outdated, irrelevant, or overly “general” or restrictive job class 
specifications, departments—whose managers best understand their own staffing 
needs—should work pro-actively with ESA to ensure that recruitments are informed 
by appropriate specifications. When departments anticipate a vacancy, they should 
analyze relevant job class specifications as early as possible to determine whether 
the specification meets their requirements. Departments should then submit their 
comments on these specifications to ESA prior to submitting a requisition. ESA 
can then review these comments and determine the degree to which an existing 
specification can be modified, or whether a new specification must be developed. By 
preemptively reviewing these specifications, ESA and hiring departments can better 
ensure from the beginning that the job specifications impacting the recruitment 
process are a strong fit for their vacant positions.

ESA reported that some departments refuse to make administrative specification 
revisions due to the time it takes to approve these changes. If this occurs despite pre-
planning from both ESA and the department, ESA should document these refusals 
and the outcomes of these recruitments. If recruitment outcomes are negative, 
this documentation may serve as a basis for ESA to recommend future job class 
specification revisions.

12 The job specification does allow for a specified substitution of a Master’s degree for one year of 
non-supervisory required experience (i.e., six years of experience plus a Master’s degree rather 
than seven years of experience). However, in the absence of a Master’s degree, the seven year 
requirement holds. The job specification, in the manner that it is written, also does not allow for other 
substitutable experience.
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To prevent excessive delays during recruitments, ESA and hiring departments should 
also, by the end of Fiscal Year 2019-20, collaboratively develop a list of positions 
that have either had difficulty drawing applicants or resulted in extensive minimum 
qualifications disagreements between ESA and hiring departments.13 If positions 
have had difficulty drawing applicants, it is possible that this applicant scarcity is 
due to requirements being too stringent or outdated to draw a large candidate 
pool. Alternatively, minimum qualifications disagreements between ESA and hiring 
departments might suggest that the job specifications themselves do not align with 
the types of candidates that departments want to hire. By preemptively creating 
this list, ESA and departments can begin to review potentially problematic job class 
specifications and undergo the revision process before there is an urgent need to fill 
positions.

These preemptive specification reviews, combined with departments giving input on 
job class specifications prior to submitting hiring requisitions, may impose substantial 
additional work on ESA  and client departments. However, given that misaligned job 
class specifications was the most salient barrier to hiring identified by departmental 
survey respondents, we recommend that ESA propose whatever resources are  
necessary by either their department or their client departments to implement these 
measures for consideration by the Board of Supervisors. For example, departments 
or ESA may need extra-help staff or contractors to review and revise specifications 
and help get them through the approval process.

CONCLUSION

Accurate job class specifications are critical in that the responsibilities, skills, 
knowledge, and qualifications listed in these specifications impact the types of 
applicants the County receives. Further, because minimum qualifications reviews 
and civil service exams are based off these requirements, job class specifications also 
affect how candidates are screened throughout the recruitment process. Job class 
specifications thus shape the final certified eligibility list at multiple points throughout 
the recruitment process. Ensuring the relevance of these specifications is crucial to 
creating an eligibility list with candidates that are best suited for the needs of hiring 
departments.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The County Executive should develop, implement and enforce an administrative 
policy that requires hiring departments:

1.1 Upon anticipation of a vacancy, to 1) proactively review relevant job 
specifications as early as possible; 2) flag items that do not accurately 
reflect job duties or necessary skills/minimum requirements; 3) create a 
modified list of job duties, knowledge, minimum requirements, and skills 
required; and 4) submit these comments to ESA for review. Departments 
should complete these steps prior to submitting a hiring requisition, 
unless no changes are needed. (Priority 1)

13 This list is distinct from ESA’s official “difficult-to-recruit” list, which is based on metrics determined 
by ESA. Per labor agreement, if a candidate is hired under the difficult-to-secure-qualified-personnel 
clause, the County must move all employees within that same classification to the same salary step as 
is being received by the new hires. The list that the Management Audit Division is proposing is distinct 
from the “difficult-to-recruit” list that triggers this clause.
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The County Executive should direct County departments to:

1.2 Assist ESA in developing a list of positions that, in the past, have been 
associated with limited applicant pools or have resulted in extensive 
minimum qualifications disagreements between ESA and hiring 
departments by the end of Fiscal Year 2019-20. (Priority 1)

The Employee Services Agency should:

1.3 Review departmental comments on job class specifications and decide 
whether the vacancy can be filled with an existing specification and 
supplemental questions, or whether a revision or new specification is 
required. ESA should share finalized versions of the specifications with the 
hiring departments and ensure that the specifications meet their needs. 
To the extent that these reviews and revisions may impose significant 
additional work for ESA or client departments, ESA should describe for 
consideration by the Board of Supervisors any resources that it or client 
departments (based on ESA’s interactions with these departments) would 
require to ensure that job class specifications are adjusted as necessary.

a. If departments refuse to make administrative specification 
changes despite ESA’s recommendations, ESA should document 
these refusals, and the outcomes of these recruitments, in order 
to inform future specification reviews and revisions. (Priority 1)

1.4 Assist departments with creating lists of positions that, in the past, 
have been associated with limited applicant pools or have resulted in 
extensive minimum qualifications disagreements between ESA and hiring 
departments; review all job class specifications associated with positions 
on this list for their relevance and language that is either overly general or 
restrictive; and–if necessary—revise language around these specifications 
prior to new recruitments for these positions. (Priority 1)

SAVINGS, BENEFITS, AND COSTS

Implementing these recommendations will improve the fit of candidates on eligibility 
lists, which might result in fewer failed recruitments and fewer vacancies. There will 
likely be an additional time cost to ESA and hiring departments to implement these 
recommendations. It is possible that additional resources would be needed to ensure 
timely completion of this effort in both client departments and in ESA. We were 
unable to locate any data, estimates or proxies for the amount of time required to 
carry out revision of specifications. For example, ESA does not track these or know 
how many are processed over a given period of time. To the extent that resource 
limitations would preclude completion of this work, we have proposed that those 
limitations be described along with an estimate of expense for consideration by the 
Board of Supervisors. 

If additional expense would be incurred, it is possible that some or all of it would 
be offset by the time saved from using irrelevant job class specifications to drive 
the recruitment process—a practice that impacts the quality of certified eligibility 
lists, and reduces the ability to hire qualified candidates timely. The inability to hire 
qualified candidates timely increases other costs to the County, for extra-help staff, 
overtime pay, and other costs, including those linked to staff burnout. Reducing the 
time it takes to hire should result in higher-quality hires by ensuring that applicants 
are hired prior to accepting an offer from another employer.
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Background
Human Resources (HR) Analysts at the Employee Services Agency (ESA) review all 
applicants to determine whether they meet the minimum qualifications of the job 
as advertised. Although ESA reports that departmental subject matter experts play 
a role in these reviews as a standard practice, this statement was not consistently 
corroborated by hiring departments. While we did not have access to aggregate data, 
recruitment statistics from a sample of 45 job classifications showed that a little more 
than one-third of applicants were rejected at this stage of the hiring process.

Problem, Cause, and Adverse Effect
In an August 2018 survey we administered to County departments regarding the 
largest factors that negatively affect their ability to fill vacant positions, “qualified 
candidates are eliminated during initial job standards review of applications” 
was ranked as the third-largest barrier to hiring. Approximately half of the 24 
survey respondents also reported that ESA does not sufficiently understand the 
department’s needs to fill positions with the strongest possible candidates. ESA 
asked us to contact specific individuals in each department, and we did so in follow-
up interviews. Five departments from ESA’s list of contacts reported that ESA does 
not ask for departmental input in these application reviews at all. In the absence of 
departmental input, ESA HR Analysts do not receive training in the specialized skills, 
education, and work experiences of practitioners in departments that they recruit 
for, nor are they required to have specialized knowledge in these areas. Inaccurate 
minimum qualifications reviews may result in weaker certified eligibility lists, and a 
smaller pool of qualified candidates for hiring departments.

Recommendations
ESA should uniformly grant departmental HR liaisons and subject matter experts 
access to all applications for their departments in the County’s hiring system, 
NEOGOV. Hiring department staff should have the option to comment whether 
they agree or disagree with ESA’s assessment of whether applicants met minimum 
qualifications. ESA and hiring departments should formalize timelines for these 
departmental reviews and protocols for disagreements in service plans detailed in 
Section 9 on page 103 of this audit report. Additionally, ESA should keep records 
of all outstanding disagreements in which ESA’s ultimate determination diverged 
from the hiring department’s assessment, and document the reasons for these 
disagreements. Within the service plan, ESA and the hiring department should include 
provisions for analyzing documented disagreement trends and developing solutions 
for recurring issues.

Savings, Benefits, and Costs
These recommendations to increase collaboration between ESA and hiring 
departments will require additional staff time. However, having a departmental 
representative jointly review qualifications and having formalized procedures for 
handling disagreements may improve hiring outcomes for departments dissatisfied 
with ESA’s assessments of candidates during application reviews. By reducing 
the number of recruitments that do not result in hires, filling of vacancies in the 
departments may take less time.

Section 2: Unqualified Applicants on Eligibility Lists – Minimum Qualifications
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FINDING

Minimum Qualifications Reviews and Hiring Department Input

Per County Ordinance Section A25-101, all applicants for a County position must meet 
the standards outlined in job class specifications for that position. Human Resources 
(HR) Analysts from the Employee Services Agency (ESA) evaluate applications against 
these standards during a minimum qualifications review process that occurs at 
the beginning of the recruitment cycle. Applications that ESA believes do not meet 
minimum requirements are rejected.

ESA reported that departments, through their subject matter experts, have input in 
these minimum qualifications reviews. However, ESA’s “standard business practice” of 
soliciting subject matter expert opinions during this recruitment stage does not seem 
to occur uniformly across County departments. ESA provided the Management Audit 
Division with a list of HR liaisons that ESA works most closely with. From this list, the 
Management Audit Division contacted departments that had already responded to a 
customer satisfaction survey previously issued for this audit. During our calls with the 
15 HR liaisons that responded to our interview request, five individuals reported that 
ESA has never allowed their departments to participate in minimum qualifications 
reviews. Additionally, two more liaisons stated that subject matter experts are only 
allowed to view and comment on applications for certain types of positions.

The Management Audit Division could not identify any aggregate data for discrete 
steps in the hiring process from the County’s hiring and recruitment system (an 
issue discussed in Section 7 on page 87 of this audit report). However, individual 
recruitment-level data for a sample of 45 classifications associated with requisitions 
submitted primarily between calendar years 2017 and 201814 showed that a sizable 
number of candidates were disqualified at this stage of the hiring process. Overall, a 
little over one-third of the 7,779 applications that underwent minimum qualifications 
review were rejected by ESA.15

In three of the 45 recruitments (6.7 percent), the number of candidates who were 
deemed to meet the minimum qualifications was less than 10 percent of all applicants 
evaluated at this stage. As an example, only 19 of 288 Park Ranger I applications 
(6.6 percent) that were assessed during the minimum qualifications review were 
deemed to meet employment standards. This is not to say that these candidates 
were inappropriately screened, as the Park Ranger I classification requires specialized 
certificates that many applicants may not possess. But the number of individuals 
rejected during this recruitment stage serves to show how minimum qualifications 
reviews have the potential to significantly shape the number and quality of candidates 
available for departments to consider.

14 40 of 45 requisitions were submitted during this time period. The remaining five requisitions were 
submitted between 2013 and 2016. If the five recruitments are excluded from the sample, the 
rejection rate during the minimum qualifications review remains consistent with the overall rate: 35 
percent for 7,133 applications.

15 Typically, minimum qualifications review is one of the first steps in the hiring process. However, 
sometimes applications are screened out prior to this stage for being duplicates, or for candidates 
not being able to legally perform work in the United States.
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Some Departments Report Dissatisfaction with the Results of Minimum 
Qualifications Reviews

The Management Audit Division developed and administered a survey to County 
departments during August of 2018 to assess their satisfaction with ESA services and 
solicit their opinions related to any and all barriers to hiring (full survey results are 
furnished as Attachment D on page 157). Based on 24 department responses, the 
third-largest barrier to hiring was identified as, “qualified candidates are eliminated 
during initial job standards review of applications.” Further, approximately half of 
the respondents reported that ESA does not sufficiently understand the needs of 
hiring departments to recruit and fill positions with the strongest possible candidates. 
It is likely that minimum qualifications reviews—a substantial screening stage 
performed primarily by ESA—are a large contributor to this sentiment. Department 
representatives wrote the following comments on our survey:

“ESA staff do not understand the capabilities required and are not qualified 
to screen our applicants but do so anyway.”

“…there are many times in which we need to explain requirements and 
qualifications to ESA staff … sometimes they listen to us, sometimes not.”

“ESA makes very little effort to understand the department’s needs, and if 
the department’s needs don’t fit ESA’s interpretation of the Merit System 
Rules, that interpretation prevails.”

A lack of specialized training and knowledge among HR Analysts may be a key 
contributor to why certain departments are unhappy with the quality of candidates 
they receive following ESA’s screening processes. During initial survey interviews with 
ESA staff, interviewees reported that ESA does not provide targeted training for HR 
Analysts in the fields of those practitioners that they are responsible for vetting. For 
example, an HR Analyst assigned to a legal department such as County Counsel or 
the District Attorney’s Office does not receive training to understand the specialized 
skills, education, and relevant work experiences of legal professionals.

Further, HR Analysts are not required to possess baseline knowledge in the 
professional areas for which they perform recruitments, as content area expertise 
is not a part of job class specifications for HR Analysts. We confirmed through staff 
interviews that HR Analysts recruiting for medical, law enforcement, social services, 
and information technology personnel have not worked as practitioners of those 
fields, and had not previously recruited for these fields in another agency or in the 
private sector. These views were supported by departmental input on the survey:

“In general, [they] don’t understand the practice of [omitted for 
confidentiality] at all. Frequently they create barriers to hiring the best 
qualified candidates.”

“They don’t understand the skills required nor the critical aspect of the job 
in general.”

“ESA does not have sufficient understanding of our department’s practices 
and work needs to accurately identify qualified candidates.”
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If HR Analysts lack expertise in the fields they are recruiting for, they may misinterpret 
either the qualifications in job class specifications or experience listed in candidate 
applications. For instance, certain programs or internships might be immediately 
recognizable to practitioners as highly desirable experience, but HR Analysts who 
have no experience in the industry may not understand their significance. In the worst 
case, HR Analysts could disqualify candidates because they cannot appropriately 
identify certain job experiences that align with the job class specification’s minimum 
qualifications.

All but one of the HR liaisons in our 15 phone interviews stated that their department 
has had disagreements with ESA over which applicants did and did not meet 
minimum qualifications. Multiple interviewees stated that there is no formal process 
for addressing these disagreements, and that there have been cases where the 
department’s decision was still overruled.

While ESA does reach out to some departments for subject matter experts to assist 
with minimum qualifications reviews, this is apparently not a standardized practice 
across all County departments and recruitments, as discussed above. ESA should 
uniformly provide all primary HR liaisons and subject matter experts from County 
departments access to employment applications for their departments. These 
departmental representatives should then be allowed to comment on whether 
they agree or disagree with initial minimum qualifications assessments by ESA HR 
Analysts. Timelines and other standards for these reviews should be memorialized 
in service plans between ESA and hiring departments, as well as protocols on how to 
handle disagreements. Alternatively, departments willing to directly screen applicants 
for minimum qualifications should be allowed to make those selections directly, in 
conjunction with ESA, under conditions agreed to as part of a service plan.

CONCLUSION

Minimum qualifications reviews have a significant impact on the volume of County 
applicants that are pushed forward through the recruitment process. This ultimately 
affects the available pool of candidates that may be referred to hiring departments for 
interviews. Multiple departments are dissatisfied with the results of these screenings, 
and ESA HR Analysts may not have specialized knowledge or training hours necessary 
to evaluate qualifications, job requirements, and candidate applications appropriately. 
Improving the consistency of departmental input in these minimum qualifications 
review stage could reduce the likelihood of qualified candidates being screened out 
during these reviews.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Employee Services Agency should:

2.1 Uniformly give HR liaisons and subject matter experts from all County 
departments access to all employment applications from their 
departments in the County’s hiring system, NEOGOV. Departmental 
representatives should be able to comment on these applications, and 
the standards and timelines for this process should be memorialized 
in service plans between ESA and hiring departments. Service plans 
should also include protocols for disagreements, provisions for analyzing 
disagreement trends, and resolving recurring issues. Alternatively, for 
departments willing to take on the screening duties as laid out in service 
plan agreements, departments should be able to screen candidates for 
minimum qualifications directly, in conjunction with ESA. (Priority 1)

2.2 Have its HR Analysts keep a record of all unresolved disagreements with 
their assigned departments, and the reasons for these disagreements. 
(Priority 2)

SAVINGS, BENEFITS, AND COSTS

Granting application access to all County departments and tracking unresolved 
disagreements will require additional staff time from ESA, and developing sections 
of service plans pertinent to minimum qualifications reviews will require additional 
staff time from both ESA and hiring departments. However, given the lack of content 
area expertise among HR Analysts, having more consistency in departmental reviews 
of qualifications may improve hiring outcomes for departments that are currently 
dissatisfied with ESA’s assessments of candidates during application reviews. While 
there are potential time costs to these recommendations, this time may be more 
productive than going through an entire recruitment cycle in which some of the most 
qualified candidates have been filtered out during an initial minimum qualifications 
review.
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Background
The Employee Services Agency (ESA) often uses a ranking tool such as a testing 
procedure or a competitive rating panel to determine which candidates will be 
referred to hiring departments as part of the certified eligible list of the “top 10” 
candidates. Merit System Rules in the County Ordinance Code require that candidates 
be ranked. Civil service tests are meant to assess core job competencies, whereas 
competitive rating panels analyze and score applications against predetermined 
criteria. There is no policy or guideline that establishes which method(s) should 
be used for which recruitments, and multiple hiring departments reported that 
they do not get input in selecting the ranking tool for recruitments. Our review of a 
sample of recruitments showed that 53 percent relied on civil service exams, and 27 
percent used a competitive rating to determine which applicants are referred to the 
department for an interview. The remaining 20 percent bypassed the ranking step 
in the creation of the eligible list, apparently as a result of an application appraisal 
process, as defined by the Merit System Rules in the County Ordinance Code.

Problem, Cause, and Adverse Effect
In a sample of recruitments, we found that 42 percent of qualifying candidates who 
would have needed to take a written exam to move forward in the hiring process 
dropped out before taking the test. Further, in the Management Audit Division’s 
customer satisfaction survey, almost one-third of respondents ranked poor exam 
questions in their top five barriers to hiring. The multi-state “question bank” that 
ESA uses to develop exams explicitly disclaims that it does not guarantee the validity 
of test questions, nor does ESA employ experts in the field of test validation to 
assess the predictive capacity of its tests. Additionally, ESA’s test development and 
review procedures differ across departments, based on our reviews of sample exam 
materials and discussions with departmental hiring liaisons. Departments also 
do not review ESA’s finalized tests. Competitive ratings demonstrate weaknesses 
with assessing applicant fitness as well. For example, in an information systems 
recruitment that utilized a competitive rating, interviewer comments revealed that 
five of the referred “qualified” candidates could not answer basic “Java” computer 
programming language questions correctly. This was despite “Java” being included as 
competitive rating criteria.

Recommendations
ESA should consult with departments to develop ranking mechanisms that are 
appropriate to the classification being recruited, rather than simply selecting a 
method. Departments should also be informed of their full breadth of options in the 
development of ranking tools, including developing test questions and requesting 
new test bank questions. Departments should be able to provide input on all 
versions of these tools on a consistent schedule. Lastly, ESA should contract with 
a professional with expertise in these tools, such as an industrial psychologist, to 
ensure that they are adequately predictive.

Savings, Benefits, and Costs
These recommendations may allow ESA to better identify the most qualified 
candidates to refer to hiring departments. Further, altering time-consuming ranking 
mechanisms for some positions could improve candidate retention throughout 
hiring. While more up-front staff time might be required for planning, altered ranking 
mechanisms such as the elimination of written tests for some classifications may also 
save time and resources spent on logistics, planning, and scoring.

Section 3: Unqualified Applicants on Eligibility Lists – Ranking Mechanisms
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FINDING

Tools for Ranking County Job Applicants

For a single vacancy, the Employee Services Agency (ESA) may refer up to ten 
candidate names, plus ties, on a “certified eligibility list.” Only individuals on the list 
may be interviewed for or offered the job. Because Merit System Rules (contained 
within Division A25 of the County Ordinance Code) only entitle departments up to ten 
candidate names for a single vacancy, the Rules require ranking for recruitments for 
which there are more than ten qualifying candidates. The top “ranked” candidates 
comprise the certified eligibility list that is referred to hiring departments.

Two types of ranking mechanisms are typically used to determine which names will be 
included on the certified eligibility list: 1) a written, oral, or performance-based testing 
procedure that assesses competencies outlined in job class specifications or 2) a 
competitive rating panel of “subject matter experts” (SME). Competitive rating panels 
are panels comprised of departmental SMEs, who analyze and score applications 
against a set of predetermined criteria. The scoring is based solely on the content of 
candidates’ submitted applications. No face-to-face meetings are held with applicants 
during the competitive rating. When ESA ranks applicants based on the outcomes of 
one of these two processes, top scorers are referred to hiring departments according 
to requirements of the Merit System Rules.

ESA reported that both civil service examinations and competitive ratings lengthen the 
recruitment cycle through the logistical planning involved. For written examinations 
in particular, ESA must reserve a large enough room for testing, schedule sufficient 
staffing to proctor exams, provide sufficient notice to applicants of the scheduled 
testing (at least ten working days, or two weeks, for competitive exams), and tabulate 
scores. Thus, at minimum, scheduling, administering, and scoring exams can add 
weeks to the recruitment process.

For competitive rating panels, ESA must reach out to all hiring departments associated 
with the recruitment in question to determine which SMEs will sit on the panel. There 
is a limited number of individuals who qualify for this responsibility, as SMEs must 
have either worked in the job classification themselves, or worked in a class that 
supervised this job classification. Keeping in mind that several job classifications are 
extremely specialized and relate to only one to three positions County-wide, it may be 
challenging to identify available personnel within these job classes to serve as SMEs. 
ESA has to then coordinate a date for the panel review among these individuals, who 
could have widely varying schedules.

In August of 2018, we sent a written survey to managers of County departments to 
assess departmental satisfaction with hiring processes, as well as to solicit opinions 
on the largest barriers to filling vacancies. ESA management also provided us with 
a list of individuals within client departments who were the appropriate liaisons to 
answer questions regarding their experience with ESA‘s services. We contacted these 
individuals by telephone regarding their interactions with the department.
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While several hiring departments and ESA reported in our survey that determining 
the ranking method for recruitments is a shared responsibility of ESA and the client 
departments, eight human resources (HR) liaisons from ESA’s own contact list 
reported that ESA had never asked for input on this matter from their departments. 
From these telephone interviews, there are apparent inconsistencies in how ESA 
selects ranking mechanisms for different recruitment types. Except for ensuring 
that the ranking methodology is not unnecessarily discriminatory under federal law 
against protected classes of applicants, there are no legal requirements that govern 
the ranking mechanism for specific recruitments. 

Per the Merit System Rules: “Examinations may consist of written, oral, performance 
or physical tests or any combination thereof, or any other form which will test fairly 
the qualifications of applicants.” The rules also require that the exams be “impartial 
and practical.” These provisions remain as they were first established in 1954. Despite 
the extraordinary changes in the size of the County, its demographics, and the growth 
of employers’ legal risks in the hiring process, the County Ordinance Code provides 
minimal guidance regarding if or when specific tests should be used, and how tests 
are to be developed, scored and factored into hiring decisions.

If there is a large number of candidates for a recruitment, ESA will typically administer 
a testing procedure of some sort. HR management reported a preference for written 
exams due to their “objective” nature.

Due to a lack of aggregate data, the Management Audit Division was unable to assess 
which proportion of County job classifications are associated with testing procedures 
versus competitive rating panels. However, according to recruitment data for a 
sample of 45 classifications, 24 (53 percent) of these classifications included a civil 
service test of some sort as part of the hiring process, while 12 (27 percent) utilized 
a competitive rating. To note, many of the classifications used for this sample were 
broad job classes that drew a substantial number of applicants. Because of this, 
civil service tests—which are typically used for recruitments with a large number of 
candidates—may be overrepresented in our sample, as compared to the entirety of 
County job classifications.

Ranking Mechanisms may not Identify the most Qualified Candidates

Testing Procedures

For some County job classes, applicants must take a civil service test developed by 
ESA HR Analysts. These examinations are broadly defined in the Merit System Rules to 
include “written, oral, performance or physical tests”.16 In our sample, written exams 
were the most prevalent type of test administered; 79 percent of the classifications 
that utilized at least one testing procedure used a written exam.

16 Section A24-140 of the County Ordinance.
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It is unclear why some recruitments require testing procedures and others do not. 
While several hiring departments reported that testing procedures are typically used 
for recruitments drawing a large number of applicants, sample data suggests that 
including an exam requirement for applicants may reduce the applicant pool. In our 
sample of 45 classifications, 42 percent of the 4,496 applicants eligible to take the civil 
service test dropped out without taking the examination. HR management expressed 
a preference for this type of test on the grounds that it is “objective.” However, we 
identified six indicators suggesting that the nexus between the County’s civil service 
tests and the actual job competencies that these exams are intended to assess may 
not be as strong as it should be—particularly for written tests. Consequently, hiring 
decisions based on these civil service tests may be somewhat arbitrary.

First, as mentioned, there is no test requirement in the Merit System Rules, and the 
basis for which recruitments require written, oral, or performance exams and which 
do not is not defined. As also discussed above, ESA stated that they regularly confer 
with departments on determining what type of ranking tool should be administered 
for different recruitments, but reports from departments indicate that this practice 
is not performed on a consistent basis. The lack of guiding policies and inconsistent 
business practices for departmental input increase the arbitrariness around the 
decision to require a testing procedure. 

For example, as noted in our 2018 audit report of the Facility and Fleet Department’s 
Building Operations Division, recruitments for the Carpenter job classification 
required a written exam at the time of our audit. Only three of 17 exam takers (18 
percent) passed the exam for the recruitment we reviewed, and 12 ended up not 
showing up to take the test. The logic behind employing a written test for a trades-
based position is unclear, although ESA reported that they administered this written 
test at the behest of the Facilities and Fleet Department.

Second, in the Management Audit Division’s survey of County departments regarding 
satisfaction with ESA services and opinions regarding hiring challenges, eight of 24 
respondents ranked “exam questions are poorly written or do not appropriately 
correspond to job requirements and responsibilities” as one of the top five barriers to 
hiring. (Full survey responses are included as Attachment D on page 157). 

Third, ESA’s process for developing and reviewing exams may not include sufficiently 
robust validation procedures to ensure a clear nexus between written tests and job 
success. ESA reported that its written exams are validated through HR Analysts’ use 
of a job analysis in developing these exams. In ESA’s job analysis process, an ESA HR 
Analyst sits with the hiring department to answer questions about job prerequisites, 
responsibilities, tasks, and the level of supervision required for the position being 
recruited. ESA and the hiring department discuss the importance and frequency 
of the different job requirements, and highlight the knowledge, skills, and abilities 
necessary to carry out these requirements. These competencies are largely pulled 
from relevant job class specifications, and ESA HR Analysts select written exam 
questions covering these competencies from a “question bank” to create civil service 
tests. 
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ESA’s utilization of a job analysis to create valid testing tools is a practice that is 
backed by the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures—a technical 
guidebook adopted by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) to 
assist employers in complying with federal employment laws. The Uniform Guidelines 
list job analysis as a necessary component of any validity study. In particular, ESA 
reported that its job analysis process satisfies the requirements of a content validity 
study, which shows that the “content of a selection procedure for candidates is 
representative of important aspects of performance on the job for which the 
candidates are to be evaluated.”17

However, while ESA’s job analysis fits one of the necessary requirements of content 
validated selection tools, it does not necessarily follow that HR Analysts’ selection and 
vetting of written exam questions appropriately reflect the results of the performed 
job analysis. One of the trainings attended by ESA HR Analysts during Fiscal Year 
2018-19 includes a diagram for appropriate content validation (see Figure 3.1 below). 
Note: KSA stands for “Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities.”

Figure 3.1: Diagram from Job Analysis Training

While ESA performs the first two steps through its job analysis, Figure 3.1 
demonstrates that an acceptable content validity study is contingent on exam 
questions reflecting the knowledge, skills, and abilities identified during the job 
analysis. As noted in the preceding section of this audit (Section 2 on page 31), 
HR Analysts selecting these questions do not have specialized knowledge of the 
departments for which they recruit. And ESA staff that develop and validate exams 
are not in positions that formally require the ability to assess an exam’s capacity to 
predict which qualified applicants are most likely to succeed in the job—another 
aspect of a successfully performed content validity study. Exam assessment skills are 
not included in the job specifications of HR Analysts; rather, test assessment skills are 
typically the purview of testing experts, such as Industrial Psychologists.

17 Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures
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Further, the question bank that ESA uses for its exams, called the Western Regional 
Item Bank (WRIB), is not a repository of validated, practitioner-developed items, 
but rather a cooperative of member jurisdictions submitting questions as a shared 
resource. According to WRIB’s website, members are required to submit questions 
as part of their access to the bank. As of October 2018, WRIB’s website lists 180 
governments in 16 states submitting questions to the bank, which holds more than 
59,000 exam questions. To illustrate the lack of validation of these test questions, the 
shared item bank explicitly disclaims that it “cannot and does not warrant, represent, 
or guarantee the validity of test questions” and advises members that WRIB is not 
responsible for any litigation arising from use of the questions. A manual produced 
by the HR Department of the City and County of San Francisco states the following 
regarding WRIB questions:18

“As these items tend to be broad and generic, care must be used in 
determining if these questions are appropriate to the class being 
tested. ....the job relatedness of the items must be documented and the 
test items themselves evaluated.”

The selection of non-validated questions by HR Analysts who are not specialized in 
their assigned fields calls into question the objective and predictive nature of the 
County’s written civil service tests. While ESA HR Analysts receive some training 
in exam development, ESA’s provided training materials suggest that this training 
is more geared toward identifying mechanisms for testing different types of 
competencies rather than how to identify or develop written exam questions that 
accurately assess these competencies (see Figure 3.2 on page 43).

18 Department of Human Resources “Position Based Testing Manual,” January 1, 2007, Section IV – page 
4.
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Figure 3.2: Diagram from Recruitment and Selection Training

ESA reported that additional validation procedures occur after every written test is 
administered, through an analysis that examines how candidates performed on each 
question. Questions can be discarded or answer keys may be changed to account for 
multiple correct answers. Pass-points can also be adjusted to allow for a larger pool 
of referred applicants. ESA-HR management showed the Management Audit Division 
one example of this analysis in the County’s hiring system, and provided documents 
for one exam in which the pass-point had been adjusted. However, editing or deleting 
questions according to test results does not necessarily equate to a more “valid” test 
that is predictive of job success. Rather, this practice simply adjusts the test or test 
outcomes to reflect the knowledge base of one cycle of test-takers—a knowledge 
base that may change from recruitment to recruitment. 

While ESA performs some procedures that reflect steps necessary for development 
of valid tests, such as incorporating the requirements of the job into the test 
development process, ESA’s overall validation processes may be insufficient for 
ensuring its written tests’ ability to predict job success. Test questions are chosen 
from a generic test bank of non-validated items, and HR Analysts do not possess 
the necessary background to select exam questions that appropriately test required 
competencies. Further, it does not automatically follow that eliminating some test 
questions after the fact makes exams more predictive of the potential for future job 
success.
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A fourth indictor calling into question the nexus between the County’s civil service 
tests and competencies necessary for County jobs is ESA’s inconsistent procedures 
for engaging departmental SMEs in test development and editing. ESA reported that 
the questions pulled from WRIB only represent a first draft, and that HR Analysts 
solicit SME input in selecting and editing questions; removing outdated questions 
from old exams; and creating original test questions. For ESA, this is a key component 
of the test development process, as SME reviewers are individuals with specialized 
knowledge of the recruited positions. However, discussions with departmental 
liaisons from ESA’s list of contacts revealed that reviews of exams do not always occur 
on a consistent schedule. One liaison stated that they looked over a test that had not 
been reviewed “in years.” To caveat this statement, the long periods in between exam 
reviews may be due to certain positions not requiring active recruitments for many 
years. However, ESA does not have documented policies on how frequently these 
exam reviews must occur, which raises the risk of inconsistent departmental input.

Further, departmental hiring liaisons gave varying responses when asked about 
the type of input ESA allows SMEs to have on exams. For example, while several 
departments stated that ESA allows SMEs to create their own test questions, other 
departments reported that their HR Analyst did not give them this option. Further, 
despite ESA-HR management reporting that departmental SMEs review lists of WRIB 
questions to develop exams, multiple departmental liaisons reported that they were 
only able to view previous exams, and not any additional test questions.

Our review of ESA’s sample exam materials and supporting documents corroborated 
the different accounts given by the departmental liaisons. After the exit conference, 
ESA provided the Management Audit Division access to three samples of written 
exams and their underlying documentation for exam development. Supporting 
ESA’s statement about SMEs providing input on exams, the Management Audit 
Division reviewed documentation in which SMEs had crossed out, edited language, or 
approved questions. 

However, only one of the examples contained supporting work-papers in which SMEs 
had reviewed new WRIB questions, despite ESA-HR management reporting that HR 
Analysts pull both old tests and new WRIB questions for exam revisions as “standard 
practice.” Upon reviewing the other samples, ESA-HR management amended their 
assessment of the process to say that HR Analysts might only provide new WRIB 
questions if hiring departments request them. But, judging from our discussions with 
departmental hiring liaisons, it is unclear whether departments are aware they have 
this option. In another sample, an HR Analyst had searched for a certain category of 
questions within the County’s Test Management System (which is a repository of old 
WRIB questions) instead of requesting new questions from WRIB. Thus, our limited 
review of actual exams demonstrated exam development inconsistencies that aligned 
with comments from departmental hiring liaisons. 

Insofar as departments developing their own questions, we saw examples of this 
for one of the sampled exams. Given the limited access to records, the Management 
Audit Division could not asses the prevalence of this practice, or—as the case of 
requesting new WRIB questions—how informed departments are of this option.
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Further, ESA-HR management confirmed that departments are not permitted to 
review completed exams before they are administered. In the three samples we 
observed, we found that the markups from SMEs had been incorporated into 
the final, clean copies of the exams. However, in our telephone calls with client 
department liaisons, one individual reported that, in the first half of calendar year 
2018, their department’s SMEs had reviewed a written test and given feedback 
on questions that were seemingly irrelevant to job functions. The SMEs reported 
that they then applied for the job, took the exam, and found that their feedback 
had not been incorporated into the version of the exam that they took. While we 
could not verify this account, the fact that departments do not review finalized tests 
suggests there is no way for departments to confirm whether their comments were 
appropriately incorporated into the final test taken by job candidates. 

A fifth sign demonstrating the questionable link between ESA’s written exams and 
their ability to predict job success is the potential disparate impact of these tests. As 
noted in Section 4 on page 51 of this report, we found evidence suggesting that 
minority applicants may be disproportionately rejected in civil service tests, raising 
questions about the objectivity of the process. The apparent disparate impact on 
minority applicants is a possible indicator of weakness in the nexus between exam 
questions and job duties. Auditors for the City of Berkeley, which also develops exams 
using WRIB questions, noted that Berkeley’s HR function had an “ordered process” for 
ensuring the suitability of exam questions and analyzing exam results for evidence 
of adverse impact on protected classes.19 ESA reported that it will adjust an exam’s 
overall pass-point if the test demonstrates a disparate impact on certain groups. 
However, the extent of this practice is unknown, as ESA does not track exams 
for which it makes this adjustment, nor could ESA-HR management provide the 
Management Audit Division with an example of a pass-point that was adjusted for 
equal employment purposes. Further, as noted under indicator three, adjusting a 
pass-point doesn’t necessarily yield an exam that is more “valid” or predictive of job 
success.

The sixth and final piece of evidence indicating a tenuous link between exam 
questions and job functions is ESA’s own frequently asked questions (FAQ) regarding 
exams it develops. The FAQ, revised in September 2018, states in relevant part:

“Why are there questions on the examination that seem to have nothing 
to do with the job?

All questions are based on the knowledge and abilities required for the 
classification. Some questions may seem indirect, but may be testing a 
candidate’s ability to come to the correct conclusion, as required for the 
classification.”

19 Use of Additional Best Practices Will Help Guard Against Misconceptions about Human Resources’ 
Merit-Based Hiring and Promotions System, January 19, 2016.
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Based on the Management Audit Division’s review of three sample exams, ESA 
HR Analysts do select WRIB questions according to the knowledge and abilities 
highlighted by departmental SMEs during the job analysis. However, we found that 
WRIB questions testing general skills such as reading comprehension, writing, or 
computer knowledge do not always align with the industry of the corresponding 
recruitment. While these skills may be identified as necessary competencies by SMEs, 
WRIB questions for broad-based skills are not always written with specific jobs in 
mind. Consequently, a reading comprehension passage on a test for a Park Ranger 
position might not have anything to do with parks or related content.

The consequence of these general questions is that candidates with highly specialized 
knowledge of their industry may become confused by exercises that seemingly have 
nothing to do with the role they are applying for, as suggested in the aforementioned 
FAQ. This confusion may be exacerbated for individuals for whom English is not a first 
language, if the general skills questions utilize terminology outside these candidates’ 
area of expertise. The inclusion of general questions covering broad-based skills 
further points to the need for test experts to validate exams and evaluate their 
capacity for predicting job success. 

The six points above demonstrate that exams may not be consistently and strongly 
predictive of the likelihood of job success. Rather, because these tests generate 
numbers that can be definitively rank-ordered, exams create a veneer of objectivity, 
while increasing the risk that comparatively weak candidates will be interviewed for 
jobs and comparatively strong candidates will be rejected before an interview. These 
weaknesses may explain why some recruitments result in no one being hired. Then, 
if no one is hired, the need to “start over” with a new recruitment increases the time 
and expense required to fill the position, and may ultimately affect the quality of 
County staff.

Competitive Rating

Competitive rating panels also demonstrate potential issues, although departments 
presumably have more input through this channel due to this mechanism’s reliance 
on SMEs. Competitive ratings are examples of “unassembled examinations,” in 
which applicants are ranked without the need for candidates to appear in person. 
Because this type of exam does not require any action on the part of the applicant, 
recruitments utilizing a competitive rating did not demonstrate the same drop-off 
issue as civil service examinations in our sample.

ESA provided the Management Audit Division with a sample of competitive rating 
scorecards for three job classifications. Overall, many of the criteria listed in these 
scorecards revolved around candidates’ experience in certain roles or performing 
specific responsibilities, with higher scores awarded for more years of experience. 
However, we could not discern how panelists would rate certain nuances they might 
see in applications—for instance, how three years in a directly comparable position 
would be scored in comparison to five years in a less relevant position within the 
desired field. In the sample scorecards we received from ESA, the rating system 
did not account for differences in the quality or relevance of work performed, only 
taking into account the time spent performing these responsibilities. There was also 
no apparent mechanism in these sample tools for factoring in the quality of the 
resume itself (e.g., typos, overly generic descriptions, etc.). The lack of nuance in the 
competitive rating process may impact the quality of applicants who “pass” this stage 
of the recruitment cycle.
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In addition, we identified an example in which the competitive rating system did 
not seem to lend itself to a strong eligibility list. An information systems position we 
reviewed required knowledge of the Java programming language, and this skill was 
explicitly identified in the job posting. Further, Java was incorporated into multiple 
criteria contained within the competitive rating scorecard. However, interviewer 
comments revealed that five of the referred candidates could not answer basic 
Java questions correctly. Had candidates been administered a basic programming 
exercise rather than evaluated through a panel review of paper applications (in 
which candidates can list experience for competencies that they do not truly have a 
strong grasp of), the department may have been referred stronger candidates. 

Effects of the Ranking Tools

Often, the ranking mechanism is one of the last stages in the recruitment process, 
making it a critical step in the creation of the final eligible list. This is especially 
true because there may be a large number of “qualified” candidates, but these 
ranking tools are meant to recognize the “most qualified” candidates that should 
be interviewed by departments. Thus, having ranking tools that accurately measure 
desired job competencies play a large role in whether or not departments are able to 
hire candidates that they believe are well suited to their open positions.

When civil service examinations and competitive rating panels are not accurately 
geared towards identifying strong candidates, the costs of these tools are significant. 
As described earlier in this section, substantial time and resources are needed to 
develop, administer, and score these tools. Further, the additional time that ranking 
mechanisms add to the recruitment process increases the risk that job applicants will 
accept other jobs in the course of waiting to hear back from the County.

For written civil service tests in particular, applicants might also drop out due to not 
wanting to take an in-person test that would not be required of a similar position 
at another organization. One department reported that they lose many of their 
information technology applicants at the exam stage for this reason. At minimum, 
our sample recruitment data showing a 42 percent drop-off rate at the exam stage 
is consistent with the idea that exams—whether through their long lead times or 
onerous nature—are a possible deterrent to retaining applicants.

Again, nothing in the Ordinance Code requires administration of oral, written, and 
performance tests, and there are no policies or criteria that govern which recruits 
will face tests and which will be assessed in some other manner. The decision to 
administer a test is, in itself, arbitrary. And given the indicators that exam questions 
my also be arbitrary, tests—particularly written exams—are not necessarily a valid 
method of selecting applicants for interviews, despite their ability to be “objectively” 
scored.
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Given the risks associated with ESA’s methods of ranking candidates for its eligibility 
lists, ESA should make greater use of alternatives, and more consistently collaborate 
with departments to develop criteria for which classifications should be evaluated 
through which methods. ESA should work closely with departments to ensure 
that these tools are as valid and relevant to the position in question as possible. 
While ESA incorporates departmental input in some cases, the reports of hiring 
departments suggest that this practice does not occur uniformly. ESA should develop 
and implement a policy that ensures that selection methods are acceptable to 
affected departments, and allow departments to provide input on and review all final 
ranking tools. For example, if an exam were used to select candidates for Dispatcher 
positions, the exam that would be administered should be approved by County 
Communications due to its expertise. Finally, ESA should contract with a professional 
with expertise in test validation to validate exams for classifications that continue to 
use these tests in the recruitment process.

CONCLUSION

Generally, ESA ranks candidates for its certified eligibility lists through either a testing 
procedure or competitive rating panel. This is done to narrow down the final applicant 
pool to the “most qualified” candidates. Developing, administering, and scoring these 
two ranking mechanisms requires significant time and resources, and may also 
impact the retention rates of applicants throughout the recruitment process. ESA 
and hiring departments should work collaboratively to develop ranking tools that 
will best lend themselves to identifying competitive candidates, and ESA should 
ensure that its ranking mechanisms are appropriately validated by a professional 
with expertise in this field.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Employee Services Agency should:

3.1 Develop a policy that uniformly requires HR Analysts to consult with 
stakeholder departments to devise ranking mechanisms best suited for 
a particular recruitment, rather than defaulting to a civil service test or a 
competitive rating. The ranking tool should be decided upon by ESA and 
hiring departments at the outset of the recruitment process, prior to the 
job posting. 

For County-wide recruitments, ESA should consult with the department 
recruiting for the highest number of vacancies on the type of ranking tool 
that should be used for that recruitment. ESA should then inform other 
departments recruiting for the same position of the decided ranking 
methodology. If other recruiting departments have differing needs in 
terms of ranking mechanisms, ESA should initiate specialized recruitments 
for those departments, only. (Priority 1)
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3.2 Allow departments to develop and review draft and final ranking tools 
and criteria for recruitments specific to that department. Additionally, 
existing testing tools that have not been reviewed in over one year 
should be automatically reviewed by departmental subject matter 
experts prior to recruitments for positions associated with these tests. 
Components of exam reviews, such as requesting new questions, creating 
original questions, and reviewing old tests, should be outlined in service 
agreements between ESA and hiring departments. Departments should 
also be given access to previous test question analyses to see how certain 
questions performed on prior test versions. 

For County-wide recruitments, ESA should consult with the department 
recruiting for the highest number of vacancies on drafting and approving 
finalized ranking tools. The final versions of these tools should be shared 
with the other recruiting departments. (Priority 1)

3.3 Capture and analyze equal employment opportunity data for all ranking 
mechanisms, including new tools developed by hiring departments. 
(Priority 1)

3.4 Contract with an Industrial Psychologist or other expert in the field 
to, at least on a sample basis annually, ensure that tests developed to 
screen, sort, and select job applicants are valid and have a clear nexus 
to the duties of the classification. In addition, the contractor should 
systematically assess the validity of selection methods for classifications 
that span multiple departments. Classifications with the largest number of 
vacancies should be assessed first. (Priority 1)

Additional recommendations around test validation for equal employment 
opportunity purposes are contained within Section 4 on page 51 of this audit 
report.

SAVINGS, BENEFITS, AND COSTS

Implementing these recommendations could help ESA better identify the most 
qualified candidates to refer to hiring departments. By involving departments more 
throughout this process, ESA can more accurately align ranking mechanisms with 
departmental needs, which is key in that hiring departments are the ones that 
ultimately interview candidates and make final job offers. Further, altering onerous 
or time-consuming ranking mechanisms for some positions could improve candidate 
retention throughout the hiring process. Contracting with a professional with 
expertise in test validation procedures will better ensure that tests have a clear link to 
job duties and performance.

While more up-front staff time might be required for planning, altered ranking 
mechanisms such as the elimination of certain ranking tools may also save time 
and resources spent on logistics, planning, and scoring. Additionally, like the other 
recommendations pertaining to eligibility lists, creating a more targeted recruitment 
process from the outset also prevents time wasted in developing certified lists that 
departments do not want to utilize.
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Background 
Federal law addresses both intentional employment discrimination based on 
characteristics such as race and sex, as well as facially neutral policies and practices 
that have a “disparate impact” on certain populations. If any employment test used 
to rank or select applicants results in a disparate impact on protected groups, the 
law requires the employer to demonstrate the test’s nexus to the job in question (i.e., 
prove the test’s “validity”). The County also has its own legal guidelines and policies 
promoting diversity and prohibiting discrimination in hiring.

Problem Cause Effect
Despite an obligation to know whether its hiring process is valid and consistent with 
legal requirements, the County does not maintain adequate records to demonstrate 
that its hiring process is racially neutral. Employee Services Agency (ESA) management 
reported that ESA cannot verify when a recruitment has resulted in a hire, since 
entry of this information into the County’s hiring system is the responsibility of hiring 
departments. On its face, the data that the County provided to us showed that black 
candidates were hired at lower rates than expected, and that civil service exams 
might contribute to apparent hiring disparities by race. This does not mean that the 
County’s hiring practices are illegal, as the data available is insufficient to conclusively 
determine disparate impact. However, the County has not formally tasked 
anyone—either ESA or the County’s Equal Opportunity Department (EOD)—with the 
responsibility of investigating such potential disparities over the recruitment cycle. 
Inability to verify whether the County’s hiring practices are appropriate due to a lack 
of data and oversight may increase legal risks. Further, if hiring practices are actually 
resulting in qualified candidates being eliminated, this may cause departments to 
lose qualified applicants and reduce the County’s ability to adequately serve a diverse 
population.

Recommendations 
ESA should work with its system vendor and hiring departments to ensure that its 
hiring data is an accurate and reliable source of equal employment information. Upon 
improving its data reporting, ESA should share ethnicity statistics for prior civil service 
examinations with hiring departments to inform testing tools used for selection. Any 
active civil service exams demonstrating an adverse impact should be validated by 
an industrial psychologist or other contractor with relevant expertise. Finally, the 
County Ordinance Code should be amended to assign responsibility for collecting 
data necessary to demonstrate equitable hiring practices to ESA, and ESA should work 
with the EOD to present annual equal employment opportunity reports to the Board 
of Supervisors.

Savings, Benefits, and Costs 
While several recommendations will likely require additional resources, time, and 
potentially new staff, these measures will improve the County’s ability to ensure that 
its applicant screening procedures comply in appearance and in fact with federal law 
and reduce the likelihood of adverse hiring impacts on certain ethnic groups. Further, 
targeting insufficiently validated recruitment tools may increase the pool of qualified 
candidates who would have been previously screened out through those tools, 
improving hiring outcomes for departments and ultimately allowing the County to 
reap the proven benefits of a more diverse workforce.

Section 4: Potential Disparate Hiring Outcomes by Ethnicity
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FINDING

Federal and County Equal Employment Opportunity Standards

The County must adhere to federal requirements contained within Title VII of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964, as amended. Title VII prohibits employment discrimination on the 
basis of race, color, religion, sex, and national origin, and is enforced by the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). Under this standard, “discrimination” 
covers both intentionally biased hiring and recruitment measures, as well as facially 
neutral employment policies and practices exhibiting a “disparate impact.” If an 
applicant ranking test such as those permitted by the County’s Merit System Rules20 
demonstrates an adverse impact on certain populations, the employer must prove 
that the mechanism is “job related for the position in question and consistent with 
business necessity.”21 EEOC further requires employers to professionally assess or 
“validate” such tests for their link to job fitness and performance.22 The County’s Merit 
System Rules (Sec. A25-124 of the County Ordinance Code) prohibit discrimination on 
the basis of characteristics of protected classes.

The County administers various exams to comply with its Merit System Rules to 
screen and rank order applicants. The purpose of these employment tests is to 
predict which of the applicants, if hired, will be best suited to successfully carry out 
the duties of the job. However, these tests are subject to scrutiny under Title VII if 
they exhibit an adverse impact on select groups. Employment tests may discriminate 
against applicants on the basis of candidate characteristics that have no relationship 
to the applicant’s ability to succeed in the job. As such, if the County’s employment 
tests demonstrate a disparate impact, they are subject to federal validation 
requirements.

The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures, adopted by EEOC and other 
federal agencies, offers guidance on identifying adverse impact, validating tests, and 
record keeping related to Title VII requirements. According to the Uniform Guidelines, 
evidence of adverse impact may be demonstrated through the “four-fifths rule,” which 
states that selection rates for groups less than four-fifths (80 percent) of the rate for 
the group with the highest rate will generally be regarded as indicating an adverse 
impact. While the Uniform Guidelines are not formal legal criteria, they provide a set 
of consistent, federally approved standards to employers, and have been utilized as 
technical guidance in legal proceedings.

In addition to national criteria governing fair hiring and recruitment, the County has 
its own policy covering this area. Board Policy 3.8 against Discrimination, Harassment, 
and Retaliation expressly states that, “no person shall be subject to discrimination 
or harassment with regard to any aspect of recruitment or employment with the 
County.” The Equal Opportunity Department (EOD) of the Office of the County 
Executive is responsible for enforcing this policy.

20 Sec. A25-170 of the County Ordinance Code states that candidates who qualify in an examination for 
a class shall have their names placed upon the eligible list in the order of their relative final grades.

21 42 USC § 2000e-2 (k)(1).
22 The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. (2006). Questions and Answers About Race and 

Color Discrimination in Employment.
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More generally, the County cites diversity as a “core organizational value” in Board 
Policy 3.7 on Workforce Diversity. This policy highlights the human resources potential 
and business advantages of a diverse workforce, and discusses how incorporating 
diverse perspectives allows the County to better serve a diverse community. To this 
end, the County’s EOD develops Utilization Reports that compare the demographic 
composition of the County’s workforce to that of the surrounding community, by job 
sector. These reports discuss whether certain groups are over- or under-represented, 
and offer outreach and policy recommendations to improve representation of various 
groups.

The Employee Services Agency does not Maintain Records that Reliably 
Demonstrate Equitable Hiring Processes

One method of assessing the impact of hiring processes on protected groups 
defined in Title VII is analyzing how different populations “drop off” throughout the 
recruitment cycle. These metrics may be measured through “applicant flow reports.” 
The EEOC discusses this tool as a means to evaluate fair hiring outcomes for federal 
employees, and the County retains similar reports in its hiring system, NEOGOV. 
These reports show the number of applicants who “passed” and “failed” each of the 
major stages of the recruitment cycle, such as minimum qualifications reviews, testing 
procedures, and final interviews. 

The County’s existing applicant-flow records are held in NEOGOV on a recruitment-
by-recruitment basis, only. There are two major problems with these records. First, 
ESA reported that its applicant flow records depend on hiring departments to record 
information in NEOGOV. For example, if a department hires an applicant but does 
not record the hire in the system, ESA does not investigate or correct the record. In 
such an instance, the record would suggest that 100 percent of candidates dropped 
out or were rejected, when in fact, the recruitment resulted in a successful hire. 
Because the record may not even show whether anyone was hired, much less which 
candidate was hired, real-time documentation showing that the County’s ranking and 
hiring process is equitable does not exist. However, when the County has needed to 
demonstrate equity in its hiring practices, it reportedly has been able to locate the 
records necessary to do so on a case-specific basis.

Second, there is no aggregate dataset that shows how legally protected classes (or 
any others) fare across the County’s hiring process, making it impossible to confirm 
whether the County’s hiring practices are compliant with federal and local equal 
employment standards, overall. NEOGOV has an analytics module that captures 
aggregate information for some stages of the hiring process, but this module was 
still in beta testing phase in early 2019. As such, its reports may be unreliable. In 
fact, we found that summary reports in the system do not match the raw data that 
supposedly underlies these reports. We spoke with NEOGOV representatives in an 
effort to understand and potentially resolve the discrepancies, which were ultimately 
due to filters NEOGOV applied in an effort to correct duplication of job candidates 
who applied for the same job multiple times—to only partial success. 
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ESA reported that it does not rely on the analytics feature of NEOGOV. However, 
this lack of utilization suggests that the County is paying for an additional software 
component that is unusable in its current state. Further, it is the duty of ESA to 
administer the County’s personnel system, which is based on merit and equal 
opportunity.23 Then, according to the responsibilities assigned to ESA, the agency 
should ensure and document that the personnel system is operating in an 
equitable manner throughout the recruitment process. However, without reliable 
aggregate data, ESA is unable to demonstrate the fairness of ranking tools and other 
recruitment steps deployed by the County on an overall basis. Again, reportedly, 
the County has been able to locate sufficient documentation to support its hiring 
decisions in instances when a specific decision has been questioned.

It is the duty of ESA to make sure that the personnel system does not discriminate 
along certain characteristics such as ethnicity or gender. Yet, with all individual and 
summary reports allegedly containing incomplete or questionably sourced data, 
ESA has no way of confirming that the County’s hiring and recruitment practices are 
not resulting in a disparate impact for certain populations. It is thus critical that ESA 
works with its vendor, hiring departments, and the Technology Services and Solutions 
department to improve the quality of equal employment opportunity reporting.

Further, there was confusion between ESA and the EOD regarding which party is 
responsible for tracking equal employment outcomes throughout the recruitment 
process. While ESA construed this as EOD’s responsibility, EOD stated that ESA is 
the entity that oversees the recruitment cycle. The lack of ownership over analyzing 
hiring outcomes throughout the recruitment process suggests that nobody in the 
County is performing a thorough review of equal employment opportunity metrics. 
This confusion is exacerbated by Section A6-81 of the County Ordinance Code, which 
describes the EOD as a division of ESA, which is no longer the case. We recommend 
that the Ordinance Code be amended to correct the discrepancy, and that the Code 
assign responsibility for collecting the data necessary for demonstrating compliance 
with equal employment opportunity laws and policies to ESA-HR.

Existing Hiring Records Indicate an Adverse Impact on Black Applicants

To test for the potential of disparate hiring outcomes in the County, the Management 
Audit Division analyzed the information that was available during the time of our 
audit, despite the data limitations described above. According to a summary figure 
generated in the beta analytics module of NEOGOV, ESA received 112,951 applications 
for County jobs during Fiscal Year 2017-18, and 2,751 of these candidates (2.4 
percent) were hired. Again, this data is of questionable validity, due to its potentially 
incomplete nature regarding hiring outcomes and its failure to exhaustively eliminate 
duplicates. Nevertheless, we used the summary information for our analysis, as these 
reports are the references ESA would be using, were the system not in beta testing 
phase.

23 ESA Human Resources Practices Manual, revised September 2018.
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All ethnicity data collected on County job applicants is self-reported. Our analysis 
of this self-reported ethnicity data for the 112,951 applications shows a statistically 
significant24 difference between the ethnic share of initial applicants and hired 
candidates (see Attachment F on page 193 for our methodology).25 While black 
applicants comprised 7.4 percent of the initial applicant pool (8,352 candidates), they 
only accounted for 5.3 percent of final hires (145 candidates), as recorded in NEOGOV. 
Similarly, the proportion of Hispanic candidates dropped from 29.2 percent (32,963 
candidates) to 27.6 percent (758 candidates) from the initial application stage to the 
hired stage. In contrast, the share of white and Asian applicants increased from the 
beginning to the end of the recruitment cycle.

Using the Uniform Guidelines’ four-fifths rule, the selection rate for black candidates, 
when compared against multiple reference groups, suggests potential adverse impact 
on black applicants. The Uniform Guidelines instructs reviewers to use the group with 
the highest selection rate as the reference group. The final selection rate for black 
applicants was 62.6 percent of the selection rate for American Indian/Alaska Native 
candidates, which was the identifiable ethnic category with the highest rate.26 Because 
the proportion of 62.6 is lower than the 80 percent threshold, the data suggests 
possible adverse impact on black candidates. 

However, the Management Audit Division noted that the American Indian/Alaska 
Native group had the fewest number of applicants (647 initial applicants and 18 hired 
candidates), which may account for the high selection rate. Because of this, we also 
conducted the four-fifths test using a white reference group. Even with this reference 
group, the 1.74 percent selection rate for black applicants was less than 80 percent of 
the 2.55 percent selection rate for white applicants.

Available data collected at different steps of the hiring process implies the 
potential disparity was rooted in screening mechanisms that took place prior to 
final departmental interviews. The percent of applicants remaining at each stage, 
as compared to initial application numbers, was consistently the lowest for black 
applicants across the eligible, referred, interview, and final hire stages, based on 
records provided (see Figure 4.1 on page 56).

24 The term “statistically significant” refers to the outcome being linked to the factor in question – in this 
case race – as opposed to the outcome being due to chance.

25 Among the other data issues we’ve discussed, the data we reviewed is subject to the inherent 
limitations of its self-reported nature. Had some of the candidates captured within the “not 
answered” and “not specified” categories responded to the ethnicity questions, this might have 
shifted the results of our statistical tests. However, we have no way of verifying this potential result.

26 Several categories in our utilized data do not indicate a specific ethnic background. These categories 
include “not answered,” “not specified,” “other,” and “multi-racial.” The highest selection rate belonged 
to the “other” category; however, due to the our inability to assess whether “other” is comprised 
of multiple ethnic categories, we used the ethnic category with the second highest selection rate—
American Indian/Alaska Native—as our reference group.
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Figure 4.1: Rates of Pass Counts at Major Recruitment Stages, Compared to Initial 
Application Counts, with Application Counts at Each Stage

as Recorded in Fiscal Year 2017-18 County Data

Applied Eligible Referred Interview Offered Hired

Asian
100.00%

(34,509)

35.67%

(12,310)

20.25%

(6,988)

4.94%

(1,706)

2.85%

(984)

2.65%

(915)

Hispanic
100.00%

(32,963)

27.25%

(8,982)

19.04%

(6,276)

5.15%

(1,697)

2.52%

(832)

2.30%

(758)

White
100.00%

(19,459)

32.82%

(6,386)

20.04%

(3,899)

4.91%

(956)

2.83%

(550)

2.55%

(496)

Black
100.00%

(8,352)

24.68%

(2,061)

17.03%

(1,422)

4.49%

(375)

1.95%

(163)

1.74%

(145)

Multi-Racial
100.00%

(5,765)

28.66%

(1,652)

18.25%

(1,052)

4.93%

(284)

2.90%

(167)

2.62%

(151)

Not Answered
100.00%

(3,515)

34.88%

(1,226)

22.79%

(801)

6.57%

(231)

2.70%

(95)

2.42%

(85)

Not Specified
100.00%

(2,895)

32.95%

(954)

22.11%

(640)

6.36%

(184)

3.07%

(89)

2.83%

(82)

Native Hawaiian/Pacific 
Islander

100.00%

(2,692)

28.83%

(776)

18.46%

(497)

4.53%

(122)

2.34%

(63)

2.23%

(60)

Other
100.00%

(2,154)

28.69%

(618)

18.34%

(395)

5.52%

(119)

2.04%

(44)

1.90%

(41)

American Indian/Alaska 
Native

100.00%

(647)

27.05%

(175)

19.17%

(124)

6.34%

(41)

2.78%

(18)

2.78%

(18)

Source: NEOGOV.

Note: Race/ethnicity is self-reported by applicants if they choose to do so.

The data in Figure 4.1 is the data that exists to demonstrate the County’s compliance 
with federal law, the County Ordinance, and County policy with respect to equal 
opportunity in employment. There are significant problems with the data, including 
the failure to consistently record hiring outcomes, and problems with NEOGOV’s 
filtering of data related to applicants who apply for the same job multiple times. 
If both of these errors affected the hiring rates of all applicants at random, our 
discovery of apparent disparate impact would still hold. But because we cannot verify 
this is the case (for instance, some departments may be more diligent about inputting 
their hiring results than others), actual hiring outcomes by race are unknown, and 
require further investigation with more reliable records.
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Nevertheless, the County has an obligation under federal law, County policy, and the 
County Ordinance Code to fill positions based on merit, and to not utilize hiring steps 
that differentially impact certain candidates. Based on the available information, the 
County either is not consistently meeting that requirement, or its record-keeping is so 
inadequate that its data misrepresents hiring outcomes to the extent that it appears 
that the County is not meeting its hiring obligations. 

County Civil Service Examinations May Contribute to Apparent Disparate Hiring 
Outcomes

The aggregate data only captures a portion of the recruitment cycle. It does not show 
the results of multiple recruitment stages, such as the pass rate for civil service tests. 
Consequently, we reviewed applicant-flow reports for a sample of 45 classifications 
to assess the drop-off statistics at stages prior to the determination of eligible 
candidates, with the caveat that ESA stated that these applicant flow reports were 
inaccurate as well. Based on the available County data, civil service examinations may 
have contributed to apparent ethnic disparities in the County-wide hiring process. 
When we compared the ethnic shares immediately following the civil service exam 
stage against the initial applicant shares for the classes that had these exams, we 
found, similar to the aggregate data, that fewer black candidates made it past this 
stage than expected.27 Meanwhile, when we performed this test for the minimum 
qualifications review stage, we did not find this result.28

Upon reviewing outcomes for individual exams, we found one written examination 
in which all eight black test takers and eight of nine Hispanic test takers failed, for 
passing rates of 0 percent and 11.1 percent, respectively. In addition, only 25.6 
percent of Asian exam takers passed, as compared to 45.83 percent of white 
participants. To illustrate these discrepancies further, the exact same number of 
white and Asian candidates passed, but a substantially larger number of Asian test 
takers failed. In another case, 75 percent of white applicants passed the written exam, 
but the passing rates for Asian, Hispanic, and black candidates were all less than 50 
percent.

27 The difference between shares of black candidates at the initial application stage versus after the 
exam stage was statistically significant. Again, this means that differential outcomes were linked to 
ethnicity rather than being due to chance within the available data.

28 Unlike with the exam stage, the difference between shares of black candidates at the initial 
application stage versus after the minimum qualifications review stage was not statistically significant.
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In Section 3 on page 37 of this audit report, we address the question of the 
validity of screening processes in general. However, we reiterate portions of the 
process questions here because the County has a legal and ethical duty to ensure 
that screening processes do not result in discrimination among applicants on the 
basis of applicant characteristics that have nothing to do with the job. According to 
ESA’s frequently asked questions (FAQs) about the civil service examination process, 
as amended in September 2018, ESA Human Resources (HR) Analysts select exam 
questions from a question bank called Western Region Item Bank (WRIB). As also 
discussed in Section 3 on page 37, these HR Analysts are not required to have any 
practitioner or HR experience in the job sectors to which they are assigned. Further, 
reports from ESA’s most frequent HR liaisons suggest that ESA is inconsistent in both 
its exam review practices and consultation of Subject Matter Experts (SME) in this 
process. This has potential consequences for exam validity, and the EEOC Fact Sheet 
regarding employee selection states the following (emphasis added):

“Employers should ensure that tests and selection procedures are 
not adopted casually by managers who know little about these processes. 
A test or selection procedure can be an effective management 
tool, but no test or selection procedure should be implemented 
without an understanding of its effectiveness and limitations for the 
organization, its appropriateness for a specific job, and whether it can 
be appropriately administered and scored. To ensure that a test or 
selection procedure remains predictive of success in a job, employers 
should keep abreast of changes in job requirements and should update 
the test specifications or selection procedures accordingly.”29

Further, the question bank itself contains more than 59,000 questions submitted by 
180 member governments, including jurisdictions in at least 15 other states besides 
California. WRIB explicitly disclaims that it does not validate any of the submitted 
questions, and it is unclear how ESA HR Analysts select questions for inclusion on 
exams—particularly ones developed by jurisdictions that might not be sufficiently 
comparable to the County. The fact that County job applicants are ranked and moved 
forward or excluded from hiring based on questions that have not been vetted for 
their predictive capacity of job success raises questions on how these civil service 
examinations might contribute to disparate hiring outcomes in a manner that is not 
sufficiently job related.

To address the issue of tests inappropriately impacting hiring outcomes, ESA-HR 
management reported that ESA looks for patterns in the responses of test-takers 
after each exam cycle and adjusts the exam or answer key accordingly. During the 
fieldwork phase of the audit, ESA refused to furnish copies of exams or test questions 
for our review. However, after the exit conference, we were permitted to review a few 
specific records. ESA provided analyses of questions and documentation suggesting 
that questions were indeed removed or re-keyed to allow for multiple correct 
answers depending on responses of applicants. These changes were applied to future 
iterations of the exam, as well as the modification of questions that were either 
worded ambiguously or used specific terminology that may not be recognizable to all 
candidate populations.

29 https://www.eeoc.gov/policy/docs/factemployment_procedures.html

https://www.eeoc.gov/policy/docs/factemployment_procedures.html
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However, ESA-HR management stated that this analysis is not performed for equal 
employment opportunity purposes, specifically. Rather, for disparate results on 
exams among protected classes, ESA management reported that it changes the 
overall pass-point for civil service exam test-takers to allow for more members from 
certain racial or ethnic groups to meet the cutoff score. To note, there does not 
appear to be a written policy or methodology that governs any of these changes, 
which could be regarded as arbitrary since they occur after the exams have been 
administered.

Further, ESA does not track cases for which exam pass-points are altered for 
equal employment purposes. Management could not speak to the frequency of 
this occurrence and could not furnish any examples of an adjusted pass-point to 
accommodate specific populations of test takers.30 As such, the prevalence of these 
adjustments is unknown. Additionally, the later stages in the applicant flows for the 
two written tests identified in this section suggest that the pass-points were not 
adjusted to allow more individuals of the affected ethnic groups to move forward to 
the “Eligible” stage. It is thus unclear whether ESA adjusts scores consistently for all 
cases of apparent disparate test outcomes among protected classes.

Hiring a specialist to assess the validity of civil service tests on a consistent basis, 
as described in Section 3 on page 37 of this audit, would more definitively and 
uniformly ensure that administered exams are accurately predictive of necessary job 
competencies as opposed to arbitrary and undocumented adjustments to exams and 
exam scores after the fact.

Consequences of Disparate Impact in Hiring Processes

As stated above, we cannot conclude, due to data limitations, that the County’s 
hiring process results in a disparate impact. However, both public and private sector 
employers have been sued for using hiring tests that resulted in a disparate impact. 
The basis of these lawsuits has been that the tests used did not have an adequate 
link to job fitness or responsibilities. Plaintiffs in New York State argued that a civil 
service promotional exam contained subjective attitude and worldview questions 
that did not align with test takers’ ability to perform the job in question. In 2011, New 
York State settled with the 4,706 black and Hispanic plaintiffs for $45 million.31 Major 
private corporations that have issued multi-million dollar payouts for similar reasons 
include Target Corporation and CSX Transportation. In addition, two lawsuits alleging 
disparate impact in employment practices have been previously filed against the 
County. While these allegations were ultimately dismissed, these prior legal actions at 
least indicate that County job seekers are mindful of potentially discriminatory hiring 
practices, and are willing to file claims on the basis of these practices.

The aforementioned cases demonstrate the importance of rigorous validation 
procedures for hiring tools that demonstrate a potential disparate impact. While 
the Uniform Guidelines do not preclude internally conducted validation studies, the 
standards for validation set forth in these guidelines are “intended to be consistent 
with generally accepted professional standards for evaluating standardized tests 
and other selection procedures, such as those described in the Standards for 

30 Exam score changes are authorized by Sec. A25-150 (b) of the County Ordinance Code: “In written 
tests, the 70 percent used to represent the minimum passing score need not be the arithmetic 70 
percent of the total possible score, but may be an adjusted score…”.

31 Karlin, Rick. (30 Mar. 2011). New York state offers $45M to end civil service test bias lawsuit. Times 
Union.
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Educational and Psychological Tests.”32 As such, there is a certain degree of 
specialized knowledge required to properly conduct validation studies, and it is 
unclear whether ESA staff possesses this knowledge to the degree necessary. The 
risk of inappropriately validated tests is heightened by the fact that—again—ESA 
utilizes a test question bank for its written examinations that explicitly does not 
guarantee the validity of questions submitted to the bank.

In addition to litigation risk, poorly designed recruitment instruments may also 
filter out qualified candidates belonging to the groups adversely impacted by these 
instruments. This could result in departments receiving certified eligible lists that 
do not contain the most qualified candidates in the applicant pool, contributing to 
persistent vacancies. If certain ethnic groups are filtered out in greater frequency 
during the hiring process, the ultimate composition of the County’s workforce would 
also be affected. To the extent this occurs, this means that the County would lose out 
on the unique perspectives and skills of the adversely impacted populations.

As a first step, ESA should work with other stakeholders to ensure more accurate and 
complete recordkeeping of equal employment opportunity data. To prevent litigation 
risks, retain qualified applicants throughout the recruitment cycle, and uphold 
the principles of a diverse workforce, ESA should also ensure rigorous validation 
procedures for its civil service examinations. In addition, it should share ethnicity 
statistics for these examinations with hiring departments, and work collaboratively 
with these departments to adjust or replace tests demonstrating potential adverse 
impact. Finally, ESA should conduct more robust analyses of ethnic shares of 
applicants throughout the recruitment cycle, to minimize large disparities in selection 
rates. Neither ESA nor the EOD performs any reviews of this nature, which misses an 
opportunity to evaluate equitable outcomes in the hiring process.

CONCLUSION

The County must follow the non-discrimination employment requirements contained 
within Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as well as the County Ordinance’s Merit 
System Rules and County policies on non-discrimination and workforce diversity. 
Adhering to these standards entails validating any hiring tests that demonstrate a 
potential disparate impact on certain groups.

The presently available data on County job applicants is not exhaustive, and ESA 
needs to improve its record keeping to assess whether County hiring practices are 
appropriate. Information contained within NEOGOV as of August and September 
of 2018 exhibits statistically significant differences in the ethnic shares of initial 
applicants and final hires. Further, according to Uniform Guidelines criteria, both 
aggregate data and individual recruitment data show that the County-wide hiring 
process may have an adverse impact on black applicants.

32 Section 5C of Uniform Guidelines.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Employee Services Agency should:

4.1 Work with NEOGOV, hiring departments, and the Technology Services 
and Solutions Department to improve aggregate and recruitment-
level recording of equal employment opportunity statistics during the 
recruitment cycle. (Priority 1)

4.2 Employ an independent contractor with expertise in validity studies to 
validate any civil service examinations demonstrating potential adverse 
impact for their link to job requirements. This contractor should also 
review examinations associated with significant re-classification initiatives 
going forward. (Priority 1)

4.3 Share ethnicity statistics for prior civil service examinations with hiring 
departments. ESA and hiring departments should then use these statistics 
to decide which ranking mechanisms to use. (Priority 1)

4.4 Assign an analyst to work with the County’s Equal Opportunity 
Department to conduct more robust analyses of how different ethnic 
groups are impacted at points in the recruitment cycle. ESA and the Equal 
Opportunity Department should prepare annual reports on this topic, and 
ESA should present these reports to the Board of Supervisors. (Priority 1)

The County’s Equal Opportunity Department should:

4.5 Work with ESA to conduct more robust analyses of how different ethnic 
groups are impacted at points in the recruitment cycle. The Equal 
Opportunity Department should co-author annual reports on this topic. 
(Priority 2)

The Board of Supervisors should:

4.6 Amend County Ordinance Code Section A6-81(5) to show that the Equal 
Opportunity Department is a division of the Office of the County Executive 
and assign responsibility for collecting data necessary to demonstrate 
compliance with equal employment opportunity requirements to ESA-HR. 
(Priority 2)

4.7 Amend the County Ordinance Code to require that, when exam content 
or exam scores are changed after the exams are administered, that these 
changes be documented, and that a report regarding the number, nature, 
basis and effects or outcomes of these changes be presented annually to 
the Board of Supervisors. (Priority 1)

Additional recommendations related to applicant selection mechanisms are 
contained in Sections 1-3, starting on page 25, and additional recommendations 
surrounding better record-keeping are contained in Section 7 on page 87.
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SAVINGS, BENEFITS, AND COSTS

Recommendations 4.1 and 4.2 will require additional time and staff resources for 
preparing documents, and undetermined costs in the form of professional service 
fees to pay for the professional test validation service. However, since the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission requires such validation, this effort will 
bring the County into compliance with federal guidelines. It may also may prevent 
the disparate impact of County hiring practices on different ethnic groups, with a 
particular emphasis on black applicants. Further, implementation of Recommendation 
4.1 will allow the County to more definitively demonstrate compliance with its legal 
hiring obligations.

Recommendations 4.3 – 4.5 will also entail additional staff time, as well as a potential 
new ESA Management Analyst position to assist with ethnicity analyses if ESA does not 
have sufficient staffing to implement this recommendation with existing resources.

However, disparate impact claims have resulted in multi-million dollar payouts, and 
saved legal costs might therefore outweigh the costs of preventative measures.

Recommendations 4.6 and 4.7 will not require any additional time and staff 
resources.

Collectively, these recommendations could potentially improve hiring outcomes by 
increasing the pool of qualified candidates who would have been previously screened 
out through inadequately validated hiring tools. This, in turn, might improve the 
diversity of the County workforce, which has its own benefits such as increasing 
creativity and productivity and improving business image.33

33 Green et al. (2002). Diversity in the Workplace: Benefits, Challenges, and the Required Managerial 
Tools. University of Florida IFAS Extension.
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Background
The Fiscal Year 2018-19 budget included 1,277 different job classifications, each 
with an established salary range. In most cases, when a new classification is created, 
the Employee Services Agency’s Human Resources function (ESA-HR) sets this 
salary range during an initial classification study, based on a survey of salaries of 
comparable classifications in Alameda, Contra Costa, the City and County of San 
Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Cruz. Classification studies, of which salary reviews 
are a component, are guided by ESA-HR’s Classification Principles Policy. However, 
classification studies may not be performed for many years after an initial study.

Problem, Cause, and Adverse Effect
After an initial salary range is set for a classification, subsequent changes to this 
salary range are developed through labor negotiations. However, the basis for 
these negotiations is not specified in any policies. Supporting salary documentation 
provided by HR showed inconsistent benchmarking of pay rates, with some 
classifications compared to the local market, and some to the national market. 
Additionally, the salaries of several classifications were compared to the public sector, 
while others were compared to the private sector. While these differences may be 
justified in some cases, the lack of guidelines for such comparisons raises questions 
about the appropriateness of salaries set through these methods. The lack of defined 
procedures, standards, policies, and schedules for setting salaries can result in 
compensation structures that are higher or lower than necessary to recruit qualified 
personnel. In a survey, multiple hiring departments reported that County salaries and 
benefits are not competitive, and our review of pay for a sample of salaries showed 
that 44 percent were either above or below the local market for that classification.

Recommendations
The Board of Supervisors should approve a policy related to the setting of salaries 
within the County to ensure that employee salaries are informed by labor market 
information. This policy should require that, when labor agreements come up for 
renewal, the County and its labor unions negotiate a predetermined basis for setting 
salaries that includes at least the following components: 1) a definition of what 
constitutes the “labor market” for each covered classification; 2) what components 
of compensation will be compared across the market (i.e., salary, benefits, etc.); 3) 
when and how often market surveys should be performed by the County; and 4) 
formulas or procedures for how County salaries should be derived from labor market 
information, based on the Board policy. Additionally, ESA should contract with a firm 
that has expertise in public-sector compensation to assist in preparing proposed 
salary-setting requirements in labor agreements. This firm would also carry out the 
gathering of comparable market information, pursuant to the requirements of the 
proposed Board policy and the procedures negotiated in the labor agreements. 

Savings, Benefits, and Costs
By negotiating salaries based on the market value of the skills required in the job, and 
developing criteria for salary setting, compensation for County employees would be 
less arbitrary, which would improve the ability to recruit and retain employees and 
ensure that funds are allocated properly.

Section 5: Salaries and Benefits
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FINDING

Salary Setting, Comparisons, and Adjustments

The Fiscal Year 2018-19 budget included 1,277 different job classifications, each 
with a set salary range. Upon the establishment of new classifications within 
the County, the Employee Services Agency’s HR function (ESA-HR) is responsible 
for preparing classification studies associated with these roles. Such studies are 
governed by ESA’s Classification Principles Policy, as revised on March 8, 2018. As 
part of an initial classification study, ESA-HR completes a salary survey that records 
the salaries of comparable classifications within neighboring jurisdictions to inform 
the compensation structure of the County’s new job class. Counties used for 
benchmarking purposes include Alameda, Contra Costa, the City and County of San 
Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Cruz.34 

Following the preliminary establishment of pay rates for newly created jobs, 
subsequent classification studies might be conducted by ESA-HR. These studies 
could then result in adjustments to initially set salaries, following negotiations 
between ESA’s Labor Relations Division and labor unions representing the affected 
classifications. 

No Documented Basis for Setting Salaries through Labor Negotiations

When salaries are adjusted through labor negotiations, the basis for these 
adjustments is unclear. While salary surveys are conducted when classifications are 
first created, many County classifications were established decades ago. Following 
these initial compensation studies, there are no County policies that require ESA-HR 
to regularly compare County salaries to the market, nor is “the market” defined for 
any classification. ESA-HR management reported that salary reviews could be initiated 
as a result of drastic market changes or departmental requests. However, with nearly 
1,300 different active job classifications, there is no set schedule that ensures that the 
pay rates of County jobs are consistently reviewed through formal studies. 

The Management Audit Division selected a sample of 50 County job classifications to 
evaluate pay rates and their supporting salary work-papers. These job classifications 
were chosen across multiple job types, such as building trades, finance, law 
enforcement, administrative positions, and other areas. We selected both managerial 
and line-level job classes within these categories for analysis. Of the 50 chosen 
classifications, ESA-HR was only able to provide salary documentation for nine (18 
percent) of the job classes. The dates of the information ranged from July 2016 to 
July 2018. Two studies received were not dated, and the remaining 41 studies were 
apparently so old they could no longer be located.

For the nine studies we received from ESA-HR, the methodology of the salary surveys 
for these studies was inconsistent. For instance, one hospital classification had 
comparisons to the private sector in its study, while another hospital classification had 
statewide and nation-wide comparisons within both the public and private sectors. 
The lack of systemic review for salary comparisons may be due to the fact that ESA’s 
guiding Classification Principles Policy does not offer clear procedures or formulas for 
calculating proposed salaries, and does not define the scope for market analyses. 

34 The Management Audit Division was unable to obtain clarification from ESA-HR management as to 
why the County uses these particular jurisdictions as benchmarks.
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The Classification Principles Policy dictates that County salaries be compared to the 
five benchmark jurisdictions listed at the beginning of this report section. However, 
the Policy also states that city employment “may be” reviewed for salary comparison 
and classification structure as well, if analogous classifications exist within these 
governments. This permissive language is used in regards to other public sector 
employers such as the Santa Clara Valley Water District and Valley Transportation 
Authority as well. For hospital classifications specifically, the Policy lists 16 public and 
private sector health facilities—again using the language of “may be reviewed”—as 
potential benchmarks.

By providing such latitude and not defining what constitutes an appropriate “market” 
comparison for job classifications, including how many and which entities should be 
compared to County classifications for compensation rates, the existing Classification 
Principles Policy raises the risk that County salaries will be set in an inequitable 
fashion. As an example, one classification study might heavily rely on large private 
employers as the basis for its salary surveys, while another mainly assesses the 
compensation rates of public sector entities. Differences in the salary ranges of these 
classifications may result simply by function of the different benchmarks used in their 
accompanying classification studies.

Further, neither the Classification Principles Policy nor any other County policy 
defines how County salaries should be set relative to a comparison job market. In 
other words, ESA has no guiding standards for whether pay for County jobs should 
be higher, lower, or some other function of market rates. In contrast, within at least 
one other local government in the County, the City of Sunnyvale, salaries are often 
set according to a specific, labor-negotiated formula based on the market rate for that 
classification (shown in Attachment G on page 199). 

County Salaries may not be at Necessary Levels to Recruit Qualified Candidates

Irregularly performed salary reviews, in conjunction with a lack of clear definitions for 
comparison labor markets and procedures for calculating County salaries based on 
these market rates, may result in County salaries that are too low to recruit qualified 
personnel or higher than necessary for recruitment and retention. Our own salary 
research for the 50 sample classifications described above demonstrated salaries 
lower than those of the five jurisdictions ESA uses to initially benchmark salaries 
for new classifications. We compared the minimum and maximum hourly rates of 
our sample to the minimum and maximum hourly rates of Alameda, Contra Costa, 
the City and County of San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Cruz for analogous 
job classes. From this, we noted that the hourly rate range was below the pay of 
the selected jurisdictions for four job classifications: Board Clerk II, Administrative 
Assistant, Software Engineer I, and Gardener.
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Given that the County also competes with private employers for job applicants, the 
Management Audit Division conducted a comparison of County salaries against 
the private sector as well—the most comparable classifications being those within 
the Information Technology field. Through this analysis, we found that the County’s 
minimum salaries for four Information Technology job classifications were below the 
25th percentile of private-sector average starting salaries, according to the Robert 
Half 2018 Technology Salary Guide.35 This would indicate that the County’s starting 
hourly rates are potentially not comparable to competing private sector wages. 

For two job classes, Network Engineer I and Software Engineer I, the County’s 
maximum salaries were below the 25th percentile of salaries for these two positions 
in the private sector. The fact that the County’s salary cap for these two classifications 
is lower than the starting salaries of comparable positions in the private sector 
suggests significant discrepancies between the compensation rates of the County 
versus its private competitors. Further, private-sector employers may offer a menu 
of additional benefits such as stock options, on-site amenities, etc. that are more 
appealing to job-seekers than public-sector benefits such as pension.

This misalignment between County compensation packages and the compensation 
packages of other employers directly impacts the County’s ability to recruit qualified 
staff. In a survey we issued to County departments soliciting opinions regarding 
barriers to hiring, “salaries and benefits are not competitive” was cited fifth-most 
frequently. The uniquely large volume of public and private sector competitors for 
County job applicants (discussed in greater detail within the Introduction on page 
7 of this audit report) makes setting comparable pay rates even more crucial, 
given that job-seekers have readily available alternatives for similar positions within 
the region. 

Conversely, without frequent salary reviews and better-defined criteria for what the 
“market” is for specific classifications, the County may also set salaries that are higher 
than necessary to recruit qualified staff. This practice might cost the County resources 
that could be re-allocated to better compensation for those classifications that are not 
at market rates. For 18 classifications, salary ranges were above the salary ranges of 
the compared jurisdictions 90 percent36 of the time. Therefore, with four classifications 
below and 18 classifications generally above the County’s own benchmark agencies, 
22, (or about 44 percent) of our sample of 50 classifications were not consistent with 
the job market as the County defines it.

35 This Technology Salary Guide provides detailed pay ranges, broken out by percentile based on 
experience, skills, and job duties. We customized the pay ranges to the San Jose local market by 
increasing the national average salary by 37.5 percent, which was the suggested adjustment in the 
Guide for this region.

36 Santa Clara County classifications with salary range averaging greater than 90 percent benchmarked 
to “comparable” county jurisdictions. Cost of living factor was not accounted for as part of the 
calculation.
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We recommend that the Board of Supervisors approve a policy that ensures that 
employee compensation is informed by labor market information. This policy should 
require that, when labor agreements come up for renewal, the County and its labor 
unions negotiate a predetermined basis for setting salaries. Negotiations should 
result in a labor agreement or attachment to the agreement that defines at least the 
following: 

1. What constitutes the “labor market” for each covered classification. This should 
include a list of which jurisdictions are considered comparable, which specific 
job titles are considered comparable, and whether and to what extent private-
sector compensation should or should not be considered part of the “market.” 
If the parties agree that the County is in competition with the private sector for 
the same workers, a method of determining comparable private compensation 
rates should be developed. For example, if the County hospitals compete with 
local private hospitals for nurses, labor agreements should detail how the 
County will determine what those other hospitals pay for the same or similar 
classifications; 

2. What components of compensation will be compared across the various 
markets (i.e., what aspects of salaries and benefits are deemed comparable); 

3. When and how often market comparisons should be performed by the County 
for these classifications; and 

4. Formulas or procedures for how potential County salaries should be derived 
from labor market rates. The County is unable to pay private-sector market 
rates for some positions, and the Board may even wish to not pay market 
rates for positions that are not difficult to fill. However, at minimum, the 
County should gather information about the market, have a clear definition 
for what the market is, and have a policy established by the Board regarding 
where salaries for classifications should fall relative to the market based on 
staffing needs, financial considerations, and the ability to fill positions for 
these classifications. In this manner, labor negotiations will be guided by a 
clear framework, and all parties will have a standard understanding of how the 
existing and proposed compensation relates to a defined market.

Because ESA staff do not have expertise in overall compensation analysis (e.g., how 
to perform valuations and comparisons of public-sector and private-sector benefits), 
we recommend that the County contract with a firm versed in this field to assist in 
preparing proposed salary setting requirements in labor agreements, advise the 
Board of Supervisors regarding potential policy choices related to compensation, and 
conduct market compensation studies. These studies should be conducted prior to 
the County entering negotiations with unions representing affected classifications.37 

37 On December 13, 2018, ESA’s Labor Relations Division initiated a service agreement with a human 
resource firm to conduct compensation and benefit surveys for their use during labor negotiations. 
However, the agreement neither references the Classification Principles Policy, nor the elements to 
preparing classification studies (salary setting). It also does not address key needs, such as assisting 
in the development of policy options and potential non-monetary adjustments to working conditions 
or other factors that may be able to compensate for lower-than-market compensation in those 
instances when the County cannot compete with private sector stock options, pay scales and special 
benefits.
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Consolidation of County Job Classes

A complicating factor in salary setting, and recruitment in general, is the number of 
unique or relatively unique positions in the County. Overall, more than 55 percent of 
the 1,277 County classifications included in the Fiscal Year 2018-19 budget had 100 or 
fewer positions, and more than more than 23 percent had 20 or fewer positions. The 
average number of positions per classification was less than 16, and there were 490 
classifications that had just one position. 

A number of County classifications also seemingly overlap job functions. For 
instance, there were seven different classifications for Office Specialist, five for 
Ultrasonographer (including three different classes of Ultrasonographer II), and four 
different classifications of Assistant Nurse Manager. According to the Classification 
Principles Policy, one guiding principle is to have the broadest classification possible, 
except where there is a significant training period or where industry practice indicates 
that a specialized classification is common.

Since each classification has a different salary range, the volume of County 
classifications complicates assessing and setting salaries, especially in light of our 
recommendation for more regularly conducted and robust classification studies. ESA 
should therefore assess whether any classifications can be consolidated to alleviate 
this workload. 

CONCLUSION

The County does not have a basis for adjusting salaries following the initial creation 
of job classifications. Salaries are not reviewed on a regular schedule; there are no 
requirements to set salaries according to market rates; there is no definition for 
what constitutes a comparable “job market” for a given classification; and there are 
no formulas or procedures for how County salaries should be set relative to those 
of other employers. Ultimately, salaries established without any set methodology or 
appropriate understanding of comparable compensation packages can impact the 
retention and recruitment of talent, and also may result in excessive costs relative to 
that which is needed to attract qualified applicants. The County should create a policy 
that ensures development of more robust criteria for salary setting through labor 
negotiations, and contract with a firm that has expertise in overall compensation 
studies to inform these negotiations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Board of Supervisors should:

5.1 To reduce the number of salaries that are arbitrarily higher or lower than 
market rates, approve a policy related to the setting of salaries within the 
County to ensure that employee salaries are informed by labor market 
information. (Priority 1)
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The Employee Services Agency should:

5.2 To improve the nexus between compensation and the market for 
employees’ skills, rather than negotiate dollar amounts or percentage 
changes in salaries, ensure that the County and its labor unions negotiate 
the basis for setting salaries, and define in labor agreements specific 
criteria and processes by which salaries will be set. The basis for salaries 
should relate to the labor market for the classification. Negotiations 
should include how the comparison labor market will be defined, what 
components of compensation will be compared, the schedule for 
conducting market salary analyses, and procedures for deriving County 
salaries from market rates. (Priority 1)

5.3 Contract for market assessments with a firm with expertise in public-
sector compensation to conduct salary surveys prior to negotiations with 
unions representing affected classifications. The firm will also assist with 
preparing proposed salary setting requirements in labor agreements and 
advise the Board of Supervisors regarding potential policy choices related 
to compensation. (Priority 1)

5.4 To reduce the workload and expense associated with establishment 
of compensation and analysis of compensation issues, assess whether 
classifications can be reduced, combined or salaries for each classification 
pegged in a systematic way to similar classifications. (Priority 2)

SAVINGS, BENEFITS, AND COSTS

Developing criteria for salary setting would facilitate less arbitrary compensation 
for County employees, which may 1) improve the ability of the County to recruit and 
retain employees and 2) ensure that funds are properly allocated and spent. As of 
Fiscal Year 2018-19, many salaries are based on labor negotiations without any sort 
of guidelines as to how salaries should be adjusted, including whether these salaries 
should be set relative to the market, and through what procedures. Existing salary 
studies are performed inconsistently by ESA-HR, with discrepancies regarding public 
and private sector comparisons, as well as local and national benchmarking. This 
creates situations in which pay is not necessarily tied to relevant market comparisons, 
which may affect recruitment, retention and County costs, which are heavily 
comprised of labor expenses. 

The cost for a consultant to assess the market pay and compensation for County 
classifications is undetermined. However, having this information would enable the 
County to establish a more accurate basis for salaries, for which it does not currently 
have the expertise, and also ensure more regular reviews of compensation rates. 
The costs of hiring a consultant to perform market studies and carry out the other 
responsibilities defined in Recommendation 5.3 may therefore be offset by the dollars 
saved in recruitment, retention, and County operating costs (i.e., salaries and benefits 
expenses).

Finally, determining whether classifications or salaries for classifications can be 
streamlined would potentially reduce the work entailed in setting compensation and 
in recruitment in general.
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Background
The Employee Services Agency (ESA) is tasked with ensuring that hiring departments 
comply with the hiring rules of the County, as well as additional contractual 
agreements between departments, the County, and labor unions. These agreements 
include the following: Memoranda of Understanding (MOU), Memoranda of 
Agreement (MOA), Sideletter Agreements (SLAs), and Departmental Agreements.

Problem, Cause, and Adverse Effect
We requested all current (non-expired) agreements from ESA, and received 34 
documents, which we reviewed. About 62% of the agreements provided to us include 
requirements that apply only to specific departments or specific job classes regarding 
timelines and methods for advertising positions and notifying existing staff of 
opportunities for internal transfer. These requirements directly affect hiring timelines. 
Individually, some advertising requirements are short (e.g. seven days) but, when 
combined, many complicate the hiring process and delay hiring for several weeks. 
Some advertising requirements in agreements are also outdated and inefficient, and 
may delay the hiring process. For example, managers are required to post vacancies 
on specific physical bulletin boards, or to personally notify by telephone or certified 
mail every potential applicant in a given work group – including those on leave – of 
a vacancy for which they might be interested in applying. Failure to adhere to the 
required procedures and timelines could result in a department having to “restart” 
the hiring process. However, there is no definitive list of current agreements to guide 
departments. Based on the agreements provided to the Management Audit Division, 
we identified missing MOAs and MOUs from both ESA’s externally-facing website 
and intranet. Further, of the 34 documents from ESA in response to our request for 
current agreements, some pertained to departments which no longer exist.

Recommendations
The Board of Supervisors should amend the County Ordinance Code to require 
all vacancies, including departmental transfers (see Section 12 on page 141), be 
advertised on NEOGOV (or its successor) in lieu of direct notification of individual 
employees; and that a minimum, reasonable, job posting time be standardized 
Countywide. Following these changes, ESA should work with labor unions to eliminate 
all “personalized” vacancy notification requirements and variable hiring timelines in 
all labor agreements. ESA should create a flowchart for each department showing the 
phases of the hiring process and the steps departments are required to take based 
on their relevant MOUs, MOAs, SLAs, and Departmental Agreements. To the extent 
not eliminated, ESA should also track the age of these agreements and work with 
departments to update them at least once every five years in light of technological 
changes or other factors that may make them obsolete. ESA should update its 
Memoranda of Understanding and Agreement webpage to include all MOUs and 
MOAs.

Savings, Benefits, and Costs
In an environment in which the County’s competitors may “onboard” an employee 
faster than the County is able to advertise a vacancy, eliminating cumbersome, time-
consuming, and paper-based processes may reduce the amount of time it takes to fill 
vacancies, and possibly facilitate hiring stronger candidates as these improvements 
result in larger and/or improved candidate pools. Implementation of these 
recommendations would also promote equity among employees who now experience 
variable timelines and notification processes due to varying contractual agreements.

Section 6: Hiring Delays Resulting from Labor Agreements
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FINDING

Departmental Agreements and Sideletter Agreements

Departmental Agreements and Sideletter Agreements (SLAs) are agreements that 
are negotiated between the County and an employee organization. Departmental 
Agreements cover only a single department, while Sideletter Agreements typically 
cover a broader group of employees. Both of these agreements modify, clarify, or 
interpret existing provisions within the Memorandum of Understandings (MOUs) 
and Memorandum of Agreements (MOAs) that already exist between the employee 
unions and the County. SLAs and Departmental Agreements are usually significantly 
shorter and easier to amend than the MOUs or MOAs, which is part of the incentive 
felt by departments for using them to adjust existing requirements.

The Management Audit Division reviewed 34 SLAs and Departmental Agreements 
provided by ESA and found that 21 (62%) contain language that directly affects 
the hiring timeline for these departments. The agreements include requirements 
that vacancies be posted for transfers within work units, classifications, and/
or departments for specific periods of time before a vacancy is open to outside 
applications. Some agreements also require that current workers on leave be 
contacted and informed of the vacancy before it can be filled. While on the surface 
these separate restrictions appear to protect the ability of workers to transfer within 
County departments, and for departments to fill vacancies with current employees, 
the compound effect of all the restrictions contained within the County’s labor 
agreements can amount to several weeks to months of delays in filling a vacancy. This 
can mean existing staff must work additional hours or otherwise absorb the workload 
as positions sit vacant for long periods of time. 

Six of the 21 agreements (belonging to the Office of the District Attorney, Probation 
Department, Children’s Shelter,38 Health and Hospital System Dietary Division, Health 
and Hospital System Pharmacy, and Valley Medical Center’s Information Services 
Division) contain restrictions on the transfer/hiring process that amount to delays of 
seven days or less. The Probation Department Departmental Agreement, for example, 
requires that “necessary information concerning a vacancy will be posted on the 
official bulletin boards for (5) days prior to an assignment”.39 The Santa Clara Valley 
Medical Center, Information Services Department – Technical Services Departmental 
Agreement requires that notice of a vacant position “be posted on the bulletin board 
for seven (7) calendar days and workers may express interest in writing. Any vacant 
position shall be filled within classification by evaluating a worker’s qualifications”.40

The hiring/transfer restrictions within the remaining 15 SLAs and Departmental 
Agreements, of the 21 that contain language directly affecting this process, delay 
vacancies being filled by over a week. Figure 6.1 on page 73 summarizes these 
departments and the duration and nature of the delays.

38 Although the Department Agreement between SEIU Local 521 and the County of Santa Clara, Social 
Services Agency, Children’s Shelter, was provided to the Management Audit Division by ESA, the 
County no longer operates the Children’s Shelter so the agreement is likely no longer active.

39 Probation Departmental Agreement between the Santa Clara County Probation Department Union, 
Local 1587, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, and the Santa Clara County Probation Department, 1992.

40 Departmental Agreement between Santa Clara Valley Medical Center, Information Services 
Department – Technical Services and SEIU Local 521.
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Figure 6.1: Departmental Agreements and Sideletter Agreements with
Hiring Timeline Requirements

Departmental Agreements and Sideletter Agreements – Effect on Hiring Time41 

Department Delay 1 Delay 2 Delay 3 
Total 

Potential 
Delays

VMC 
Housekeeping 

Division

Any future or vacant job 
assignments to be filled 
shall be posted for a 
period of 5 days.

Management may 
bypass a senior 
employee with cause 
and must inform that 
employee 48 hours 
in advance excluding 
Saturday and Sunday.

Such action on the part 
of management shall 
be appealable directly 
to the Director of Santa 
Clara Valley Medical 
Center. The appeal shall 
be made in writing within 
5 days of notice and 
contain specific reasons 
for disagreement. If the 
matter is not resolved 
within 5 days it is then 
appealable to the County 
Executive or his designee 
for a binding decision.

5 to 21+ 
days

5 to 7 days 2 to 4 days 10+ days

Engineers and 
Scientists of CA 

(VMC)

VMC shall post notices 
regarding transfer 
opportunities within 
the Laboratory on the 
Laboratory bulletin 
board for a period of 7 
consecutive days. This 
will facilitate transfer of 
permanent employees 
within their current job 
classification before 
outside applicants are 
considered.

7 to 9 days

7 to 9 days

41 Weekends are taken into account (when applicable) in calculating hiring delay times.
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Department Delay 1 Delay 2 Delay 3
Total 

Potential 
Delays

Office of the 
Sheriff

Should a new vacancy 
occur that the Office 
intends to fill, the Office 
shall notify all workers 
[via department-wide 
e-mail] covered by 
this Agreement of the 
vacant classification 
and the deadline to 
file an application and/
or memo of interest. 
Deadline to file an 
application shall be 7 
calendar days from the 
date of notification.

Should filling a vacancy 
through the above 
process result in a lack 
of appropriate coverage 
(below minimum staffing 
levels), the office may 
delay the transfer until 
the appropriate staffing 
levels can be met. If 
the delay is longer than 
a period of 9 months 
the Sheriff’s Office will 
provide an explanation 
in writing to the Union.

7 days to 9+ 
months

7 to 9 days 9+ months

Information 
Services 

Department 
(ISD)*

*renamed 
Technology 
Services and 

Solutions (TSS)

Vacancies will be posted 
on the bulletin board for 
7 working days. Workers 
may express preference 
for a particular position, 
in writing, during the 
posted period.

9 days

9 days

County Counsel

Workers have 10 days 
to submit a memo 
of interest to the 
Administrative Services 
Manager.

10 days

10 days

Finance Agency 
Department 
of Tax and 
Collections

DTAC will issue by email 
and post electronically 
a notice of vacancy. 
Management may 
request a certification 
list and/or transfer list 
from Human Resources, 
and this can be done 
concurrently.

Within eight (8) 
workdays from the 
email notification and 
electronic posting of 
a vacancy, workers 
interested in applying 
shall submit an 
application to the 
contact person indicated 
in the notification.

10 days 
+ time to 
contact 
workers

Time to contact workers 10 days
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Department Delay 1 Delay 2 Delay 3
Total 

Potential 
Delays

Valley Health and 
Hospital System 

Diagnostic 
Imaging

The positions shall be 
posted for 10 calendar 
days.

Workers on vacation 
or other leave will be 
notified by phone.

10 days + 
time to call 

workers
10 to 12 days Time to call workers

Department of 
Alcohol and Drug 
Services (DADS)*

(*merged into 
the Behavioral 
Health Services 

Department)

Notification of a vacancy 
shall be made by posting 
for bid under DADS. 
Notification to workers 
must be announced at 
staff meetings and via 
email. Notification must 
be for a minimum of 
10 working days and 
workers must apply in 
writing by 5 PM on the 
last day of the posting

14 days

14 days

Facilities and 
Fleet (FAF)

Management will 
provide notice of open 
assignments to the FAF 
Chief Steward and the 
UNION will post a notice 
of vacancies on the 
union bulletin boards, 
specified in Section II 
Seniority, for a period of 
10 working days.

Management will 
provide email notice. 
Annual bid opportunities 
are posted for 30 days.

14 days 
(open 

vacancies); 
30 days 

annual bid

14 days 30 days
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Department Delay 1 Delay 2 Delay 3
Total 

Potential 
Delays

HHS Ambulatory 
Care

Whenever a position is 
established or vacated 
that the County intends 
to fill, the vacancy 
shall be posted in 
that position’s work 
area for a period of 5 
working days. The 5 day 
posting requirement 
may be waived if all 
workers within the given 
classification within 
the work area have 
been informed of the 
vacancy and allowed the 
opportunity to transfer.

If only one worker 
applies, management 
will only offer it if the 
worker meets the 
qualifications. If a 
worker does not qualify, 
management may opt to 
post the vacancy at the 
department level.

If not filled, management 
shall post a notice of 
the vacancy on bulletin 
boards at the designated 
locations for a period of 
10 days prior to filling 
the position.

17 days 
+ time to 

post at the 
department 

level

7 days Posting at the 
department level 10 days

HHS Department 
of Nursing

Whenever a position is 
established or vacated 
that the County intends 
to fill, the vacancy 
shall be posted in 
that position’s work 
area for a period of 5 
working days. The 5-day 
posting requirement 
may be waived if all 
workers within the given 
classification within 
the work area have 
been informed of the 
vacancy and allowed the 
opportunity to transfer. 
If only one worker 
applies management 
may, at its discretion, 
offer it to the worker or 
post the vacancy at the 
department level.

If not filled, management 
shall post a notice of 
the vacancy on bulletin 
boards at designated 
work locations for a 
period of 10 calendar 
days prior to filling the 
position. If less than 
4 apply, management 
will consider the most 
qualified person 
including from other 
departments and 
applicants outside the 
County.

17 days

7 days 10 days
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Department Delay 1 Delay 2 Delay 3
Total 

Potential 
Delays

County 
Communications

Notice of a permanent, 
new or vacant shift 
assignment shall be 
posted on the Dispatch 
bulletin board for a 
minimum of 7 calendar 
days and workers may 
bid for them based on 
seniority.

Absent senior workers 
shall have a maximum of 
30 days from the date of 
posting to make their bid 
known to management.

30 days

7 to 9 days 21 to 23 days

Probation - 
Clerical

The supervisor will post 
a notice on the bulletin 
board of vacancies to 
be filled within a work 
unit. The supervisor 
will converse with 
interested workers in 
the same classification 
within the work unit. If 
someone within the unit 
is selected this same 
process will apply for 
one additional vacancy.

If no one in the unit is 
selected, the vacancy 
shall be posted as a 
transfer for workers 
within the same 
classification to bid 
from one work unit to 
another. Union must be 
notified of changes to 
the work units as listed 
in the agreement and 
must discuss and meet 
with the union.

Undefined

Undefined Time to meet with the 
union
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Outdated Requirements

The MOUs that contain requirements specific to hiring timelines have been kept 
relatively current and are only two to four years old. However, the MOAs, SLAs, and 
Departmental Agreements are significantly older and out of date. Figure 6.2 below 
shows the age of the agreements provided by ESA that contain requirements that 
affect the hiring timelines for departments. There are four MOAs, 18 Departmental 
Agreements, and one SLA that are over five years old.

Figure 6.2: Age of Memoranda of Understanding, Memoranda of Agreement, 
Departmental Agreements, and Sideletter Agreements

Received from ESA as of May 1, 2019

Memoranda of Understanding

Agreement Title Date
Age (to the 

nearest 
month)

Agreement between County of Santa Clara and Registered Nurses Professional 
Association November 10, 2014 4 years,

5 months

Agreement between County of Santa Clara and Local 521 (Santa Clara County 
Chapter) affiliated with Service Employees International Union June 22, 2015 3 years,

10 months

Memorandum of Understanding between County of Santa Clara and Santa 
Clara County Park Rangers Association, Inc. August 6, 2016 2 years,

8 months

 Memoranda of Agreement

Agreement Title Date
Age (to the 

nearest 
month)

Memorandum of Agreement between Local 715, SEIU, and Santa Clara County 
Environmental Management Agency Parks and Recreation Department February 01, 1978 41 years,

3 months

Memorandum of Agreement between Local 715, SEIU and Department of 
Revenue – Revenue Systems Agency

(*renamed the Department of Tax and Collection)

December 15, 1983 35 years,
4 months

Memorandum of Agreement between Local 715, SEIU, APL-CIO, and Santa 
Clara County Office of the Public Administration/Guardian January 11, 1985 34 years,

3 months

Memorandum of Agreement between Santa Clara County Library and Local 
715, SEIU August 15, 2000 18 years,

8 months

Memorandum of Agreement between County of Santa Clara and Santa Clara 
County Probation Peace Officers’ Union, Local 1587 AFSCME November 10, 2014 4 years,

5 months
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 Departmental Agreements and Sideletter Agreements

Agreement Title Date
Age (to the 

nearest 
month)

Departmental Agreement between Santa Clara Valley Medical Center – 
Housekeeping Division and SEIU, Local 715 April 03, 1975 44 years,

1 month

Clerical Departmental Agreement between the Santa Clara County Probation 
Department and SEIU Local 715 March 14, 1986 33 years,

1 month

Departmental Agreement between Local 715, Service Employees International-
AFL-CIO Union and the County of Santa Clara Medical Center – Dietary Division December 17, 1987 31 years,

4 months

Santa Clara County Transportation Agency and SEIU, Local 715, Departmental 
Agreement April 21, 1988 31 years

Probation Departmental Agreement between the Santa Clara County 
Probation Department Union, Local 1587, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, and the Santa 
Clara County Probation Department

March 31, 1992 27 years,
1 month

Departmental Agreement between Santa Clara County – SCVHHS – 
Department of Nursing and Local 715, SEIU December 17, 1998 20 years,

4 months

Departmental Agreement between GSA Communications* and Local 715, SEIU

(*County Communications)
2000 19 years

Departmental Agreement between Santa Clara County Valley Health and 
Hospital System Diagnostic Imaging and SEIU Local 715 November 24, 2002 16 years,

5 months

Pharmacy Departmental Agreement between Santa Clara Valley Health and 
Hospital System and SEIU Local 715 April 24, 2003 16 years

Departmental Agreement between Santa Clara County Office of the County 
Counsel and Local 715, SEIU March 22, 2005 14 years,

1 month

Departmental Agreement between the County of Santa Clara Information 
Services Department* – Enterprise Data Center Operations and Local 521, 
Service Employees International Union

(*renamed the Technology Services and Solutions Department)

April 10, 2007 12 years

Office of the District Attorney Departmental Agreement between the County 
and SEIU Local 721 (formerly SEIU Local 715) November 15, 2007 11 years,

5 months

Departmental Agreement between Santa Clara Valley Medical Center, 
Information Services Department – Technical Services and SEIU Local 521 February 06, 2008 11 years,

2 months

Departmental Agreement between SEIU Local 521 and County of Santa Clara, 
Social Services Agency, Children’s Shelter42 August 06, 2008 10 years,

8 months

42 Although the Department Agreement between SEIU Local 521 and the County of Santa Clara, Social 
Services Agency, Children’s Shelter, was provided to the Management Audit Division by ESA, the 
County no longer operates the Children’s Shelter so the agreement is likely no longer active.
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Agreement Title Date
Age (to the 

nearest 
month)

Departmental Agreement Office of the Sheriff and Local 521, SEIU March 06, 2009 10 years,
1 month

Departmental Agreement between Santa Clara County – SCVHHS – Ambulatory 
Care and SEIU Local 521 August 13, 2010 8 years,

8 months

Departmental Agreement between Facilities and Fleet Department and SEIU 
Local 521 July 10, 2012 6 years,

9 months

Departmental Agreement between Santa Clara County Department of Alcohol 
and Drug Services (DADS) and SEIU Local 521

(*merged into the Behavioral Health Services Department)

July 31, 2014 4 years,
9 months

Departmental Agreement between County of Santa Clara - Finance Agency 
Department of Tax and Collections and SEIU, Local 521 (Legacy 715) September 1, 2017 1 year,

8 months

Sideletter between County of Santa Clara and Engineers and Scientists of 
California N/A N/A

Due partly to the age of so many of these agreements, there are requirements in 
place that are outdated and slow the hiring process. Three such examples are listed 
below:

• Employees on vacation who are in classifications corresponding to the position 
must be contacted by phone of a vacancy.43

• If employees on vacation cannot be reached by phone they must be contacted 
via Certified Mail.44

• Offices have to post vacant positions on bulletin boards either in the position’s 
work area or other designated work locations.45

43 For example, the Departmental Agreement between Santa Clara County Valley Health and Hospital 
System Diagnostic Imaging and SEIU Local 715.

44 For example, the Memorandum of Understanding between County of Santa Clara and Santa Clara 
County Park Rangers Association, Inc.; Memorandum of Agreement between Local 715, SEIU, and 
Santa Clara County Environmental Management Agency Parks and Recreation Department. (See 
Attachment H on page 205 for Memoranda of Agreement with hiring timeline requirements)

45 For example, the Memorandum of Agreement between Local 715, SEIU, APL-CIO, and Santa Clara 
County Office of the Public Administration/Guardian; Departmental Agreement between the County 
of Santa Clara Information Services Department – Enterprise Data Center Operations and Local 
521, Service Employees International Union; Departmental Agreement between Santa Clara County 
– SCVHHS – Ambulatory Care and SEIU Local 521; Departmental Agreement between Santa Clara 
County – SCVHHS – Department of Nursing and Local 715, SEIU; Departmental Agreement between 
GSA Communications and Local 715, SEIU; Probation Departmental Agreement between the Santa 
Clara County Probation Department Union, Local 1587, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, and the Santa Clara County 
Probation Department.
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Such methods of contacting current employees are not only inefficient and add to 
potential hiring delays, but are also less useful tools to current employees who should 
be encouraged to use the County’s NEOGOV job vacancy site to check for transfer 
opportunities (see Section 12 on page 141 for a full discussion on the importance 
of using NEOGOV to track and promote internal transfer positions).46 Requiring an 
Employee ID number and/or County email address when an applicant submits an 
application for a transfer position through NEOGOV minimally would make it possible 
for ESA to distinguished between a qualified current County employee applicant 
and an applicant who is not qualified for a transfer position. Ultimately, NEOGOV 
should be able to require a unique County identifier (such as an email address or 
Employee ID number) in order for transfer position applications to be submitted. New 
alerts could be set on NEOGOV to email an employee if a vacancy opens within the 
employee’s area of interest. This would not only provide current staff with the most 
up-to-date information, but would also save departments time by eliminating the 
need for multiple physical job postings or individual outreach.

The Board of Supervisors should amend the County Ordinance Code to require that 
all County job openings be advertised on the County’s existing job vacancy website 
(NEOGOV) or its successor. This should include department-based transfers as 
described in Section 12 on page 141 of this report, and the amendment should 
require that the minimum job posting time be specified for all jobs Countywide. 
Following this change, ESA should work with the labor unions to eliminate all 
“personalized” job-opening notification requirements, where agreements require 
individuals be personally notified through specific means, and on variable timelines 
in agreements. Existing and prospective employees can sign up to receive an “alert” 
when a classification that they are interested in has an opening.

MOUs, MOAs, SLAs and Departmental Agreements Combine for Further Delays

The combination of personalized job-opening notification requirements from the 
MOUs, MOAs, SLAs, and Departmental Agreements adds to the complexity of the 
hiring process and results in further hiring delays. In the case of a clerical position 
within the Environmental Management Agency Parks and Recreation Department, 
for example, the department would be required to post a notice of the vacancy “on 
the County intranet website for seven calendar days prior to filling the vacancy”, as 
per the Clerical Unit’s MOU.47 The department would also be required to notify “all 
workers in the classifications corresponding to the position”, “post a notice of the 
vacancy on bulletin boards at work locations for a period of seven days”, and call all 
workers on vacation or on leave (notify through Certified Mail during the same period 
those who can not be reached by phone) per the department’s MOA. The complete 
process, following these separate agreements, is redundant, time-consuming, and 
may result in some individuals learning of openings later than others, compared to 
the simultaneous notification that would result if all employees had access to job 
postings at the same website at the same time.

46 https://www.governmentjobs.com/careers/santaclara/transferjobs.
47 Agreement between County of Santa Clara and Local 521 (Santa Clara County Chapter) affiliated with 

Service Employees International Union.

https://www.governmentjobs.com/careers/santaclara/transferjobs
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The Valley Health and Hospital System Diagnostic Imaging Department, for example, 
has a Departmental Agreement in place from 2002 with SEIU Local 715, but for 
clerical positions (such as a Medical Transcriptionist or a Health Information Clerk) 
an additional Memorandum of Agreement between the County of Santa Clara and 
Local 521 from 2015 also applies (see Attachment H on page 205 for Memoranda 
of Agreement with hiring timeline requirements). These separate requirements can 
combine for a 17 to 21+ day timeline restriction (see Figure 6.3 on page 82 for a 
breakdown of these requirements).

Figure 6.3: Breakdown of the Hiring Requirements for a Clerical Position Employee at 
the Valley Health and Hospital System Diagnostic Imaging Department

Departmental Agreement 
Requirements

(all Valley Health and Hospital 
System Diagnostic Imaging 

Employees)

Memorandum of Agreement 
between the County of Santa 

Clara and Local 521

(clerical positions such as a 
Medical Transcriptionist or a 

Health Information Clerk)

Total Potential 
Delay if 

Requirements 
Are Met 

Concurrently

Total Potential 
Delay if 

Requirements 
Are NOT Met 
Concurrently

The positions 
shall be 
posted for 
10 calendar 
days.

Workers on 
vacation 
or other 
leave will be 
notified by 
phone.

Notice of a vacancy shall 
be listed on the County 
intranet website for seven 
calendar days prior to 
filling any position from the 
appropriate eligibility list 
within this unit.

10 to 12 day 
timeline 

restriction

Time to call 
workers

7 to 9 day timeline 
restriction

10 to 12 days 
+ time to call 

workers

17 to 21 days 
+ time to call 

workers

The Departmental Agreement with SEIU Local 715 requires that vacant positions 
shall be posted for 10 calendar days, and that workers on vacation or other leave will 
be notified by phone. Workers are required to indicate their interest in the vacancy 
in writing, and those on vacation or approved leave can indicate their interest by 
written proxy. This process keeps the department from acting to fill a vacant position 
with an external hire for 10 to 12 days, plus the time it takes to identify and notify 
any workers currently on vacation or other leave. However, if the vacant position is 
a clerical position (such as a Medical Transcriptionist or a Health Information Clerk) 
the Memorandum of Agreement between the County of Santa Clara and Local 521 
requires that notice of a vacancy shall be listed on the County intranet website for 
seven calendar days prior to filling any position from the appropriate eligibility list 
within this unit (see Attachment H on page 205). If the vacancy was originally posted 
internally somewhere within the department, this can create an additional week-
long pause before Valley Health and Hospital System Diagnostic Imaging can move 
forward with an eligibility list. These separate requirements can combine for a 17 to 
19+ day timeline restriction that could be streamlined to improve the time it takes to 
fill a clerical vacancy within this department.
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Compliance of Departments

Each department must comply with the hiring requirements and timelines in the 
MOUs, MOAs, SLAs, and Departmental Agreements relevant to the position they 
are filling. ESA states that they communicate through their Human Resources (HR) 
Liaisons to get the word out to department supervisors and managers, and ESA 
also refers departments to the interactive HR Practices Manual on their sccjobs.org 
webpage.48 The manual instructs the reader to view the list of MOUs and MOAs on the 
Labor Relations webpage and to view the Departmental Agreements on the County’s 
intranet site, SCConnect.

However, the list of MOUs and MOAs posted on Labor Relations’ webpage (see 
Attachment I on page 209) is incomplete, and there is no mention on the page that 
this is a selective list. Of the 10 MOUs/MOAs the Management Audit Division identified 
as having parameters affecting the timeline for filling a vacancy from those provided 
by ESA, only three appear on Labor Relations’ webpage, as shown in Figure 6.4 below.

Figure 6.4: Inconsistencies on Labor Relations Webpage, as of April 29, 2019

MOUs/MOAs Identified by the Management 
Audit Division that Appear on Labor Relations’ 

Webpage:

MOUs/MOAs Identified by the Management Audit 
Division that do NOT Appear on Labor Relations’ 

Webpage:

Park Rangers Association Environmental Management Agency Parks and Recreation 
Department

Probation Peace Officers Union Local 1587 Finance Agency Department of Tax and Collections

Registered Nurse Professional Association (RNPA) Office of the Public Administration/Guardian

Santa Clara County Library

SEIU Local 521 (Clerical Unit)

SEIU Local 521 (Public Health Nursing Unit)

As of March 27, 2019 Labor Relations has a SharePoint website where it has posted 
Departmental Agreements,49 with the exception of the Sideletter Agreement between 
County of Santa Clara and Engineers and Scientists of California, which ESA provided 
to the Management Audit Division and is missing from Labor’s SharePoint site. Labor’s 
SharePoint site also includes four MOAs.50

48 HR Practices Manual. https://www.sccgov.org/sites/esa/employment/hr/Pages/HR-Practices-Manual.
aspx#hiringalternatives.

49 https://sccconnect.sharepoint.com/sites/esa/Labor%20Relations/SitePages/Departmental-
Agreements-within-the-County.aspx

50 The following Memoranda of Agreement are found on Labor’s Departmental Agreement SharePoint 
site:
• Memorandum of Agreement between Santa Clara County Assessor’s Office and Local 715, 

Service Employees International Union.
• Memorandum of Agreement between Local 715, SEIU, and Santa Clara County Health 

Department, Fiscal Section.

https://www.sccgov.org/sites/esa/employment/hr/Pages/HR-Practices-Manual.aspx#hiringalternatives
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/esa/employment/hr/Pages/HR-Practices-Manual.aspx#hiringalternatives
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/esa/employment/hr/Pages/HR-Practices-Manual.aspx#hiringalternatives
https://sccconnect.sharepoint.com/sites/esa/Labor%20Relations/SitePages/Departmental-Agreements-within-the-County.aspx
https://sccconnect.sharepoint.com/sites/esa/Labor%20Relations/SitePages/Departmental-Agreements-within-the-County.aspx
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If a department attempting to fill a vacancy has not followed the correct procedures, 
and ESA cannot bring them into compliance, then ESA will inform the department 
that they need to begin the hiring process all over again. Consequently, the potential 
effect of inaccurate or incomplete information regarding hiring guidelines is further 
delays in filling vacant positions. Unfortunately, ESA does not track how frequently 
this occurs.

There is no definitive list of current agreements to guide departments’ hiring 
processes. Based on the agreements provided to the Management Audit Division, we 
identified missing MOAs and MOUs from both ESA’s externally-facing website and 
intranet, and of the 34 documents we received from ESA in response to our request 
for current agreements, some pertained to departments which no longer exist, or 
had been combined into new departments. It is ESA’s responsibility to ensure that 
departments comply with the requirements in these agreements, but they lack a 
definitive list of current agreements. The incomplete/inaccurate information increases 
the risk that departments will fail to follow requirements.

CONCLUSION

The Employee Services Agency (ESA) is tasked with ensuring that hiring departments 
comply with the hiring rules of the County, as well as additional contractual 
agreements between departments, the County, and the labor unions. These 
agreements include the following: Memoranda of Understanding (MOU), Memoranda 
of Agreement (MOA), Sideletter Agreements (SLAs), and Departmental Agreements.

There are hiring requirements within MOUs, MOAs, SLAs, and Departmental 
Agreements that apply to either departments or specific job classes. Individually, 
some of these requirements are short (e.g. seven days), but combined they may 
result in more significant delays and a much more complicated hiring process. Some 
agreement provisions, due to the age of these agreements, are also outdated, and 
require advertising vacancies on specific physical bulletin boards and personally 
notifying every potential applicant in a given group, even those on leave, of a vacancy 
by telephone or certified mail.

ESA can require a department restart the hiring process if they do not follow 
the various requirements, but the list of MOUs and MOAs to which ESA refers 
departments is missing seven of the 10 agreements the Management Audit Division 
identified as having hiring timeline restrictions, and there is no information available 
regarding Sideletter Agreements51. ESA’s lack of an exhaustive source of agreements 
raises the risk that departments will miss one or more agreement requirements, and 
be forced to start the entire hiring process over.

• Memorandum of Agreement between Local 715, SEIU, and Santa Clara County Environmental 
Management Agency Parks and Recreation Department.

• Memorandum of Agreement between Local 715, SEIU, and Santa Clara County Office of the 
Public Administrator/Guardian.

51 Labor Relations: Memoranda of Understanding & Agreement. https://www.sccgov.org/sites/esa/
labor/Pages/mou-moa.aspx.

https://www.sccgov.org/sites/esa/labor/Pages/mou-moa.aspx
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/esa/labor/Pages/mou-moa.aspx
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Board of Supervisors should:

6.1 To reduce the cumbersome processes and delays in hiring, amend the 
County Ordinance Code to require that all County job openings, including 
department-based transfers, be advertised on the County’s job vacancy 
website (NEOGOV), or its future successor. (Priority 1)

6.2 Amend the County Ordinance Code to require a standard minimum job 
posting time on the County’s job vacancy website for all jobs Countywide. 
(Priority 1)

The Employee Services Agency should:

6.3 Following implementation of Recommendations 6.1 and 6.2, work with 
the labor unions to eliminate all “personalized” job-opening notification 
requirements and variable timelines in all labor agreements; instead, all 
County job openings should be posted on the County’s jobs website and 
posting time requirements should be the same for all jobs Countywide, 
per the Board’s changes to the Ordinance. (Priority 1)

6.4 Following the implementation of Recommendations 6.1 and 6.2, ESA 
should require that an Employee ID number and/or County email address 
be included when an applicant submits an application for a transfer 
position through NEOGOV. (Priority 1)

6.5 ESA should create a flowchart for each department showing 
requirements specific to hiring from their relevant MOUs, MOAs, SLAs, 
and Departmental Agreements. The flowchart should include the phases 
of the hiring process and the steps departments are required to take to 
be compliant with these agreements. The flowchart should be supplied 
to both the departments and Labor Unions to be referenced during 
negotiations. (Priority 3)

6.6 Track the age of all MOUs, MOAs, SLAs, and Departmental Agreements on 
this flowchart and prompt the appropriate department and/or Union to 
review and update these agreements if they are nearing five years old and 
update older ones. (Priority 3)

6.7 Update Labor Relations’ webpage to include all active Memoranda 
of Understanding and Agreements and create a second page with all 
Departmental Agreements and Sideletter Agreements. Add a link to the 
new Departmental and Sideletter Agreement page in ESA’s HR Practices 
Manual so departments can navigate directly to both lists. (Priority 3)
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SAVINGS, BENEFITS, AND COSTS

Implementation of Recommendations 6.1 to 6.3 would reduce the amount of time it 
takes to fill vacancies by eliminating outdated processes, such as mailing notices of 
vacancies to employees’ homes, and reduce the potential delays due to departmental 
non-compliance with complex and overlapping requirements. Implementation would 
promote equity among current County employees, who now experience variable 
timelines and notification processes and who may not be aware of openings in the 
County for which they are qualified and could apply, simply because job openings are 
posted on bulletin boards rather than online where they would be accessible to all 
interested and qualified candidates. The recommendations may also result in larger 
and/or improved candidate pools, as positions that now may be advertised only on a 
bulletin board are instead posted online.

Recommendation 6.4 would provide departments with clarity, making the 
implementation of overlapping requirements easier while the process is streamlined, 
following the adoption of Recommendations 6.1 to 6.3. It would also help ESA fulfill 
its responsibility to monitor compliance with requirements within these agreements 
and to assist departments with this process. Tracking requirements would become 
easier once Recommendations 6.1 to 6.3 are implemented, but it would still be a 
necessary process after implementation. Implementation of Recommendations 6.6 
and 6.7 would improve communication between ESA and departments and reduce 
the inefficiency resulting from outdated processes.
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Background
The responsibilities of the Human Resources (HR) function within the Employee 
Services Agency (ESA) include both recruitment and management of the County’s job 
classification system. To continually improve upon these processes, HR experts cite 
the importance of tracking metrics such as time-to-fill and source of applications. 
Many of the data points for computing these metrics are contained within the 
County’s hiring and recruitment system, NEOGOV.

Problem, Cause, and Adverse Effect
ESA’s HR function conducts virtually no tracking and analysis of hiring and recruitment 
processes or its own staff’s workload. HR has internal performance goals, but does 
not track actual performance. Analyses of hiring timelines are only conducted on an 
ad hoc basis. Further, ESA HR Managers are not aware of the staff time necessary to 
complete classification studies and recruitments because that time is not recorded. 
ESA reported that it does not have usable data to conduct these analyses, as NEOGOV 
is not equipped to capture information in aggregate. Therefore, any sort of tracking 
must be performed manually. Technology Services and Solutions (TSS) is in the 
preliminary stages of developing “dashboards” for ESA to mitigate data limitations. 
However, even information that could be collected with existing NEOGOV fields, 
such as candidate interview dates, is not consistently logged, which ESA attributes 
to departments not reliably entering this information. ESA also does not collect key 
information, such as which organizations applicants come from and exit interview 
results, citing these data points as departmental responsibilities. Further, prior to 
December of 2018, ESA did not issue any customer department satisfaction surveys. 
The absence of information about ESA’s workload, process timelines and bottlenecks, 
customer feedback, and awareness of the recruitment environment means that ESA 
and departments cannot readily identify and resolve problems.

Recommendations
ESA should work with NEOGOV representatives, TSS, and its own staff to capture 
relevant data, and include data entry protocols in service plans with hiring 
departments. Until more sophisticated mechanisms for data tracking are available, 
ESA should track these metrics on a sample basis. Further, ESA should develop tools 
to capture information that it does not currently track—for instance, processes 
to monitor time spent on recruitments versus classification studies, department 
satisfaction, and effective recruitment sources.

Savings, Benefits, and Costs
These recommendations will require additional staff time, as they require ESA and 
other departments to either develop new or modify existing agreements and systems. 
However, these tools will allow ESA and departments to better assess the hiring 
system, identify inefficiencies or opportunities, and improve the process by which 
employees are hired or transferred.

Section 7: Insufficient Data and Analysis
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FINDING

The County’s Hiring Data Systems

Human resources (HR) experts cite the need for meaningful data collection and 
analysis in order to improve upon hiring and recruitment practices. An article hosted 
by ERE Media, a collaborative media outlet consisting of HR practitioners, discusses 
several common recruitment metrics used for performance management purposes: 
time to fill a position, offer acceptance rate, and source of hire, among others.52

For the HR function of the Employee Services Agency (ESA), many of the data points 
that might be used to compute recruitment metrics such as time-to-fill are contained 
within the County’s hiring and recruitment system, NEOGOV. While the hiring module 
of NEOGOV primarily serves as an applicant tracking system rather than as a data 
analytics tool, key data points such as the size of applicant pools, examination 
results, and eligibility list referral dates are all retained within the system as part of 
the recruitment workflow. Meanwhile, ESA’s HR function tracks information around 
classification studies such as assigned analysts, study status, and upcoming deadlines 
in a shared Excel spreadsheet.

Performance Management and Data Analysis within ESA’s HR Function are 
Virtually Nonexistent

ESA’s HR function conducts virtually no tracking and analyses of any of its hiring and 
recruitment processes. HR manually calculates basic metrics such as time-to-fill and 
length of recruitment cycles on an ad hoc basis only. Prior to 2017, ESA generated 
hiring cycle reports showing the average time elapsed between three recruitment 
stages: 1) requisition submission, 2) eligibility list referral, and 3) final hire. These 
reports were not granular enough to capture department-level data; however, they 
were separated out by open recruitments, transfers, and promotions, and also by 
recruitments with and without existing eligibility lists. Then, with these reports, ESA 
could at least theoretically discern total days to fill a position, on average, and how 
these days were split between eligibility list creation and departmental interviews (see 
Figure 7.1 on page 89).

However, ESA reported that it no longer regularly generates these reports. ESA’s 
Director claimed that the data used to generate these reports was inaccurate, and 
the reports did not adequately capture the agency’s workload, which is why they were 
eliminated. The Management Audit Division was unable to verify these claims. 

Following Fiscal Year 2015–16, analyses of hiring timelines are only conducted on an 
as-needed basis by HR Analysts and Managers, such as for the Technology Services 
and Solutions department for its recruitment process improvement project. Without 
an overarching understanding of the length of the recruitment cycle, ESA cannot 
ensure that recruitments are being completed in a timely fashion, much less identify 
any bottlenecks that might be delaying the process.

52 McIntosh, Rob. (4 Sept. 2015). A Standard Set of Recruiting Metrics. Ere Media.
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Figure 7.1: County-wide Recruitment Lifecycles by Recruitment Type for
Fiscal Year 2015–16

Source: ESA Human Resources Hiring Cycle Time Report.

Potential delays, in turn, impact applicant retention throughout the recruitment cycle. 
For instance, one department noted in the Management Audit Division’s customer 
satisfaction survey that it took nine months to receive a certified eligibility list for one 
of its vacancies. By this point, the department reported that all eligible candidates had 
found other jobs. Within NEOGOV, the Management Audit Division indeed found a 
recruitment for the identified classification that had a requisition submitted in August 
of 2017 but did not have an eligibility list certified until June of 2018. If ESA conducted 
more thorough reviews of hiring timelines, ESA may have been able to better address 
the source of such a delay.
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While ESA’s HR function has performance targets for its recruitments and 
classification studies, these goals are essentially meaningless because ESA does not 
track whether it is meeting its targets over any given time period. In the worksheets 
containing these performance goals, there are columns for “Total Processed in 
Quarter” and “% Processed within Timeline.” However, ESA confirmed that it does 
not fill out these columns. Due to this lack of performance information, ESA cannot 
evaluate whether its hiring and recruitment efforts are “successful,” even by its own 
measures.

No Workload Information

ESA’s HR Analysts are assigned largely by department, and ESA reported that it tries 
to allocate relatively even workloads to its staff. However, it is unclear what the basis 
of these “equitable” assignments is, given that HR management has no information 
regarding the number of work hours it takes to actually complete a recruitment 
or classification study. While ESA reported that the number of recruitments and 
classification studies is more pertinent than tracked worked hours, ESA’s own reports 
showing recruitment and active class study workloads show wildly varying numbers 
of assignments from HR Analyst to HR Analyst. For instance, some HR Analysts have 
over 25 class studies assigned, while others have only one or two. Further, different 
recruitments vary in their complexity and cycle times, making the raw number of 
assignments less important than the hours it takes to complete these recruitments. 
Uneven workloads, stemming from a lack of information about the real hours worked 
by HR Analysts, can contribute to further delays and inefficiencies, particularly if HR 
Analysts are at capacity and cannot take on additional recruitments.

In late September of 2018, NEOGOV data showed 33 unassigned requisitions for 
new staff—12-15 of which ESA reported were being held intentionally due to job 
specification revisions associated with the Information Technology Career Compass 
initiative to examine the recruitment and retention of IT employees. An unassigned 
requisition means that a department has formally requested to fill a vacancy, but 
that ESA is not actively recruiting for that position. Multiple hiring departments 
have complained that ESA takes substantial time to take action on requisitions. One 
departmental survey response stated, “Requisitions sit at ESA until they are assigned 
to an Analyst, sometimes for weeks.”

Although ESA’s HR management reported to us that the HR function has all of the staff 
it needs to carry out its work efficiently, we wondered how the County’s HR staffing 
compares to the staffing levels of other jurisdictions, and whether staff are assigned 
to work in the most efficient manner. We compared the HR function’s organizational 
chart to organizational charts of other agencies, but different jurisdictions have 
very different hiring processes and structures to their HR departments, and those 
differences affect the need for staff. However, lack of data tracking in areas such as 
staff time spent on recruitments and classification studies impedes ESA’s ability to 
assign work equitably to its HR Analysts. Further, with no information regarding how 
much work is required to carry out basic functions, we were unable to assess whether 
HR has sufficient personnel to complete their workload, even if this workload were 
distributed efficiently.

A lack of data analysis and performance management prevents ESA from identifying 
unsatisfactory aspects of the hiring process. These deficiencies also prevent the 
department from pursuing opportunities and developing strategies to improve its 
hiring and recruitment practices. For instance, if ESA analyzed source-of-hire statistics, 
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a common recruitment metric and information that is contained within NEOGOV, 
ESA may be able to identify which applicant sources result in the most hires, and 
efficiently focus its efforts on these sources. Without appropriate data analysis, 
there is no way to build upon existing practices in a manner that lends itself to more 
competitive hiring and recruitment strategies.

In contrast, five jurisdictions that responded to our peer survey noted that they 
perform the following analyses to evaluate their recruitment processes (full survey 
results may be viewed in Attachment E on page 183):

• Time-to-hire and time from posting to list
• Bottlenecks or other process issues
• Whether advertising sources are effective
• Whether departments have an adequate candidate pool for their vacancies
• Customer satisfaction of hiring departments, assessed through a survey after 

each recruitment
• Effects of delays on applicant interest

Based on these responses, ESA is an outlier in terms of its absence of performance 
management, despite roughly half of the responding departments reporting that they 
also face some of the same data challenges as ESA. ESA reported that several of these 
metrics would be incorporated into a Center for Leadership and Transformation (CLT) 
initiative, but largely did not provide documentation around this claim. One exception 
was three CLT customer satisfaction surveys that were issued in December of 2018. 
Prior to these surveys, there was no regular surveying of ESA’s client departments.

Data Constraints

ESA faces several roadblocks in obtaining usable data to conduct robust analyses of 
its internal processes. The department reported that NEOGOV does not capture all 
data in an aggregate fashion, and this seemed to be true of several of the reports 
we examined in the system. In addition, some stages in the recruitment cycle, such 
as minimum qualifications reviews, do not have date entry fields in NEOGOV. This 
limitation prevents evaluations of delays over some periods of the recruitment cycle.

The Technology Services and Solutions (TSS) department was budgeted in Fiscal 
Year 2018–19 to develop several data dashboards for ESA to address information 
deficiencies. However, not much headway has been made on these projects. In 
October of 2018, TSS reported that they were still recruiting staff to work on two 
of the dashboards, and that they were expecting to commence work on a case 
management system for classification studies by the end of October.

Nevertheless, despite data limitations, it is likely that ESA’s HR function could be 
implementing more performance management measures than it is currently 
employing. The department, in the absence of aggregate data, could also pull reports 
for a sample of individual recruitments and run analyses on these samples, as we 
did. Regarding system constraints, several peer jurisdictions that reported various 
analyses of hiring processes also use NEOGOV, and rely on several of the system’s 
reports. To note, when we contacted one of the peer jurisdictions and described 
the reports that we were able to download from the system, the other jurisdiction 
responded that our descriptions did not align with the fields contained within their. 
NEOGOV reports. The respondent did not elaborate on these differences, and simply 
stated that our County should contact NEOGOV.
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Further, even if TSS were to implement its data dashboards and case management 
system, hiring data is not always accurately captured within NEOGOV, which calls 
into question whether the information being fed into these systems would ultimately 
be usable. ESA should discuss its data needs with NEOGOV representatives. This is 
especially critical because several of the data limitations within the system appear to 
be the result of user entry error on the part of ESA. For instance, one of the system’s 
reports showed “Hire Authorized” dates that were later than the “Hire Start Date.” 
Based on these observations, it is possible that ESA has not optimized use of the 
NEOGOV system. 

Other system fields, such as “Requisition Approval Date” and “Interviewed Date,” were 
blank for half or more of the listed requisitions. According to ESA, some of these data 
fields are blank because hiring departments are supposed to enter this information—
an observation made by some of the respondents on our peer survey as well. ESA 
should include data entry standards in service plans with its client departments 
(described in greater detail in Section 9 on page 103 of this audit report) to make 
departments accountable for entering this information. If any additional information 
is needed to generate recruitment metrics, TSS should work with TSS to either 
build new data capturing systems, or integrate existing ones (e.g., NEOGOV and 
PeopleSoft). 

ESA also actively elects not to collect certain information on its applicants and 
departmental clientele. For instance, ESA does not track which organizations 
applicants come from, or compile and review information from departmental exit 
interviews. ESA, unlike other peer HR departments, also did not issue customer 
satisfaction surveys prior to December 2018, citing a lack of expertise in survey 
development and analysis. However, even issuing simple, scale-based questionnaires 
would provide more information than is being collected at this point in time, and give 
ESA some insight into its performance, as viewed by hiring departments. In December 
of 2018, three CLT surveys were issued, but it is unclear how frequently these surveys 
will be issued in the future. ESA should incorporate these surveys as follow-ups to 
all recruitments in order to continuously assess departmental satisfaction with the 
process, and areas of improvement. 

As for ESA’s lack of internal tracking around labor hours spent on recruitments 
and classification studies, the Controller-Treasurer’s Office has confirmed that they 
already administer a program called Internal Orders to monitor time spent on specific 
duties in other County departments. This type of system could help ESA track staff 
time spent on recruitments and classification studies in greater detail, and distribute 
workload more effectively.

CONCLUSION

Meaningful data collection and analysis is key for HR departments to review and 
improve upon their hiring and recruitment practices. This is especially the case in 
an evolving HR environment, in which recruitment is viewed not just as a necessary 
function, but rather a primary strategic component in organizational performance. 
ESA’s HR function, however, employs virtually no tracking or performance 
management of its various HR duties and processes.
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Due to this lack of review, ESA has no mechanism by which it can assess its 
performance, identify areas of inefficiencies, and pursue strategic opportunities. 
This impacts the quantity and quality of County job applicants, and ultimately the 
service delivery of County departments. To better gain insight into its processes, ESA 
should implement a more robust performance management structure; work with 
NEOGOV representatives and TSS to employ better data collection tools; and adopt 
supplementary tracking mechanisms.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Employee Services Agency should:

7.1 Develop a list of desired recruitment metrics and reports, and discuss 
how it may best collect this information with a NEOGOV representative 
and the Technology Services and Solutions Department. This may also 
include correcting data entry practices on the part of ESA staff. For the 
sake of transparency, ESA should present annual reports discussing its 
performance targets, and to what degree it met these targets, to the 
Board of Supervisors. (Priority 1)

7.2 Track any metrics it cannot obtain in aggregate form on a sample basis. 
ESA should develop testing plans that include the size of the sample, 
sample selection methods, and frequency of testing. (Priority 1)

7.3 Include data entry expectations and standards in service plans with hiring 
departments. (Priority 1)

7.4 Collect exit interview data from hiring departments, as well as information 
on where hired applicants were recruited from. (Priority 1)

7.5 Issue simple, scale-based customer satisfaction surveys to departments 
after every recruitment. (Priority 1).

7.6 Implement a timekeeping system where HR staff can record their time 
against classification studies, recruitments, and other substantial HR 
activities. An example of such a system is Internal Orders, administered by 
the Controller-Treasurer Fiscal Services Division. (Priority 1)

SAVINGS, BENEFITS, AND COSTS

Recommendations 7.1–7.6 will, at minimum, require staff time. Depending on what 
is possible with existing NEOGOV modules, Recommendation 7.1 might also require 
the purchase of additional software components, but the acquisition of new NEOGOV 
modules has already been funded for Fiscal Year 2018–19. Therefore, there should 
not be extra costs associated with this recommendation. There is already a new 
Management Analyst for ESA who was hired during Fiscal Year 2018–19, so no new 
staff should be required for any of the recommendations once that position is filled.

Without more robust data collection systems and analysis plans, there is no way for 
ESA to review and adjust its existing processes in a manner that is grounded in any 
sort of real evidence. Thus, taking these measures to become more data-driven will 
allow ESA to plan more strategically around its hiring and recruitment practices, which 
will likely improve hiring outcomes overall.
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Background
As of March 2019, the County employed 16,499 “classified” employees, including 
permanent, probationary and provisional regular employees. These positions are 
distinct from staff who are extra help, temporary, reserve, contractors, executive 
management, etc. Workforce planning is an organization’s strategic alignment of its 
workforce and staffing resources with its mission and objectives. This process involves 
evaluating and forecasting existing and future staffing levels, and assessing workforce 
supply against workforce demand. Organizations can then address any potential 
gaps to help ensure projected business needs are met in the future. This practice is 
especially critical for government employers, due to the significant proportion of baby 
boomers in government who are retiring in large numbers. 

Problem, Cause, and Adverse Effect
Local government workers who are members of the CalPERS pension plan, as County 
employees are, retire on average at age 59. Thirty-five percent of Santa Clara County’s 
classified workforce – or 5,745 employees – are age 50 or older. In some types of jobs, 
half or nearly half of the total workforce is 50 or older; in ten County departments, 
nearly half to well more than half of the classified staff are at least age 50. Despite this 
large number of older workers, as well as the hiring difficulties discussed in the other 
sections of this report, ESA has not developed formal, comprehensive workforce 
and succession plans to help individual departments regularly assess their vacancy 
rates, recruitment processes, and future needs. Departmental Human Resources 
(HR) liaisons from ESA’s provided list of contacts gave mixed responses as to whether 
ESA HR Analysts consistently meet with their assigned departments to discuss 
recruitments and strategies for addressing vacancies. This may be attributed to ESA’s 
lack of recruitment analysis and data collection in general (as described in Section 7 
on page 87 of this report), and the varying workload levels of HR Analysts. Without 
workforce plans in place to regularly evaluate the needs of individual departmental 
workforces, HR and departmental managers lack the insight to evaluate trends in why 
employees leave, difficulties in hiring particular positions, and how these problems 
can be addressed. Further, a lack of strategic planning in the face of an aging 
workforce increases the risk that vacancy rates may increase over time.

Recommendations
ESA should work collaboratively with departments so that all departments have a 
formal written workforce plan in place by the start of Fiscal Year 2022-23. To facilitate 
the creation of these plans, ESA should hire an actuary to estimate—on a department 
basis—the likely retirements and vacancies based on employee ages, estimated 
retirement timeframes, and recruitment timelines. In addition, ESA should provide 
and discuss hiring and recruitment statistics and status information at least every six 
months with hiring departments.

Savings, Benefits, and Costs
Developing a policy around and implementing formal workforce plans will require 
additional staff time, as will pulling and reviewing statistics from the County’s HR 
systems. However, these workforce plans are critical in ensuring that the County 
can maintain a level of service delivery in the future, especially in light of an aging 
workforce.

Section 8: Workforce Planning
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FINDING

The Value of Workforce Planning as a Best Practice

Workforce planning is an aspect of human resources (HR) management in which 
managers of an organization continually align their workforce and staffing resources 
with the organization’s mission and objectives. Although this process is not required 
by statute, County Ordinance, or policy, it is a best practice to use this data-driven 
approach to more effectively evaluate the ongoing staffing needs of an organization, 
and can be an integral aspect of a performance management framework. An article 
published by the Society for Human Resource Management states that HR executives 
have placed workforce planning as a top “wish list” item for years, despite varying 
degrees of execution.53

Older Workers are Concentrated in Certain Departments, Functions, and Types 
of Work

Among government agencies, this type of workforce analysis is even more critical due 
to the prevalence of aging baby boomers within this sector. Government workers, 
who had put off retirement during the economic upheaval that occurred between 
2007 and 2009, are now leaving their jobs in greater numbers.54 Santa Clara County is 
no exception to this demographic trend, as over 60 percent of the County’s classified 
workforce55 is aged 40 or older.56

The County publishes data on the age of its employees by department and job type. 
As shown in Figure 8.1 on page 97, in ten County departments, at least 46 percent 
of the classified workforce is age 50 or older. In four of these departments, the 
share of older workers is 50 to 66 percent of the staff. In terms of sheer numbers, 
the largest volume of older workers are at Valley Medical Center, the Social Services 
Agency, Behavioral Health Services and the Probation Department.

53 Louch, Peter. (3 Oct. 2014). Workforce Planning is Essential to High-Performing Organizations. Society 
for Human Resource Management.

54 Barrett, Katherine and Richard Greene. (Feb. 2016). Can Government Hiring Get Out of the Stone Age? 
Governing.

55 “Classified service” is defined by the County Charter, and includes most staff other than elected 
officials, their appointees, certain specific positions in medical and law-enforcement roles and others 
as defined.

56 https://data.sccgov.org/Government/Employee-Breakdown-by-Age-Group/5mih-57jd.

https://data.sccgov.org/Government/Employee-Breakdown-by-Age-Group/5mih-57jd
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Figure 8.1: Workforce Age 50 and Older by Department

Source: County of Santa Clara EEO Data, March 2019. Note: includes classified service only. 
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Certain job types, such as administrators, skilled craftsworkers and maintenance 
personnel, tend to be held by older workers, as shown in Figure 8.2 below. Although 
the percentages are lower, the largest number of classified staff who are likely 
to retire soon are professionals and their support staff. Of the County’s over-50 
workforce in the classified service, 3,723 employees (65 percent of the total over-50 
workforce) are Professionals and Administrative Support—such as social workers, 
lawyers and engineers, or their clerical support staff.

Figure 8.2: Over 50 Staff by Role

Source: County EEO Data, March 2019. Note: excludes the unclassified workforce.

The maturity of the County’s overall workforce, in conjunction with the hiring 
challenges and persistent vacancies outlined elsewhere in this report, speak to the 
need to anticipate and plan for vacancies and to improve recruitment processes.

To note, there is no one-size-fits-all model to ensuring that all County departments 
are adequately staffed in coming years, as particular departments have particular 
hiring processes. For example, the Sheriff’s Office conducts periodic recruitments 
for a group of Deputy Sheriff Officers to train in a single academy. Many other 
County- wide job classifications, such as Management Analyst, may be recruited for 
at any time. The preparation, recruitment, and training for these job classifications 
necessitate different approaches to attract and retain talent, and thus unique, 
comprehensive workforce and succession plans tailored to specific departmental 
needs.

Based on the California Department of Human Resources’ (CalHR) Workforce Planning 
Model, there are five Phases to creating a workforce plan:

• Phase 1: Set the Strategic Direction for the Workforce Plan
• Phase 2: Gather and Analyze Departmental Data for the Workforce Plan
• Phase 3: Develop the Workforce Strategies and Plan
• Phase 4: Implement Strategies
• Phase 5: Evaluate the Workforce Plan

No Consistent Workforce Planning Initiatives within the County

The Employee Services Agency (ESA) does not offer workforce planning support 
as a regular job duty for HR Analysts. While ESA reported that HR Analysts 
review vacancies, the status of recruitments, and classification needs with hiring 
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departments, these reviews do not appear to occur on a consistent schedule across 
departments. Although several HR liaisons from ESA’s list of departmental contacts 
reported monthly or biweekly meetings with ESA to discuss these topics, other 
HR liaisons stated that ESA rarely schedules these meetings. In contrast, it is the 
department that must initiate these discussions on resolving vacancies and other 
hiring concerns. This is consistent with the lack of strategic performance management 
and data analysis discussed in Section 7 on page 87 of this report.

Given that ESA does not compare current recruitments against predetermined 
performance targets, it makes sense that the department would not prioritize 
proactive planning for future recruitments. However, it is essential that ESA assist 
departments with monitoring and projecting their existing and future workforce 
needs, as this information directly impacts the volume and nature of ESA’s work, and 
the extent to which ESA can effectively serve its client departments. For instance, in 
our August 2017 audit report of the County Communications Department, we found 
that the 30 percent vacancy rate in Dispatchers had incrementally increased over 
the course of at least five years. Phase 2 of the CalHR Workforce Plan recommends 
evaluating metrics such as the number of budgeted positions, number of filled and 
vacant positions, and reasons for vacancies (retirement, transfer, separation, etc.), 
among others. In this case study, had ESA worked with County Communications 
to maintain a workforce plan that included a regular assessment of retention and 
turnover, the department could, in theory, have taken action earlier to improve its 
recruitment and retention efforts and mitigate the volume of vacancies.

Similarly, as we discussed in our August 2017 audit report of the Technology Services 
and Solutions Department (TSS)57, TSS had reached a vacancy rate of 27 percent 
and had not submitted requisitions for 44 percent of their approved positions that 
remained vacant. This vacancy rate largely stemmed from a 65 percent increase in 
their budgeted staffing that occurred between Fiscal Year 2012-13 and Fiscal Year 
2016-17, but neither the department nor ESA had created a plan to effectively recruit 
for the 135 new positions once they had been approved. During Fiscal Year 2018-
19, ESA and TSS actively sought to address the vacancy issue within TSS through 
wide-scale classification studies and consulting engagements. However, from our 
conversations with ESA’s departmental HR liaisons, departments not undergoing 
similar coordinated initiatives may not receive the same level of workforce planning 
support.

ESA should integrate strategic workforce planning support as a regular job duty 
for HR Analysts to better plan for County-wide recruitment and retention. The HR 
Analyst job specification already describes a typical task of “develops and evaluates 
alternative methods for solving human resources issues and prepares reports 
of findings and recommendations for solutions,” which is the same process and 
objective in creating a workforce plan. ESA also should hire an actuary to estimate, by 
department, the expected workforce changes due to retirements, resignations, deaths 
and recruitments over the next five to ten years. Hiring departments and ESA should 
work with the data that ESA has or should have in the future, plus the actuarial report, 
to develop workforce plans by the beginning of Fiscal Year 2022-23.

57 Formerly, Information Services Department.
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While departments have access to reports (“DataWatch”) that contain position detail 
and vacancy information, more comprehensive statistical data and recruitment details 
are retained in NEOGOV, the County’s hiring and recruitment system administered 
by ESA. Hiring managers have limited access to NEOGOV recruitment files and do 
not have access to the system’s statistical reports. ESA could assist departments in 
fulfilling Phase 3 of the Workforce Planning Model by also providing department 
managers with actionable NEOGOV data (e.g., reports showing applicant numbers 
and drop-offs throughout the recruitment cycle) to determine the best course of 
action for recruiting and retaining staff.

CONCLUSION

Departments are not required to develop formal, comprehensive workforce plans 
to regularly assess their vacancy rates, recruitment processes, and other factors 
impacting successful recruitments and employee retention. Departments also have 
limited access to NEOGOV, minimizing their ability to access measurable data that 
may shed light on the stability of their workforces and recruitment issues. Without 
workforce plans, ESA and hiring managers lack the insight to evaluate trends in 
why employees leave, difficulties in hiring particular positions, current and future 
workforce supply and demand, and how problems and gaps can be improved. ESA 
should work with departments on a more consistent basis to provide workforce 
support and data to improve planning and analysis in this area.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Employee Services Agency should:

8.1 Implement a policy to work collaboratively with departments so that 
all departments have a formal written workforce plan in place by the 
start of Fiscal Year 2022-23. This should include hiring an actuary to 
forecast turnover, recruitments, retirements, and deaths in the County by 
department for at least the next five years, and ideally ten years.
(Priority 2)

8.2 Integrate departmental workforce planning support into the regular tasks 
of HR Analysts, including sharing NEOGOV statistical data with hiring 
managers to inform workforce planning and recruitment efforts, and 
conducting regular meetings (at least every six months) with departments 
to discuss hiring issues and potential recommendations. (Priority 2)

SAVINGS, BENEFITS, AND COSTS

Implementing these recommendations will require additional staff time as well as 
the costs of the professional service fees for the hired actuary, but not new ESA 
staff. These workforce plans are critical in ensuring that the County can maintain 
a workforce supply that meets the level of demand. Planning strategically around 
maintaining adequate staffing levels has a direct effect on the County’s quality of 
service delivery in the future, especially in light of an aging workforce.
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Background
The hiring process is a collaboration between the Employee Services Agency (ESA) and 
hiring departments. ESA completes some steps, such as certifying eligibility lists, and 
hiring departments complete others, such as conducting final candidate interviews. 
While the County’s Merit System Rules outline the responsibilities of ESA, there are 
no County policies governing the role of hiring departments during the recruitment 
process. In our customer satisfaction survey, hiring departments gave divergent 
opinions on which hiring steps are the responsibility of ESA, and which stages are 
conducted by departments.

Problem, Cause, and Adverse Effect
Each “hand off” between ESA and departments during the recruitment process 
increases the potential for confusion, delays, or bottlenecks. Departments reported 
that ESA does not complete their recruitment responsibilities in a timely fashion, 
while ESA reported lag times in steps requiring departmental action. There are no 
County policies covering this area; ESA’s internal timeline targets do not include any 
stages that involve departmental participation, and ESA’s policies and flow-charts only 
give high level overviews of the recruitment process. Vaguely defined expectations 
between ESA and hiring departments can contribute to hiring delays, which threaten 
applicant retention throughout the recruitment process.

Some ESA–departmental relationships may also operate less efficiently than others 
due to knowledge and expertise gaps from both parties. At the outset of our audit, 
ESA employees reported a lack of HR training, although ESA provided records showing 
an augmentation of staff training during Fiscal Year 2018-19. Survey results also 
revealed varying human resources (HR) qualifications on the part of departmental 
hiring managers. Due to the wide range of job classifications responsible for HR 
functions across the County, some hiring managers may be less adept than others at 
liaising with ESA.

Recommendations
The Board of Supervisors should adopt a policy requiring departments to enter into 
written plans with ESA that specify recruitment stages, their sequence, expected 
timelines, and the party responsible for each step. To reduce applicant-facing delays, 
these plans should also include pre-job posting steps such as compiling subject 
matter expert lists and developing supplemental questions to minimize the number 
of hand offs that occur during the recruitment process. ESA should prepare quarterly 
reports for both itself and customer departments on what percentage of recruitments 
followed plan requirements, and submit annual reports to the Board of Supervisors 
on this topic.

Savings, Benefits, and Costs
Clarifying the roles of each party during the hiring process will create more defined 
expectations for recruitments overall. The written plans and reporting will require 
additional time, but no additional ESA or departmental staff. While compiling a list of 
recruitment materials prior to finalizing a job posting will entail more up-front work 
for departments, this is work that would have had to occur eventually. By reallocating 
this time to the beginning of the recruitment, there will be fewer applicant-facing 
delays, reducing the likelihood that candidates will find other jobs during the 
recruitment process.

Section 9: Departmental Responsibilities
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FINDING

Divided Recruitment Responsibilities between ESA and Hiring Departments

The County-wide hiring process is a collaboration between the Employee Services 
Agency (ESA) and hiring departments. Several steps, particularly the ones enacting 
requirements contained within the County’s Merit System Rules (described in Division 
A25 of the County Ordinance Code), are completed by ESA. These include minimum 
qualifications reviews, civil service examination administration and scoring, and 
eligibility list certification. Hiring departments, on the other hand, conduct candidate 
interviews and extend final employment offers. ESA also reported that it solicits 
departmental input for several stages of the recruitment process, such as the exam 
plan that is developed following the approval of a hiring requisition.

While the County’s Merit System Rules outline the responsibilities of ESA, there 
are no analogous standards for hiring departments and their role in the County-
wide hiring process. The Management Audit Division’s customer satisfaction survey 
showed divergent departmental perceptions over which party—ESA or the hiring 
department—is responsible for different stages of the recruitment cycle. For example, 
while 14 respondents stated that ESA is the entity that conducts the job analysis and 
develops job specifications, seven departments reported that their department is 
responsible for this task. The responses on who develops examination questions 
were also split: nine respondents attributed this function to ESA, while eight reported 
that this as a step performed by the department (see Attachment D on page 157 for 
full survey results).

The Management Audit Division also contacted human resources (HR) liaisons for 
departments that responded to our survey off of a list of contacts provided by ESA. 
Similarly, during these phone interviews, there were discrepancies in which parts 
of the hiring process departments felt that they had control over. For instance, five 
of the 15 HR liaisons who responded to our interview requests stated that their 
departments have no input during the minimum qualifications screening, and two 
other liaisons stated their departments only are able to view applications for some 
position types. Meanwhile, other respondents stated that departmental subject 
matter experts are allowed to review and comment on applications though the 
County hiring system.

There are a few possible explanations for these varying responses. First, several 
responsibilities may be shared by ESA and hiring departments (some department 
respondents who answered “Other” on our survey explicitly explained this in their 
additional comments). Alternatively, ESA HR Analysts may not operate uniformly with 
different departments. Finally, according to departmental HR liaisons, recruitment 
steps such as job analyses and written exam reviews do not occur for every single 
recruitment. Typically, according to HR liaisons, ESA only proposes these analyses 
for exams or job classes that have not been reviewed or recruited for in over a year, 
and sometimes more infrequently than that. Then, departmental hiring managers 
or liaisons who have not had an opportunity to go through these processes may be 
confused over which party is responsible for these steps due to a lack of familiarity. 
Regardless of the reason for these discrepancies, it is to be noted that there is no set 
of detailed, County-wide criteria that defines how departments should be contributing 
during the hiring process, and on what timeline.
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ESA and Hiring Departments Attribute Hiring Delays to Each Other

Multiple departments reported that ESA does not complete steps in its hiring 
and recruitment processes in a timely fashion. On the other hand, ESA reported 
that departments do not always respond promptly when HR Analysts require 
departmental input during key stages of the recruitment cycle (e.g., identifying subject 
matter experts for panel rankings). Further, departments may take a long time to 
schedule candidate interviews after they have already been referred a list. The hiring 
cycle reports ESA generated prior to 2017 demonstrate this, with Fiscal Year 2015-
16 data showing “list-to-hire”58 periods that were approximately twice as many days 
as “requisition to list” times (see Section 7 on page 87 for full explanation of this 
report, as well as its limitations).

However, in the absence of recent hiring cycle reports and data on the timelines of 
all recruitment stages, the Management Audit Division was unable to assess whether 
delays are primarily due to ESA or hiring departments. What we did discern is that 
there are no codified guidelines or expectations for how ESA and hiring departments 
are supposed to interact during the hiring process. As stated in the section above, 
the County does not have policies governing the roles and responsibilities of hiring 
departments. ESA also does not set internal timeline targets for any stages that 
involve departmental participation—the rationale being that ESA cannot control 
how long it takes for departments to respond to requests. As such, neither ESA nor 
departments have any reference for when hiring departments have ownership over 
a certain piece of the recruitment cycle, and in what timeframe they should complete 
their assigned stages.

While ESA does have a “Recruitment Process for Managers” flow chart on their 
website, the descriptions in this chart are generic and do not describe the extent 
to which departments should be initiating certain processes. For instance, one of 
the steps on this flow chart is, ”Assist HR in Completing Job Analysis and Developing 
Exam Components.” However, this description does not encompass the degree of 
departmental involvement, who should be reaching out to whom, and whether the 
job analysis and exam component development are to be occurring simultaneously. 
There are also no estimated timelines associated with this flow chart.

This lack of well-defined guidelines or expectations contributes to hiring delays in 
that ESA and hiring departments may be confused over who is supposed to be doing 
what, and when. When one party cannot act because it is waiting on a response from 
the other, this extends the recruitment process, and raises the risk that qualified 
applicants will find other jobs in the meantime. And without mutually agreed-upon 
timelines, there is no way for either party to hold the other accountable.

Potential knowledge and expertise gaps in some ESA-departmental relationships 
might further exacerbate hiring delays. Several participants in our initial ESA survey 
interviews reported that they never received formal HR training upon being hired 
by ESA, and one interviewee stated that they were not informed when to consult 
with departmental subject matter experts. The uneven knowledge base of HR 
Analysts could result in inappropriately conducted recruitment steps, and a lack of 
departmental consultation in key stages of the hiring process. While ESA provided the 

58 The time that it takes for ESA to refer a certified eligible list to a department. After the list is referred, 
the department is responsible for holding interviews with the candidates on the eligible list. The “list- 
to-hire” stages thus covers steps that are primarily completed by the hiring departments.
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Management Audit Division with records of augmented staff trainings during Fiscal 
Year 2018-19, not all HR Analysts attended these trainings. Consequently, there may 
still be confusion among ESA-HR staff on recruitment processes, especially in light of 
numerous reported procedural changes by ESA over Fiscal Year 2018-19 (e.g., up-front 
mapping of recruitment components) that have not been memorialized in formal 
policies. 

This lack of understanding resides not just on the side of ESA, but also on the side 
of hiring departments. Departments reported widely varying classifications for staff 
members tasked with HR duties. Examples of these job classes include Management 
Analyst, Administrative Support Officer, and Executive Assistant, among others. 
While some of these classes specifically reference HR duties in their job specifications 
(e.g., Human Resources Assistant II), others, such as Executive Assistant, do not. The 
most analogous task in the Executive Assistant specification is, “Serves as a liaison 
between the administrator and other departments and agencies,” but there is no 
specific requirement listing personnel or staffing knowledge. While ESA reported 
that a Training Specialist was added in Fiscal Year 2018-19 to assist with training 
departmental HR liaisons, ESA had not filled this position as of January 2019.

Deficiencies in specialized HR expertise and training would be less of an issue if there 
were more robust standards around departmental responsibilities during different 
recruitment steps. However, without policies or set agreements, ESA HR Analysts and 
departmental hiring managers are left to their own devices. This may result in some 
ESA-departmental relationships (particularly, ones with less shared expertise) that 
operate more inefficiently than others.

ESA and hiring departments need to develop formal agreements on the expected 
sequence of hiring steps, timelines, and roles of all involved parties in order to 
manage expectations and hold each other accountable. Creating these agreements 
would be especially helpful during periods of employee turnover or in any other cases 
where an ESA HR Analyst may not be working with the same set of hiring managers.

For instance, ESA reported that when an HR Analyst is overloaded, another HR Analyst 
might be provisionally assigned to handle recruitments for their department. Having a 
written agreement in place would provide a clear set of guidelines for all current and 
future parties working on recruitments for a given department.

In addition, hiring departments should, in order to minimize applicant-facing 
delays, work with ESA to compile necessary recruitment information prior to the 
job posting being finalized. Certain back-and-forth steps such as identifying and 
scheduling subject matter experts extends the recruitment process, as ESA and hiring 
departments wait for each other’s responses. All the while, applicants are waiting to 
hear back from the County to determine whether they have been passed through 
to the next recruitment stage. Front-loading this process as much as possible would 
reduce applicant waiting times, and lower the risk that these candidates will find 
employment elsewhere. 
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ESA reported that its “candidate experience” initiative incorporates features of this up-
front planning, and provided several internal documents indicating implementation 
of this initiative. For example, ESA’s timeline for a Communications Department 
recruitment scheduled completion of the position’s job analysis and test development 
prior to the department’s submission of the requisition and final job posting. 
Additionally, ESA provided two meeting agendas for its central HR staff and HR 
liaisons that included “candidate experience initiative” and “candidate focus initiative” 
as agenda items.

However, despite this internal documentation, it is unclear to what degree 
departments are aware of their role in this candidate experience initiative, and 
how broadly this initiative has been communicated to key HR and departmental 
stakeholders. When the Management Audit Division contacted departmental 
HR liaisons off of ESA’s provided contact list, two-thirds of the 15 responding 
departments stated that they were not aware of any such operational changes. These 
communication gaps between ESA and hiring departments point to the need for 
these changes to be incorporated into formal plans developed by ESA and its client 
departments.

CONCLUSION

Although the hiring process is a collaborative effort between ESA and hiring 
departments, there are few standards or criteria to guide this collaboration. Detailed 
descriptions of departmental responsibilities do not exist within the County, and 
ESA and hiring departments both attribute hiring delays to each other. Further 
exacerbating confused relationships between ESA’s HR Analysts and departmental 
hiring managers are uneven levels of knowledge and expertise surrounding HR 
functions on both sides. ESA and hiring departments need more clarity on how 
responsibilities should be shared during the recruitment cycle. Further, steps 
requiring significant back-and-forth should be front-loaded in the hiring process to 
reduce applicant-facing delays.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Board of Supervisors should:

9.1 Adopt a policy requiring departments and ESA to enter into written service 
plans that specify hiring and recruitment stages, their sequence, expected 
timelines, and the party responsible for each step. Departments should 
work with their assigned HR Analyst to incorporate different types of 
recruitments into these agreements (e.g., promotional, transfer, or open-
competitive), as well as how the process should function for positions with 
or without existing eligible lists. (Priority 1)
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The Employee Services Agency should:

9.2 Ensure that agreements pursuant to the policy recommended in 9.1 
include provisions regarding information that must be compiled by hiring 
departments, with the assistance of ESA, prior to the job posting in order 
to reduce applicant-facing delays. This information may include, but is not 
limited to:

i. A preliminary job analysis and annotated job specifications.
ii. A list of subject matter experts and their availability.
iii. Supplemental questions. (Priority 1)

9.3 Ensure that ESA and departments develop detailed written service plans 
that specify hiring and recruitment stages, their sequence, expected 
timelines, and the party responsible for each step. (Priority 1)

9.4 Ensure that for all recruitments, ESA should track the outcomes by 
component against these agreements, beginning with pre-posting steps 
and ending when the position is filled. ESA should prepare quarterly 
reports for itself and its customer departments, and an annual report 
for the Board of Supervisors, on what percentage of recruitments and 
classification studies followed service agreement requirements. (Priority 2)

SAVINGS, BENEFITS, AND COSTS

Implementation of these recommendations would require additional staff time, but 
not any new staff on the part of ESA or hiring departments. Recommendation 9.2 re-
allocates the workload of hiring departments (and potentially ESA) to the beginning of 
the recruitment process, but does not create additional recruitment steps for either 
hiring departments or ESA. The items covered in Recommendation 9.2 would have 
had to be completed at some point in the recruitment cycle regardless.

Clarifying the roles of hiring departments and how these entities should work with 
ESA during the hiring process will create more defined expectations for recruitments 
overall. These service plans provide criteria against which ESA and hiring departments 
can measure their performance, and also serve as an accountability mechanism 
for both parties. Meanwhile, front-loading departmental responsibilities will 
reduce applicant-facing delays. Implementing these recommendations will address 
confusions in existing ESA-departmental relationships, making for a more efficient 
hiring process overall.
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Background
In addition to third-party social media, the Employee Services Agency (ESA) has web 
pages and paper flyers that are used to communicate with applicants and potential 
applicants.

Problem, Cause, and Adverse Effect
Compared to communications from competing employers including neighboring 
counties and the private sector, ESA’s messages to potential and current job 
applicants are not welcoming, clear or useful. ESA allows non-County employee 
applicants to apply for transfer and promotional jobs for which only County 
employees are eligible, and its website’s focus on processes for existing staff makes 
such confusion more likely. For example, a document on the ESA website titled 
“Instructions for Completing an Official Job Application” explains how to submit 
internal transfer applications. According to research by an employer rating service, 
the average reported hiring time of San Jose employers in 2017 was 26.5 days; yet, 
ESA advises applicants to call if they have not “heard something” six weeks after 
submitting an application. Alameda County’s vacancy announcements contain specific 
tentative dates through the interview stage, which is typically three to four weeks 
after the application deadline. ESA has begun to provide this information, but only 
for a small number of recruitments. At the time of fieldwork, though ESA’s vacancy 
announcements list the ESA address and a front desk telephone number, the “Contact 
Us” section of ESA’s website offers no email address, telephone number, fax number 
or other means to actually contact a specific person. In Alameda County, the name 
and telephone number of the analyst handling the recruitment is listed in the vacancy 
announcement. A video on ESA’s website intended to entice potential applicants is 
inferior to competitors’ sites, as it contains a misspelling and numerous dark images. 
Within the job market, potential County employees are “customers.” Top talent can 
“shop” for the best compensation, managerial attentiveness, and hire time. When 
private-sector job seekers may be hired within days of applying with a few clicks on 
their cell phones, and neighboring public sector competitors have more transparent 
and thoughtful communication that shows managerial attentiveness, the County may 
lose talented prospects to these competitors.

Recommendations
ESA should devote most of its public website to information intended to recruit new 
employees, and should modify its online job application system to prohibit ineligible 
applicants from submitting applications. Rather than telling applicants to take it on 
themselves to call ESA after six weeks of silence, ESA should provide reasonable 
tentative timelines to all applicants. ESA should remove the weak recruitment video 
from its website, and instead spotlight classifications that are chronically vacant, 
among other improvements.

Savings, Benefits, and Costs
Improving communication with prospective and current job applicants and ensuring 
that applications are reviewed timely would improve the ability of the County to hire 
top talent more efficiently, without substantially increasing costs.

Section 10: Recruitment Timeline and Communication with Job Applicants
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FINDING

Recruitment Timeline and Inadequate Communication with Job Applicants

In approximately the 12 months ending in September 2018, the County received an 
estimated 114,700 applications for County jobs. The County hires an estimated three 
percent of annual applicants—a rate that results in chronic vacancies. There are 
many reasons for the large gap in the number of applicants relative to the number of 
applicants hired. Many of these reasons are detailed in other sections of this report, 
including applicant selection processes that result in weak applicants being deemed 
qualified and strong applicants being disqualified, and hiring timelines complicated by 
cascading delays resulting from overlapping labor agreement requirements and other 
factors. This section addresses communication factors and delays within ESA that 
contribute to the gap between the number of applicants and the number of unfilled 
positions.

As noted in the introduction of this report, the County is but one of many local 
employers, and over 98 percent of persons working within its borders do not work 
for the County, which barely employs over half of all non-school local government 
workers within its borders. There is competition for talented staff from both the 
private and public sectors within the County, and from other counties. In this 
environment, miscommunication, weak “marketing” and delays relative to the rest of 
the market may detract from the County’s ability to fill vacancies in general and to fill 
vacancies with the best possible employees.

The average monthly unemployment rate in the County of Santa Clara from January 
1990 to September 2018 was 5.6 percent. That figure includes the years of 2009 and 
2010, the depths of the Great Recession, when the County’s unemployment rate in 
some months exceeded 11 percent. The County’s unemployment rate in September 
2018 was 2.4 percent.59 These figures are indicative of a labor marketplace that is 
highly competitive.

Employee Services Agency (ESA) Website

The County’s website, www.sccgov.org, directs the public to ESA’s landing page for 
all County employment information. A banner on the top of the County’s website 
promotes County employment (see Figure 10.1 on page 109). The public has access 
to ESA’s landing page, www.sccjobs.org, which publishes job opportunities, employee 
benefits, salary information, union contracts & agreements, and executive services.

ESA’s landing page is linked to NEOGOV, which is the County’s contracted online job 
posting and application management system. Except as described in another section 
of this report for certain transfer applicants, County job applicants are required to 
submit their applications to NEOGOV. NEOGOV enables prospective applicants to 
search for openings by job title, location, department, job category, posting date, and 
estimated salary.

59 California Employment Development Department, Historical Civilian Labor Force, Santa Clara County, 
October 19, 2018.

https://www.sccgov.org/sites/scc/Documents/home.html
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/esa/Pages/Employee-Services-Agency.aspx
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Figure 10.1: Banner on the Top of the County’s Website Promoting County 
Employment

The ESA website is the “face” of the County’s recruitment effort, and should also 
“sell” the County as an employer for the purpose of attracting the strongest possible 
candidates. It should also enable applicants and potential applicants to get reliable, 
clear information about the application process and timelines. As shown in Figure 
10.2 below, on the Job Opportunities page, topics are not organized in a logical 
manner. Human Resources Policies and Procedures is incorrectly grouped under this 
category. The page displays key communication regarding the application process; 
however, information stated is not consistent with a job seeker’s ability to navigate 
through the website.

Figure 10.2: ESA’s Job Opportunities Page

 
Only County employees are eligible to apply for promotional and transfer 
opportunities; however, NEOGOV allows non-County employees to submit 
applications for these positions. The NEOGOV database limitation creates an inability 
for ESA to distinguish between County employee job applicants and non-County 
employee job applicants. As noted in Section 6 on page 71 of this audit report, 
this limits the County’s current methods for contacting and notifying workers for 
hiring transfer opportunities, which creates a delay in filling vacancies. ESA executive 
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management also shared that alerts cannot be set on NEOGOV to email an employee 
if a vacancy opens within the employee’s interest for transfer and promotional job 
opportunities. This inadvertently creates a preferential treatment, or appearance 
thereof, if the method for communication is not performed systemically. ESA should 
work with NEOGOV to ensure that the contracted services procured and deliverables 
provided adequately support the County’s operational needs. Although this appears 
minor, this database limitation restricts ESA’s ability to adequately and efficiently 
manage, analyze, and communicate with potential job applicants. Only County 
employees should be allowed to submit applications for promotional and transfer 
positions. 

ESA should move the information that is applicable to existing staff, such as policies 
and procedures, to its intranet site and instead use the public website to advertise 
jobs for which members of the public may apply. Instead of co-mingling outside 
applicant information with that relevant only to County employees, ESA should bring 
to the fore of its website the portions that may be helpful to potential applicants. For 
example, ESA’s website has an online “tool kit” devoted to assisting applicants and 
potential applicants. It contains information, such as a manual on preparing for civil 
service exams, that applicants may find helpful.

Marketing the County

ESA developed a video to market the County to would-be applicants. This video is 
on the ESA website and on “YouTube.” Portions of the 2 minute, 15 second video are 
poorly illuminated and uninspired as shown in the images taken from the video in 
Figure 10.3 below.

Figure 10.3: ESA Video Image 1 and 2
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Finally, as shown in Figure 10.4 below, the video includes a misspelling. A job seeker 
considering applying to the County could be put off by the lack of care taken to 
develop this messaging.

Figure 10.4: ESA Video Image 3

Potential applicants may assume that the video reflects the County’s overall 
standards. Some of the images are better, but overall, the video is visually weak. 
Contrast ESA’s images with the two images from San Mateo County’s jobs website, 
shown in Figure 10.5 below.

Figure 10.5: San Mateo County’s Jobs Website Image 1 and 2
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Santa Clara’s video provides little motivation to prospective applicants to encourage 
them to apply, and does not highlight anything unique about the County as an 
employer. We recommend that ESA remove the video. ESA should replace it with 
webpages that highlight chronically vacant positions or positions that have many 
vacancies, such as positions in carpentry and other trades, dispatching, nursing, law 
enforcement, social work, and information security and technology. The information 
should highlight the benefits of working for the County relative to other potential 
employers, specifically for these classifications when possible. The information should 
be developed in close collaboration with departments.

In addition, for such classifications, ESA should furnish “career ladder” information, 
similar to that which is provided by other County employers. For example, Figure 
10.6 below, from Alameda County’s Human Resources webpage, provides potential 
entry-level candidates with a clear sense of the career they could build with Alameda 
County.

Figure 10.6: Career Ladder on Alameda County’s Human Resources Webpage
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Similarly, the Los Angeles County Human Resources webpage has an interactive 
“Career Pathfinder” feature, a snapshot of which is shown in Figure 10.7 below, which 
enables applicants to see career routes to and from positions that may interest them.

Figure 10.7: “Career Pathfinder” on Los Angeles County Human Resources Webpage

ESA addresses why an applicant should select the County over the other employers 
with the section of its website shown in Figure 10.8 below.

Figure 10.8: ESA’s ‘Why Join Us’ Section

The italicized print and small font is difficult to read. In addition, specific statements in 
the passage that may be off-putting to potential job applicants include the assertion 
that joining the County will mean putting in a “lot of work” for residents who “often” 
will take services “for granted.”

The County is home to 15 cities and towns, which employ people who have skills 
and experience the County needs. The implication that a city employee should join 
the County to protect “people” rather than “property” may be off putting for some 
potential applicants. More importantly, the section does not clearly articulate the 
satisfaction that County staff derive from public service, the opportunities for career 
growth, or the benefits that help it stand out from the private sector, Alameda County, 
and San Mateo County.
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Other employers in the County work hard to differentiate themselves, as illustrated by 
the image taken from Cisco’s recruitment video in Figure 10.9 below:

Figure 10.9: Image from Cisco’s Recruitment Video

Cisco’s corporate headquarters is located 6.6 miles from ESA’s main office. Although 
many of Cisco’s jobs are technical, it also employs people with more general skills. 
For example, jobs at that location that were advertised on October 30, 2018 include 
Finance Manager for internal controls and compliance and Sr. Corporate Counsel, in 
the HR division, specializing in employment law.

Similarly, Adobe carefully highlights its unique aspects, and tailors this message to 
job categories. For example, on the page dedicated to recruiting fiscal staff, Adobe 
notes that its fiscal staff can enjoy the holiday season because its fiscal year ends in 
November. Figure 10.10 below was taken from its recruitment video on October 30, 
2018.

Figure 10.10: Adobe’s Webpage Recruiting Fiscal Staff
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Adobe’s headquarters is located two miles from ESA’s main office. Although it hires 
primarily technical staff, it too hires attorneys, fiscal staff, communications staff 
and other classifications that, particularly at the entry level, are not unlike some of 
the County’s own classifications. And of course, the County also hires technical staff 
whose skills sometimes directly overlap with those required by private companies.

Contact Information

ESA’s central telephone number and address are listed on vacancy announcements 
for specific jobs. However, as shown in Figure 10.11 below, the “Contact Us” 
information displayed on ESA’s landing webpage is limited to a physical address that 
only includes ESA’s floor number and wing.

Figure 10.11: ESA’s Landing Webpage Contact Information

There is no telephone number, fax number, or email address. While an applicant 
could figure out how to get through to a person who could help them with the 
application process, ESA’s approach is not welcoming or helpful to an interested 
applicant. Subsequent to the exit conference for this audit, ESA has updated the 
landing webpage to include phone numbers for Human Resources, Benefits, and 
Labor Relations. In contrast, the “Contact Us” section of the Alameda County HR 
website provides actual contact information for its human resources personnel, as 
shown in Figure 10.12 on page 116.
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Figure 10.12: Alameda County HR’s Contact Information

In addition, as shown in Attachment J on page 211, Alameda County provides the 
name and direct contact information for the analyst assigned to each recruitment on 
the vacancy announcement itself. An applicant for a position in Santa Clara who may 
have difficulty with the electronic application, have questions about the job, the hiring 
timeline, benefits, or other reasons to contact the County would have more difficulty 
locating assistance than would an applicant for the same job in Alameda County. We 
recommend that ESA furnish applicants and potential applicants with at least the first 
name and direct telephone number and/or email address of the analyst managing the 
recruitment.
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Recruitment Timelines

The “Contact Us” section does contain an electronic messaging tool, which provides 
information by hiring topic area. However, it also contains information that may 
discourage applicants. For example, applicants with questions about next steps 
are given vague information that could leave them with the impression that their 
application is not important. As shown in Figure 10.13, ESA advises applicants that 
it may take “several weeks to review your application depending on the number of 
applications received.”

Figure 10.13: ESA Job Application Wait Time Information

This potential wait time is echoed in ESA’s paper flyers for job applicants, which 
are available in the Department’s lobby. The flyer, shown as Attachment K on page 
215, advises applicants that the wait time for application review ranges from two 
to six weeks, and advises that if an applicant has not “heard something” after six 
weeks, to call ESA. During the exit conference ESA executive management informed 
the Management Audit Division that tentative timelines are now included on job 
announcements; however, we selected five job announcements (posted after January 
2, 2018) and did not observe the tentative timelines. Upon further searching, we did 
find one announcement that included a tentative schedule.

According to research by the employer rating service Glassdoor, the average hire time 
for employers in San Jose was 26.5 days in the first half of 2017, based on anonymous 
reports of applicants. This means that an applicant for a Santa Clara County job may 
be working in a new job for a different employer within six weeks. Some potential 
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applicants may find the stated timeline itself off putting and decide either not to apply 
or not to follow up. Exceptions to this include positions that lack counterparts in the 
private sector and municipal and educational governments, especially positions in 
social services and corrections.

In contrast to Santa Clara County’s vague and lengthy timeline, vacancy 
announcements in Alameda County contain specific, tentative dates for screening of 
applications and interviews. An example for an Alameda County accounting position 
that was first available for applications on October 29, 2018, is shown in Figure 10.14. 
As the tentative schedule shows, review of applications for the above position is 
scheduled to occur within a week of the application deadline. Two weeks after the 
application deadline, applicants could tentatively expect to be notified of their status. 
Applicants also know, before they apply, the estimated interview date.

Figure 10.14: Alameda County Accounting Position Wait Time Information 

ESA should remove general timeline information (e.g., “six weeks,” “several weeks”) 
from its paper flyer and its website. ESA should collaborate with hiring departments 
and include tentative timelines on all of its job announcements or a timeline range 
of the recruitment process. Except for holiday weeks, review of applications should 
be completed generally within one week, and should never be permitted to extend 
beyond two weeks for open competitive recruitments. 

CONCLUSION

ESA’s communication with prospective applicants and publicized timelines are not 
optimal for ensuring that the County attracts the best possible candidates in a 
competitive labor market.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Employee Services Agency should:

10.1 Work with the application management vendor, NEOGOV, to design 
a database that supports County’s operational needs, which includes 
prohibiting submission of ineligible applications for promotional and 
transfer job opportunities only available to County employees. (Priority 1)
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10.2 Develop and implement a Department policy which requires that, except 
for holiday periods, review of open competitive applications is completed 
generally within one week, and never longer than two weeks. Actual 
timelines for each recruitment should be tracked and reported to the ESA 
director monthly, and to the Board of Supervisors annually. (Priority 2)

10.3 Remove general timeline information (e.g., “six weeks,” “several weeks”) 
from its paper flyer and its website. ESA should collaborate with hiring 
departments and include tentative timelines on its job announcements or 
a timeline range for the recruitment process. (Priority 2)

10.4 With the assistance of the County Technology Services and Solutions 
Department, remove the recruitment video from its website. ESA should 
replace the video with webpages that highlight chronically vacant 
positions or positions that have many vacancies. The information should 
highlight the benefits of working for the County relative to other potential 
employers, specifically for these classifications when possible. (Priority 2)

10.5 For open competitive positions, furnish potential applicants with a 
direct telephone number and/or email address of the analyst managing 
the recruitment. This information should be included on the vacancy 
announcement. (Priority 2)

10.6 With the assistance of the County Technology Services and Solutions 
Department, move information related to internal processes, such as 
policies and procedures applicable solely to existing employees, and job 
vacancies for which only existing employees are eligible to apply, to ESA’s 
intranet site. The public website should focus on the benefits of County 
employment, highlighting specific classifications and career ladders, 
and bring to the fore the existing applicant “tool kit” to better assist 
prospective employees. (Priority 2)

SAVINGS, BENEFITS, AND COSTS

Implementation of Recommendation 10.1 may require changes to ESA’s agreement 
with NEOGOV, which may require assistance from County Counsel. We do not know 
the number of applications received from ineligible applicants, so the savings and 
benefits cannot be quantified. However, reducing invalid applications would reduce 
the work of ESA staff to manage these applications, and confusion, wasted time and 
frustration on the part of persons interested in County employment.

Recommendation 10.2, to establish and implement a policy of prompt review of 
applications for open-competitive positions and track and report actual timelines, 
and Recommendation 10.5, to provide contact information and respond to inquiries 
from job applicants, would not require additional staff. Recommendations 10.3, 10.4, 
and 10.6 likely would require modest, one-time increases in services from Technology 
Services and Solutions to redesign ESA’s webpages. Benefits of implementation would 
include a clearer and more polished presentation of County opportunities to potential 
applicants, which may help attract strong candidates.
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Background
The Fiscal Year 2019-20 Recommended Budget contained more than 22,000 positions, 
with 2,533 vacant. The vacancies are despite the County spending several hundred 
thousand dollars per year on recruitment. While the County has accounts on
LinkedIn.com, an online networking site, and accounts on other social media 
platforms, recruitment-related posts to these accounts are not centralized. 

Problem, Cause, and Adverse Effect
The County’s use of social media and other advertising methods to recruit candidates 
to fill available jobs lacks coordination, oversight and a distinct budget. The County 
has a dedicated management level recruiter for executive positions, but no dedicated 
party responsible for recruiting non-executive positions, coordinating the County’s 
recruitment-related advertising, and tracking outcomes. Santa Clara does not make 
significant use of social media to announce job vacancies. Further, when Santa Clara 
job openings are announced on LinkedIn and Twitter, the announcements are not 
authorized or monitored by ESA’s Human Resources (HR) function. Lack of oversight 
has led to errors in LinkedIn job postings and use of “bots” to advertise County jobs. 
HR reported that it does not use LinkedIn to recruit due to a belief that using LinkedIn 
would violate the Merit System Rules in the County Ordinance Code. However, we 
found nothing in the code that precludes posting job announcements on social 
media. Further, we identified more than 26 different vendors that the County’s 
HR Analysts use to advertise job openings. Hiring departments expend unknown 
amounts of monies on recruitment videos and other efforts. Haphazard marketing of 
available jobs and ineffective use of social media may undermine recruitment efforts 
and make it more difficult to fill positions, particularly for classifications for which 
candidates may readily apply to other counties or private employers through social 
media or other online platforms.

Recommendations
The Board of Supervisors should authorize creation of a manager responsible 
for social media and non-executive recruitment. Responsibilities of this position 
should be to: 1) conduct outreach to prospective candidates through job fairs or 
other forums, 2) devise and execute a robust and accurate social media/digital 
recruitment system that is updated in real time, 3) generate reports pertaining to 
the performance of the County’s recruitment-related advertising and social media 
activity, 4) consolidate existing scattered expenditures for recruitment-related videos, 
advertising and software, 5) manage the distribution of County vacancies on social 
media, and 6) propose any amendments to the Ordinance Code that may improve the 
County’s recruitment-related outreach, advertising, and job applicant experience.

Savings, Benefits, and Costs
The County spends several hundred thousand dollars per year on advertising and 
recruitment efforts that may not be cost effective. Re-allocating a portion of these 
existing resources to oversight and coordination would ensure that advertising costs 
and recruitment platform effectiveness are tracked, that job announcements are 
accurate, and that applicants are more effectively targeted through social media. 
These efforts and other outreach would be expected to reduce the number of 
vacancies and improve cost effectiveness of County advertising.

Section 11: Absence of Recruitment Oversight and Management
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FINDING

The County’s Recruitment-Related Advertising

As noted in other sections of this audit, the County receives a large volume of 
applications, but very few applicants are hired. The Fiscal Year 2019-20 Recommended 
Budget included 22,039 positions, of which 2,533 positions were vacant, for a vacancy 
rate of 11.5 percent. Part of this vacancy rate may be explained by the County’s 
acquisition of multiple new medical facilities and the revamping of information 
technology services and job classifications. However, many of the vacancies are likely 
due to slow hiring as a result of the variety of factors identified in this audit report. 
Frequently, departments indicate that applicants who are deemed qualified for a 
given job are not, in fact, qualified. We have recommendations to address this specific 
issue in other sections of the report. This section addresses the issue of applicant 
quality more broadly by assessing the County’s use of advertising, particularly on 
social media and other electronic platforms, to alert potential applicants to the 
existence of job openings.

There is no central budget specifically for recruitment efforts in the County. ESA’s 
Human Resources (HR) function spends an estimated $300,000 per year to advertise 
available jobs with vendors other than its primary job system, NEOGOV. More than 20 
percent of ESA-HR’s advertising expenditures for job openings are made on an ad-
hoc basis by individual HR analysts using their purchasing cards to buy services from 
a vendor that does not have a contract with the County. No one tracks recruitment 
outcomes by platform or vendor, such as whether advertisements on particular job 
boards or websites result in hiring for listed positions.

On top of these expenditures, ESA-HR spends money on contracts for other 
advertising activities that are not captured in its “advertising” line item budget, but 
are rather lumped in with the Department’s other contract spending. For example, 
ESA-HR purchases a “membership” from a vendor that is supposed to post job 
announcements on social media and job boards targeted towards recruiting racial 
minorities. Spending on this service totaled $24,185 from June 30, 2016 to June 6, 
2018. This contract does not contain specific deliverables. We do not know the extent 
of such services County-wide because these expenses are lumped in with all other 
“services” costs, and because hiring departments have reported that they are also 
spending on services related to recruitment.

Hiring departments spend an undetermined amount for various recruitment efforts. 
For example, the Sheriff’s Office has a recruitment video that is posted on YouTube. 
In a survey of departments for this audit, 83 percent of responding departments 
reported that they advertise their job openings independently of ESA’s central job 
postings (e.g., on department or staff social media platforms, trade association 
magazines, non-County websites, etc.), with some frequency. And 33 percent of 
surveyed departments reported that they conduct this independent advertising “very 
frequently.” Because there is no specific budget or tracking of these expenditures, we 
do not know how much money the County devotes to recruitment activities, including 
development of videos and job announcements, and contracts for advertising, 
advertising distribution systems, etc. 
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Social Media as a Recruitment Tool

The vast majority of Americans use social media, and other Bay Area counties make 
significant use of social media as an employee recruitment tool. ESA-HR management 
submitted a Social Media Application Business Plan (Business Plan) on July 26, 2017. 
The approved plan included authorization for ESA-HR to use the following platforms:

• Facebook (County of Santa Clara Human Resources – hr@esa.sccgov.org)

• YouTube (County of Santa Clara Human Resources – esa.sccgov@gmail.com)

ESA-HR explicitly stated “not using” Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+, or any other type 
of social media on the form. However, HR management has contracted with, at a 
minimum, two companies that might use social media platforms not reported on 
ESA’s Business Plan to conduct recruitment.

For example, ESA contracts with Careers In Government, Inc., the self-reported 
largest job board bringing together public sector employers and job seekers (see 
Attachment L on page 217). The company feeds County job postings directly to other 
employment related search engines and social media sites. Some of these feeds are 
unprofessional, as shown in Figure 11.7 on page 130.

The Management Audit Division found County job vacancies published on social 
media applications such as Twitter and LinkedIn. The Management Audit Division 
inquired with ESA and was informed that these sites are not managed by ESA-HR. 
We were unable to determine the party or parties responsible for these postings, 
and thus unable to confirm whether these postings undergo any sort of vetting or 
oversight to ensure accuracy.

LinkedIn.com

LinkedIn.com is an online recruitment and networking tool used by large numbers of 
private and public employers. It is one of the largest professional networks with over 
500 million members. In the private sector, many employers use LinkedIn as their 
primary recruiting and application acceptance system. 

The County of Santa Clara has a LinkedIn page connecting with over 8,100 followers 
and 3,100 employees. The County HR Acting Director informed the Management Audit 
Division that the County’s LinkedIn page is not managed by County HR staff. In fact, at 
the exit conference for this audit report, we were informed that ESA-HR deliberately 
chooses not post to LinkedIn due to its belief that doing so would violate Merit System 
Rules in the County Ordinance Code. However, when the Management Audit Division 
reviewed the Ordinance Code, we could not identify any section precluding the use of 
social media—including job networking sites such as LinkedIn—for job postings.

mailto:hr@esa.sccgov.org
mailto:esa.sccgov@gmail.com
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In light of ESA-HR’s statement that the Department does not manage the County’s 
LinkedIn posts, it is unclear who administers the page, and if the information posted 
on the platform is accurate. The Management Audit Division navigated the LinkedIn 
page and noted that information displayed on LinkedIn is unstructured, disorganized, 
and hinders a job seeker’s search/application process. For example:

1. Interested candidates were directed to a third-party job announcement site 
or ESA’s landing page instead of NEOGOV for a complete job description and 
application submittal.

2. Information shared on the LinkedIn page is limited. News Feed, Recent Update, 
and other functionalities available should be utilized to promote working at 
the County.

3. Information posted may be inaccurate. An August 30, 2018 job posting for a 
9-1-1 Emergency Communication Technician in Denver, Colorado was tagged 
to the County’s LinkedIn page with the County’s seal (see Figure 11.1 below).

Figure 11.1: Inaccurate Job Posting Information on the County’s LinkedIn

Source: Santa Clara County LinkedIn page.

The Management Audit Division surveyed surrounding counties for their use of 
LinkedIn. Surveyed jurisdictions demonstrated more deliberate approaches to this 
job networking platform than Santa Clara. For example, San Mateo County reviews 
its official LinkedIn page approximately every six months to increase its advertising 
presence. The LinkedIn page is managed by the County of San Mateo - Recruitment 
and Selection Division, which is comprised of nine individuals with two different 
roles and responsibilities—Recruiter and Dashboard Manager. The Recruiter role is 
responsible for sourcing candidates, sending messages directly to individuals, and 
sending bulk messages to potential candidates. The Dashboard Manager role is 
responsible for posting jobs.

While the County of Santa Clara has an Executive Recruiter dedicated to recruiting for 
executive roles, the County has no directly analogous position or positions for non-
executive jobs. Thus, for the majority of County positions, there is no central manager 
whose job it is to ensure that information is accurate and widely distributed on job 
boards and social media. In the absence of this manager role, there is also nobody 
in the County designated to coordinate County-wide recruitment efforts, analyze 
whether advertising platforms and purchased job posting services are cost effective 
(or effective at all), and develop outreach strategies to fill vacancies. 
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Figure 11.2 on page 125 shows the number of classifications posted by County 
agencies on LinkedIn as of May 7, 2019. There were two classifications listed on 
LinkedIn for Santa Clara. One was posted by the County’s Executive Recruiter. The 
second was posted by an unknown party. Again, ESA-HR reported that it does not 
review, authorize or monitor such postings, and that it has no procedure to ensure 
that the information regarding the listed jobs is accurate, current or complete. 
Because no one is assigned to manage a social media recruitment program for 
the County, there is little means to brand the County as a desirable employer and 
consistently advertise and fill vacancies through these tools.

Figure 11.2: Bay Area County Recruitment Efforts on LinkedIn.com as of May 7, 2019

County Number of Advertised 
Classifications

San Francisco 206

San Mateo 108

Contra Costa 74

Marin 50

San Benito 38

Santa Cruz 32

Solano 25

Napa 25

Alameda 8

Santa Clara (Official - Executive Rec) 1

County of Santa Clara - Unknown Source 1

Source: Management Audit Division review of county LinkedIn pages.

Although Alameda County has a limited number of jobs advertised, it makes use of 
the LinkedIn “easy apply” feature for selected jobs. This feature allows applicants to 
apply by uploading their resume rather than filling in a form, as shown in Figure 11.3 
on page 126.
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Figure 11.3: Bay Area County Use of Resume Upload Application Feature

Source: Alameda County LinkedIn posting.

Presumably, use of this feature would not be feasible in the County of Santa Clara 
because the Ordinance Code requires that applicants use a standard form. Even so, 
ESA-HR purchases advertising on other platforms that appear to permit application 
submission by resume, but these platforms specifically target physicians. Physicians 
applying to work for the County through the American College of Physicians (ACP) 
may apparently use a resume-upload tool to submit their applications. Two positions 
were advertised with the ACP as of May 7, 2019, as shown in Figure 11.4 on page 
127.
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Figure 11.4: County Jobs Available Via American College of Physicians on May 7, 2019

Source: American College of Physicians job page.

Similarly, there were 14 physician positions for Valley Medical Center advertised as of 
May 7, 2019 on CareerMd.com. Applicants were permitted to upload curriculum vitae 
to the recruiter’s website rather than complete the County’s lengthy employment 
application, as shown in Figure 11.5 on page 128.
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Figure 11.5: CareerMd Application Process for Santa Clara Valley Health and Hospital 
Physicians

Source: CareerMd application page for County physician job.

Then, it appears that Santa Clara County utilizes several platforms that allow for 
non-form based applications for certain positions, despite the restrictions imposed 
by Merit System Rules. Apparent variation in application methods and widely varying 
job postings are a direct result of a lack of central coordination and oversight of the 
purchase and use of these tools.

Twitter

Multiple Bay Area governments use Twitter as a platform for recruitment purposes. 
This social media tool allows users to make posts that can then be “liked” or shared 
by other users. For example, the City of Los Angeles has a Twitter account dedicated 
to advertising its open positions. The image in Figure 11.6 on page 129 was a 
screenshot taken from auditor’s cell phone on May 8, 2019. This announcement 
is a legitimate posting from the City, contains key information about salaries and 
deadlines, and has a compelling graphic image.
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Figure 11.6: Advertisement for City of Los Angeles Job on Twitter

Source: City of Los Angeles Jobs Twitter post.

In contrast, when the auditor searched Twitter for Santa Clara County and “jobs,” we 
came across the posting shown in Figure 11.7 on page 130. This announcement 
was not specifically authorized by ESA-HR, was seemingly posted by an automated 
“bot” rather than an official County account, and lacks the structured information 
presented in the City of Los Angeles’ job posting. Our understanding is that such posts 
are distributed pursuant to a contract ESA-HR has with the “Careers in Government” 
vendor discussed at the beginning of this section. The contract itself is nonspecific as 
to the actual services to be provided by this contractor; consequently, there are no 
standards governing the format, accuracy, or required oversight for such postings.
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Figure 11.7: Advertisement for County of Santa Clara Job on Twitter

Source: Twitter post for Santa Clara Valley Medical Center position
(discovered through the platform’s search function).

“Allison” had five followers, recently joined Twitter and had numerous other tweets 
that have nothing to do with the County or employment elsewhere. There was 
nothing about this job that we found on the County’s official Twitter account, but 
following the link did bring the user to an application site. A few minutes later, a 
tweet with identical content appeared, posted by a different apparent woman/”bot” 
account. We recommend that ESA-HR cease purchasing services that distribute 
County jobs via “bot” accounts on Twitter and any other platforms. We believe this 
posting was carried out through ESA-HR’s “Careers in Government” subscription, 
but the contract and invoices reflect only a non-specific “subscription,” so we were 
not able to definitively document this as the work of that vendor. We recommend 
that such postings be formally managed by a non-executive recruiter for the County, 
rather than purchased as a subscription.
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Facebook

ESA-HR staff manage two Facebook pages—a general County of Santa Clara Human 
Resources page, and an Executive Recruitment page. The Executive Recruitment 
Facebook page is updated somewhat frequently and has over 200 follows, perhaps 
due to the fact that the County has a designated Executive Recruiter to help 
manage recruitment efforts for these specific positions. However, the Management 
Audit Division observed extremely limited activity on the general County of Santa 
Clara Human Resources page. This page is not actively managed to promote job 
announcements and publish job vacancies. For example, as of August 30, 2018, there 
were eight total announcements posted, one video promoting the Job Interest Card, 
and three timeline photos. As of August 30, 2018, the most recent post was a May 23, 
2018 job announcement for an Enterprise IT Product Services Manager.

We were informed that ESA does not have dedicated staff to actively manage the 
County’s Facebook pages. As of August 2018, the County has the lowest “likes” and 
followers compared to other counties and cities in this region that use Facebook. 
This is true even for the Executive Recruitment Facebook page, despite having 
substantially more public interactions than the County’s general Human Resources 
page (see Figure 11.8 on page 132 for a full listing of the County’s Facebook insights 
as compared to those of other California counties and cities). Again, the County has 
no social media manager or recruiter for non-executive positions to manage the 
County’s Facebook presence and post jobs to this site. Without someone specifically 
designated to fulfill these roles, it is unlikely that the County will be able to optimize 
Facebook as a recruitment tool.
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Figure 11.8: Comparison of Facebook Activities with Other Counties and Cities

County Facebook Page Total Likes Total Follows
Weekly or 

Daily Posting of 
Announcements

Santa Clara County County of Santa Clara 
Human Resources 18 16 No

Santa Clara County County of Santa Clara 
Executive Recruitment 190 223 Yes

Sacramento County Jobs in Sacramento 
County 453 473 Yes

Kern County None - - n/a

San Diego County Jobs in San Diego 
County 726 768 Yes

San Francisco County San Francisco County 
Jobs 194 205 Yes

Alameda County None - - n/a

San Bernardino 
County

San Bernardino 
County HR 5,431 5,631 Yes

Los Angeles County
Los Angeles county 
Department of Human 
Resources

1,669 1,741 Yes

Orange County None - - n/a

Riverside County County of Riverside 14,004 13,912 Yes

Santa Cruz Count None - - n/a

Contra Costa County
Contra Costa 
Employment and 
Human Services

763 777 Yes

City Facebook Page Total Likes Total Follows
Weekly or 

Daily Posting of 
Announcements

Santa Clara City None - - n/a

City of San Jose Jobs in the City of San 
Jose 207 225 Yes

Fresno None - - n/a

Source: Management Audit Division benchmarking survey performed on August 30, 2018.
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The County’s failure to use social media effectively and accurately to attract talent may 
not have made much difference in the County’s ability to hire thus far. However, if 
the County does not address this deficiency, future potential applicants – particularly 
those who are social media “natives” – may be turned off by the County’s failure to 
conduct outreach through increasingly ubiquitous online platforms. As shown in 
Figure 11.9 on page 133, as of early 2019, most 18- to 24-year-olds used Snapchat, 
Instagram, Facebook, and YouTube. A majority of 25- to 29-year olds used Instagram, 
Facebook and YouTube. Majorities of other adults under the age of 65 used Facebook 
and YouTube. Majorities of adults of all education levels used YouTube and Facebook, 
and a majority of college graduates used LinkedIn. As such, for almost every age 
group, and particularly for job-seekers under 30, social media may increasingly 
become one of the most relevant tools for locating and applying to jobs.

Figure 11.9: Use of Different Online Platforms by Demographic Groups - 2019

Source: Pew Research Center survey conducted January 8 - February 7, 2019.
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The fact that so many potential employees are on these platforms suggests that 
if the County does not adopt a stronger and more accurate presence on social 
media, its ability to recruit the best possible job candidates may be hampered in the 
future. It isn’t just that younger workers are using social media platforms, but these 
platforms are also prime sources of information for this population. Over time, the 
County’s absence from the “digital bulletin board” that is filled with other employers’ 
advertisements is likely to diminish its relative efficiency in recruiting top talent. 

Currently, the County does not have a budget specifically for recruitment of 
candidates or advertising of jobs. It does not have anyone dedicated to managing 
these expenditures, coordinating a recruitment strategy, or even vetting information 
that is posted on the internet about County jobs. 

The Board of Supervisors should authorize re-allocation of a portion of existing 
scattered advertising expenditures (i.e., dollars spent by both ESA-HR and hiring 
departments on various employment websites, job boards, and various contractor 
services) to fund creation of a new manager position responsible for social media 
and non-executive recruitments, generally. We envision this position managing online 
job postings and overseeing the County’s social media presence for recruitment 
purposes. Responsibilities of this position would include 1) managing the County’s 
brand as an employer of choice, 2) outreach to prospective candidates through job 
fairs or other forums, 3) execution of a robust and accurate social media/digital 
recruitment system that is updated in real time, 4) generating reports pertaining to 
the performance of the County’s recruitment-related advertising and social media 
activity by platform, 5) identifying preferences among applicants regarding factors 
related to recruitment communications, 6) establishing policies and procedures 
related to non-executive recruitment insofar as advertising and outreach, 7)  
consolidating existing scattered expenditures for recruitment-related videos, 
advertising and software into a cost center or other budgetary grouping and working 
with Procurement to enter into cost-effective contracts as needed, 8) managing the 
advertising and distribution of County vacancies on social media to ensure accuracy 
and timeliness, and 9) proposing any amendments to the Ordinance Code that may 
be necessary to effectively coordinate and manage the County’s recruitment-related 
outreach, advertising, social media communications and the applicant experience. 

ESA management reports that HR’s mission is to enforce the County’s Merit System 
Rules contained in the County Ordinance Code. Beyond requiring that job openings 
be posted on an ESA bulletin board, the Code provides limited guidance regarding 
recruitment activities. Therefore, we recommend that the manager for social media 
and non-executive recruitment be based in the County Executive’s Office, but not 
within ESA-HR. 
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CONCLUSION

ESA-HR and other departments spend, at minimum, hundreds of thousands of dollars 
annually to advertise jobs on a variety of websites and social media. Yet, there is no 
tracking of which expenditures and platforms yield successful recruits. Further, there 
is no coordination of efforts across departments or within HR to create a consistent 
message, share recruitment resources, or gather data and conduct analyses regarding 
effectiveness of recruitment tools or strategies. Compared to multiple other Bay Area 
counties, Santa Clara makes far less use of social media as a recruitment tool. To 
the limited extent that the County does use social media for recruitment, we found 
advertisements that were less than professional or outright inaccurate, and we were 
unable to determine the source of information about some jobs. This is likely caused 
by the fact that ESA-HR does not approve or monitor distribution of such information 
for form or accuracy. 

Research shows that the vast majority of Americans are users of social media, and 
that the youngest workers are more likely to use multiple types of social media. Over 
time, failure to effectively use social media to advertise County positions is likely to 
erode the County’s ability to hire the strongest staff possible.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Employee Services Agency should:

11.1 In the short term, either ensure or designate County department liaisons 
to ensure that social media applications utilized for recruiting and 
promoting County job vacancies are County-sponsored social media 
applications and not “bots.” This liaison should verify that all posted 
information is accurate. (Priority 1) 

The Board of Supervisors should:

11.2 Improve recruitment outcomes, coordinate recruitment expenditures and 
practices across the County, improve use of social media and enhance the 
applicant experience by approving development of a manager of social 
media and non-executive recruitment. This position should be funded, 
at least in part, by elimination of contract expenditures for functions that 
would be carried out by the new manager, although the new position 
as envisioned would primarily perform functions not currently carried 
out at all. This position should be based in the County Executive’s Office, 
but not within ESA-HR, as its functions are beyond the scope of ESA-
HR management’s stated mission. Ultimately, when the position in 
this recommendation has been created and filled, we recommend this 
manager be responsible for implementing Recommendation 11.1.
(Priority 2)
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SAVINGS, BENEFITS, AND COSTS

Although the true spending on non-executive recruitment efforts is unknown, within 
HR’s budget alone, we know of at least $300,000 in annual advertising costs, plus 
additional advertising expenditures embedded within general “services” costs such 
as ESA-HR’s “Careers in Government” subscription. Beyond ESA’s spending, other 
departments have expenditures related to their recruitment efforts as well. Annual 
expenditures are likely at least $400,000 across the County, and probably more. 

In exchange for these dollars, the County has a limited presence on social media, 
and the presence it does have is sometimes unprofessional or inaccurate. The 
effectiveness of postings on existing job boards is unknown. Our recommendation 
is to re-allocate funds from “Careers in Government” and other contract service 
providers to fund the establishment of a new management level position for 
recruiting non-executive staff. While the exact cost of such a position would have to 
be determined, we believe it would cost about $150,000. We envision this position 
would primarily take on responsibilities not currently carried out by anyone, 
and would also carry out specific tasks currently contracted out (e.g., posting job 
announcements to social media.) Having a dedicated position to manage the County’s 
recruitment of non-executive staff and the County’s social media presence with 
respect to these recruitments is expected to yield at least the following benefits:

1. Elimination of inaccurate or unprofessional County job announcements on 
social media or job boards.

2. Coordination of scattered resources and appropriations for recruitment-
related work and costs under one program and in a single budget area, such 
as a cost center, so they can be more effectively deployed, and the County may 
obtain the best price for any related contracts that may be needed.

3. Tracking and assessing recruitment outcomes to determine which efforts 
and spending (e.g., through job websites, social media, job fairs, and other 
recruitment efforts) are most effective across the range of County positions. 
The County can then invest in the most effective recruitment and outreach 
tools, increasing efficiency. 

4. Positioning the County to better recruit young workers who are “native” to 
social media, as well as workers of any age who expect to find their next 
job through social media, by ensuring that the County’s job openings are 
widely, accurately, and engagingly distributed on social media and any digital 
platforms deemed highly effective.

5. Enabling the County to compete with other counties, cities and private 
employers that already make extensive use of social media for recruitment.

6. Ensuring that the County interacts with specific applicants in their preferred 
manner. For example, some applicants may want to be notified via text 
message of the status of their application, while others may prefer to check 
a website. We envision the non-executive recruitment manager determining 
such preferences and working to implement technological and process 
changes that would facilitate appropriate communication.
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7. Ultimately, these improvements may reduce the County’s longstanding 
and growing rate of vacant positions, and generate savings associated with 
reduced overtime and extra help costs, and reduced burnout and turnover of 
staff.
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Background
When there is a vacant position in the County, the Merit System Rules within the 
County Ordinance Code allow for several methods of recruitment. One of those 
methods is a department-based “transfer” or “internal recruitment.” The department-
based transfer is different from a Countywide transfer in that department-based 
transfers are not advertised to all County employees and do not accept applications 
from employees outside of the department or work unit in which the vacancy exists. 
Several County departments and work units have labor agreements mandating that 
department transfers are the first method of recruiting for a vacant position.

Problem, Cause, and Adverse Effect
Section A25-262 of the County Ordinance Code requires that the Employee Services 
Agency (ESA) retain records necessary to comply with state and federal law. Federal 
regulations require that local governments retain records of employee transfers for 
two years. Therefore, the Ordinance Code requires ESA to retain transfer records 
for two years. ESA management, however, reported that Human Resources (HR) 
does not collect or retain the department-based transfer records. HR management 
stated that this record-keeping is the responsibility of the department that carries 
out the transfer. Conversely, the management of one hiring department responded 
to our request for specific records of a department-based transfer by saying that 
ESA was supposed to maintain them. Neither office had the records of a specific 
transfer. Failure to retain complete records of employee transfers may violate 
federal regulations. Without the complete records of internal transfers, the County 
could be subject to enforcement actions. Further, lack of records may hamper the 
County’s ability to 1) know whether improper selection for positions is occurring, and 
2) defend against claims that improper selection is occurring. In addition, because 
certain records are not centrally maintained by ESA, there is no reasonable method of 
determining how many positions are filled in this manner and how associated tasks 
affect departments’ or ESA’s hiring workload. 

Recommendations
ESA should comply with record-keeping requirements by collecting and retaining 
all records related to every position available to be filled within the County, even 
those filled by department-based transfer. Furthermore, ESA should ensure that 
all positions that may be filled anywhere in the County by any hiring method are 
recorded in a database, preferably the existing applicant database, NEOGOV.

Savings, Benefits, and Costs
By retaining records of all transfers and hires and tracking all hires and transfers 
in its existing personnel database, ESA would ensure that personnel decisions 
are documented and are consistent with the Merit System Rules, County labor 
agreements and federal regulations. Record-keeping would ensure that the true 
workload of departments and of ESA regarding hiring activities are captured and that 
information could be used to ensure appropriate allocation of staff to these duties. In 
addition, retaining department-based transfer records and recording these transfers 
in NEOGOV would enable ESA to fulfill its stated mission of ensuring that hiring 
decisions conform to the Merit System Rules and enable the County to defend against 
potential claims of unfairness in transfer decisions.

Section 12: Internal Transfer Record Keeping
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FINDING

Department-Based Transfers

When there is a vacant position in the County, the County Ordinance Code allows 
for several methods of recruitment. One of those methods is a department-based 
“transfer” or “internal recruitment.”60 The department-based transfer is different 
from a Countywide transfer in that department-based transfers are not advertised 
to all County employees and do not accept applications from employees outside of 
the department or work unit in which the vacancy exists. The opportunity must be 
“posted for a minimum of seven calendar days” and “qualified candidates [must] be 
given the opportunity to be interviewed.”61

Process to Hire

One stated purpose of this method is to speed up the hiring process. It does 
not require an examination, can use an existing job specification, requires little 
coordination between ESA and the hiring department and presumably generates 
a list of qualified candidates that have significant knowledge of the department or 
work unit where the vacancy exists. ESA’s role is limited for these transfers. ESA 
receives notices of them and reviews candidates for minimum qualifications, but 
they do not track how many they receive. The hiring departments conduct the rest of 
the recruitment, including advertising the vacancy, collecting applications, reviewing 
candidates for eligibility according to the transfer band and determining which 
candidates to interview.

Labor agreements with County departments and work units offer more specific 
instructions for these recruitments. In our review of these documents we found 
a significant number of department and work units requiring department-based 
transfers as the first method of recruiting for a vacancy. Examples include work units 
in the Department of Public Health, Valley Medical Center, Probation Department, 
Technology Services and Solutions and Facilities and Fleet. The agreements often 
stipulate the number of days a vacancy must be posted, which classifications must 
follow the method and the number of times in a given time period they can be 
posted.

Record-Keeping Practices

Currently, ESA keeps records of all recruitments in NEOGOV, except for department- 
based transfers. The list of items recorded in NEOGOV include: recruitment emails 
and their distribution lists, all applications and email correspondence with applicants, 
all application assessments and scoring rubrics, all interview notes and assessments, 
the rationale for any hiring decisions and any other associated records relevant to 
documenting the hiring process.

Instead of being advertised through NEOGOV, and recording all relevant information 
in NEOGOV, department-based transfers are advertised with a hard copy posting and/
or an email by the hiring departments, and applications are reported to be received 
through email by the hiring department. It is not clear how many departments or 
work units keep any records of these recruitments.

60 Merit System Rule Sec. A25-175 (c).
61 Ibid.
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ESA’s Human Resources (HR) has offices in the main County building on Hedding, 
as well as offices at the Social Services Agency (SSA) and a branch for the Health 
and Hospital System (HHS). The SSA branch of ESA reported that they do receive all 
records of department-based transfers, and they retain them for two years. HHS 
ESA reported that they ask that the hiring departments keep their own records of 
department-based transfers for two years.

Although ESA at Hedding reported receiving the notices for department-based 
transfers and reviewing all applications received for minimum qualifications, ESA-HR 
management reported to us that it is the hiring department’s responsibility to keep 
all records of department-based transfers. Management cited the lack of record-
keeping requirements in Article 5 of the Ordinance Code, which references transfers, 
as the source of understanding, and asserted that Article 4, which requires keeping 
records of “applications and related examination records … for a minimum of three 
years,”62 pertains to open, original, promotional and qualifying recruitments. ESA-HR 
management interpreted this to mean that the record-keeping requirements exempt 
transfers.

However, Articles 4 and 5 of the Ordinance Code that relate to the responsibilities 
of ESA cannot be divorced from the remaining articles that define ESA’s role. Section 
A25-262 within Article 8 – Reports and Records – of the Code states that ESA:

“Shall keep such records as necessary and required by state and federal 
law for transactions and reference and for making reports showing 
administrative actions, including: Records of all examinations, eligible 
lists, records and files of employment history of each employee, history 
of each position, classification plan, book and correspondence.”63

Further, federal regulations (29 CFR § 1602) give record retention guidelines that 
do not appear to exempt particular recruitments such as department-based 
transfers. The following are the requirements associated with this legal standard, as 
summarized by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission:

“A. All Personnel and Employment Records made or used (including, 
but not limited to, requests for reasonable accommodation, application 
forms submitted by applicants, and records dealing with hiring, 
promotion, demotion, transfer, lay-off or termination, rates of pay, 
compensation, tenure, selection for training or apprenticeship, or other 
terms of employment) must be preserved for the following periods: [...]

2. Educational Institutions and State and Local Governments must 
retain such records for two years from the date of the making of 
the record or the personnel action involved, whichever occurs later, 
[...].”64

62 Sec. A25-155.
63 Section A25-260 (d) defines “transactions” to include “transfers.”
64 https://www1.eeoc.gov//employers/recordkeeping_obligations.cfm?renderforprint=1

https://www1.eeoc.gov//employers/recordkeeping_obligations.cfm?renderforprint=1
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For recruitment types excluding department-based transfers, ESA management at 
Hedding is compliant with the County Record Retention and Destruction Policy,65 
which requires that “official records” be kept for two years,66 as their own Record 
Retention and Destruction Schedule requires that applications from applicants 
not hired be retained for two years, and that recruitment materials be retained for 
seven. All the documents related to the filling of a vacancy through the department-
based method fit within the definition of “official records”67 and should follow ESA’s 
Record Retention and Destruction Schedule. In this particular case though, ESA-
HR management interprets the department-based transfers as outside of their 
jurisdiction.

ESA-HR management reported that ESA does not check to see if hiring departments 
are retaining the department-based transfer records, but only that records from a 
department-based transfer were made available in every instance where they had 
been requested. ESA does not record the instances of when such records were 
requested.

However, the Management Audit Division was not able to obtain records we 
requested of department-based transfers that occurred within the two-year retention 
window in one County department, Valley Health Plan. The hiring manager there 
could only produce documents for department-based transfers since his hire in 
October 2017. The documents from October 2017 onward were not centrally stored. 
Staff were able to retrieve these department-based transfer records from where they 
were stored in their emails and other sources. The manager reported he thought that 
ESA was responsible for retaining all records of department-based transfers. This 
illustrates that the lack of clarity between ESA and departments surrounding who is 
responsible for retaining department-based transfer records raises the risk of these 
records going missing or not being retained at all. Apart from the potential issue 
of noncompliance with County and federal requirements, if neither ESA nor hiring 
departments regularly keep these documents, the County may also be unable to 
defend itself against future unfair hiring claims related to department-based transfer 
recruitments.

Finally, the informal non-uniform tracking of these particular transfers makes it 
impossible to determine the hiring workload associated with these recruitments, and 
the added burden this workload places on ESA and hiring departments. This impacts 
both parties’ ability to allocate hiring resources accordingly.

To mitigate these risks, ESA should be assigned the task of retaining records related 
to all recruitments, including department-based transfers. This record-keeping can be 
facilitated by tracking all positions posted in the County in a database—preferably the 
County’s existing hiring system, NEOGOV.

65 Board Policy 3.57.
66 Board Policy 3.57.5 Policy (B) (1) (a).
67 3.57.2 Definitions (c) An Official Record is a Record in the custody of the County that meets any of 

the following criteria: (1) the Record was prepared to disseminate information to the public; (2) the 
Record was prepared and retained to memorialize an official transaction; (3) the Record is required 
by law or regulation to be retained; or (4) the Record is necessary to the discharge of a County 
employee’s official duties and was made or retained for the purpose of preserving its informational 
content.
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CONCLUSION

Federal regulations require that the records related to employee transfers must be 
kept for two years. The County Ordinance Code requires that ESA maintain these 
records, even though ESA interprets the code to require hiring departments to retain 
them. ESA-HR Management stated it is the hiring department’s responsibility to keep 
these records, but in at least one department, the understanding is that ESA should 
retain the records. Furthermore, no policy could be furnished stating it is the hiring 
department’s responsibility to retain the records for this type of recruitment.

ESA-HR management’s statement that ESA requires departments to retain the internal 
recruitment documents differs from its practices pertaining to all other recruitments, 
and could confuse departments as to who is responsible for the retention. This 
confusion leaves the County open to enforcement action and litigation if all relevant 
records are not retained for two years. Even if the documents are being retained, the 
lack of centralized tracking means that ESA does not know how many vacancies are 
filled with this type of recruitment, which further limits their ability to understand how 
department-based transfers affect the hiring department and hiring more generally. 
Assigning ESA to retain all hiring records, including those related to department-based 
transfers, will eliminate existing confusion, ensure proper hiring documentation is 
kept, and provide more clarity on the County’s hiring activities.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Employee Services Agency should:

12.1 Comply with federal regulations and the County Ordinance Code by 
collecting and retaining all records related to every position available to be 
filled within the County, even those filled by department-based transfer, 
for at least two years, in line with federal requirements. (Priority 1)

12.2 Ensure that all positions that may be filled anywhere in the County by 
any hiring method, are recorded in a database, preferably the existing 
applicant database, NEOGOV. (Priority 1) 

SAVINGS, BENEFITS, AND COSTS

ESA’s uniform adherence to federal regulations for records retention will reduce risks 
to the County of potential claims of violation of record-keeping requirements, and will 
ensure that the County has records necessary to justify hiring decisions against claims 
of bias or nepotism. Secondly, having recruitments, even those that are only available 
to a select few employees, recorded in the database will ensure that accurate 
statistics are available for transparency, and assessment and distribution of hiring 
workload.
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Responses to Question 1 and all other identifying information about responding 
departments have been removed from this attachment.
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County of Sonoma

Fresno

Sacramento

San Bernardino County

San Diego

The County of San Mateo

Ventura County

Senior Human Resources Analyst - Classification and Compensation

Senior HR Analyst, Recruitment/Selection/Classification/ Compensation (HR Services)

Recruitment and Classification Manager, Recruitment and Classification Unit

Personnel Analyst in Recruitment and Selection

Personnel Analyst in Classification and Compensation; HCA (Health Care Agency) HR Manager, Personnel
Services, CEO HR - HCA Division; Human Relations

Human Resources Manager II, Employment Services Division

Division Chief in Employment; Human Resources Analyst - Employment/Class

Question 1 & 2. By which county are you employed and what is your job title and in which division/branch of the
Human Resources department do you work?(eg Personnel Analyst in Recruitment, Human Relations)
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Question 3. Roughly how many permanent,
Full-Time and Part-Time, employees currently
work for your county?(please exclude volunteers,
contractors, extra help, or temporary/seasonal
employees)

County of Sonoma
Fresno
Sacramento
San Bernardino County
San Diego
The County of San Mateo
Ventura County

2400
1863

1577

750
500

400

375

Question 4. On average, how many permanent, Full-Time and
Part-Time, employees are hired each year by your
county?(please exclude volunteers, contractors, extra help, or
temporary/seasonal employees)

County of Sonoma
Fresno
Sacramento
San Bernardino County
San Diego
The County of San Mateo
Ventura County

25

22

22
16

9
8

3

Question 5. Approximately how many employees in the
County’s Human Resources department work to recruit
applicants for new or vacant positions?

Attachment E: Hiring Benchmark Survey
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County of Sonoma

San Bernardino County

Ventura County

primarily recruiting, occasional surveys,
testing, classification, certification lists,
questions, etc.

civil service rule interpretations - layoff
administration - SMEs for pre-employment
processes

Certain departments have Analysts who
have to do additional duties as required.

Other (please specify):
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Question 6. Are these employees working on recruitment
responsible for other areas of Human Resources as well?
(please select all that apply)
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Question 8. On average, how often does your county
re-analyze the overall compensation structure of job
positions and compare them to other public sector AND
private sector employers?

No. Yes.

4

3

Question 7. Does your county analyze the overall
compensation structure of job positions (including
benefits and pension) to ensure they are comparable to
other public sector AND private sector employers?

San Diego

The County of San Mateo

Ventura County

This is performed in house as needed.

The Class and Comp Manager and staff provide this services.  We do employee contractors as needed.

As negotiations are approaching, the county typically re-analyzes the overall compensation structure and compare
them to the other public sectors and specialty districts in-house. There are internal Classification Analysts who use
market studies for the private sector and do County to County total comp comparisons.

Question 9. What steps does your county take to re-analyze the overall compensation structure of job positions and
compare them to other public sector AND private sector employers?(ie Is there a contracted expert? Is this
performed in-house?)
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Question 10. Do the departments hiring to fill a vacancy review all applications before they are rejected?

County of Sonoma

San Bernardino County

San Diego

Ventura County Review is performed by banding

HR Services staff review and refer qualifying applicant to departments per Civil Service Rules.

HR screens all applicants to ensure MQs are met. Departments are certified, for interview, top scoring candidates
from HR's examination process

Depts get top (10) candidates to consider for 1 vacancy

Other (please specify):
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Question 11. Where are vacant county positions advertised and where can potential candidates submit
applications?(please select the appropriate column for each location)
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Position is only advertised on this website.
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Position is advertised and applications can be submitted
through this website.

Fresno

San Bernardino County

The County of San Mateo

Ventura County

Other agencies

Neogov is our Applicant Tracking System.  Applicants apply via Neogov/Governmentjobs.com

Industry specific websites and publications. (Health Care, Executive, Government Jobs)

and other related websites, network groups, social media, schools, job fairs, dept websites, etc.

Other locations (please specify):
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Human Resources

7

Question 12. Who performs the initial minimum
qualifications/job standards screening process of job
applicants?
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1

Question 13. Do individual departments have input on the
hiring examinations that will be administered to job
applicants?(eg written examinations/oral
examinations/manual performance tests)

County of Sonoma HR determines most appropriate exam type and works w/hiring department to identify needed SMEs

Other (please specify):
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Question 14. Does the County centrally record (in a database program/spreadsheet/log) the progress of hiring for
vacant positions for the following phases of the hiring process? (please select either Yes, No, or I’m not sure)

Yes. No.

6

1

Date requisition was assigned to a
recruiter

Yes. No.

6

1

Date of initial application screening

Yes. No.

6

1

Dates of exams

Yes. No.

4

3

Dates of interviews

Yes. No.

4

3

Date job offer was made

Yes. No.

6

1

Whether an offer was turned down
by an applicant

Yes. No. I'm not sure.

4

2

1

Reasons why an offer was turned
down by an applicant

Yes. No.

6

1

Hiring date

Yes. No. I'm not sure.

1

4

2

Exit Interview

Fresno
San Bernardino County thru various programs/software reports

Exit interviews are conducted on a department by department basis and are not required.

If there is additional hiring information that the County tracks please describe it below:
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County of
Sonoma

Fresno

Sacramento

San Bernardino
County

San Diego

The County of
San Mateo

Ventura County
We use recruitment metrics to project challenges with upcoming recruitments. There are benchmarks established for time to
posting and time to list as well as time to requisition received to time of hire.  The data obtained on this is used to determine
where improvements can be made in the pipeline.

We send a customer satisfactions survey to the hiring manager/hiring department after each recruitment.  This provides
information for changes/improvements.  We also send a survey at the six month mark, to be sure hiring managers are satisfied
with their hire.

Stats are reviewed to determined if advertising sources are effective; if departments have an adequate candidate pool for
number of vacancies.

reviewed for bottlenecks or other process issues, trends noted, reduce time to hire, etc.

Information is analyzed periodically and used in support of program improvements as needed.

Improve efficiencies such as time to hire, future exam needs, delays in the process, etc.

EEO Utilization, applicant pool size, effects of delays in the hiring process on applicant interest, identifying applicants missed
due to employment standards, did exam screen in correct skill sets, etc. There are a number of ways we analyze this data.
Truthfully there is very little we do not analyze in order to make adjustments for subsequent recruitments.

Question 15. How is centrally collected data (from database programs/spreadsheets/logs etc) used to
change/improve the hiring process within your county?

I'm not sure. Yes.

1

6

Question 16. Does the County use particular software(s)
to track phases of the hiring process?(eg job position
vacancies, position advertising date ranges, hiring
dates, etc)

County of Sonoma
Fresno
San Bernardino County
San Diego
The County of San Mateo
Ventura County

Workday and Neogov
NEOGOV, PeopleSoft
NeoGov, PeopleSoft

NeoGov is used to capture some data.
NeoGov and PeopleSoft

NeoGov

Question 17. What software(s) are used to track the
hiring process?
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I'm not sure. No. Yes.

1

3 3

Question 18. Are there any challenges associated with
the County's data that is available regarding the hiring
process or how that data can be used?

County of
Sonoma

San
Bernardino
County

Ventura
County

NeoGov is only used for the recruitment side, not the
onboarding side. Once a list is sent we have no
knowledge of how long it takes for interviews to be
conducted or job offers made.

Departments inconsistently enter data into NeoGov.
NeoGov cannot capture all of the data we would like to
collect.  The data that is captured in NeoGov cannot
always be easily reported.

accuracy and are all significant data points captured

Question 19. Please describe the challenges associated
with available county data regarding the hiring process
or how that data can be used.

Yes. No. I'm not sure.

4

1

2

Question 20. Does your county conduct formal exit
interviews?
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Question 21. Who conducts these formal
exit interviews?
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Fresno

Sacramento

The County of San Mateo
We do provide exit interviews, but it is not "mandatory" and there is not a good system in place for tracking if these
occur.

The County is looking into other exam/screening activities such as performance based exams and assessment
centers. We will also be issuing a new RFP for an Application Tracking/Management software beginning in 2019.
Additionally, we are looking to implementing online testing processes as show rates for in-person exams have
steadily declined with the improving job market. This is all very early, but we are looking forward to the results.

Some questions, such as how many hires was a guess to get past the question (need time to run report before
answering). Also, exit interviews are done by some departments, such as Personnel, but not all.

Question 22. Please share any additional comments or information regarding your county's hiring process:
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Overall

To determine whether the County-wide hiring process impacts applicants 
differentially by race or ethnicity, we compared the shares of initial applicants and 
final hires by self-reported race/ethnicity as shown in the County’s data. As noted in 
the report, this data is not complete. We first computed the ethnic shares of initial 
applicants, based on Fiscal Year 2017-18 data extracted from the County’s hiring and 
recruitment Analytics dashboard in NEOGOV.

Ethnicity Applied Share of Total Applicants
Asian 34,509 30.55%
Hispanic 32,963 29.18%
White 19,459 17.23%
Black 8,352 7.39%
Multi-Racial 5,765 5.10%
Not Answered 3,515 3.11%
Not Specified 2,895 2.56%
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 2,692 2.38%
Other 2,154 1.91%
American Indian/Alaska Native 647 0.57%
Filipino 0 0.00%

Total: 112,951 100.00%

We then determined how many members of each group as recorded in the County’s 
data would have been hired if the shares remained constant from the beginning 
to the end of the recruitment cycle (we refer to these theoretical figures as our 
“expected values”). To calculate this, we multiplied the total number of final hires 
recorded—2,751 candidates—by the initial shares calculated above.68

68 Some slight difference in the expected values from the table calculations can be attributed to 
rounding differences. While we display values up to two decimal places in the Attachment, our Excel 
formulas used un-rounded values, which accounts for the slight deviations from the outcomes 
calculated from the table values. 

Attachment F: Equal Employment Opportunity Calculations
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Ethnicity Initial Recorded 
Share of Applicants Calculation Expected 

Value
Asian 30.55% 30.55% x 2,751 840
Hispanic 29.18% 29.18% x 2,751 803
White 17.23% 17.23% x 2,751 474
Black 7.39% 7.39% x 2,751 203
Multi-Racial 5.10% 5.10% x 2,751 140
Not Answered 3.11% 3.11% x 2,751 86
Not Specified 2.56% 2.56% x 2,751 71
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 2.38% 2.38% x 2,751 66
Other 1.91% 1.91% x 2,751 52
American Indian/Alaska Native 0.57% 0.57% x 2,751 16
Filipino 0.00% 0.00% x 2,751 0

We then compared the expected values to the actual numbers of candidates who 
were recorded as hired, by ethnicity.

Ethnicity Recorded 
as Hired

Expected 
Value Difference

Asian 915 840 75
Hispanic 758 803 -45
White 496 474 22
Black 145 203 -58
Multi-Racial 151 140 11
Not Answered 85 86 -1
Not Specified 82 71 11
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 60 66 -6
Other 41 52 -11
American Indian/Alaska Native 18 16 2
Filipino 0 0 0
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Adverse Impact

We tested whether selection rates as recorded by the County exhibit an adverse 
impact for certain groups in particular. To test this, we used the four-fifths criteria 
contained within the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s Uniform 
Guidelines, in which selection rates less than 80% of the group with the highest 
selection rate typically evince an adverse impact. The comparison below was 
conducted using “American Indian/Alaska Native” as the reference group with the 
highest selection rate. We did not use “not specified,” which has technically has a 
higher selection rate, due to the lack of an identifiable population for this category.

Ethnicity Applied Hired Selection 
Rate

As Proportion of 
American Indian/Alaska 

Native Selection Rate
Asian 34,509 915 2.65% 95.31%
Hispanic 32,963 758 2.30% 82.66%
White 19,459 496 2.55% 91.62%
Black 8,352 145 1.74% 62.40%
Multi-Racial 5,765 151 2.62% 94.15%
Not Answered 3,515 85 2.42% 86.92%
Not Specified 2,895 82 2.83% 101.81%
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 2,692 60 2.23% 80.11%
Other 2,154 41 1.90% 68.42%
American Indian/Alaska Native 647 18 2.78% 100.00%

As shown in the table, the Black category is recorded as lower than expected, using 
the four-fifths threshold. While the “other” category also shows a proportion less than 
80%, “other” could be comprised of multiple ethnic groups. We also conducted this 
analysis using white applicants as a reference group, and similarly found the Black 
hire rate, as recorded in County data, to be lower than expected based on their rate 
of application.

Ethnicity Applied Hired Selection 
Rate

As Proportion of 
White Selection Rate

Asian 34,509 915 2.65% 104.02%
Hispanic 32,963 758 2.30% 90.22%
White 19,459 496 2.55% 100.00%
Black 8,352 145 1.74% 68.11%
Multi-Racial 5,765 151 2.62% 102.76%
Not Answered 3,515 85 2.42% 94.87%
Not Specified 2,895 82 2.83% 111.12%
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 2,692 60 2.23% 87.44%
Other 2,154 41 1.90% 74.68%
American Indian/Alaska Native 647 18 2.78% 109.15%
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Tests at Different Stages of the Hiring Process for Sample Classifications

As discussed earlier, some of the largest disparities in the recruitment cycle may occur 
during ESA’s determinations of candidate eligibility, rather than in the final interview, 
offer, and hire stages. However, the County’s aggregate data dashboard only contains 
information on the following stages: eligible, referred, interviewed, and final hire. 
Steps preceding eligibility determinations, such as minimum qualifications reviews 
and civil service examinations, are not captured in this dashboard. 

To gain a better understanding of the outcomes of these pre-eligible stages, we relied 
on recruitment data from a sample of 45 different classifications. We compared the 
shares of initial applicants by race/ethnicity to candidates remaining after specific 
stages in the recruitment cycle, as recorded in the County’s data.

Minimum Qualifications Review

In our sample, 44 of 45 classifications had a minimum qualifications stage. We 
calculated the ethnic share of initial applicants for these 44 classifications, as shown 
below.69

Ethnicity Applied Share of Total 
Applicants

American Indian or Alaska Native 43 0.53%
Asian 1,976 24.36%
Black 759 9.36%
Filipino 1 0.01%
Hispanic 2,662 32.82%
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 163 2.01%
White 1,458 17.98%
Multi-Racial 460 5.67%
Other 152 1.87%
Not Specified 213 2.63%
Unknown 223 2.75%

Total: 8,110 100.00%

69 We excluded the Filipino category from this analysis, as there were not enough initial applicants for 
this category to adequately determine deviations from expected values.
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Using these initial shares, we computed expected values for the 5,136 applicants 
who passed through the minimum qualifications review stage. We then compared 
these expected values to the actual numbers of candidates who passed through this 
screening step, by ethnicity.

Ethnicity
Candidates who Passed 
Minimum Qualifications 

Stage as Recorded

Expected 
Value Difference

American Indian or Alaska Native 27 27 0
Asian 1,185 1251 -66
Black 502 481 21
Hispanic 1,700 1686 14
Multi-Racial 295 291 4
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 96 103 -7
Not Specified 141 135 6
Other 101 96 5
Unknown 152 141 11
White 937 923 14

Total: 5,136 5,134 2

We found that expected outcomes did not deviate in a significant enough manner for 
these deviations to be attributable to race/ethnicity rather than chance.70

Civil Service Examinations

We conducted the same analysis for civil service examinations, although there were 
fewer classifications associated with these examinations (24 of the 45 classifications). 
The initial ethnic shares of applicants for these 24 classifications as recorded in the 
County’s data is shown below:

Ethnicity Applied Share of Total Applicants
American Indian or Alaska Native 45 1%
Asian 1,604 22%
Black 728 10%
Filipino 0 0%
Hispanic 2,647 36%
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 144 2%
White 1,205 17%
Multi-Racial 439 6%
Other 121 2%
Not Specified 178 2%
Unknown 182 2%

Total: 7,293 100%

70 It was not a statistically significant difference.
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Again, we compared actual and expected values for the 1,823 candidates who are 
recorded in the County data as having passed the civil service examination stage.71

Ethnicity

Candidates who Passed 
at Least One Civil Service 

Examination Stage as 
Recorded

Expected 
Value Difference

American Indian or Alaska Native 11 11 0
Asian 355 401 -46
Black 140 182 -42
Hispanic 747 662 85
Multi-Racial 128 110 18
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 38 36 2
Not Specified 43 44 -1
Other 24 30 -6
Unknown 52 45 7
White 285 301 -16

Statistically speaking, these differences are not due to chance. Our analysis suggests 
that, at least within our sample of data as recorded by the County, that candidates of 
certain races “drop off” at disproportionate rates between the minimum qualifications 
review and the completion of the civil service examination.

Data Limitations

We used the data the County collects. ESA reports significant problems with this data, 
including incomplete entries. Specifically, if a department fails to record that someone 
is hired, the record is incomplete. In addition, we found that aggregate data in the 
hiring system had not successfully eliminated instances of duplicate applications. 
Nonetheless, ESA has a responsibility to ensure its hiring process is consistent with 
legal requirements. Its data does not demonstrate a racially/ethnically neutral hiring 
process. This does not mean its hiring process is inappropriate. However, the County 
at least has a data quality problem, and the fact that its data appears to show racial/
ethnic disparities in hiring means that it may have actual problems in its hiring 
process as well.

71 A handful of classifications had more than one exam (e.g., written and performance). However, to 
keep comparisons consistent, we only tracked outcomes for the first exam for the 24 classifications 
reviewed.
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pursue discrimination, retaliation or harassment claims, except for alleged 
violations of Section 13.2. They and each of them shall not discriminate 
against any employee or Organization member on account of complaints 
asserting violation of Article 13 that may be filed with any city, state or 
federal agency but are not grievable under the MOU, except as provided 
in section 13.2. 
 

13.2 The parties agree that they and each of them shall not discriminate or 
retaliate against any employee because of membership or non-membership 
in the Communication Officers Association (COA), or because of any 
authorized and lawful activity on behalf of the COA, or because of the lawful 
exercise of rights under this agreement. 

 
13.3 The Sunnyvale Communication Officers Association supports in full the 

City's Equal Employment Opportunity Program. 
 

Article 14 - Authorized Agents 
 

For purposes of administering the terms and provisions of this MOU: 
 

14.1 City's principal authorized representative shall be the City's Director of 
Human Resources or his/her duly authorized representative (street address: 
505 W. Olive Avenue, Suite 200, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; mailing address 
P.O. Box 3707, Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3707; telephone (408) 730-3001), 
except where a particular management representative is specifically 
designated in connection with the performance of a specified function or 
obligation set forth herein. 

 
14.2 The Association's principal authorized agent shall be the President of the 

Communication Officer's Association or his/her duly authorized 
representative.  The Association’s official mailing address is:  P.O. Box 
60372, Sunnyvale, CA 94088. 

 
Article 15 - Wages 
 

15.1 Steps 1 through 4 for Public Safety Dispatcher shall be set so that Step 2 is 
5% more than Step 1; Step 3 is 5% more than Step 2; Step 4 is 5% more 
than Step 3; and Step 5 is 5% more than Step 4. 

 
15.2 The salary for Step 3 of Public Safety Dispatcher-in-Training shall be 5% 

below Step 1 of Public Safety Dispatcher. Step 1 through 3 of Public Safety 
Dispatcher-in-Training is 5% more than each previous step. 

 
15.3 Effective the first full pay period following ratification and approval by the 

City Council (February 11, 2018), the salary for Step 5 of Senior Dispatcher 
shall be 15% more than Step 5 of Public Safety Dispatcher. 
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15.4 Formula 
 

15.4.1   The parties shall survey and agree upon the total compensation 
for the Public Safety Dispatcher in the agencies listed in Section 
15.5 below. 

 
15.4.2 Total compensation shall include the individual compensation 

items listed in Section 15.6. 
 
15.4.3 The compensation figures derived from the survey will be applied 

as described in Section 15.7. 
 
15.4.4 Total compensation shall be averaged.  The Sunnyvale Public 

Safety Dispatchers shall then receive compensation five percent 
(5%) above that average. 

 
15.5 Survey Agencies  
  

The parties agree the dispatch agencies to be surveyed shall be: 
 

Alameda 
Concord  
Fremont  
Hayward  
Milpitas  
Mountain View  
Palo Alto  
Richmond  
San Jose  
San Leandro  
San Mateo  
Santa Clara  

 
15.6 Survey Items  
  

The parties agree that total compensation shall include only the following: 
 

15.6.1 Top-step monthly base salary for the journey-level dispatch   
position; 

 
15.6.2 The survey agency's payment of the employee's share of   

retirement; 
 
15.6.3 The survey agency's payment for medical insurance. 
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15.7 Date of Implementation 
 

Increases produced by the use of the formula will become effective the 
first full pay period following Council approval each year during the term of 
this Agreement.  Survey data shall be collected and available for review 
by the parties by the beginning of the pay period prior to pay period of 
implementation. 

  
15.8 Methodology of Implementation 

 
The parties agree that the proper methodology for determining the results 
of the formula set forth above shall be as follows: 
 
15.8.1 Survey 
 

Each agency listed in Section 15.5 above shall be surveyed by 
the city during the first 15 days of January to determine each 
item of compensation listed in Section 15.6 above that becomes 
effective January 1st of each year. 

 
15.8.1(a) Monthly Rates 
 
All compensation figures shall be recalculated into monthly rates, 
if necessary, by using one of the following: 
 

(hourly rate x 2080)   / 12  =  monthly rate, 
(weekly rate x 52)     / 12  =  monthly rate, and 
(bi-weekly rate x 26) / 12 =  monthly rate 

 
15.9 Calculation 

 
  The following calculation shall be performed for the Public Safety 

Dispatcher. 
 

15.9.1 Salary and all benefits listed in Section 15.6 shall be determined 
in monthly dollar amounts. 

 
15.9.2 Salary and all benefits listed in Section 15.6 shall be added to 

determine total compensation. 
 
15.9.3 The average of the total compensation of the agencies shall be 

calculated. 
 
15.9.4 Five percent (5%) shall be added to the total compensation 

average calculated in 15.9.3. 
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15.9.5 The dollar difference between the City of Sunnyvale's current 
total compensation and the average total compensation plus five 
percent (5%) as determined in 15.9.4 above shall be calculated. 

 
15.9.6 The dollar difference calculated in 15.9.5 above shall be 

expressed as a percentage, rounded to the nearest hundredth of 
a percent, of the City of Sunnyvale's current total compensation. 

 
 Determine the required adjustment to current total compensation, 

by identifying the amount required to increase top-step monthly 
base salary, so as to equal five percent (5%) above market once 
all of the intermediary computations are calculated.  Ultimately, 
Sunnyvale’s new total compensation shall equal the average 
market total compensation plus five percent (5%).  

 
15.10 Pay Date 

 
The City may elect to reopen the contract to propose changing the pay 
date once all other city bargaining units have agreed to implement the 
City’s proposal. 

 
Article 16 - Certification Pay 
 

16.1 Effective the first full pay period following ratification and approval by the 
City Council (February 11, 2018), employees in the bargaining unit shall be 
compensated at one percent (1%) above the employee’s normal base pay 
for emergency dispatcher certification(s) by the National Academies of 
Emergency Dispatch (N.A.E.D.), for E.M.D., one percent (1%) above the 
employee’s normal base pay for E.F.D, and one percent (1%) above the 
employee’s normal base pay for E.P.D. The certification pay for E.M.D., 
E.F.D. and E.P.D do not compound.  The City shall adjust the pay of the 
employee starting the first full pay period (retroactively if necessary) to the 
date on which the employee began performing the duties following receipt 
by the City’s Human Resources Department of the employee’s proof of 
possession of the certification(s).  

 
Article 17 - In-Lieu Holiday Pay 
 

In exchange for deletion of floating holiday, the holiday in-lieu shall be: 
 

17.1 Employees shall be entitled to in-lieu holiday pay equivalent to 108 hours 
per year, paid at 4.15 hours per pay period, so long as the employee is in a 
paid status in that pay period. 

 
Article 18 - Out-of-Class Premium 
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Memoranda of Understanding

The table below contains excerpts on hiring requirements taken from Memoranda 
of Understanding between Unions/Associations and Santa Clara County. The specific 
time requirements detailed in these MOU excerpts are a part of the timeline that 
must be followed by relevant department when hiring to fill vacancies.

Memoranda of Understanding

Union/Association Unit Delay 1 re Filling Vacancies Potential 
Total Delay

SEIU Local 521 Clerical Unit

Prior to filling any position from the appropriate 
eligibility list within this unit, notice of the vacancy 
shall be listed on the County intranet website 
for 7 calendar days. Information will be updated 
weekly on the County intranet website and internet 
websites when revised information is available.

7+ to 9+ 
days

SEIU Local 521 Public Health 
Nursing Unit

Notice of the intent to fill a split code vacancy will 
be posted for 5 working days in the work location 
where the request originated or where the vacancy 
exists. Alternatively, notice will be sent to all PHN 
staff via County e-mail.

7 days

SEIU Local 521 Public Health 
Nursing Unit

When a vacant regular coded PHN I, II or III position 
within Public Health Nursing is to be filled, the notice 
of the vacant position will be posted on the County’s 
intranet (internal) website at www.sccgovatwork.
org and the County internet (external) website at 
www.sccgov.org. Interested Public Health Nurses 
will submit an application electronically through 
the County’s website, listed above in C.5 a., within 5 
working days of the date of posting.

7 days

Park Rangers 
Association

Management shall post a notice of the vacancy 
on bulletin boards at work locations for a period 
of 7 days. Employees on vacation, who cannot be 
contacted by phone, will be notified by Management 
through Certified Mail during the posting time 
period.

7 to 9 days

Registered Nurse 
Professional 

Association (RNPA)

All coded vacancies, transfer opportunities, and all 
special assignment positions created within existing 
job specifications, that the County intends to fill 
shall be posted on the work unit where the vacancy 
exists for a period of 7 calendar days. The County 
will transmit electronically to the RNPA all vacancies 
every payroll period.

7 to 9 days

Attachment H: Memoranda of Agreement
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Attachment I: Labor Relations' Memoranda of Understanding & Agreement List

4/29/2019 Memoranda of Understanding & Agreement - Employee Services Agency - County of Santa Clara

https://www.sccgov.org/sites/esa/labor/Pages/mou-moa.aspx 1/2

Attachments in PDF:

Building Trades Council (BTC) 4/25/16 - 11/1/2020

Committee of Interns and Residents (CIR) 11/9/15 - 6/14/20

Correctional Peace O�icers' Association (CPOA) 2/1/16 to 8/23/20

County Counsel Attorneys Association (CCAA) 12/7/15 - 7/12/20

County Employees' Management Association (CEMA) Summary of Changes 2014 - 2019

CEMA Table e�ective June 18, 2018

CEMA Table e�ective June 19, 2017

CEMA Table e�ective June 20, 2016

CEMA Table e�ective June 22, 2015

CEMA Table e�ective June 23, 2014

County Employees’ Management Association (CEMA) 6/24/13 – 6/22/14

Deputy Sheri�'s Association (DSA) 9/13/15 - 9/6/20

District Attorney Investigators' Association (DAIA) 9/1/14 - 8/25/19

Government Attorneys Association (GAA) 12/7/15 - 8/23/20

Engineers and Scientist of California (ESC) 3/16/15 - 9/22/19

In-Home Supportive Services 01/16/19 – 01/31/21

International Association of Firefighters (IAFF) Local 1165 12/4/17 - 11/14/21

International Association of Firefighters (IAFF) Local 1165 and the Battalion Chiefs Unit 11/7/16 - 11/5/17

International Federation of Professional and Technical Engineers (IFPTE) Local 21 9/29/14 - 9/22/19

Park Rangers Association September 26, 2016 through September 19, 2021

Probation Peace O�icers' Union Local 1587 - 11/10/2014 - 10/20/2019

Registered Nurses Professional Association (RNPA) 11/10/14 - 10/20/19

Related to Confidential Administrative Employees

County of Santa Clara

Employee Services Agency

Home Labor Relations

Memoranda of Understanding & Agreement

  

I am searching for...

Job Opportunities Classification Executive Services Labor Relations Employee Benefits

Retiree Benefits Contact Us
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Service Employees International Union (SEIU) Local 521 6/22/15 - 6/16/19

SEIU Local 521 In-Home Supportive Services (IHSS) 3/11/14 - 2/1/17

Union of American Physicians and Dentists (UAPD) 7/7/14 - 10/30/16

Union of American Physicians and Dentists (UAPD) Summary of Changes 10/31/16 - 10/20/19

Valley Physicians Group (VPG) Summary of Changes 5/9/16 - 5/16/21

Last updated: 4/26/2019 9:53 AM
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Attachment J: Vacancy Announcement Alameda County

11/6/2018 Job Announcement: Accounting Manager, Zone 7 - County of Alameda

https://jobapscloud.com/Alameda/sup/bulpreview.asp?R1=18&R2=4910&R3=01 1/5

Tuesday, November 6, 2018Account ing Manager,  Zone 7
Recruitment #18-4910-01

DATE OPENED 10/29/2018 12:00:00 AM

FILING DEADLINE 11/19/2018 5:00:00 PM

SALARY $65.63 - $79.74/hour; $136,510.40 - $165,859.20/year

EMPLOYMENT TYPE Permanent Full-Time Employment 

HR ANALYST Anna Montoya

WORK LOCATION Livermore 

INTRODUCTION

THIS IS A NEW ASSEMBLED EXAMINATION.  The eligible list resulting from this examination will cancel any
existing list and may last approximately one year, but can be extended.
Applications and Supplemental Questionnaire: A properly completed Supplemental Questionnaire must be
submitted with each application. Applications and Supplemental Questionnaires must be in the possession of the
Human Resource Services Department by 5:00 p.m. on the Last Day for Filing.  Failure to submit the Supplemental
Questionnaire will result in disqualification.

Applications and Supplemental Questionnaires will only be accepted on-line

DESCRIPT ION

THE AGENCY
Zone 7 provides treated drinking water to four major water retailers serving around 220,000 residents and businesses.
The retailers are: the City of Pleasanton; the City of Livermore; California Water Service Company - Livermore; and
Dublin San Ramon Services District, which provides water service to Dublin and the Dougherty Valley area of San
Ramon.
THE POSITION
Under general direction, to plan, organize and personally perform varied, complex and specialized professional
accounting, auditing and cost accounting which involves the application of advanced principles and practices, including
the development of new accounting and cost accounting systems and procedures, and fiscal policies; to direct the
work of professional accounting, technical and support staff; and to perform related work as assigned.  

This is a single class which provides professional accounting support to the Assistant General Manager, Administrative
Services. The Accounting Manager manages the fiscal activities of the Agency. As such, this class is responsible for
the development and maintenance of Zone 7's complex record keeping and reporting systems, both governmental and
enterprise, which include multiple program budgets and funds. The Accounting Manager, Zone 7 is responsible for
direction of professional accounting, technical and accounting clerical staff. The Accounting Manager, Zone 7 class is
distinguished from the Senior Auditor-Accountant, Zone 7 class in that the Accounting Manager has responsibility for
the Accounting Section.
IDEAL CANDIDATE

The ideal candidate has experience with a proven track record of success that demonstrates knowledge, skills and
abilities in the following areas:

· Knowledge of and experience with oversight of accounting and financial record-keeping in a water
agency or closely-related organization, including generally accepted governmental accounting principles,
cost accounting, accounts receivable/payable, contracts, payroll and auditing principles.
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·         Management of multiple functional specialties including accounting and purchasing.
·         Understands and applies Agency, County and other governmental rules and regulations affecting
accounting functions.
·         Maintains focus and intensity and remains optimistic and persistent, even under adversity.
·         Ability to lead, direct and motivate staff.
·         Uses resources to identify problems, solve them, act decisively, and shows good judgment in
decision making;
·         Takes ownership of work done and results accomplished.
·         Adept at working with multiple accounting software systems and proficient with MS Excel, 10-key
and web-based resources;
·         Effectively presents and receives information and concepts, in both written and oral formats. 

 

MIN IMUM QUALIF ICAT IONS

Either I  
 
The equivalent of three years full-time experience as a Senior Auditor/Accountant, Zone 7 or four years full-time
experience as a Senior Supervising Auditor or as a Supervising Accountant, with at least one year full time cost
accounting experience in the Alameda County classified service. (Non-classified includes District Attorney’s Office,
Hospital Authority, and the Consolidated Courts.)  
 
Or II  
 
Education:  
 
Graduation from an accredited college or university, with a Bachelor’s degree in accounting or a closely related field.  
 
AND  
Experience:  
 
The equivalent of six years full-time professional accounting or auditing experience (with at least one year full time cost
accounting experience), two years of which shall have involved supervisory responsibility.  
 
NOTE: The Civil Service Commission may modify the above Minimum Qualifications in the announcement of an
examination.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

The most suitably qualified candidates will possess the following competencies:
ACCOUNTING KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS 
Maintains and applies a broad understanding of accounting management principles to ensure
actions are within established guidelines.  
 
NAVIGATING THE PUBLIC SECTOR  
Be aware of and act in accordance with public sector rules, regulations and protocols.
Demonstrates diplomacy and political astuteness. Quickly and capably assesses situations and
optimizes actions within the context.  
 
KNOWLEDGE OF COUNTY/DEPARTMENTAL POLICIES & PROCEDURES  
Understand and applies knowledge of County and Departmental regulations, policies, and
procedures.  
 
ACHIEVING DESIRED RESULTS 
Leverages knowledge and develops, advocates, and implements plans to achieve organizational
goals.  
 
PLANNING & ORGANIZING  
Plans and organizes work activities; manages several tasks at once. Establishes a course of
action for self and others to ensure that work is completed efficiently and effectively.  
 
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS  
Examines and evaluates data to manage and achieve results.
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NOTE: The level and scope of the following knowledge and abilities are related to duties listed under the “Examples of
Duties” section of this specification 
 
Knowledge of:  
 
• Theory, principles, practices and procedures of general, fund and governmental accounting and auditing, with
emphasis on cost accounting.  
• Functions, capabilities, applications and operation of computer-based accounting systems.  
• Laws, codes and regulations governing public agency fiscal operations.  
• Principles of public administration, personnel management, and business office management.  
 
Ability to:  
 
• Design, install and maintain effective accounting systems and procedures.  
• Plan, organize and direct a complex and varied fiscal program.  
• Perform complex accounting and financial record-keeping activities.  
• Interpret and apply legal and administrative concepts to departmental accounting functions.  
• Analyze data and draw logical conclusions.  
• Prepare clear, complete and accurate accounting and statistical reports.  
• Train and supervise clerical accounting personnel.  
• Establish and maintain cooperative relationships with those contacted in the course of work.

EXAMINAT ION COMPONENTS

The examination will consist of the following steps:
1. A review of candidates' application to verify possession of minimum requirements.  Those candidates who

possess the minimum requirements for the class will move on to the next step in the examination process.
2. A review of the supplemental questionnaire to determine the best qualified.
3. An oral interview which will be weighted as 100% of the candidates' final examination score.  The oral interview

may contain situational exercises.

Candidates must attain a qualifying rating on each portion of this recruitment.  WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE
CHANGES TO THE ANNOUNCED EXAMINATION STEPS.

SELECTION PLAN

Applicants will be informed via email with reasonable notice in advance of any examination process which will require
their attendance. The following dates are tentative and subject to change based on the needs of the Agency:
TENTATIVE SELECTION PLAN:
Last Day For Filing:                                      Monday, November 19, 2018              
Screening For Minimum Qualifications:     Monday, November 26, 2018
Screening For Best Qualified:                     Monday, December 3, 2018
Panel Interviews:                                          Tuesday, December 18, 2018
Alameda County and the Human Resource Services Department will make reasonable efforts in the examination
and/or selection process to accommodate qualified individuals with disabilities and/or medical conditions in
accordance/compliance with the State Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA), Federal Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) Alameda County’s Reasonable Accommodation Policy and applicable statutes. To request an
accommodation due to a disability/medical condition during this or other phases of the examination/selection process,
please contact the assigned Human Resources Representative listed on the job announcement before the last date of
filing. Alameda County requires applicants to provide supporting documentation to substantiate a request for
reasonable accommodation. In order to qualify for a reasonable accommodation, applicants must have a
disability/medical condition pursuant to the ADA, FEHA and applicable statutes. For more information regarding our
Reasonable Accommodation procedures, please visit our website, www.acgov.org/hrs.

BENEFITS

Alameda County offers a comprehensive and competitive benefits package that affords wide-ranging health care
options to meet the different needs of a diverse workforce and their families. We also sponsor many different employee
discount, fitness and health screening programs focused on overall well being.  These benefits include but are not
limited to*:
For your Health & Well-Being

Medical – HMO & PPO Plans
Dental – HMO & PPO Plans
Vision or Vision Reimbursement
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Share the Savings
Basic Life Insurance 
Supplemental Life Insurance (with optional dependent coverage for eligible employees)
Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance 
County Allowance Credit
Flexible Spending Accounts - Health FSA, Dependent Care and Adoption Assistance
Short-Term Disability Insurance
Long-Term Disability Insurance
Voluntary Benefits - Accident Insurance, Critical Illness, Hospital Indemnity and Legal Services
Employee Assistance Program

For your Financial Future
Retirement Plan - (Defined Benefit Pension Plan)
Deferred Compensation Plan (457 Plan or Roth Plan)

For your Work/Life Balance
11 paid holidays
Floating Holidays
Vacation and sick leave accrual
Vacation purchase program
Management Paid Leave**
Catastrophic Sick Leave
Employee Mortgage Loan Program
Group Auto/Home Insurance
Pet Insurance
Commuter Benefits Program
Guaranteed Ride Home
Employee Wellness Program (e.g. At Work Fitness, Incentive Based Programs, Gym Membership Discounts)
Employee Discount Program (e.g. theme parks, cell phone, etc.)
Child Care Resources
1st United Services Credit Union 

*Eligibility is determined by Alameda County and offerings may vary by collective bargaining agreement.  This provides
a brief summary of the benefits offered and can be subject to change.
** Non-exempt management employees are entitled to up to three days of management paid leave. Exempt
management employees are entitled to up to seven days of management paid leave.

CONCLUSION

All notices related to County recruitments for which you have applied will be sent/delivered via email. Please add
@acgov.org and alamedacountyHR@acgov.org as accepted addresses to any email blocking or spam filtering
program you may use. If you do not do this, your email blocking or spam filtering program may block receipt of the
notices regarding your application for recruitments. You are also strongly advised to regularly log into your County of
Alameda online application account to check for notices that may have been sent to you. All email notices that will be
sent to you will also be kept in your personal online application account. You will be able to view all of your notices in
your online application account by clicking on the 'My applications' button on the Current Job Openings page.
Please take the steps recommended above to insure you do not miss any notices about a recruitment for which you
have applied. The County of Alameda is not responsible for notices that are not read, received or accessed by any
applicant for a County recruitment.  

NOTE: All notices are generated through an automated email notification system. Replies to the email box
alamedacountyHR@acgov.org are routed to an unmonitored mailbox. If you have questions please go to our website
at www.acgov.org/hrs. You may also contact the Human Resources Analyst listed on the bulletin for the recruitment for
which you have applied.  

Anna Montoya, Human Resources Analyst II  
Human Resource Services Division, County of Alameda 
510-272-6459 
www.acgov.org/hrs

ALAMEDA COUNTY IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Attachment M: Equal Opportunity Department Audit ReponseC o u n t y  o f  S a n t a  C l a r a  
Office of the County Executive 
 
Equal Opportunity Department 
2310 N. First Street, Suite 101 
San Jose, California 95131 
Telephone: (408) 993-4840     
 
 

 

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph Simitian 
County Executive:  Jeffrey V. Smith 

DATE:  July 12, 2019 

TO:  Board of Supervisors’ Management Audit Division 

FROM: Sabahete Kraja, Director, Santa Clara County Equal Opportunity Department 

SUBJECT: Response to Section 4 of the Management Audit of Countywide Hiring Practices 

This memo is in response to recommendations pertaining to The Equal Opportunity Department 
(EOD) in the audit of countywide hiring practices conducted by the Board of Supervisors’ 
Management Audit Division. EOD commends the efforts of the management audit staff to 
review this important issue. We appreciate the opportunity to provide a response to Section #4 of 
the report. EOD is supportive of the objectives in that section and we concur with a data-driven 
approach to remedying potential employment discrimination.  
Below is our response to the one audit recommendation specifically directed at our department. 
We would also like to be consulted on any implementation efforts related to recommendations 
4.2 and 4.3. We will communicate this interest to the Employee Services Agency.   
Recommendation 4.5: The County’s Equal Opportunity Department should work with ESA to 
conduct more robust analyses of how different ethnic groups are impacted at points in the 
recruitment cycle. The Equal Opportunity Department should co-author annual reports on this 
topic.  
EOD Response: Mostly agree 
EOD strongly supports assessing and promoting workforce diversity and addressing any 
inequities in the County’s hiring processes. Conducting more robust analyses and producing 
annual reports would be a worthy endeavor, but it may require additional resources. EOD will 
evaluate to what extent existing resources could be redeployed to meet this need or whether 
additional staff and funding would be required.  
On page 54 of the report, the auditor indicates there was confusion between the Employee 
Services Agency and EOD regarding responsibility for tracking equal employment opportunity 
outcomes in the recruiting process. EOD’s primary function is to investigate alleged violations of 
the County’s Policy Against Discrimination, Harassment, and Retaliation and to track the 
outcomes of those investigations. While EOD would like to provide more oversight regarding 
Countywide hiring practices, our ability to contribute in this area is somewhat limited due to 
resource constraints.  
That said, EOD has taken several steps recently to assess and promote workforce diversity and 
address potential workforce underutilization:   

1. EOD prepared the County’s 2017 Equal Employment Opportunity Report and is 
preparing the County’s 2019 Equal Employment Opportunity Report to identify areas of 
potential underutilization.   

2. EOD is exploring employment demographic data that includes a larger recruitment area 
with the goal of more accurately reflecting the County’s recruitment pool.    

3. EOD is proactively taking steps to remedy potential racial inequities through 
participation in the Government Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE).   
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Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian 
County Executive:  Jeffrey V. Smith 

4. EOD has developed an implicit bias training for supervisors and managers. On June 24th 
and June 25th 2019, EOD provided three-hour implicit bias training to executive 
leadership with a focus on system biases that may affect hiring decisions.  

5. EOD and the Office of Cultural Competency have recently established the Racial and 
Equity Steering Committee to, among other things, review hiring procedures and 
practices to address any adverse impact to any protected groups. EOD recommends 
Section #4 of this audit be identified as one of the priority issues to be addressed by the 
Racial and Equity Steering Committee. 
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DATE:  July 18, 2019 
 
TO:  Board of Supervisors’ Management Audit Division 
 
FROM: John P. Mills, Director, Employee Services Agency 
 
SUBJECT: Management Audit of Countywide Hiring Practices 
 
This memo is the Employee Services Agency’s (ESA) response to the “Management Audit of 
Countywide Hiring Practices” report from the Board of Supervisors’ Management Audit 
Division.  The Employee Services Agency (ESA) appreciates the opportunity to provide a 
response to the management audit report. 
 
As the Management Audit Division notes in its report, this audit commenced in October 2016, 
nearly three years ago.  I had just been appointed ESA Director within the six months prior, and, 
as a new Agency Head, I looked forward to the Management Audit Division’s assessment of 
ESA’s role in Countywide Hiring to identify and prioritize possible areas for improvement.  
Unfortunately, given the “two-phased” approach as described in the management audit report, 
the findings and recommendations included in the audit are, by and large, outdated and 
misinformed.  Further, all conclusions in the audit are based upon a sample size of 45 
recruitments, when ESA initiated 2,697 recruitments in Calendar Year 2018 alone.  Some of the 
recruitments that the management auditor analyzed date back as far as 2013.  The small sample 
size and the age of the data analyzed call into question the legitimacy of the findings and 
recommendations presented in the audit report. 
 
ESA has changed significantly since the audit commenced three years ago, and the evolution of 
ESA is not captured in the audit report.  In fact, the organizational charts included as Attachment 
B to the report do not reflect the current organization of the Human Resources Department 
(ESA-HR).  In Fiscal Year (FY) 2018, 18 positions were added in ESA-HR to keep pace with the 
growth of the County organization and keep up with increasing recruitment and classification 
study workload demands.  In FY 2019, ESA centralized the administrative infrastructure for the 
Agency, in an effort to provide centralized administrative support to ESA departments so that 
they could dedicate their time and attention more fully to their core functions, across the Human 
Resources, Labor Relations, Employee Benefits, Executive Services, and ESA Finance 
Departments.  In FY 2020, ESA realigned its organizational structure, bringing all Employee 
Service Center functions under the leadership of the Employee Benefits Department, and 
aligning recruitment and classification functions at Hedding, to break down siloes and create 
efficiencies.  The audit report portrays the 2016 version of ESA. 
 

 
 
E m p l o y e e  S e r v i c e s  A g e n c y  
A g e n c y  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n                                                                                                                           
County Government Center, East Wing                                                                                
70 West Hedding Street, 8th Floor                                                                                                       
San Jose, California 95110                                                                                                
(408) 299-5830  FAX (408) 295-3012 

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph Simitian                       
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith   
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Since the audit was so severely delayed, ESA has instituted numerous improvements to its 
recruitment practices since 2016, most notably those developed by ESA employees and 
department hiring managers working in partnership under the guidance of the Stanford Center 
for Professional Development’s Center for Leadership and Transformation (CLT).  Specifically, 
the Recruitment CLT Team has engaged in surveys, focus groups, and internal diagnostics of all 
facets of ESA’s role in Countywide Hiring.  In partnership with department hiring managers, the 
Recruitment CLT Team and ESA-HR Department leadership have implemented several 
improvements to recruitment practices in the areas of ongoing communication, position control 
and workforce planning, and up-front planning of the recruitment process, to define roles, 
responsibilities, timelines, and deliverables.  Unfortunately, given the untimeliness of the 
management audit, none of these efforts were acknowledged in the audit report. 
 
The management audit division notes ESA’s data limitations, including the limitations of the 
NEOGOV applicant tracking system and its dependence on data points that must be entered by 
department hiring managers, which doesn’t always occur; however, the management audit 
division still draws definitive conclusions from unreliable or incomplete data from this and other 
sources.  Given the data limitations, these overly broad, declarative statements are particularly 
troubling. 
 
Although ESA noted our work with the Technology Services and Solutions (TSS) Department to 
develop a recruitment dashboard/recruitment data analytics module, this work was not 
acknowledged in the audit report.  Similarly, the management audit division makes numerous 
findings and recommendations that mirror existing ESA-HR standard established practices.  
Although we described, in detail, our standard established practices to the management audit 
division, if we did not have a documented procedure describing the practice in the level of detail 
that the auditors expected, the auditor would not believe that these were our standard practices.  
This was particularly frustrating considering the anecdotes, assertions, hearsay, and anonymous 
box quotes from departments featured prominently throughout the report, although unattributed 
to any verifiable sources, that the auditor would accept as truth and proceed to use as the basis 
for findings and recommendations.  This double standard was especially troubling and caused us 
to question the fairness and objectivity of the audit. 
 
Section 1.  Unqualified Applicants on Eligibility Lists – Job Class Specifications 
 
The County Executive should develop, implement and enforce an administrative policy 
that requires hiring departments: 
 
1.1  Upon anticipation of a vacancy, to 1) proactively review relevant job specifications as 

early as possible; 2) flag items that do not accurately reflect job duties or necessary 
skills/minimum requirements; 3) create a modified list of job duties, knowledge, minimum 
requirements, and skills required; and 4) submit these comments to ESA for review. 
Departments should complete these steps prior to submitting a hiring requisition, unless 
no changes are needed. (Priority 1). 

 
ESA Response: Disagree 
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An administrative policy is not necessary, as departments already regularly review job 
specifications and communicate potential revisions to ESA-HR.  In addition, ESA-HR 
implemented a practice since the commencement of the audit three years ago to require 
hiring departments to participate in a job analysis prior to recruitment.  A job analysis is a 
thorough review of the job specification, in which the hiring department prioritizes the 
most important knowledge, skills, and abilities of successful candidates, to inform the 
exam process for the recruitment, as well as to suggest changes to the job specification 
prior to the recruitment.  However, as any change to a job specification requires approval 
from all departments wherein that classification is represented, as well as concurrence 
from the representing union (or Board approval in the absence of union concurrence), 
departments are often unwilling to delay the recruitment in order to pursue a job 
specification revision.  ESA-HR and/or the departments do initiate job specification 
revisions based on recruitment experience in order to optimize the job specification for 
future recruitments. 

 
The County Executive should direct County departments to: 
 
1.2 Assist ESA in developing a list of positions that, in the past, have been associated with 

limited applicant pools or have resulted in extensive minimum qualifications 
disagreements between ESA and hiring departments by the end of Fiscal Year 2019-20. 
(Priority 1) 

 
ESA Response: Disagree 
 

Despite numerous attempts at explaining the County’s personnel practices to the auditors, 
the auditors failed to understand that the County conducts recruitments by classification, 
not by position (unless there is only one position in the classification or if specialized 
skills warrant a specialized recruitment).  It is standard practice within ESA-HR for the 
HR Analyst assigned to a recruitment to review the most recent recruitment for that 
classification to inform the approach to the next recruitment.  It is also standard practice 
for the HR Analyst to work directly with the Subject Matter Experts in the hiring 
departments to screen applications for Employment Standards (i.e., meeting minimum 
qualifications).  If there are disagreements between the HR Analyst and the hiring 
manager in the application screening process, then the HR Manager reviews any 
discrepancies to come to consensus.  The auditor failed to appreciate this aspect of the 
County’s civil service system, which, by design, has built-in checks and balances 
between the hiring departments and ESA-HR to prevent nepotism, cronyism, and other 
types of favoritism, and ensure equal opportunity, consistent and fair job application 
evaluation, and merit-based hiring.  Additionally, as hiring managers change, or when job 
specifications are revised, the candidate pool changes, making the list of recruitments 
with limited applicants or qualification disagreements, as suggested by the auditor, 
essentially useless.   

 
The Employee Services Agency should: 

1.3 Review departmental comments on job class specifications and decide whether the 
vacancy can be filled with an existing specification and supplemental questions, or 
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whether a revision or new specification is required.  ESA should share finalized versions 
of the specifications with the hiring departments and ensure that the specifications meet 
their needs.  To the extent that these reviews and revisions may impose significant 
additional work for ESA or client departments, ESA should describe for consideration by 
the Board of Supervisors any resources that it or client departments (based on ESA’s 
interactions with these departments) would require to ensure that job class specifications 
are adjusted as necessary. 

 
a. If departments refuse to make administrative specification changes despite ESA’s 

recommendations, ESA should document these refusals, and the outcomes of these 
recruitments, in order to inform future specification reviews and revisions. (Priority 1) 

 
ESA Response: Agree 

 This recommendation is already standard practice in ESA-HR.  ESA-HR already reviews 
the comments made by the departments pertaining to job specification changes and 
determines whether the requested changes are sufficiently minor to proceed with a 
recruitment using the existing job specification language, or sufficiently substantial to 
postpone the recruitment in order to revise the job specification.  ESA-HR already 
formally posts any proposed job specification changes to the affected departments and 
requests feedback regarding the proposed changes.  ESA-HR already documents when 
departments refuse to make what ESA-HR deems as necessary job specification changes, 
because the departments’ refusals cause the recruitments to continue to suffer. 

 

1.4 Assist departments with creating lists of positions that, in the past, have been associated 
with limited applicant pools or have resulted in extensive minimum qualifications 
disagreements between ESA and hiring departments; review all job class specifications 
associated with positions on this list for their relevance and language that is either overly 
general or restrictive; and–if necessary—revise language around these specifications prior 
to new recruitments for these positions. (Priority 1) 

ESA Response: Disagree 
 

Same response as for 1.2 above.  Despite numerous attempts at explaining the County’s 
personnel practices to the auditors, the auditors failed to understand that the County 
conducts recruitments by classification, not by position (unless there is only one position 
in the classification or if specialized skills warrant a specialized recruitment).  It is 
standard practice within ESA-HR for the HR Analyst assigned to a recruitment to review 
the most recent recruitment for that classification to inform the approach to the next 
recruitment.  It is also standard practice for the HR Analyst to work directly with the 
Subject Matter Experts in the hiring departments to screen applications for Employment 
Standards (i.e., meeting minimum qualifications).  If there are disagreements between the 
HR Analyst and the hiring manager in the application screening process, then the HR 
Manager reviews any discrepancies to come to consensus.  The auditor failed to 
appreciate this aspect of the County’s civil service system, which, by design, has built-in 
checks and balances between hiring departments and ESA-HR to prevent nepotism, 
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cronyism, and other types of favoritism, and ensure equal opportunity, consistent and fair 
job application evaluation, and merit-based hiring.  Additionally, as hiring managers 
change, or when job specifications are revised, the candidate pool changes, making the 
list of recruitments with limited applicants or qualification disagreements, as suggested 
by the auditor, essentially useless.   

 
Section 2. Unqualified Applicants on Eligibility Lists – Minimum Qualifications 
 
The Employee Services Agency should: 
 

2.1 Uniformly give HR liaisons and subject matter experts from all County departments access 
to all employment applications from their departments in the County’s hiring system, 
NEOGOV.  Departmental representatives should be able to comment on these applications, 
and the standards and timelines for this process should be memorialized in service plans 
between ESA and hiring departments.  Service plans should also include protocols for 
disagreements, provisions for analyzing disagreement trends, and resolving recurring 
issues.  Alternatively, for departments willing to take on the screening duties as laid out in 
service plan agreements, departments should be able to screen candidates for minimum 
qualifications directly, in conjunction with ESA. (Priority 1) 

ESA Response: Partially Agree 

 ESA-HR already provides Subject Matter Experts access to applications to assist in the 
screening process for classifications that are more technical in nature, or to score the 
candidates for Application Appraisal or Competitive Rating examination processes, with 
the ability to provide comments in all cases.  In addition, ESA-HR already employs a 
recruitment planning tool to delineate the various processes, timelines, roles, and 
responsibilities associated with the specific recruitment, an improvement that was 
implemented since the commencement of this audit.  Access to applications is not granted 
to departmental HR liaisons who are not Subject Matter Experts for that job 
classification, as they have no role in the applicant screening or testing process, and thus 
are not permitted to have access to confidential applicant information, per Merit System 
Rules. 

 

2.2 Have its HR Analysts keep a record of all unresolved disagreements with their assigned 
departments, and the reasons for these disagreements. (Priority 2) 

ESA Response: Agree 
 
 The HR Analysts already track any unresolved disagreements with their assigned 

departments, either within the specific recruitment documentation or the associated 
classification documentation. 

 
Section 3. Unqualified Applicants on Eligibility Lists – Ranking Mechanisms 
  
The Employee Services Agency should: 
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3.1 Develop a policy that uniformly requires HR Analysts to consult with stakeholder 
departments to devise ranking mechanisms best suited for a particular recruitment, rather 
than defaulting to a civil service test or a competitive rating.  The ranking tool should be 
decided upon by ESA and hiring departments at the outset of the recruitment process, prior 
to the job posting. 

For County-wide recruitments, ESA should consult with the department recruiting for the 
highest number of vacancies on the type of ranking tool that should be used for that 
recruitment.  ESA should then inform other departments recruiting for the same position 
of the decided ranking methodology.  If other recruiting departments have differing needs 
in terms of ranking mechanisms, ESA should initiate specialized recruitments for those 
departments, only. (Priority 1) 

ESA Response: Partially Agree 

 Prior to initiating a recruitment, ESA-HR reaches out to departments with positions in the 
classification for which a recruitment will be opened, to identify Subject Matter Experts 
to complete the job analysis and help develop the evaluation tool that would be best 
suited to rank the candidates.  Written examinations and competitive rating tools are 
forms of civil service tests, but the same written exam or competitive rating tool is not 
used for every recruitment.  Each recruitment utilizes an evaluation tool (test method) 
that is developed by ESA-HR and the department Subject Matter Experts through the job 
analysis, which is specific to the classification.  The job analysis is completed before the 
job bulletin is posted in order to streamline the recruitment timeline from the perspective 
of the applicants.  The dates of administration of any written test are included on the job 
bulletin to inform the applicants so that they can plan accordingly. 

 ESA-HR obtains input from all responding departments in order to incorporate their 
needs into the recruitment.  If the needs of a department are sufficiently different to 
warrant a specialized recruitment, ESA-HR will conduct a specialized recruitment.  All of 
this was explained to the auditors in the course of the audit. 

3.2 Allow departments to develop and review draft and final ranking tools and 
criteria for recruitments specific to that department.  Additionally, existing testing 
tools that have not been reviewed in over one year should be automatically 
reviewed by departmental subject matter experts prior to recruitments for 
positions associated with these tests.  Components of exam reviews, such as 
requesting new questions, creating original questions, and reviewing old tests, 
should be outlined in service agreements between ESA and hiring departments.  
Departments should also be given access to previous test question analyses to see 
how certain questions performed on prior test versions. 

For County-wide recruitments, ESA should consult with the department 
recruiting for the highest number of vacancies on drafting and approving finalized 
ranking tools.  The final versions of these tools should be shared with the other 
recruiting departments. (Priority 1)  
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ESA Response: Partially Agree 

 ESA-HR already allows the Subject Matter Experts the ability to review the 
prior examination and update the prior test by revising prior test questions, 
ordering new test questions, and/or developing new test questions.  The item 
analysis from the prior test administration is one of the tools used during the job 
analysis and examination review so that the HR Analyst and the department 
Subject Matter Experts know how the test questions performed.  Additionally, 
ESA-HR already has a procedure in place to review each test prior to use, 
oftentimes more frequently than on an annual basis.  The HR Analyst who 
finishes a recruitment completes the Exam Summary Sheet, which is then 
reviewed by the next HR Analyst conducting a recruitment for the same 
classification, to inform the exam plan for the next recruitment.  The test review 
process is also included in the recruitment planning tool utilized with 
department hiring managers. 

 As standard practice, ESA-HR consults with all departments that have positions 
in the classification being recruited.  The department with the most vacancies 
has the same input as the department with the least vacancies.  The job analysis 
is used to capture the needs of all departments. 

3.3 Capture and analyze equal employment opportunity data for all ranking 
mechanisms, including new tools developed by hiring departments. (Priority 1) 

ESA Response: Agree 

As standard practice, ESA-HR already reviews the item analysis for written 
examinations, as well as the equal employment opportunity (EEO) reports for 
all evaluation steps, whether the test tool is new or revised. 

3.4 Contract with an Industrial Psychologist or other expert in the field to, at least on 
a sample basis annually, ensure that tests developed to screen, sort, and select job 
applicants are valid and have a clear nexus to the duties of the classification.  In 
addition, the contractor should systematically assess the validity of selection 
methods for classifications that span multiple departments.  Classifications with 
the largest number of vacancies should be assessed first. (Priority 1) 

 
ESA Response: Disagree 
 
 The HR Analysts have completed job analysis/test development trainings 

provided by various human resources professional organizations to ensure that 
the tests developed are valid to screen, sort, and select job applicants and have a 
clear nexus to the duties of the classification.  ESA-HR uses content validity to 
determine the suitability of the test tool and assess what the test tool is intended 
to measure.  ESA-HR also utilizes standardized written tests/test questions 
developed by professional civil service exam testing services, the validity of 
which are attested to by the testing service provider. 
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Section 4. Potential Disparate Hiring Outcomes by Ethnicity 
 
The Employee Services Agency should: 
 

4.1 Work with NEOGOV, hiring departments, and the Technology Services and 
Solutions Department to improve aggregate and recruitment-level recording of 
equal employment opportunity statistics during the recruitment cycle. (Priority 1) 

ESA Response: Agree 

 NEOGOV already has the EEO Statistics component included in the 
recruitment/testing cycle, which the HR Analyst reviews consistently.  Efforts to 
encourage hiring departments to enter accurate and complete information in 
NEOGOV, as well as efforts to encourage TSS to prioritize ESA’s recruitment 
dashboard and data analytics capabilities, are ongoing. 

4.2 Employ an independent contractor with expertise in validity studies to validate 
any civil service examinations demonstrating potential adverse impact for their 
link to job requirements.  This contractor should also review examinations 
associated with significant re-classification initiatives going forward. (Priority 1) 

ESA Response: Disagree 
 
 Same response as for 3.4 above.  An independent contractor is not required, as 

the HR Analysts have been trained in developing content valid examinations.  
The Item Analysis is reviewed by the HR Analyst.  Based on the Item Analysis, 
the HR Analyst may toss questions, consider alternate answers as correct, or 
adjust the pass point of the entire examination, as needed.  ESA-HR requires a 
new job analysis when any significant reclassifications occur, because new 
content valid examinations must be developed that are linked to the 
requirements of the new job classifications. 

 
4.3 Share ethnicity statistics for prior civil service examinations with hiring 

departments.  ESA and hiring departments should then use these statistics to 
decide which ranking mechanisms to use. (Priority 1) 

 
ESA Response: Agree 
 
 Same response as for 3.2 above.  The item analysis from the prior test 

administration is one of the tools used during the job analysis and examination 
review so that the HR Analyst and departmental Subject Matter Experts know 
how the test questions performed. 

 
4.4 Assign an analyst to work with the County’s Equal Opportunity Department to 

conduct more robust analyses of how different ethnic groups are impacted at 
points in the recruitment cycle.  ESA and the Equal Opportunity Department 
should prepare annual reports on this topic, and ESA should present these reports 
to the Board of Supervisors. (Priority 1) 
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ESA Response: Partially Agree 
 
 ESA-HR and the Equal Opportunity Department already work together to 

identify recruitment patterns by comparing ethnicity by zip code for each EEO 
category for the candidate pools versus the existing County workforce.  This 
information is useful for future recruitment outreach.  EOD, with ESA input, 
provides the EEOC with a report on this topic every two years. 

The County’s Equal Opportunity Department should: 

4.5 Work with ESA to conduct more robust analyses of how different ethnic groups are impacted 
at points in the recruitment cycle.  The Equal Opportunity Department should co-author 
annual reports on this topic. (Priority 2) 

 
ESA Response: Agree 
 
 It would be helpful for EOD and ESA-HR to work together to identify any recruitment 

issues at the point of impact. 

 
The Board of Supervisors should: 

4.6 Amend County Ordinance Code Section A6-81(5) to show that the Equal Opportunity 
Department is a division of the Office of the County Executive and assign responsibility for 
collecting data necessary to demonstrate compliance with equal employment opportunity 
requirements to ESA-HR. (Priority 2) 

ESA Response: Partially Agree 
 
 The Equal Opportunity Department is responsible for collecting data necessary to 

demonstrate compliance with EEO without having to change County Ordinance Code. 

 

4.7 Amend the County Ordinance Code to require that, when exam content or exam scores 
are changed after the exams are administered, that these changes be documented, and that a 
report regarding the number, nature, basis and effects or outcomes of these changes be 
presented annually to the Board of Supervisors. (Priority 1) 

 
ESA Response: Partially Agree 
 
 Any changes in test content or exam scores are documented and maintained for a 

minimum of seven years.  A County Ordinance Code change is unnecessary.  Exam 
content and examination results are confidential, per Merit System Rules.  Any report to 
the Board of Supervisors regarding these issues should be prepared in close consultation 
with County Counsel and presented to the Board confidentially off-agenda under the 
attorney-client privilege. 
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Section 5. Salaries and Benefits 
 
The Board of Supervisors should: 
 

5.1 To reduce the number of salaries that are arbitrarily higher or lower than market rates, 
approve a policy related to the setting of salaries within the County to ensure that employee 
salaries are informed by labor market information. (Priority 1) 

 
ESA Response: Disagree 
 

To ensure that salaries are not arbitrarily set, ESA-HR already conducts external salary 
surveys and internal salary comparisons when recommending the establishment of a new 
job classification or the realignment of the salary of an existing job classification.  A 
policy is not necessary. 

The Employee Services Agency should: 

5.2 To improve the nexus between compensation and the market for employees’ skills, rather 
than negotiate dollar amounts or percentage changes in salaries, ensure that the County and 
its labor unions negotiate the basis for setting salaries, and define in labor agreements 
specific criteria and processes by which salaries will be set.  The basis for salaries should 
relate to the labor market for the classification.  Negotiations should include how the 
comparison labor market will be defined, what components of compensation will be 
compared, the schedule for conducting market salary analyses, and procedures for deriving 
County salaries from market rates. (Priority 1) 

 
ESA Response: Partially Agree 

 It was already explained to the auditors that the County and its employee organizations 
come to agreement on the methodology for conducting salary surveys, including the 
comparison market to be used, components of compensation compared, and how County 
or market salaries are adjusted to make comparable comparisons.  However, dollar 
amounts or percentage changes in salaries are also fair subjects of negotiations, and 
neither the County (nor presumably the employee organizations) would want to restrict the 
discretion to raise such topics in negotiations. 

5.3 Contract for market assessments with a firm with expertise in public-sector compensation 
to conduct salary surveys prior to negotiations with unions representing affected 
classifications.  The firm will also assist with preparing proposed salary setting requirements 
in labor agreements and advise the Board of Supervisors regarding potential policy choices 
related to compensation. (Priority 1) 

 
ESA Response:  Agree 

 It was already explained to the auditors that the County entered into such a service 
agreement last year, which has informed the negotiations process to date. 
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5.4 To reduce the workload and expense associated with establishment of compensation and 
analysis of compensation issues, assess whether classifications can be reduced, combined or 
salaries for each classification pegged in a systematic way to similar classifications. 
(Priority 2) 

 
ESA Response: Agree 
 
 As classifications are evaluated, ESA-HR assesses whether the number of classifications 

can be reasonably reduced by collapsing the number of levels in a series or by eliminating 
specialized classifications when there are similar generic classifications, as appropriate.  
When evaluating compensation for classifications, an internal salary comparison is 
conducted to assess the salary relationship between similar classifications. 

 
Section 6. Hiring Delays Resulting from Labor Agreements 
 
The Board of Supervisors should: 
 

6.1 To reduce the cumbersome processes and delays in hiring, amend the County Ordinance 
Code to require that all County job openings, including department-based transfers, be 
advertised on the County’s job vacancy website (NEOGOV), or its future successor. 
(Priority 1) 

ESA Response: Disagree 

 The recruitment and hiring “delays,” as characterized by the auditor, relate to the 
negotiated posting requirements memorialized in the various labor contracts and 
departmental agreements.  Amending the County Ordinance Code would not change the 
timelines that have been established through the negotiated terms of labor contracts, as the 
labor contract language supersedes the County Ordinance Code.  The County Ordinance 
Code already requires that all open-competitive and promotional job openings be 
advertised.  County transfers are also posted on the county website.  The only transfer 
postings that are not posted on the County website are department-based transfers, as only 
those employees who reside in that specific department may apply for the transfer 
opportunity, and the various labor contracts and departmental agreements include transfer 
posting requirements unique to the department/unit. 

6.2 Amend the County Ordinance Code to require a standard minimum job posting time on the 
County’s job vacancy website for all jobs Countywide.  

 
ESA Response: Disagree 
 
 The County Ordinance Code already requires a standard minimum job posting time of ten 

(10) working days for open-competitive and promotional opportunities.  Labor contract 
language dictates the length of time transfer opportunities are to be posted.  Amending the 
County Ordinance Code would not change the contract language requirements, as the 
labor contract language supersedes the County Ordinance Code.  Transfer opportunities 
are typically only required to be posted five (5) working days or less.  Standardizing the 
posting requirements for transfer opportunities would likely conform them to those for 
open-competitive and promotional job postings, adding five (5) additional days to the 
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recruitment cycle for transfers.  This was already explained to the auditors in the course of 
the audit. 

The Employee Services Agency should: 

 
6.3 Following implementation of Recommendations 6.1 and 6.2, work with the labor unions to 

eliminate all “personalized” job-opening notification requirements and variable timelines in 
all labor agreements; instead, all County job openings should be posted on the County’s jobs 
website and posting time requirements should be the same for all jobs Countywide, per the 
Board’s changes to the Ordinance. (Priority 1) 

ESA Response: Partially Agree 

 Although ESA agrees with the recommendation to eliminate the variable transfer posting 
timelines in the various labor contracts and departmental agreements, the employee 
organizations tend to want to include additional transfer posting requirements above and 
beyond the many that already exist, so it is doubtful that existing transfer posting 
requirements can be eliminated. 

6.4 Following the implementation of Recommendations 6.1 and 6.2, ESA should require that 
an Employee ID number and/or County email address be included when an applicant 
submits an application for a transfer position through NEOGOV. (Priority 1) 

ESA Response: Partially Agree 

 The NEOGOV application already requires an email address, which can be a work or 
personal email address.  Additionally, there is a County-wide supplemental question that 
asks for the employee’s ID number.  However, the Employee ID field is not a required 
field, because NEOGOV relies on a standard job application that is also used by outside 
applicants. 

6.5 ESA should create a flowchart for each department showing requirements specific to 
hiring from their relevant MOUs, MOAs, SLAs, and Departmental Agreements.  The 
flowchart should include the phases of the hiring process and the steps departments are 
required to take to be compliant with these agreements.  The flowchart should be supplied 
to both the departments and Labor Unions to be referenced during negotiations. (Priority 
3) 

ESA Response: Disagree 

 ESA has a generic recruitment flowchart that shows the typical process for most 
recruitments.  This flowchart is used to help educate departments on what to expect during 
the typical recruitment process.  Creating a separate flow chart for each department 
specific to each MOU, MOA, SLA, and Departmental Agreement for that department 
would not be feasible.  The MOUs, MOAs, SLAs, and Departmental Agreements are 
specific to the department, classification, unit, location, and/or shift.  Each would require a 
separate flow chart.  There could be numerous flow charts for one department, causing 
more confusion for the department.  It is the HR Analyst’s role to guide the department 
through the specific recruitment processes and ensure that the department complies with 
the terms of the relevant MOU, MOA, SLA, and/or Departmental Agreement that govern 
recruitment. 

6.6 Track the age of all MOUs, MOAs, SLAs, and Departmental Agreements on this flowchart 
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and prompt the appropriate department and/or Union to review and update these 
agreements if they are nearing five years old and update older ones. (Priority 3) 

ESA Response: Disagree 

 The MOUs and MOAs have specific terms for which they are effective, but the 
Departmental Agreements have no expiration dates.  Departmental Agreements are only 
opened for discussion by mutual agreement of the County and the corresponding Union.  
The departments do not have the ability to update these agreements unilaterally. 

 
6.7 Update Labor Relations’ webpage to include all active Memoranda of Understanding and 

Agreements and create a second page with all Departmental Agreements and Sideletter 
Agreements.  Add a link to the new Departmental and Sideletter Agreement page in ESA’s 
HR Practices Manual so departments can navigate directly to both lists. (Priority 3) 
 

ESA Response: Agree 

 ESA already posts all MOUs and Agreements on the public website.  The Departmental 
Agreements are on the County’s intranet website.  Labor Relations currently manages the 
Sideletter Agreements.  ESA is working with TSS to have all relevant content accessible 
by clicking the various links throughout the website. 

Section 7. Insufficient Data and Analysis  

The Employee Services Agency should: 

7.1 Develop a list of desired recruitment metrics and reports and discuss how it may best collect 
this information with a NEOGOV representative and the Technology Services and Solutions 
Department.  This may also include correcting data entry practices on the part of ESA staff.  
For the sake of transparency, ESA should present annual reports discussing its performance 
targets, and to what degree it met these targets, to the Board of Supervisors. (Priority 1) 

ESA Response: Agree 

 ESA-HR provided the Technology Services and Solutions Department with a list of 
desired recruitment metrics and reports in March 2019 and is awaiting TSS prioritization 
of the various ESA information technology projects.  Once the necessary data collection 
and analysis infrastructure is in place, the ability of ESA-HR to monitor its performance 
internally and present reports externally will be greatly facilitated.  However, it is 
important to note that much of what ESA-HR does is dependent upon the actions (or 
inactions) of departments, employee organizations, and other partners.  ESA-HR can only 
move as quickly as its partners move, and vice versa. 

 
7.2 Track any metrics it cannot obtain in aggregate form on a sample basis.  ESA should 

develop testing plans that include the size of the sample, sample selection methods, and 
frequency of testing. (Priority 1) 

ESA Response: Agree 

 Analytical staff positions were added in ESA in FY 2019, as it was recognized that the 
data collection and analysis capabilities that were needed in ESA extended beyond the 
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scope and skills of the existing job classifications represented in the department.  This 
recommendation will be added to the workplan for that staff. 

7.3 Include data entry expectations and standards in service plans with hiring departments. 
(Priority 1) 

 

ESA Response: Agree 

 ESA-HR already makes these expectations clear to departments at the initiation of and 
throughout the recruitment process.  It is expected that departments provide interview 
results pertaining to the names referred to the department for interview.  Although this is a 
requirement of Merit System Rules (County Ordinance Code), it is difficult to obtain this 
information from departments.  The HR Analysts spend considerable time trying to obtain 
interview results from departments, as it is required in order to close the requisition for the 
recruitment, but departments are not always forthcoming with the interview information, 
even though the requirement for it is clearly communicated. 

7.4 Collect exit interview data from hiring departments, as well as information on where hired 
applicants were recruited from. (Priority 1) 

 
ESA Response: Partially Agree 

 ESA-HR already collects on the completed and submitted job application information 
regarding where the applicant heard about the opportunity.  It would be helpful if hiring 
departments collected and shared exit interview data with ESA-HR. 

7.5 Issue simple, scale-based customer satisfaction surveys to departments after every 
recruitment. (Priority 1). 

 
ESA Response: Agree 

 ESA-HR has been developing various survey tools to obtain information from both hiring 
managers and candidates.  Once finalized, ESA-HR will release the surveys to obtain the 
information. 

 
7.6 Implement a timekeeping system where HR staff can record their time against 

classification studies, recruitments, and other substantial HR activities.  An example of 
such a system is Internal Orders, administered by the Controller-Treasurer Fiscal Services 
Division. (Priority 1) 

 

ESA Response: Agree 

 Each employee in ESA-HR is already required to complete a time study report annually 
outlining the percentage of time spent conducting recruitment tasks, classification tasks, 
and other HR-related activities by department. 

Section 8. Workforce Planning 
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The Employee Services Agency should: 

8.1 Implement a policy to work collaboratively with departments so that all departments have a 
formal written workforce plan in place by the start of Fiscal Year 2022-23.  This should 
include hiring an actuary to forecast turnover, recruitments, retirements, and deaths in the 
County by department for at least the next five years, and ideally ten years. (Priority 2) 

ESA Response: Partially Agree 

 ESA-HR is already working collaboratively with departments to identify vacancies, 
forecast recruitments, and maintain position control.  In the FY 2019 Budget, positions 
were added in ESA to address data needs, including statistical information pertaining to 
turnover, recruitments, retirements, etc.  Hiring an actuary to provide the same information 
is not warranted. 

8.2 Integrate departmental workforce planning support into the regular tasks of HR Analysts, 
including sharing NEOGOV statistical data with hiring managers to inform workforce 
planning and recruitment efforts, and conducting regular meetings (at least every six 
months) with departments to discuss hiring issues and potential recommendations. (Priority 
2) 

ESA Response: Agree 

 As partners, ESA-HR already meets with departments at least monthly to obtain vacancy 
information, understand hiring issues, and learn about upcoming recruitments and 
classification requests.  ESA-HR and departments already work together to understand 
both the current and future staffing landscape of the department and the County as a 
whole. 

Section 9. Departmental Responsibilities 

The Board of Supervisors should: 

9.1 Adopt a policy requiring departments and ESA to enter into written service plans that 
specify hiring and recruitment stages, their sequence, expected timelines, and the party 
responsible for each step.  Departments should work with their assigned HR Analyst to 
incorporate different types of recruitments into these agreements (e.g., promotional, 
transfer, or open-competitive), as well as how the process should function for positions with 
or without existing eligible lists. (Priority 1) 

ESA Response: Partially Agree 

ESA-HR is already developing a formal Recruitment Plan worksheet to capture this 
information, without the Board of Supervisors having to adopt a formal policy.  ESA-HR 
already works with departments to plan the recruitment stages for all types of recruitments 
(promotional, transfer, open-competitive), including sequence, expected timelines, and 
party responsible for each step. 

 

The Employee Services Agency should:

9.2 Ensure that agreements pursuant to the policy recommended in 9.1 include provisions 
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regarding information that must be compiled by hiring departments, with the assistance of 
ESA, prior to the job posting in order to reduce applicant-facing delays.  This information 
may include, but is not limited to: 

 
i. A preliminary job analysis and annotated job specifications. 

ii. A list of subject matter experts and their availability. 
iii. Supplemental questions. (Priority 1) 

 
ESA Response: Agree 

 ESA-HR and departments are already working in partnership to identify, up front, prior to 
the posting of the job bulletin, the subject matter experts for each recruitment, and their 
availability; conduct the job analysis and develop the testing tool; and formulate the 
supplemental questions, all in an effort to reduce applicant-facing delays.  We already 
described this to the auditor in the course of the audit.  It is our initiative to optimize the 
candidate experience. 

9.3 Ensure that ESA and departments develop detailed written service plans that specify hiring 
and recruitment stages, their sequence, expected timelines, and the party responsible for 
each step. (Priority 1) 

ESA Response: Agree 

 Same as response to 9.1, above. 
 

9.4 Ensure that for all recruitments, ESA should track the outcomes by component against 
these agreements, beginning with pre-posting steps and ending when the position is filled.  
ESA should prepare quarterly reports for itself and its customer departments, and an 
annual report for the Board of Supervisors, on what percentage of recruitments and 
classification studies followed service agreement requirements. (Priority 2) 

ESA Response: Partially Agree 

 ESA-HR agrees that the HR Analyst should review the outcomes of the recruitment by 
step to ensure the timelines were met, or to understand the reasons that the timelines 
changed.  If a pattern emerges suggesting issues with a specific HR Analyst or a specific 
department, then those issues can be more fully explored to identify the root causes (e.g., 
too high of workload assigned to the HR Analyst, a lack of training for that specific HR 
Analyst, a change in direction/leadership for the department, etc.).  Instead of creating 
quarterly or annual reports summarizing the information of all departments for 50+ 
recruiters, ESA-HR would be better served to capture this information by specific HR 
Analyst and department to see where time delay issues are occurring. 

Section 10. Recruitment Timeline and Communication with Job Applicants 

The Employee Services Agency should: 

10.1 Work with the application management vendor, NEOGOV, to design a database that 
supports County’s operational needs, which includes prohibiting submission of ineligible 
applications for promotional and transfer job opportunities only available to County 
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employees. (Priority 1) 
 

ESA Response: Disagree 

 Promotional and transfer opportunities are posted on the public portal specifically to 
allow County employees to apply for these opportunities when they are away from work, 
outside the firewall.  County Job Application Forms are also used for more than just 
applying for vacant positions—they are also completed for work-out-of-class 
assignments, extra-help opportunities, and for incumbents who are participating in 
classification studies.  Allowing employees to access promotional and transfer job 
opportunities, and the County Job Application Form, outside the firewall also allows for 
employees on vacation or on leave to submit a job application when they are not at work.  
The number of applications received for promotional and transfer postings from 
applicants who are not current County employees is negligible, as is the time it takes to 
review and send rejection notices to these applicants. 

10.2 Develop and implement a Department policy which requires that, except for holiday 
periods, review of open competitive applications is completed generally within one week, 
and never longer than two weeks.  Actual timelines for each recruitment should be tracked 
and reported to the ESA Director monthly, and to the Board of Supervisors annually. 
(Priority 2) 

ESA Response: Partially Agree 

 ESA-HR already has a document outlining the timeline expectations of a recruitment and 
agrees that the review of the job applications for a recruitment should generally be 
completed within one week of the closing of the job bulletin.  However, as each HR 
Analyst is responsible for many recruitments simultaneously, each in various stages of 
the recruitment process, along with transfer opportunities, promotional opportunities, 
classification studies, and support to their assigned departments with personnel practices, 
Merit System Rules administration, and labor contracts interpretation related to human 
resources practices, creating a policy that requires that review of applications specifically 
for open-competitive recruitments are completed within a specific timeframe would not 
be operationally feasible.  Commitments to have specific tasks completed within certain 
timeframes need to allow for the opportunity to renegotiate those timeframes, as higher 
priority work may, by necessity, be assigned to the HR Analyst, which must take 
precedence.  The acquisition of O’Connor and St. Louise Regional Hospitals from Verity 
Health System, effective March 1, 2019, is a prime example of this phenomenon.  All 
existing work assignments were put on hold in order to redeploy all HR Analysts to 
onboard over 1,600 Verity employees within one pay period.  The County onboarded 
more employees within that one pay period than it has in any previous entire year. 

  

10.3 Remove general timeline information (e.g., “six weeks,” “several weeks”) from its paper 
flyer and its website.  ESA should collaborate with hiring departments and include 
tentative timelines on its job announcements or a timeline range for the recruitment 
process. (Priority 2) 
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ESA Response: Agree 

 ESA-HR will remove all general timeline information.  This information was provided 
based on the prior recruitment methodology of getting the job posting released as soon as 
possible to meet the demands of department hiring managers.  ESA-HR has since adopted 
the “applicant experience” model and is now conducting the job analysis and test 
development steps in collaboration with departmental Subject Matter Experts prior to the 
posting of the job bulletin, so these outdated general timelines are no longer needed. 

 

10.4 With the assistance of the County Technology Services and Solutions Department, 
remove the recruitment video from its website.  ESA should replace the video with 
webpages that highlight chronically vacant positions or positions that have many 
vacancies.  The information should highlight the benefits of working for the County 
relative to other potential employers, specifically for these classifications when possible. 
(Priority 2) 

 
ESA Response: Disagree 

 The ESA website already has an entire page dedicated to highlighting specific 
recruitments underway that have the largest number of vacancies.  Those currently 
highlighted are Executive Management positions, IT positions, Nursing positions, and 
Social Worker positions.  The website is updated in real time when new job bulletins are 
posted.  Additionally, the ESA website has an entire page dedicated to highlighting the 
benefits of working for the County of Santa Clara, titled “Why Join Us.”  This page 
includes all standard benefits and voluntary benefits that the County offers. 

A Public Communications Specialist position was added in ESA in FY 2019 to help with 
marketing and messaging.  Although the ESA website was designed one year ago, the 
Public Communications Specialist recently hired will assess the current layout and 
provide direction for possible changes to enhance ESA’s web presence. 

 

10.5 For open competitive positions, furnish potential applicants with a direct telephone 
number and/or email address of the analyst managing the recruitment.  This information 
should be included on the vacancy announcement. (Priority 2) 

 

ESA Response: Disagree 

 The phone number provided on the job posting directs applicants to the general HR 
phone number, instead of the specific HR Analyst managing the recruitment, in order to 
triage the types of questions posed by applicants.  Many questions can be addressed by 
any one of the HR Assistants.  The HR Assistants can direct the applicant to the specific 
HR Analyst managing the recruitment when the questions are more complicated.  This 
tiered approach has been effective and was designed to provide an immediate “warm” 
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response to the inquiring applicant.  HR Analysts may not be able to return calls/emails 
as quickly as the HR Assistants can respond to applicants’ inquiries directly, as each HR 
Analyst is responsible for many recruitments simultaneously, each in various stages of 
the recruitment process, along with transfer opportunities, promotional opportunities, 
classification studies, and support to their assigned departments with personnel practices, 
Merit System Rules administration, and labor contracts interpretation related to human 
resources practices, all of which involve many meetings and time away from the office 
spent in departments across the County. 

 
10.6 With the assistance of the County Technology Services and Solutions Department, move 

information related to internal processes, such as policies and procedures applicable solely 
to existing employees, and job vacancies for which only existing employees are eligible to 
apply, to ESA’s intranet site.  The public website should focus on the benefits of County 
employment, highlighting specific classifications and career ladders, and bring to the fore 
the existing applicant “tool kit” to better assist prospective employees. (Priority 2) 

 

ESA Response: Disagree 

In the interest of full transparency, ESA purposefully designed the ESA website to 
contain all HR-related policies and procedures so that all applicants could have access to 
the information.  As stated in the response to Recommendation 10.1, promotional and 
transfer opportunities are posted on the public portal specifically to allow County 
employees to apply for these opportunities when they are away from work, outside the 
firewall.  County Job Application Forms are also used for more than just applying for 
vacant positions—they are also completed for work-out-of-class assignments, extra-help 
opportunities, and for incumbents who are participating in classification studies.  
Allowing employees to access promotional and transfer job opportunities, and the County 
Job Application Form, outside the firewall also allows for employees on vacation or on 
leave to submit a job application when they are not at work.  The number of applications 
received for promotional and transfer postings from applicants who are not current 
County employees is negligible, as is the time it takes to review and send rejection 
notices to these applicants. 

Section 11. Absence of Recruitment Oversight and Management 

The Employee Services Agency should: 

11.1 In the short term, either ensure or designate County department liaisons to ensure that 
social media applications utilized for recruiting and promoting County job vacancies are 
County-sponsored social media applications and not “bots.”  This liaison should verify 
that all posted information is accurate. (Priority 1) 

ESA Response: Partially Agree 

 ESA-HR agrees that social media applications utilized for recruiting and promoting 
County job vacancies should be monitored to ensure that they are County-sponsored 
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social media applications and not “bots.”  However, the County Executive’s Office of 
Public Affairs has the responsibility to monitor all social media applications Countywide.  
This recommendation should be directed to the County Executive’s Office, as this 
responsibility is outside of the purview of ESA-HR. 

 

The Board of Supervisors should: 

 
11.2 Improve recruitment outcomes, coordinate recruitment expenditures and practices across 

the County, improve use of social media and enhance the applicant experience by 
approving development of a manager of social media and non-executive recruitment.  
This position should be funded, at least in part, by elimination of contract expenditures for 
functions that would be carried out by the new manager, although the new position as 
envisioned would primarily perform functions not currently carried out at all.  This 
position should be based in the County Executive’s Office, but not within ESA-HR, as its 
functions are beyond the scope of ESA-HR management’s stated mission.  Ultimately, 
when the position in this recommendation has been created and filled, we recommend this 
manager be responsible for implementing Recommendation 11.1. (Priority 2) 

ESA Response: No Response 

 This recommendation should be directed to the County Executive’s Office to respond and 
provide Administration’s recommendation to the Board of Supervisors.  However, the 
auditor’s recommendation that this proposed new position should not be housed within 
ESA-HR, or even ESA more broadly, is puzzling.  County Ordinance Code clearly states 
that ESA administers the personnel system of the County, which includes recruitment. 

 

Section 12. Internal Transfer Record Keeping 

 
The Employee Services Agency should: 
 

12.1 Comply with federal regulations and the County Ordinance Code by collecting and 
retaining all records related to every position available to be filled within the County, even 
those filled by department-based transfer, for at least two years, in line with federal 
requirements. (Priority 1) 

 
ESA Response: Partially Agree 

 ESA-HR does comply with federal regulations and the County Ordinance Code by 
retaining all recruitment records (open and promotional) for seven years, per the 
County’s Records Retention Policy.  Additionally, countywide transfer records are also 
retained for seven years.  ESA-HR also retains the documentation for candidates selected 
through department-based transfers for the life of the employee selected.  Currently, 
departments are responsible for retaining the interview documentation for their 
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recruitments.  For ESA-HR to retain department-based transfer documentation, including 
the posting notification and interview notes, an electronic repository would need to be 
developed to collect these records.  ESA-HR currently does not have the technological 
infrastructure to support the centralized retention of department-based transfer 
documentation and would need TSS support to implement such an application. 

12.2 Ensure that all positions that may be filled anywhere in the County by any hiring method, 
are recorded in a database, preferably the existing applicant database, NEOGOV. (Priority 
1) 

ESA Response: Disagree 

 The NEOGOV Applicant Tracking System contains all recruitment information for those 
recruitments generated in the NEOGOV system.  The only recruitment information not 
contained in the system are department-based transfers.  Unless the department-based 
transfer posting requirements are removed from the various labor contracts, there will be 
separate department-based transfer opportunities outside of the NEOGOV system, 
because they must be conducted pursuant to the terms of the labor agreements.  Only 
specific department or unit employees can apply for department-based transfers, and 
there are unique posting requirements for department and unit-based transfers that cannot 
be supported by the NEOGOV system. 
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Generally Accepted Governmental Auditing Standards require that we solicit comments, preferably 
in writing, from the audited entity and include these comments in the audit report. In practice, 
we prepare preliminary findings and recommendations in a draft report, which we furnish to 
audited departments. We then meet with departments in an “exit conference” to obtain feedback 
on our preliminary conclusions. We then revise our report to correct anything that is inaccurate, 
provide relevant context or nuance, or update information that may have changed that pertains to 
recommendations or conclusions. We provide this revised document to the department and request a 
written response to the revised draft. ESA’s comments to the revised draft of this audit are attached to 
this report. 

Typically, we make no comment on responses that auditees submit. However, audit standard 7.37 
states:

“When the audited entity’s comments are inconsistent or in conflict with the findings, conclusions, or 
recommendations in the draft report, or when planned corrective actions do not adequately address 
the auditors’ recommendations, the auditors should evaluate the validity of the audited entity’s 
comments. If the auditors disagree with the comments, they should explain in the report their reasons 
for disagreement.”

A number of comments from ESA appear to misconstrue the recommendations or the basis for the 
recommendations. Other comments are inaccurate. As such, we have taken the unusual step under 
standard 7.37 of providing context or clarification to ESA’s comments. 

First, while it is factually accurate that this audit was initiated in 2016 and completed in two phases, 
our findings were revised and updated with the data and documents we received in the Fall of 2018 
through May of 2019. Within our report, we made our best effort to be transparent and note when 
cited fieldwork was conducted because we know that practices are always changing. Regarding 
timelines, we issued an initial draft to the Department in November of 2018 and held our exit 
conference with ESA in December of 2018. 

However, following the December exit conference, we experienced significant delays in ESA providing 
information the Department asserted was available. ESA said it was due to the Department’s 
onboarding efforts pertaining to the County’s acquisition of two new hospitals. As such, we received 
additional data in a piecemeal fashion over the course of several months, and any “outdated” 
understandings of departmental processes that were initiated or altered during this period can be 
attributed to ESA’s own delays in providing requested information. For instance, we waited more than 
four months for the Department to provide an example of a written exam pass-point that was adjusted 
primarily for equal employment opportunity purposes. ESA ultimately never provided even a single 
example of this. As noted in its response, ESA also never furnished us with an updated organizational 
chart during this period.

Second, ESA’s assertion that “all conclusions in the audit are based upon a sample size of 45 
recruitments” is false. The Management Audit Division conducted a wide range of fieldwork activities, 
which included interviews with ESA staff and management, a customer satisfaction and jurisdictional 
peer survey, phone calls with ESA’s client departments, reviews of ESA’s policies and procedures, 
and sample reviews of job analyses and job class specifications, among others. Our methodology is 
outlined in greater detail in the Introduction of this audit report. We did conduct detailed analyses of a 
sample of 45 employee classifications. We relied on this sample for selected conclusions because ESA 
lacks aggregate recruitment records. This issue is examined in greater detail in Section 7 of this audit 
report. As for ESA’s comment about these records dating back to 2013, footnotes on page 23 and 32 
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discuss that, for several key analyses, we omitted these more outdated records and still reached the 
same conclusions.

Third, the Department states the following in its response:

“Although we described, in detail, our standard established practices to the management audit 
division, if we did not have a documented procedure describing the practice in the level of detail that 
the auditors expected, the auditor would not believe that these were our standard practices. This was 
particularly frustrating considering the anecdotes, assertions, hearsay, and anonymous box quotes 
from departments featured prominently through the report…”

We always seek evidence that claimed processes are, in fact, the communicated expectations and 
that these expectations are being fulfilled in practice. Evidence of such activity is usually found in 
policies, procedures, Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs), emails, training records, handouts, 
presentations, meeting agendas or notes or other materials used to communicate management’s 
expectations to staff or a department’s role in inter-departmental processes. The effects of these 
activities are typically apparent in a department’s internal reports and datasets, and in the observations 
of third parties, such as client departments.

Our practice of asking auditees for documented policies and procedures and evidence of the 
implementation of these guidelines is not unique to this audit, and Government Auditing Standards 
require sufficient and appropriate evidence for our conclusions.  Numerous “standard practices” of 
ESA were never established in any sort of policies or procedures manual, and we could not identify 
any other documentation of these practices. Our recommendations were not informed by our failure 
to understand ESA’s asserted practices, but rather by ESA’s inability to provide any evidence that 1) 
these procedures formally exist or 2) that these practices are, in fact, standard practices as carried out 
by personnel. Verbal claims are not sufficient, appropriate evidence of practices as required by audit 
standards.

Regarding our survey of client departments, it was appropriate to solicit the opinions of these 
departments on their assessments of the hiring and recruitment process, and of ESA’s and their own 
role in this process. The importance of soliciting the opinions of third parties is elevated when there are 
claims that practices are occurring, but these practices are not documented and the expected effects of 
such practices are not apparent. Further, ESA had not issued its own customer satisfaction surveys at 
the time of this audit. 

During the exit conference, ESA reported that we had sent the client survey to individuals who were 
not thoroughly acquainted with the hiring process, and thus, the results were invalid. While we did 
not agree with ESA’s assessment that the survey of customers was insufficient, out of an abundance 
of caution, we asked ESA management for a list of persons they believed we should have talked with. 
ESA furnished a list of hiring liaisons they most frequently interact with. We called these individuals by 
telephone with questions about ESA’s procedures. 

In the auditee’s response to our report, many of the comments on our recommendations state that 
our suggestions are already “standard practice” within the Department. However, these claims were 
not corroborated by the reports of departmental staff from ESA’s own provided contact list or from the 
original survey of departments. While these are client department opinions, they are clearly presented 
as such. The opinions of customer departments are relevant to an audit of the service-providing 
department. 

We developed our recommendations based on 1) the absence of documentation from ESA for 
Countywide implementation of its asserted processes, 2) reports from numerous departments that 
such processes were not implemented consistently, and 3) our in-person review of ESA’s written test-
development materials. Further, the data that does exist is inconsistent with outcomes one would 
expect to see if asserted practices were, in fact, standard operating procedure. The persistent vacancy 
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rate, the low volume of hired persons relative to the high volume of job applicants, and the number 
of months that it typically takes to hire staff are all outcomes that are inconsistent with management’s 
claims with respect to “standard procedures.”

We believe these four sources of information, taken as a whole, are sufficient, appropriate evidence for 
our conclusions pertaining to certain asserted “standard” practices.

Finally, in response to ESA’s claims of factual inaccuracies within our report, the Management Audit 
Division provides all auditees with an opportunity to review a preliminary draft of our reports, and then 
provide in-person feedback at an exit conference. After this, we revise the preliminary draft according 
to comments discussed during the exit conference. Our exit conference with the Department spanned 
six hours, during which ESA provided extensive comments on report sections (although a key ESA 
manager left well before the meeting was over). Management also provided written feedback on the 
draft report. Our revised draft incorporated this discussion and written comments, as well as additional 
evidence requested by the Management Audit Division that was sent to us over a roughly four-month 
period, as described above. 

However, a number of ESA’s claims about the audit were not addressed through either the exit 
conference, written comments or revised draft process. For example, the Department’s response 
says the organizational charts it provided to us are inaccurate. During the exit conference, the 
Department informed us of several minor corrections to these charts, which are reflected in the charts 
in this report. We furnished to ESA management these charts as revised based on their input. The 
Management Audit Manager told the ESA Director during the exit conference that we would make 
many revisions to the draft report and that if there were any factual inaccuracies in the revised draft 
we sent back to them, to advise us so that we could correct them prior to issuance of the final report.  
Rather than provide whatever charts are believed to be more accurate than the charts previously 
furnished by the Department and later modified per Department specifications, ESA management used 
its response to the audit to assert that the records they furnished are inaccurate. 

The matrix below clarifies the nature and basis for our recommendations in light of the Department’s 
comments.
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Recommendation ESA’s Response

Management Audit Division’s Response 
(with Audit Report Page Number 

References) 
 

*For instances of “No Response from 
the Management Audit Division,” this 

does not mean we agree with ESA’s 
response. However, it means we have 

no comment on the factual basis of 
ESA’s response, or their interpretation 

of our recommendation.

The County Executive should:

Develop, implement and enforce 
an administrative policy that 
requires hiring departments:

1.1 Upon anticipation of a 
vacancy, to 1) proactively review 
relevant job specifications as 
early as possible; 2) flag items 
that do not accurately reflect 
job duties or necessary skills/
minimum requirements; 3) 
create a modified list of job 
duties, knowledge, minimum 
requirements, and skills required; 
and 4) submit these comments 
to ESA for review. Departments 
should complete these steps prior 
to submitting a hiring requisition, 
unless no changes are needed. 
(Priority 1)

ESA Response: Disagree

An administrative policy is not 
necessary, as departments already 
regularly review job specifications 
and communicate potential revisions 
to ESA-HR. In addition, ESA-HR 
implemented a practice since the 
commencement of the audit 
three years ago to require hiring 
departments to participate in a job 
analysis prior to recruitment. A job 
analysis is a thorough review of the 
job specification, in which the hiring 
department prioritizes the most 
important knowledge, skills, and 
abilities of successful candidates, 
to inform the exam process for the 
recruitment, as well as to suggest 
changes to the job specification prior 
to the recruitment. However, as any 
change to a job specification requires 
approval from all departments 
wherein that classification is 
represented, as well as concurrence 
from the representing union (or 
Board approval in the absence of 
union concurrence), departments 
are often unwilling to delay the 
recruitment in order to pursue a job 
specification revision. ESA-HR and/
or the departments do initiate job 
specification revisions based on 
recruitment experience in order to 
optimize the job specification for 
future recruitments.

Our recommendation does not suggest 
that departments do not already review 
job class specifications, but that they 
should pre-plan as much as possible, 
given the time delays this process may 
cause:

“ESA reported that some departments 
refuse to make administrative 
specification revisions due to the time it 
takes to approve these changes.” - Page 
28

Further, our discussions with 
departmental Human Resources liaisons 
suggest that job analyses do not occur for 
each and every recruitment:

“Finally, according to departmental HR 
liaisons, recruitment steps such as job 
analyses and written exam reviews do 
not occur for every single recruitment. 
Typically, according to HR liaisons, 
ESA only proposes these analyses for 
exams or job classes that have not been 
reviewed or recruited for over a year, and 
sometimes more infrequently than that.” 
- Page 104. This information was current 
as of January 2019.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The County Executive should 
direct County departments to:

1.2 Assist ESA in developing 
a list of positions that, in the 
past, have been associated with 
limited applicant pools or have 
resulted in extensive minimum 
qualifications disagreements 
between ESA and hiring 
departments by the end of Fiscal 
Year 2019-20. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Disagree

Despite numerous attempts at 
explaining the County’s personnel 
practices to the auditors, the 
auditors failed to understand that 
the County conducts recruitments 
by classification, not by position 
(unless there is only one position 
in the classification or if specialized 
skills warrant a specialized 
recruitment). It is standard practice 
within ESA-HR for the HR Analyst 
assigned to a recruitment to review 
the most recent recruitment for 
that classification to inform the 
approach to the next recruitment. 
It is also standard practice for the 
HR Analyst to work directly with the 
Subject Matter Experts in the hiring 
departments to screen applications 
for Employment Standards (i.e., 
meeting minimum qualifications). If 
there are disagreements between the 
HR Analyst and the hiring manager 
in the application screening process, 
then the HR Manager reviews any 
discrepancies to come to consensus. 
The auditor failed to appreciate this 
aspect of the County’s civil service 
system, which, by design, has built-
in checks and balances between the 
hiring departments and ESA-HR to 
prevent nepotism, cronyism, and 
other types of favoritism, and ensure 
equal opportunity, consistent and 
fair job application evaluation, and 
merit-based hiring. Additionally, as 
hiring managers change, or when 
job specifications are revised, the 
candidate pool changes, making 
the list of recruitments with 
limited applicants or qualification 
disagreements, as suggested by the 
auditor, essentially useless.

We allude to the County’s classification-
based recruitment system at multiple 
points in this audit. As described on page 
27 of the audit report, we ask that County 
departments assist ESA in developing a 
list of positions (and not classifications) 
because County departments may have 
specialized needs for certain positions 
- particularly for those that remain 
persistently vacant - that do not apply to 
the entire classification.  
 
Our discussions with departmental 
Human Resources liaisons indicate 
Subject Matter Experts do not always 
get access to all applications, and that 
sometimes a consensus is not reached 
in disagreements over minimum 
qualifications reviews: 
 
“During our calls with the 15 HR liaisons 
that responded to our interview request, 
five individuals reported that ESA has 
never allowed their departments to 
participate in minimum qualifications 
reviews. Additionally, two more liaisons 
stated that subject matter experts are 
only allowed to view and comment on 
applications for certain types of positions 
[...]. 
 
[...] All but one of the HR liaisons in our 
15 phone interviews stated that their 
department has had disagreements 
with ESA over which applicants did and 
did not meet minimum qualifications. 
Multiple interviewees stated that there is 
no formal process for addressing these 
disagreements, and that there have been 
cases where the department’s decision 
was still overruled.” - Pages 32 and 34
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

1.3 Review departmental 
comments on job class 
specifications and decide 
whether the vacancy can be filled 
with an existing specification 
and supplemental questions, 
or whether a revision or new 
specification is required. ESA 
should share finalized versions 
of the specifications with the 
hiring departments and ensure 
that the specifications meet 
their needs. To the extent that 
these reviews and revisions may 
impose significant additional work 
for ESA or client departments, 
ESA should describe for 
consideration by the Board 
of Supervisors any resources 
that it or client departments 
(based on ESA’s interactions 
with these departments) would 
require to ensure that job class 
specifications are adjusted as 
necessary. 
 
a. If departments refuse 
to make administrative 
specification changes despite 
ESA’s recommendations, ESA 
should document these refusals, 
and the outcomes of these 
recruitments, in order to inform 
future specification reviews and 
revisions. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Agree

This recommendation is already 
standard practice in ESA-HR. ESA-HR 
already reviews the comments made 
by the departments pertaining to job 
specification changes and determines 
whether the requested changes are 
sufficiently minor to proceed with 
a recruitment using the existing job 
specification language, or sufficiently 
substantial to postpone the 
recruitment in order to revise the job 
specification. ESA-HR already formally 
posts any proposed job specification 
changes to the affected departments 
and requests feedback regarding the 
proposed changes. ESA-HR already 
documents when departments refuse 
to make what ESA-HR deems as 
necessary job specification changes, 
because the departments’ refusals 
cause the recruitments to continue to 
suffer.

This recommendation is to be taken in 
conjunction with Recommendation 1.1, 
in that ESA should perform this review of 
job class specification comments prior to 
the initiation of a recruitment.
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

1.4 Assist departments with 
creating lists of positions that, in 
the past, have been associated 
with limited applicant pools 
or have resulted in extensive 
minimum qualifications 
disagreements between ESA and 
hiring departments; review all job 
class specifications associated 
with positions on this list for 
their relevance and language 
that is either overly general or 
restrictive; and–if necessary—
revise language around these 
specifications prior to new 
recruitments for these positions. 
(Priority 1)

ESA Response: Disagree

Same response as for 1.2 above. 
Despite numerous attempts at 
explaining the County’s personnel 
practices to the auditors, the 
auditors failed to understand that 
the County conducts recruitments 
by classification, not by position 
(unless there is only one position 
in the classification or if specialized 
skills warrant a specialized 
recruitment). It is standard practice 
within ESA-HR for the HR Analyst 
assigned to a recruitment to review 
the most recent recruitment for 
that classification to inform the 
approach to the next recruitment. 
It is also standard practice for the 
HR Analyst to work directly with the 
Subject Matter Experts in the hiring 
departments to screen applications 
for Employment Standards (i.e., 
meeting minimum qualifications). If 
there are disagreements between the 
HR Analyst and the hiring manager 
in the application screening process, 
then the HR Manager reviews any 
discrepancies to come to consensus. 
The auditor failed to appreciate this 
aspect of the County’s civil service 
system, which, by design, has built-
in checks and balances between 
hiring departments and ESA-HR to 
prevent nepotism, cronyism, and 
other types of favoritism, and ensure 
equal opportunity, consistent and 
fair job application evaluation, and 
merit-based hiring. Additionally, as 
hiring managers change, or when 
job specifications are revised, the 
candidate pool changes, making 
the list of recruitments with 
limited applicants or qualification 
disagreements, as suggested by the 
auditor, essentially useless.

See Management Audit Division response 
to Recommendation 1.2.
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

2.1 Uniformly give HR liaisons 
and subject matter experts from 
all County departments access 
to all employment applications 
from their departments in the 
County’s hiring system, NEOGOV. 
Departmental representatives 
should be able to comment 
on these applications, and the 
standards and timelines for this 
process should be memorialized 
in service plans between ESA and 
hiring departments. Service plans 
should also include protocols for 
disagreements, provisions for 
analyzing disagreement trends, 
and resolving recurring issues. 
Alternatively, for departments 
willing to take on the screening 
duties as laid out in service plan 
agreements, departments should 
be able to screen candidates for 
minimum qualifications directly, 
in conjunction with ESA. (Priority 
1)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

ESA-HR already provides Subject 
Matter Experts access to applications 
to assist in the screening process 
for classifications that are more 
technical in nature, or to score the 
candidates for Application Appraisal 
or Competitive Rating examination 
processes, with the ability to 
provide comments in all cases. In 
addition, ESA-HR already employs a 
recruitment planning tool to delineate 
the various processes, timelines, 
roles, and responsibilities associated 
with the specific recruitment, an 
improvement that was implemented 
since the commencement of this 
audit. Access to applications is not 
granted to departmental HR liaisons 
who are not Subject Matter Experts 
for that job classification, as they have 
no role in the applicant screening 
or testing process, and thus are 
not permitted to have access to 
confidential applicant information, 
per Merit System Rules.

The Management Audit Division’s 
discussions with departmental Human 
Resources liaisons suggest that Subject 
Matter Experts do not always get 
access to all applications, and that 
sometimes a consensus is not reached 
in disagreements over minimum 
qualifications reviews: “During our calls 
with the 15 HR liaisons that responded 
to our interview request, five individuals 
reported that ESA has never allowed their 
departments to participate in minimum 
qualifications reviews. Additionally, 
two more liaisons stated that subject 
matter experts are only allowed to 
view and comment on applications 
for certain types of positions [...]. [...] 
All but one of the HR liaisons in our 
15 phone interviews stated that their 
department has had disagreements 
with ESA over which applicants did and 
did not meet minimum qualifications. 
Multiple interviewees stated that there is 
no formal process for addressing these 
disagreements, and that there have been 
cases where the department’s decision 
was still overruled.” - Pages 32 and 34

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

2.2 Have its HR Analysts keep 
a record of all unresolved 
disagreements with their 
assigned departments, and the 
reasons for these disagreements. 
(Priority 2)

ESA Response: Agree

The HR Analysts already track any 
unresolved disagreements with 
their assigned departments, either 
within the specific recruitment 
documentation or the associated 
classification documentation.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.*
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

3.1 Develop a policy that 
uniformly requires HR Analysts 
to consult with stakeholder 
departments to devise ranking 
mechanisms best suited for a 
particular recruitment, rather 
than defaulting to a civil service 
test or a competitive rating. 
The ranking tool should be 
decided upon by ESA and hiring 
departments at the outset of 
the recruitment process, prior 
to the job posting. For County-
wide recruitments, ESA should 
consult with the department 
recruiting for the highest number 
of vacancies on the type of 
ranking tool that should be used 
for that recruitment. ESA should 
then inform other departments 
recruiting for the same position of 
the decided ranking methodology. 
If other recruiting departments 
have differing needs in terms of 
ranking mechanisms, ESA should 
initiate specialized recruitments 
for those departments, only. 
(Priority 1)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

Prior to initiating a recruitment, 
ESA-HR reaches out to departments 
with positions in the classification for 
which a recruitment will be opened, 
to identify Subject Matter Experts to 
complete the job analysis and help 
develop the evaluation tool that 
would be best suited to rank the 
candidates. Written examinations 
and competitive rating tools are 
forms of civil service tests, but the 
same written exam or competitive 
rating tool is not used for every 
recruitment. Each recruitment utilizes 
an evaluation tool (test method) 
that is developed by ESA-HR and the 
department Subject Matter Experts 
through the job analysis, which is 
specific to the classification. The 
job analysis is completed before 
the job bulletin is posted in order 
to streamline the recruitment 
timeline from the perspective 
of the applicants. The dates of 
administration of any written test are 
included on the job bulletin to inform 
the applicants so that they can plan 
accordingly. ESA-HR obtains input 
from all responding departments in 
order to incorporate their needs into 
the recruitment. If the needs of a 
department are sufficiently different 
to warrant a specialized recruitment, 
ESA-HR will conduct a specialized 
recruitment. All of this was explained 
to the auditors in the course of the 
audit.

The Management Audit Division’s 
discussions with departmental Human 
Resources liaisons suggest that a  job 
analysis is not completed for each and 
every recruitment: “Finally, according to 
departmental HR liaisons, recruitment 
steps such as job analyses and written 
exam reviews do not occur for every 
single recruitment. Typically, according 
to HR liaisons, ESA only proposes these 
analyses for exams or job classes that 
have not been reviewed or recruited 
for in over a year, and sometimes more 
infrequently than that.” - Page 104 
Further, these discussions suggest that 
hiring departments may not always be 
consulted in the selection of ranking 
tools: “While several hiring departments 
and ESA reported in our survey that 
determining the ranking method for 
recruitments is a shared responsibility 
of ESA and the client departments, eight 
human resources (HR) liaisons from ESA’s 
own contact list reported that ESA had 
never asked for input on this matter from 
their departments.” - Page 39
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

3.2 Allow departments to 
develop and review draft and 
final ranking tools and criteria 
for recruitments specific to that 
department. Additionally, existing 
testing tools that have not been 
reviewed in over one year should 
be automatically reviewed by 
departmental subject matter 
experts prior to recruitments for 
positions associated with these 
tests. Components of exam 
reviews, such as requesting 
new questions, creating original 
questions, and reviewing old 
tests, should be outlined in 
service agreements between 
ESA and hiring departments. 
Departments should also be given 
access to previous test question 
analyses to see how certain 
questions performed on prior test 
versions.  
 
For County-wide recruitments, 
ESA should consult with the 
department recruiting for the 
highest number of vacancies on 
drafting and approving finalized 
ranking tools. The final versions of 
these tools should be shared with 
the other recruiting departments. 
(Priority 1)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

ESA-HR already allows the Subject 
Matter Experts the ability to review 
the prior examination and update 
the prior test by revising prior 
test questions, ordering new test 
questions, and/or developing new test 
questions. The item analysis from the 
prior test administration is one of the 
tools used during the job analysis and 
examination review so that the HR 
Analyst and the department Subject 
Matter Experts know how the test 
questions performed. Additionally, 
ESA-HR already has a procedure in 
place to review each test prior to use, 
oftentimes more frequently than on 
an annual basis. The HR Analyst who 
finishes a recruitment completes 
the Exam Summary Sheet, which is 
then reviewed by the next HR Analyst 
conducting a recruitment for the 
same classification, to inform the 
exam plan for the next recruitment. 
The test review process is also 
included in the recruitment planning 
tool utilized with department hiring 
managers.  
 
As standard practice, ESA-HR consults 
with all departments that have 
positions in the classification being 
recruited. The department with the 
most vacancies has the same input 
as the department with the least 
vacancies. The job analysis is used to 
capture the needs of all departments.

According to both our discussions with 
Human Resources liaisons and in-person 
reviews of test materials, the process 
for reviewing and editing prior tests is 
inconsistent: 
“However, discussions with departmental 
liaisons from ESA’s list of contacts revealed 
that reviews of exams do not always occur 
on a consistent schedule. One liaison 
stated that they looked over a test that had 
not been reviewed ‘in years’ [...] Further, 
departmental hiring liaisons gave varying 
responses when asked about the type of 
input ESA allows SMEs to have on exams. 
For example, while several departments 
stated that ESA allows SMEs to create their 
own test questions, other departments 
reported that their HR Analyst did not 
give them this option. Further, despite 
ESA-HR management reporting that 
departmental SMEs review lists of WRIB 
questions to develop exams, multiple 
departmental liaisons reported that they 
were only able to view previous exams, 
and not any additional test questions 
[...].  [...] After the exit conference, ESA 
provided the Management Audit Division 
access to three samples of written exams 
and their underlying documentation for 
exam development. Supporting ESA’s 
statement about SMEs providing input on 
exams, the Management Audit Division 
reviewed documentation in which SMEs 
had crossed out, edited language, or 
approved questions. However, only one 
of the examples contained supporting 
work-papers in which SMEs had reviewed 
new WRIB questions, despite ESA-HR 
management reporting that HR Analysts 
pull both old tests and new WRIB 
questions for exam revisions as ‘standard 
practice.’ Upon reviewing the other 
samples, ESA-HR management amended 
their assessment of the process to say that 
HR Analysts might only provide new WRIB 
questions if hiring departments request 
them. But, judging from our discussions 
with departmental hiring liaisons, it is 
unclear whether departments are aware 
they have this option. In another sample, 
an HR Analyst had searched for a certain 
category of questions within the County’s 
Test Management System (which is a 
repository of old WRIB questions) instead 
of requesting new questions from WRIB.” 
- Page 44
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

3.3 Capture and analyze equal 
employment opportunity data for 
all ranking mechanisms, including 
new tools developed by hiring 
departments. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Agree

As standard practice, ESA-HR already 
reviews the item analysis for written 
examinations, as well as the equal 
employment opportunity (EEO) 
reports for all evaluation steps, 
whether the test tool is new or 
revised.

Despite ESA’s reports of reviewing 
item analyses for test adjustments, the 
Department failed to provide - after more 
than four months - even a single example 
of a written exam for which they had 
adjusted a pass point for EEO purposes. 
 
Further, based on statements by ESA’s 
Human Resources Management and the 
Management Audit Division’s own reviews 
of NEOGOV reports, the County’s existing 
EEO reports are inaccurate: 
 
“... ESA reported that its applicant flow 
records depend on hiring departments 
to record information in NEOGOV. 
For example, if a department hires an 
applicant but does not record the hire 
in the system, ESA does not investigate 
or correct the record. In such an 
instance, the record would suggest that 
100 percent of candidates dropped 
out or were rejected, when in fact, the 
recruitment resulted in a successful hire. 
Because the record may not even show 
whether anyone was hired, much less 
which candidate was hired, real-time 
documentation showing that the County’s 
ranking and hiring process is equitable 
does not exist [...]. 
 
[...] we found that summary reports in the 
system do not match the raw data that 
supposedly underlies these reports. We 
spoke with NEOGOV representatives in 
an effort to understand and potentially 
resolve the discrepancies, which were 
ultimately due to filters NEOGOV applied 
in an effort to correct duplication of job 
candidates who applied for the same job 
multiple times—to only partial success.” - 
Page 53 
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

3.4 Contract with an Industrial 
Psychologist or other expert in 
the field to, at least on a sample 
basis annually, ensure that tests 
developed to screen, sort, and 
select job applicants are valid and 
have a clear nexus to the duties of 
the classification. In addition, the 
contractor should systematically 
assess the validity of selection 
methods for classifications that 
span multiple departments. 
Classifications with the largest 
number of vacancies should be 
assessed first. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Disagree

The HR Analysts have completed 
job analysis/test development 
trainings provided by various human 
resources professional organizations 
to ensure that the tests developed 
are valid to screen, sort, and select 
job applicants and have a clear nexus 
to the duties of the classification. 
ESA-HR uses content validity to 
determine the suitability of the test 
tool and assess what the test tool is 
intended to measure. ESA-HR also 
utilizes standardized written tests/test 
questions developed by professional 
civil service exam testing services, the 
validity of which are attested to by the 
testing service provider.

While ESA reported that it relies on pre-
developed tests for some classifications, a 
large number of written tests for County 
recruitments are created through ESA staff 
selecting test questions from a test bank of 
non-validated questions: 
“Further, the question bank that ESA uses 
for its exams, called the Western Regional 
Item Bank (WRIB), is not a repository of 
validated, practitioner-developed items, 
but rather a cooperative of member 
jurisdictions submitting questions as a 
shared resource... To illustrate the lack 
of validation of these test questions, the 
shared item bank explicitly disclaims that 
it ‘cannot and does not warrant, represent, 
or guarantee the validity of test questions” 
and advises members that WRIB is not 
responsible for any litigation arising from 
use of the questions.’” - Page 42 
We acknowledge in our audit report that 
Human Resources Analysts receive training 
in content validity insofar as performing 
a job analysis. However, our argument is 
that job analysis training does not always 
equate to a valid exam: 
“As noted in the preceding section of this 
audit (Section 2 on page 31), HR Analysts 
selecting these questions do not have 
specialized knowledge of the departments 
for which they recruit. And ESA staff that 
develop and validate exams are not in 
positions that formally require the ability 
to assess an exam’s capacity to predict 
which qualified applicants are most likely 
to succeed in the job—another aspect of 
a successfully performed content validity 
study. Exam assessment skills are not 
included in the job specifications of HR 
Analysts; rather, test assessment skills are 
typically the purview of testing experts, 
such as Industrial Psychologists. [...] The 
selection of non-validated questions by 
HR Analysts who are not specialized in 
their assigned fields calls into question 
the objective and predictive nature of the 
County’s written civil service tests. While 
ESA HR Analysts receive some training 
in exam development, ESA’s provided 
training materials suggest that this 
training is more geared toward identifying 
mechanisms for testing different types of 
competencies rather than how to identify 
or develop written exam questions that 
accurately assess these competencies.” - 
Pages 41 - 42
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

4.1 Work with NEOGOV, hiring 
departments, and the Technology 
Services and Solutions 
Department to improve aggregate 
and recruitment-level recording 
of equal employment opportunity 
statistics during the recruitment 
cycle. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Agree

NEOGOV already has the EEO 
Statistics component included in 
the recruitment/testing cycle, which 
the HR Analyst reviews consistently. 
Efforts to encourage hiring 
departments to enter accurate and 
complete information in NEOGOV, 
as well as efforts to encourage 
TSS to prioritize ESA’s recruitment 
dashboard and data analytics 
capabilities, are ongoing.

Based on statements by ESA’s Human 
Resources Management and the 
Management Audit Division’s own reviews 
of NEOGOV reports, the County’s existing 
EEO reports are inaccurate:

“... ESA reported that its applicant flow 
records depend on hiring departments 
to record information in NEOGOV. 
For example, if a department hires an 
applicant but does not record the hire 
in the system, ESA does not investigate 
or correct the record. In such an 
instance, the record would suggest that 
100 percent of candidates dropped 
out or were rejected, when in fact, the 
recruitment resulted in a successful 
hire. Because the record may not even 
show whether anyone was hired, much 
less which candidate was hired, real-
time documentation showing that the 
County’s ranking and hiring process is 
equitable does not exist [...]. [...] we found 
that summary reports in the system do 
not match the raw data that supposedly 
underlies these reports. We spoke with 
NEOGOV representatives in an effort to 
understand and potentially resolve the 
discrepancies, which were ultimately due 
to filters NEOGOV applied in an effort to 
correct duplication of job candidates who 
applied for the same job multiple times—
to only partial success.” - Page 53

Further, within EEO reports for at 
least two recruitments, we identified 
differential performance among ethnic 
groups on the written test, but statistics 
for later stages of the recruitment 
indicated that the pass point was 
not adjusted to accommodate more 
candidates:

“Upon reviewing outcomes for 
individual exams, we found one written 
examination in which all eight black 
test takers and eight of nine Hispanic 
test takers failed, for passing rates of 0 
percent and 11.1 percent, respectively 
[...] In another case, 75 percent of white 
applicants passed the written exam, but 
the passing rates for Asian, Hispanic, and 
black candidates were all less than 50 
percent.” - Page 57
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

4.2 Employ an independent 
contractor with expertise in 
validity studies to validate 
any civil service examinations 
demonstrating potential adverse 
impact for their link to job 
requirements. This contractor 
should also review examinations 
associated with significant re-
classification initiatives going 
forward. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Disagree

Same response as for 3.4 above. 
An independent contractor is not 
required, as the HR Analysts have 
been trained in developing content 
valid examinations. The Item Analysis 
is reviewed by the HR Analyst. 
Based on the Item Analysis, the HR 
Analyst may toss questions, consider 
alternate answers as correct, or 
adjust the pass point of the entire 
examination, as needed. ESA-HR 
requires a new job analysis when 
any significant reclassifications 
occur, because new content valid 
examinations must be developed that 
are linked to the requirements of the 
new job classifications.

See Management Audit Division response 
to Recommendation 3.4. In addition, 
despite ESA’s reports of reviewing item 
analyses for test adjustments, the 
Department failed to provide - after more 
than four months - even a single example 
of a written exam for which they had 
adjusted a pass point for EEO purposes.
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

4.3 Share ethnicity statistics for 
prior civil service examinations 
with hiring departments. ESA 
and hiring departments should 
then use these statistics to decide 
which ranking mechanisms to 
use. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Agree

Same response as for 3.2 above. 
The item analysis from the prior test 
administration is one of the tools 
used during the job analysis and 
examination review so that the HR 
Analyst and departmental Subject 
Matter Experts know how the test 
questions performed.

During a call with one departmental 
Human Resources liaison, the liaison 
reported that they were not allowed to 
access item analyses of test questions. 
Calls with these liaisons, as well as our 
in-person review of test development 
materials, revealed inconsistent 
processes and review schedules: 
 
“However, discussions with departmental 
liaisons from ESA’s list of contacts 
revealed that reviews of exams do not 
always occur on a consistent schedule. 
One liaison stated that they looked over 
a test that had not been reviewed ‘in 
years.’” - Page 44 

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

4.4 Assign an analyst to work with 
the County’s Equal Opportunity 
Department to conduct more 
robust analyses of how different 
ethnic groups are impacted at 
points in the recruitment cycle. 
ESA and the Equal Opportunity 
Department should prepare 
annual reports on this topic, and 
ESA should present these reports 
to the Board of Supervisors. 
(Priority 1)

ESA Response: Partially Agree 
 
ESA-HR and the Equal Opportunity 
Department already work together 
to identify recruitment patterns by 
comparing ethnicity by zip code for 
each EEO category for the candidate 
pools versus the existing County 
workforce. This information is useful 
for future recruitment outreach. EOD, 
with ESA input, provides the EEOC 
with a report on this topic every two 
years.

Our recommendation refers to analyses 
conducted of the recruitment process 
itself, and how different populations 
fare during this process, which is distinct 
from an analysis of the existing County 
workforce.
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The County’s Equal Opportunity 
Department should:

4.5 Work with ESA to conduct 
more robust analyses of how 
different ethnic groups are 
impacted at points in the 
recruitment cycle. The Equal 
Opportunity Department should 
co-author annual reports on this 
topic. (Priority 2)

ESA Response: Agree

It would be helpful for EOD and ESA-
HR to work together to identify any 
recruitment issues at the point of 
impact.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.

The Board of Supervisors 
should:

4.6 Amend County Ordinance 
Code Section A6-81(5) to show 
that the Equal Opportunity 
Department is a division of the 
Office of the County Executive 
and assign responsibility for 
collecting data necessary to 
demonstrate compliance with 
equal employment opportunity 
requirements to ESA-HR. (Priority 
2)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

The Equal Opportunity Department 
is responsible for collecting data 
necessary to demonstrate compliance 
with EEO without having to change 
County Ordinance Code.

ESA is the administrator of the County 
hiring system, NEOGOV, and has access 
to the recruitment records in this “sytem”. 
The Equal Opportunity Department is 
not specifically tasked with ensuring that 
these recruitment records are accurate 
and demonstrate compliance with equal 
employment opportunity requirements. 
The County Ordinance Code currently  
states the following: 
 
“(5) Request the Equal Opportunity 
Department of the Employee Services 
Agency to provide information on equal 
employment opportunity and disability 
issues as needed.” 
 
The Code is inaccurate because the 
Equal Opportunity Department is no 
longer a division of ESA, and therefore 
the assignment of this responsibility is 
ambiguous. As such, we recommend that 
ESA is formally tasked with ensuring the 
adequacy and accuracy of records since 
this Department has access to the hiring 
and recruitment system, as described 
above.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Board of Supervisors 
should:

4.7 Amend the County Ordinance 
Code to require that, when 
exam content or exam scores 
are changed after the exams 
are administered, that these 
changes be documented, and that 
a report regarding the number, 
nature, basis and effects or 
outcomes of these changes be 
presented annually to the Board 
of Supervisors. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

Any changes in test content or 
exam scores are documented 
and maintained for a minimum of 
seven years. A County Ordinance 
Code change is unnecessary. Exam 
content and examination results 
are confidential, per Merit System 
Rules. Any report to the Board 
of Supervisors regarding these 
issues should be prepared in close 
consultation with County Counsel and 
presented to the Board confidentially 
off-agenda under the attorney-client 
privilege.

Despite ESA’s reports of reviewing 
item analyses for test adjustments, the 
Department failed to provide - after more 
than four months - even a single example 
of a written exam for which they had 
adjusted a pass point for EEO purposes. As 
such, even if such adjustments are made 
and documented, they are certainly not 
systematically tracked or readily accessible.

Our recommendation does not pertain 
to information that is required to be 
confidential by the Ordinance Code. Our 
recommendation pertains to aggregated 
statistical information regarding County 
business processes, not information 
regarding specific applicants. For example, 
HR personnel use an undisclosed basis 
to set some exam score thresholds that 
determine which candidates will be eligible 
to be interviewed for a given job.

The extent to which exam pass thresholds 
are being modified by Human Resources 
after exams are scored is an important 
measure. To the extent that some 
classifications’ exams require repeated 
post-scoring changes to what constitutes 
a “passing” score would be indicative of a 
potential need for changes to the exam 
itself or perhaps use of an alternate 
screening tool instead of a written 
exam. The Board of Supervisors, hiring 
departments, existing County employees 
and the general public should be aware 
if such adjustments are affecting ten 
classifications or hundreds, and which 
classifications are most affected. The 
Ordinance Code provides for these 
adjustments, but there is no provision 
that information regarding the frequency 
and extent of such adjustments be 
withheld from hiring departments or the 
public. The Board of Supervisors, the 
hiring departments, their employees and 
the general public all have a compelling 
interest in ensuring that the County’s hiring 
practices are effective and efficient and that 
the people who are hired by the County 
are in fact the best candidates from the 
applicant pool. Claims that the nature and 
extent of statistics regarding administrative 
changes to criteria for placement of 
applicants on the list of those who may 
be interviewed for County employment is 
confidential under the Ordinance Code are 
inaccurate.
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The Board of Supervisors 
should:

5.1 To reduce the number of 
salaries that are arbitrarily higher 
or lower than market rates, 
approve a policy related to the 
setting of salaries within the 
County to ensure that employee 
salaries are informed by labor 
market information. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Disagree

To ensure that salaries are not 
arbitrarily set, ESA-HR already 
conducts external salary surveys and 
internal salary comparisons when 
recommending the establishment 
of a new job classification or the 
realignment of the salary of an 
existing job classification. A policy is 
not necessary.

External salary surveys and internal 
salary comparisons are conducted, but 
not consistently: ”For the nine studies we 
received from ESA-HR, the methodology 
of the salary surveys for these studies 
was inconsistent. For instance, one 
hospital classification had comparisons 
to the private sector in its study, while 
another hospital classification had 
statewide and nation-wide comparisons 
within both the public and private 
sectors. The lack of systemic review for 
salary comparisons may be due to the 
fact that ESA’s guiding Classification 
Principles Policy does not offer clear 
procedures or formulas” - Page 66

In addition, there is no policy that 
dictates, upon making market 
comparisons, where County salaries 
should be set relative to comparison 
jurisdictions: ”Further, neither the 
Classification Principles Policy nor any 
other County policy defines how County 
salaries should be set relative to a 
comparison job market. In other words, 
ESA has no guiding standards for whether 
pay for County jobs should be higher, 
lower, or some other function of market 
rates.” - Page 67
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

5.2 To improve the nexus 
between compensation and the 
market for employees’ skills, 
rather than negotiate dollar 
amounts or percentage changes 
in salaries, ensure that the County 
and its labor unions negotiate 
the basis for setting salaries, 
and define in labor agreements 
specific criteria and processes 
by which salaries will be set. 
The basis for salaries should 
relate to the labor market for the 
classification. Negotiations should 
include how the comparison 
labor market will be defined, what 
components of compensation 
will be compared, the schedule 
for conducting market salary 
analyses, and procedures for 
deriving County salaries from 
market rates. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

It was already explained to the 
auditors that the County and its 
employee organizations come to 
agreement on the methodology for 
conducting salary surveys, including 
the comparison market to be used, 
components of compensation 
compared, and how County or 
market salaries are adjusted to make 
comparable comparisons. However, 
dollar amounts or percentage 
changes in salaries are also fair 
subjects of negotiations, and neither 
the County (nor presumably the 
employee organizations) would want 
to restrict the discretion to raise such 
topics in negotiations.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

5.3 Contract for market 
assessments with a firm with 
expertise in public sector 
compensation to conduct salary 
surveys prior to negotiations with 
unions representing affected 
classifications. The firm will also 
assist with preparing proposed 
salary setting requirements in 
labor agreements and advise the 
Board of Supervisors regarding 
potential policy choices related to 
compensation. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Agree

It was already explained to the 
auditors that the County entered into 
such a service agreement last year, 
which has informed the negotiations 
process to date.

We reviewed the contract in question 
prior to issuance of the draft audit 
report and made the recommendation 
in light of the inadequacy of the scope 
of services of the referenced contract 
with respect to achieving the reform we 
envision. The existing contract outsources 
status quo processes. Our proposal is to 
determine the market for the skillsets the 
County buys. For example, we envision a 
consultant determining, with some clarity,  
which specific employers the County 
competes with for a given classification. 
It could be other public employers within 
the County, other counties, private 
employers locally or regionally, or a mix 
of these. The existing contract does not 
include any research regarding sources 
of new hires, which entities hire away 
County staff, etc. 
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

5.4 To reduce the workload 
and expense associated with 
establishment of compensation 
and analysis of compensation 
issues, assess whether 
classifications can be reduced, 
combined or salaries for 
each classification pegged in 
a systematic way to similar 
classifications. (Priority 2)

ESA Response: Agree

As classifications are evaluated, ESA-
HR assesses whether the number 
of classifications can be reasonably 
reduced by collapsing the number 
of levels in a series or by eliminating 
specialized classifications when there 
are similar generic classifications, 
as appropriate. When evaluating 
compensation for classifications, 
an internal salary comparison is 
conducted to assess the salary 
relationship between similar 
classifications.

We found  seven different classifications 
for Office Specialist, five for 
Ultrasonographer (including three 
different classes of Ultrasonographer 
II), and four different classifications of 
Assistant Nurse Manager. - Page 70
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The Board of Supervisors 
should:

6.1 To reduce the cumbersome 
processes and delays in hiring, 
amend the County Ordinance 
Code to require that all 
County job openings, including 
department-based transfers, be 
advertised on the County’s job 
vacancy website (NEOGOV), or its 
future successor. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Disagree 
 
The recruitment and hiring “delays,” 
as characterized by the auditor, 
relate to the negotiated posting 
requirements memorialized in 
the various labor contracts and 
departmental agreements. Amending 
the County Ordinance Code would not 
change the timelines that have been 
established through the negotiated 
terms of labor contracts, as the 
labor contract language supersedes 
the County Ordinance Code. The 
County Ordinance Code already 
requires that all open-competitive 
and promotional job openings be 
advertised. County transfers are also 
posted on the county website. The 
only transfer postings that are not 
posted on the County website are 
department-based transfers, as only 
those employees who reside in that 
specific department may apply for the 
transfer opportunity, and the various 
labor contracts and departmental 
agreements include transfer 
posting requirements unique to the 
department/unit.

Recommendation 6.1 and 6.2 are to be 
followed by Recommendations 6.3 and 
6.4 (which is why Recommendations 
6.3 and 6.4 both state: “Following 
implementation of Recommendations 6.1 
and 6.2”). These four recommendations 
address the combination of requirements 
within MOUs, MOAs, SLAs, and 
Departmental Agreements (see page 81 
of this report).
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The Board of Supervisors 
should:

6.2 Amend the County Ordinance 
Code to require a standard 
minimum job posting time on the 
County’s job vacancy website for 
all jobs Countywide. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Disagree

The County Ordinance Code already 
requires a standard minimum job 
posting time of ten (10) working 
days for open-competitive and 
promotional opportunities. Labor 
contract language dictates the 
length of time transfer opportunities 
are to be posted. Amending the 
County Ordinance Code would 
not change the contract language 
requirements, as the labor 
contract language supersedes the 
County Ordinance Code. Transfer 
opportunities are typically only 
required to be posted five (5) working 
days or less. Standardizing the 
posting requirements for transfer 
opportunities would likely conform 
them to those for open-competitive 
and promotional job postings, 
adding five (5) additional days to the 
recruitment cycle for transfers. This 
was already explained to the auditors 
in the course of the audit.

Recommendation 6.1 and 6.2 are to be 
followed by Recommendations 6.3 and 
6.4 (which is why Recommendations 
6.3 and 6.4 both state: “Following 
implementation of Recommendations 6.1 
and 6.2”). These four recommendations 
address the combination of requirements 
within MOUs, MOAs, SLAs, and 
Departmental Agreements (see page 81 
of this report).
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

6.3 Following implementation of 
Recommendations 6.1 and 6.2, 
work with the labor unions to 
eliminate all “personalized” job-
opening notification requirements 
and variable timelines in all labor 
agreements; instead, all County 
job openings should be posted 
on the County’s jobs website 
and posting time requirements 
should be the same for all jobs 
Countywide, per the Board’s 
changes to the Ordinance. 
(Priority 1)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

Although ESA agrees with the 
recommendation to eliminate the 
variable transfer posting timelines 
in the various labor contracts and 
departmental agreements, the 
employee organizations tend to want 
to include additional transfer posting 
requirements above and beyond 
the many that already exist, so it is 
doubtful that existing transfer posting 
requirements can be eliminated.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

6.4 Following the implementation 
of Recommendations 6.1 and 
6.2, ESA should require that an 
Employee ID number and/or 
County email address be included 
when an applicant submits an 
application for a transfer position 
through NEOGOV. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

The NEOGOV application already 
requires an email address, which can 
be a work or personal email address. 
Additionally, there is a County-wide 
supplemental question that asks for 
the employee’s ID number. However, 
the Employee ID field is not a required 
field, because NEOGOV relies on a 
standard job application that is also 
used by outside applicants.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

6.5 ESA should create a flowchart 
for each department showing 
requirements specific to hiring 
from their relevant MOUs, 
MOAs, SLAs, and Departmental 
Agreements. The flowchart 
should include the phases of 
the hiring process and the steps 
departments are required to 
take to be compliant with these 
agreements. The flowchart 
should be supplied to both 
the departments and Labor 
Unions to be referenced during 
negotiations. (Priority 3)

ESA Response: Disagree

ESA has a generic recruitment 
flowchart that shows the typical 
process for most recruitments. This 
flowchart is used to help educate 
departments on what to expect 
during the typical recruitment 
process. Creating a separate flow 
chart for each department specific 
to each MOU, MOA, SLA, and 
Departmental Agreement for that 
department would not be feasible. 
The MOUs, MOAs, SLAs, and 
Departmental Agreements are specific 
to the department, classification, 
unit, location, and/or shift. Each 
would require a separate flow chart. 
There could be numerous flow charts 
for one department, causing more 
confusion for the department. It is 
the HR Analyst’s role to guide the 
department through the specific 
recruitment processes and ensure 
that the department complies with 
the terms of the relevant MOU, MOA, 
SLA, and/or Departmental Agreement 
that govern recruitment.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

6.6 Track the age of all MOUs, 
MOAs, SLAs, and Departmental 
Agreements on this flowchart 
and prompt the appropriate 
department and/or Union 
to review and update these 
agreements if they are nearing 
five years old and update older 
ones. (Priority 3)

ESA Response: Disagree

The MOUs and MOAs have specific 
terms for which they are effective, but 
the Departmental Agreements have 
no expiration dates. Departmental 
Agreements are only opened for 
discussion by mutual agreement of 
the County and the corresponding 
Union. The departments do not 
have the ability to update these 
agreements unilaterally.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

6.7 Update Labor Relations’ 
webpage to include all active 
Memoranda of Understanding 
and Agreements and create 
a second page with all 
Departmental Agreements and 
Sideletter Agreements. Add a 
link to the new Departmental 
and Sideletter Agreement page 
in ESA’s HR Practices Manual so 
departments can navigate directly 
to both lists. (Priority 3)

ESA Response: Agree

ESA already posts all MOUs and 
Agreements on the public website. 
The Departmental Agreements are on 
the County’s intranet website. Labor 
Relations currently manages the 
Sideletter Agreements. ESA is working 
with TSS to have all relevant content 
accessible by clicking the various links 
throughout the website.

“However, the list of MOUs and MOAs 
posted on Labor Relations’ webpage (see 
Attachment I on page 209) is incomplete, 
and there is no mention on the page that 
this is a selective list. Of the 10 MOUs/
MOAs the Management Audit Division 
identified as having parameters affecting 
the timeline for filling a vacancy from 
those provided by ESA, only three appear 
on Labor Relations’ webpage, as shown in 
Figure 6.4.” - Page 83
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

7.1 Develop a list of desired 
recruitment metrics and reports, 
and discuss how it may best 
collect this information with a 
NEOGOV representative and 
the Technology Services and 
Solutions Department. This may 
also include correcting data entry 
practices on the part of ESA staff. 
For the sake of transparency, ESA 
should present annual reports 
discussing its performance 
targets, and to what degree it 
met these targets, to the Board of 
Supervisors. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Agree

ESA-HR provided the Technology 
Services and Solutions Department 
with a list of desired recruitment 
metrics and reports in March 2019 
and is awaiting TSS prioritization 
of the various ESA information 
technology projects. Once the 
necessary data collection and 
analysis infrastructure is in place, 
the ability of ESA-HR to monitor its 
performance internally and present 
reports externally will be greatly 
facilitated. However, it is important to 
note that much of what ESA-HR does 
is dependent upon the actions (or 
inactions) of departments, employee 
organizations, and other partners. 
ESA-HR can only move as quickly as its 
partners move, and vice versa.

Regarding the implementation of this 
recommendation, ESA should work 
with NEOGOV and the Technology 
Services and Solutions Department 
to make sure data has been inputted 
appropriately: “Further, even if TSS were 
to implement its data dashboards and 
case management system, hiring data 
is not always accurately captured within 
NEOGOV, which calls into question 
whether the information being fed 
into these systems would ultimately be 
usable. ESA should discuss its data needs 
with NEOGOV representatives. This is 
especially critical because several of the 
data limitations within the system appear 
to be the result of user entry error on 
the part of ESA. For instance, one of the 
system’s reports showed ‘Hire Authorized’ 
dates that were later than the ‘Hire Start 
Date.’ Based on these observations, it 
is possible that ESA has not optimized 
use of the NEOGOV system.Other 
system fields, such as ‘Requisition 
Approval Date’ and ‘Interviewed Date,’ 
were blank for half or more of the listed 
requisitions. According to ESA, some of 
these data fields are blank because hiring 
departments are supposed to enter this 
information—an observation made by 
some of the respondents on our peer 
survey as well.” - Page 94 

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

7.2 Track any metrics it cannot 
obtain in aggregate form on a 
sample basis. ESA should develop 
testing plans that include the size 
of the sample, sample selection 
methods, and frequency of 
testing. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Agree

Analytical staff positions were added 
in ESA in FY 2019, as it was recognized 
that the data collection and analysis 
capabilities that were needed in ESA 
extended beyond the scope and 
skills of the existing job classifications 
represented in the department. This 
recommendation will be added to the 
workplan for that staff.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

7.3 Include data entry 
expectations and standards 
in service plans with hiring 
departments. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Agree

ESA-HR already makes these 
expectations clear to departments 
at the initiation of and throughout 
the recruitment process. It is 
expected that departments provide 
interview results pertaining to the 
names referred to the department 
for interview. Although this is a 
requirement of Merit System Rules 
(County Ordinance Code), it is 
difficult to obtain this information 
from departments. The HR Analysts 
spend considerable time trying 
to obtain interview results from 
departments, as it is required in 
order to close the requisition for 
the recruitment, but departments 
are not always forthcoming with the 
interview information, even though 
the requirement for it is clearly 
communicated.

Formal service plans with departments 
would establish these expectations 
further, including timelines for inputting 
interview results.

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

7.4 Collect exit interview data 
from hiring departments, as well 
as information on where hired 
applicants were recruited from. 
(Priority 1)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

ESA-HR already collects on the 
completed and submitted job 
application information regarding 
where the applicant heard about 
the opportunity. It would be helpful 
if hiring departments collected and 
shared exit interview data with ESA-
HR.

This recommendation refers to 
information about where the candidate 
was previously working, not where the 
applicant heard about the opportunity.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

7.5 Issue simple, scale-based 
customer satisfaction surveys 
to departments after every 
recruitment. (Priority 1).

ESA Response: Agree

ESA-HR has been developing various 
survey tools to obtain information 
from both hiring managers and 
candidates. Once finalized, ESA-HR 
will release the surveys to obtain the 
information.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

7.6 Implement a timekeeping 
system where HR staff can record 
their time against classification 
studies, recruitments, and other 
substantial HR activities. An 
example of such a system is 
Internal Orders, administered by 
the Controller-Treasurer Fiscal 
Services Division. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Agree

Each employee in ESA-HR is already 
required to complete a time study 
report annually outlining the 
percentage of time spent conducting 
recruitment tasks, classification tasks, 
and other HR-related activities by 
department.

This recommendation refers to a regular 
timekeeping system instead of an overall 
time study report in order for ESA to track 
workload and most efficiently allocate 
assignments.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

8.1 Implement a policy to work 
collaboratively with departments 
so that all departments have a 
formal written workforce plan 
in place by the start of Fiscal 
Year 2022-23. This should 
include hiring an actuary to 
forecast turnover, recruitments, 
retirements, and deaths in the 
County by department for at least 
the next five years, and ideally ten 
years. (Priority 2)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

ESA-HR is already working 
collaboratively with departments 
to identify vacancies, forecast 
recruitments, and maintain position 
control. In the FY 2019 Budget, 
positions were added in ESA to 
address data needs, including 
statistical information pertaining to 
turnover, recruitments, retirements, 
etc. Hiring an actuary to provide the 
same information is not warranted.

An actuary possesses specialized 
statistical skills in order to analyze 
uncertain scenarios such as turnover, 
recruitments, retirements, and deaths. 
These competencies are not included 
in the job class specifications for 
Management Analysts, and therefore 
we recommend retaining outside 
expertise in order to make these long-
term projections, particularly in light of 
the County’s aging workforce. Further, 
at the exit conference, ESA’s Director 
acknowledged that formal workforce 
plans do not exist.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

8.2 Integrate departmental 
workforce planning support into 
the regular tasks of HR Analysts, 
including sharing NEOGOV 
statistical data with hiring 
managers to inform workforce 
planning and recruitment 
efforts, and conducting regular 
meetings (at least every six 
months) with departments to 
discuss hiring issues and potential 
recommendations. (Priority 2)

ESA Response: Agree

As partners, ESA-HR already meets 
with departments at least monthly 
to obtain vacancy information, 
understand hiring issues, and learn 
about upcoming recruitments and 
classification requests. ESA-HR and 
departments already work together 
to understand both the current and 
future staffing landscape of the 
department and the County as a 
whole.

The Management Audit Division’s 
discussions with departmental Human 
Resources liaisons suggests that these 
meetings may not happen on a monthly 
basis: “While ESA reported that HR 
Analysts review vacancies, the status of 
recruitments, and classification needs 
with hiring departments, these reviews 
do not appear to occur on a consistent 
schedule across departments. Although 
several HR liaisons from ESA’s list of 
departmental contacts reported monthly 
or biweekly meetings with ESA to discuss 
these topics, other HR liaisons stated that 
ESA rarely schedules these meetings. In 
contrast, it is the department that must 
initiate these discussions on resolving 
vacancies and other hiring concerns.” - 
Page 101
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Board of Supervisors 
should:

9.1 Adopt a policy requiring 
departments and ESA to enter 
into written service plans that 
specify hiring and recruitment 
stages, their sequence, 
expected timelines, and the 
party responsible for each 
step. Departments should work 
with their assigned HR Analyst 
to incorporate different types 
of recruitments into these 
agreements (e.g., promotional, 
transfer, or opencompetitive), as 
well as how the process should 
function for positions with or 
without existing eligible lists. 
(Priority 1)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

ESA-HR is already developing a 
formal Recruitment Plan worksheet 
to capture this information, without 
the Board of Supervisors having 
to adopt a formal policy. ESA-HR 
already works with departments to 
plan the recruitment stages for all 
types of recruitments (promotional, 
transfer, open-competitive), including 
sequence, expected timelines, and 
party responsible for each step.

The Management Audit Division received 
no evidence of this formal Recruitment 
Plan worksheet, and this document was 
never mentioned at the exit conference. 
Further, different departments have 
different recruitment processes, 
needs, and preferences, so a uniform 
Recruitment Plan worksheet may be 
inadequate to address departmental 
hiring needs.
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The Employee Services Agency 
should:

9.2 Ensure that agreements 
pursuant to the policy 
recommended in 9.1 include 
provisions regarding information 
that must be compiled by hiring 
departments, with the assistance 
of ESA, prior to the job posting in 
order to reduce applicant-facing 
delays. This information may 
include, but is not limited to: 
 
i. A preliminary job analysis and 
annotated job specifications. 
ii. A list of subject matter experts 
and their availability. 
iii. Supplemental questions. 
(Priority 1)

ESA Response: Agree

ESA-HR and departments are already 
working in partnership to identify, 
up front, prior to the posting of 
the job bulletin, the subject matter 
experts for each recruitment, and 
their availability; conduct the job 
analysis and develop the testing tool; 
and formulate the supplemental 
questions, all in an effort to reduce 
applicant-facing delays. We already 
described this to the auditor in the 
course of the audit. It is our initiative 
to optimize the candidate experience.

As of January of 2019, when we 
conducted our calls with Human 
Resources liaisons, multiple departments 
were unaware of this initiative, despite 
ESA discussing this initiative during 
meetings with auditors: 
 
“ESA reported that its ‘candidate 
experience’ initiative incorporates 
features of this upfront planning, and 
provided several internal documents 
indicating implementation of this 
initiative. For example, ESA’s timeline 
for a Communications Department 
recruitment scheduled completion 
of the position’s job analysis and test 
development prior to the department’s 
submission of the requisition and final 
job posting. Additionally, ESA provided 
two meeting agendas for its central 
HR staff and HR liaisons that included 
‘candidate experience initiative’ and 
‘candidate focus initiative’ as agenda 
items. 
 
However, despite this internal 
documentation, it is unclear to what 
degree departments are aware of 
their role in this candidate experience 
initiative, and how broadly this initiative 
has been communicated to key HR and 
departmental stakeholders. When the 
Management Audit Division contacted 
departmental HR liaisons off of ESA’s 
provided contact list, two-thirds of the 15 
responding departments stated that they 
were not aware of any such operational 
changes.” - Page 107
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

9.3 Ensure that ESA and 
departments develop detailed 
written service plans that 
specify hiring and recruitment 
stages, their sequence, 
expected timelines, and the 
party responsible for each step. 
(Priority 1)

ESA Response: Agree 
 
Same as response to 9.1, above.

See Management Audit Division response 
to Recommendation 9.1.

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

9.4 Ensure that for all 
recruitments, ESA should track 
the outcomes by component 
against these agreements, 
beginning with pre-posting steps 
and ending when the position 
is filled. ESA should prepare 
quarterly reports for itself and 
its customer departments, 
and an annual report for the 
Board of Supervisors, on what 
percentage of recruitments and 
classification studies followed 
service agreement requirements. 
(Priority 2)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

ESA-HR agrees that the HR Analyst 
should review the outcomes of the 
recruitment by step to ensure the 
timelines were met, or to understand 
the reasons that the timelines 
changed. If a pattern emerges 
suggesting issues with a specific HR 
Analyst or a specific department, 
then those issues can be more 
fully explored to identify the root 
causes (e.g., too high of workload 
assigned to the HR Analyst, a lack of 
training for that specific HR Analyst, 
a change in direction/leadership for 
the department, etc.). Instead of 
creating quarterly or annual reports 
summarizing the information of all 
departments for 50+ recruiters, ESA-
HR would be better served to capture 
this information by specific HR Analyst 
and department to see where time 
delay issues are occurring.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

10.1 Work with the application 
management vendor, NEOGOV, to 
design a database that supports 
County’s operational needs, which 
includes prohibiting submission 
of ineligible applications for 
promotional and transfer job 
opportunities only available to 
County employees. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Disagree

Promotional and transfer 
opportunities are posted on the 
public portal specifically to allow 
County employees to apply for these 
opportunities when they are away 
from work, outside the firewall. 
County Job Application Forms 
are also used for more than just 
applying for vacant positions—they 
are also completed for work-out-
of-class assignments, extra-help 
opportunities, and for incumbents 
who are participating in classification 
studies. Allowing employees to 
access promotional and transfer job 
opportunities, and the County Job 
Application Form, outside the firewall 
also allows for employees on vacation 
or on leave to submit a job application 
when they are not at work. The 
number of applications received for 
promotional and transfer postings 
from applicants who are not current 
County employees is negligible, as is 
the time it takes to review and send 
rejection notices to these applicants.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

10.2 Develop and implement 
a Department policy which 
requires that, except for 
holiday periods, review of open 
competitive applications is 
completed generally within one 
week, and never longer than two 
weeks. Actual timelines for each 
recruitment should be tracked 
and reported to the ESA director 
monthly, and to the Board of 
Supervisors annually. (Priority 2)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

ESA-HR already has a document 
outlining the timeline expectations 
of a recruitment and agrees that 
the review of the job applications 
for a recruitment should generally 
be completed within one week 
of the closing of the job bulletin. 
However, as each HR Analyst is 
responsible for many recruitments 
simultaneously, each in various 
stages of the recruitment process, 
along with transfer opportunities, 
promotional opportunities, 
classification studies, and support 
to their assigned departments with 
personnel practices, Merit System 
Rules administration, and labor 
contracts interpretation related to 
human resources practices, creating 
a policy that requires that review 
of applications specifically for 
open-competitive recruitments are 
completed within a specific timeframe 
would not be operationally feasible. 
Commitments to have specific tasks 
completed within certain timeframes 
need to allow for the opportunity 
to renegotiate those timeframes, as 
higher priority work may, by necessity, 
be assigned to the HR Analyst, 
which must take precedence. The 
acquisition of O’Connor and St. Louise 
Regional Hospitals from Verity Health 
System, effective March 1, 2019, is a 
prime example of this phenomenon. 
All existing work assignments were 
put on hold in order to redeploy all 
HR Analysts to onboard over 1,600 
Verity employees within one pay 
period. The County onboarded more 
employees within that one pay period 
than it has in any previous entire year.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

10.3 Remove general timeline 
information (e.g., “six weeks,” 
“several weeks”) from its 
paper flyer and its website. 
ESA should collaborate with 
hiring departments and include 
tentative timelines on its job 
announcements or a timeline 
range for the recruitment 
process. (Priority 2)

ESA Response: Agree

ESA-HR will remove all general 
timeline information. This information 
was provided based on the prior 
recruitment methodology of getting 
the job posting released as soon as 
possible to meet the demands of 
department hiring managers. ESA-
HR has since adopted the “applicant 
experience” model and is now 
conducting the job analysis and test 
development steps in collaboration 
with departmental Subject Matter 
Experts prior to the posting of the job 
bulletin, so these outdated general 
timelines are no longer needed.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

10.4 With the assistance of the 
County Technology Services and 
Solutions Department, remove 
the recruitment video from its 
website. ESA should replace 
the video with webpages that 
highlight chronically vacant 
positions or positions that 
have many  vacancies. The 
information should highlight 
the benefits of working for the 
County relative to other potential 
employers, specifically for these 
classifications when possible. 
(Priority 2)

ESA Response: Disagree

The ESA website already has an entire 
page dedicated to highlighting specific 
recruitments underway that have the 
largest number of vacancies. Those 
currently highlighted are Executive 
Management positions, IT positions, 
Nursing positions, and Social Worker 
positions. The website is updated in 
real time when new job bulletins are 
posted. Additionally, the ESA website 
has an entire page dedicated to 
highlighting the benefits of working 
for the County of Santa Clara, titled 
“Why Join Us.” This page includes 
all standard benefits and voluntary 
benefits that the County offers. 
 
A Public Communications Specialist 
position was added in ESA in FY 
2019 to help with marketing and 
messaging. Although the ESA website 
was designed one year ago, the Public 
Communications Specialist recently 
hired will assess the current layout 
and provide direction for possible 
changes to enhance ESA’s web 
presence.

As of July 23, 2019, the same mispelled 
text, dark images and unusual “why 
join us” commentary that we identified 
in the audit report (pages 112, 113, 
and 115) remained online and ESA’s 
response does not address this. The 
“highlighted” jobs referenced in ESA’s 
response are just copies of the same 
job announcements already posted 
elsewhere on the ESA website. Our 
recommendation was not intended to 
reproduce existing information, but is 
intended to result in marketing-type 
information to help attract candidates 
to the job classes that generally are 
vacant or classes that typically have a 
large number of vacancies. Lastly, as of 
July 23, the “highlighted” positions were 
not in classifications “with the largest 
number of vacancies.” For example, 
there were a total of two classifications 
listed under “nursing.” One was Nurse 
Manager - Custody Health Services, 
which is a classification with four total 
authorized positions Countywide. Of 
these four positions, only one was vacant 
as of April 22, 2019. This “highlighted” 
classification was for recruitment of 
one (or 0.04 percent) of about 2,390 
full-time-equivalent positions that were 
vacant. Likewise, the second classification 
“highlighted” - that of Clinical Nurse 
Specialist - represents one job opening, 
another 0.04 percent of County vacancies.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

10.5 For open competitive 
positions, furnish potential 
applicants with a direct telephone 
number and/or email address 
of the analyst managing the 
recruitment. This information 
should be included on the 
vacancy announcement. (Priority 
2)

ESA Response: Disagree

The phone number provided on the 
job posting directs applicants to the 
general HR phone number, instead 
of the specific HR Analyst managing 
the recruitment, in order to triage 
the types of questions posed by 
applicants. Many questions can be 
addressed by any one of the HR 
Assistants. The HR Assistants can 
direct the applicant to the specific HR 
Analyst managing the recruitment 
when the questions are more 
complicated. This tiered approach 
has been effective and was designed 
to provide an immediate “warm” 
response to the inquiring applicant. 
HR Analysts may not be able to return 
calls/emails as quickly as the HR 
Assistants can respond to applicants’ 
inquiries directly, as each HR Analyst 
is responsible for many recruitments 
simultaneously, each in various stages 
of the recruitment process, along with 
transfer opportunities, promotional 
opportunities, classification studies, 
and support to their assigned 
departments with personnel 
practices, Merit System Rules 
administration, and labor contracts 
interpretation related to human 
resources practices, all of which 
involve many meetings and time away 
from the office spent in departments 
across the County.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

10.6 With the assistance of the 
County Technology Services and 
Solutions Department, move 
information related to internal 
processes, such as policies and 
procedures applicable solely 
to existing employees, and job 
vacancies for which only existing 
employees are eligible to apply, 
to ESA’s intranet site. The public 
website should focus on the 
benefits of County employment, 
highlighting specific classifications 
and career ladders, and bring to 
the fore the existing applicant 
“tool kit” to better assist 
prospective employees. (Priority 
2)

ESA Response: Disagree

In the interest of full transparency, 
ESA purposefully designed the ESA 
website to contain all HR-related 
policies and procedures so that 
all applicants could have access 
to the information. As stated in 
the response to Recommendation 
10.1, promotional and transfer 
opportunities are posted on the 
public portal specifically to allow 
County employees to apply for these 
opportunities when they are away 
from work, outside the firewall. 
County Job Application Forms 
are also used for more than just 
applying for vacant positions—they 
are also completed for work-out-
of-class assignments, extra-help 
opportunities, and for incumbents 
who are participating in classification 
studies. Allowing employees to 
access promotional and transfer job 
opportunities, and the County Job 
Application Form, outside the firewall 
also allows for employees on vacation 
or on leave to submit a job application 
when they are not at work. The 
number of applications received for 
promotional and transfer postings 
from applicants who are not current 
County employees is negligible, as is 
the time it takes to review and send 
rejection notices to these applicants.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

11.1 In the short term, either 
ensure or designate County 
department liaisons to ensure 
that social media applications 
utilized for recruiting and 
promoting County job vacancies 
are County-sponsored social 
media applications and not “bots.” 
This liaison should verify that all 
posted information is accurate. 
(Priority 1)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

ESA-HR agrees that social media 
applications utilized for recruiting 
and promoting County job vacancies 
should be monitored to ensure that 
they are County-sponsored social 
media applications and not “bots.” 
However, the County Executive’s 
Office of Public Affairs has the 
responsibility to monitor all social 
media applications Countywide. This 
recommendation should be directed 
to the County Executive’s Office, as 
this responsibility is outside of the 
purview of ESA-HR.

This recommendation is directed to 
ESA for two reasons. First, posting of 
job announcements via “bot” accounts 
is probably a “service” provided by a 
vendor that ESA has contracted with 
and which ESA pays for from its budget.  
(The contract in question is vague, so 
we are not certain.) It would not make 
sense to have Public Affairs employed 
to curtail ESA’s service provider. Second, 
the ESA is tasked with administration 
of the personnel system of the County, 
per Ordinance Code Section A25-2(a). 
Administration of the personnel system 
includes advertising job openings. Job 
announcements are addressed by 
Section A25-111 of the Ordinance Code, 
which mandates certain postings, but 
also allows that “announcements may 
be publicly posted as necessary to 
attract qualified applicants.” Not only 
is advertising County jobs not “outside 
the purview of ESA,” such distribution - 
whether in print or online - is expressly 
the Agency’s responsibility.  However, our 
Recommendation 11.2 below attempts 
to solve the problem of ESA’s “not our 
purview” approach by establishing a 
separate entity to carry out the function. 
Whether this would require amendment 
of the Ordinance Code or not is a matter 
for legal review. It is possible that the 
position we propose below could be 
placed within Public Affairs, so long as it is 
not established as a part-time duty to be 
assigned to staff who already have other 
responsibilities.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Board of Supervisors 
should:

11.2 Improve recruitment 
outcomes, coordinate recruitment 
expenditures and practices across 
the County, improve use of social 
media and enhance the applicant 
experience by approving 
development of a manager of 
social media and non-executive 
recruitment. This position 
should be funded, at least in 
part, by elimination of contract 
expenditures for functions that 
would be carried out by the new 
manager, although the new 
position as envisioned would 
primarily perform functions not 
currently carried out at all. This 
position should be based in the 
County Executive’s Office, but not 
within ESA-HR, as its functions 
are beyond the scope of ESAHR 
management’s stated mission. 
Ultimately, when the position in 
this recommendation has been 
created and filled, we recommend 
this manager be responsible for 
implementing Recommendation 
11.1. (Priority 2)

ESA Response: No Response

This recommendation should be 
directed to the County Executive’s 
Office to respond and provide 
Administration’s recommendation to 
the Board of Supervisors. However, 
the auditor’s recommendation that 
this proposed new position should 
not be housed within ESA-HR, or 
even ESA more broadly, is puzzling. 
County Ordinance Code clearly states 
that ESA administers the personnel 
system of the County, which includes 
recruitment.

We do not dispute that this work is 
ESA’s legal responsibility (see above), 
but as noted in its written response to 
Recommendation 11.1, ESA management 
considers even the most basic, “Day 
1” aspect of this proposed role as 
“outside the purview of ESA-HR.” Our 
recommendation attempts to address 
this reality and presumes any code 
change that might be required would be 
advised by County Counsel.
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

12.1 Comply with federal 
regulations and the County 
Ordinance Code by collecting 
and retaining all records related 
to every position available to be 
filled within the County, even 
those filled by department-based 
transfer, for at least two years, in 
line with federal requirements. 
(Priority 1)

ESA Response: Partially Agree

ESA-HR does comply with federal 
regulations and the County 
Ordinance Code by retaining all 
recruitment records (open and 
promotional) for seven years, per 
the County’s Records Retention 
Policy. Additionally, countywide 
transfer records are also retained 
for seven years. ESA-HR also retains 
the documentation for candidates 
selected through department-based 
transfers for the life of the employee 
selected. Currently, departments 
are responsible for retaining the 
interview documentation for 
their recruitments. For ESA-HR to 
retain department-based transfer 
documentation, including the posting 
notification and interview notes, an 
electronic repository would need 
to be developed to collect these 
records. ESA-HR currently does not 
have the technological infrastructure 
to support the centralized retention 
of department-based transfer 
documentation and would need 
TSS support to implement such an 
application.

The County is not compliant with the 
federal regulation because it did not 
retain records for a specific transfer, 
as described on page 144 of the audit 
report.   
 
Departments could scan their internal 
hiring records and submit them 
to ESA through an existing secure 
mechanism, such as a designated, shared 
OneDrive folder.  We do not believe 
a technologically complex process is 
required, although there could be a need 
for additional “cloud” storage space.  
We think department submission of 
records to a shared digital location for 
all department-based hires is a simple, 
thorough and less time-consuming 
approach to facilitate ESA’s fulfilment of 
its obligation under the Ordinance Code 
to ensure that the County retains hiring 
records. 
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Attachment O: Management Audit Response to Department Response

The Employee Services Agency 
should:

12.2 Ensure that all positions that 
may be filled anywhere in the 
County by any hiring method, 
are recorded in a database, 
preferably the existing applicant 
database, NEOGOV. (Priority 1)

ESA Response: Disagree

The NEOGOV Applicant Tracking 
System contains all recruitment 
information for those recruitments 
generated in the NEOGOV system. 
The only recruitment information 
not contained in the system are 
department-based transfers. Unless 
the department-based transfer 
posting requirements are removed 
from the various labor contracts, 
there will be separate department-
based transfer opportunities outside 
of the NEOGOV system, because 
they must be conducted pursuant to 
the terms of the labor agreements. 
Only specific department or unit 
employees can apply for department-
based transfers, and there are unique 
posting requirements for department 
and unit-based transfers that cannot 
be supported by the NEOGOV system.

No response from the Management Audit 
Division.
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